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ABSTRACT

The present study Is an attempt to examine 
critically the Sinhalese puristic movement extending 
from the 1920's to 1 9 7 0 » which was inaugurated by 
Munidasa Kumaratunga and had as its objective the 
resuscitation in its wholeness of* the framework of 
classical Sinhalese grammar and style. A brief dis
cussion of the nature of Sinhalese diglossia with 
occasional relevant reference to other diglossic 
situations is included in chapter I both to illus
trate the general character of Sinhalese and to show 
how it could b© conducive to the rise and continuance 
of puristic endeavour. The same chapter also presents 
a thumbnail sketch of the history of Sinhalese in 
order to establish the historical origins of the 
dichotomy existing between written and spoken Sinha
lese. The second chapter discusses the historical 
and linguistic background from the end of the fif
teenth century which brings to an end the classical 
period of Sinhalese writing, and which the modern 
purists regarded as incepting a period of linguistic 
decadence. The first beginnings of puristic reviva
lism can be seen in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century and much of the nineteenth century with their 
nativistic tendency. These are dealt with in chapter



Ill, Chapter IV Is devoted to discussing the emer
gence of Kumaratunga, his linguistic objectives and 
the inception of his Hefa Havula (Pure Sinhalese 
Fraternity). The fraternity’s conception of lang
uage and its proper development together with its 
definition of grammar and correctness are taken into 
consideration in chapter V. Chapter VI is an ana
lysis of the grammatical works of the movement which 
were designed to teach the Helese doctrine of per
fection. The activities of the followers of Kumara
tunga and their zealous endeavour to propagate his 
linguistic credo are dealt with in chapter VII, The 
final chapter discusses, firstly, the recent attempt 
of the Hefa Havula to obtain authoritative recogni
tion of its special linguistic features by using 
governmental backing to get them introduced into the 
state—sponsored Standard Sinhalese Grammar and the 
series of Sinhalese school text books. Secondly, it
discusses the causes which led to the decline and ofdying out/the Hela movement. Two appendices are 
Included to illustrate some of the points discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

DIGLOSSIA: THE SITUATION IN SINHALESE

All languages with a fairly long history
of (written) literature display some differences between 
the literary and spoken varieties with regard to phono
logy, morphology and, sometimes, syntax. In a literate 
society, especially in one that is educated to a know
ledge and an appreciation of the writings of the past, 
the written and the spoken language may develop at 
different rates and may come to diverge from one another 
considerably in vocabulary and grammar. The longer the 
period during which a language has been committed to 
writing (and used for literary activities) the greater 
may be the discrepancy between the two registers.

Languages of these characteristics are parti
cularly vulnerable to puristic endeavours. The reasons 
for this are obvious. Firstly, written records have a 
comparatively greater degree of permanence and subse
quent writers tend to look upon them as models of
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excellence, particularly in the idiom and style. Being 
tangible records which are available for such reference, 
written works have a tendency to impose restrictions on 
the normal linguistic evolution that takes place in any 
speech community. In languages which possess a lengthy 
literary tradition, therefore, it is possible to discern 
some cleavage between the language of literature and the 
spoken language of the people in question. The types 
of cleavages that can arise with the advent of the lite- 
rary activity have been classified by M.W, Sugathapala 
De Silva in 19 6 7 and more fully in 1975#^

In order to establish the place that Sinhalese 
oocupies among languages which are characterized by 
such cleavages, it is pertinent to give here a brief 
summary of De Silva's thesis. From the point of view 
of the relationship that obtains between spoken and 
written languages, he makes a five-fold classification 
to which he has given the following names: (i) congruent
type, (ii) restricted standard type, (iii) inter-regional 
standard type, (lv) graphic standard type and (v) divergent

1# M. ¥. Sugathapala De Silva, 'Effects of Purism on
the Evolution of the Written Language: Case History
of the Situation in Sinhalese', Linguistics 36 (1967),
pp. 5-17? 'Problems of Literacy in Diglossic Communi
ties ', Literacy Discussion: UNESCO Special Number
in Mother-tongue Literacy (forthcoming).
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type. Being the product of writing for the first time 
what he calls congruent relationship naturally implies 
the absence of a literary tradition and therefore this 
particular type need not detain us here. In the course 
of time the written language either in its grammar and 
style or in its manner of graphical representation of 
sound or in both may correspond to the linguistic habits 
obtaining in a particular part of the wider linguistic 
community, in which case the relationship may be called 
a restricted standard type; or it may correspond to a 
neutral standard speech equally shared by all educated 
speakers in which case the relationship might reflect 
an inter-regional standard. In the case of Chinese 
where the written language is capable of representing, 
because of its non-phonetic character of representa
tion, all forms of speech regardless of their phonetic

1. Arabic is a good example. The grammar of written
Arabic is different from the grammar of every single 
regional variety of Arabic, but the grammar of the 
written language is used for inter-communication by 
people belonging to different regions, and it is 
also used in radio newscasting etc. communicated to 
a number of areas at one time ( For details see,
C. A. Ferguson, ’Diglossia*} Word, vol. 15 (1959), 
pp. 325-3^0 % reprinted in Language in Social Context, 
ed. Pier Paolo Giglioli, 1972, pp. 232-251? see 
also Peter Trudgill, Soclo1inguisties, 197^* PP»
1 1 8-1 2 0 ).
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differences, the relationship would be of a graphic
istandard type. The fact that high literary grammar 

etc. of, for instance, English represents the educated 
southern variety of English (British) speech for the 
most part would place the relationship that exists bet
ween spoken and written English in the restricted 
standard type. Written Hindi, by and large, represents 
the grammar of Khariboli. Classical Arabic which is 
used by all educated Arabs regardless of their regional 
variations would place Arabic in the inter-regional 
standard type. As mentioned above, Chinese is a classic 
example of the graphic standard type relationship. 
Sinhalese which is the subject of this thesis shows 
the functional divergence between the literary and non- 
literary usages maximally and exhibits a divergent type 
of relationship. Xt is evident that very few languages 
have the same functional divergence as Sinhalese ; perhaps

1, Written and spoken Chinese are more independent of 
one another. What are conventionally referred to 
as different 'dialects' of Chinese (Mandarin, Canto
nese, etc.) are written in essentially the same way. 
I'he common ideographs are interpreted and articulated 
according to each variety. Educated speakers of 
Mandarin and Cantonese are thus able to communicate 
with one another in writing, although they may not 
be able to do so in speech.
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Tamil and Telugu are the nearest geographical languages
of this type.

Languages where distinct sets of codified rules
obtain for literary usage which distinguish it
from colloquial usage are called diglossic languages.
The term diglossia (modeled on the French diglossie)

1was first invented by Charles A. Ferguson in 1959. 'The
classic definition of diglossia that Ferguson gives is
as follows: 'Diglossia is a relatively stable language
situation in which, in addition to the primary dialects
of the language (which may inclvide a standard or regional
standards), there is a very divergent, highly codified
(often grammatically more complex) superposed variety,
the vehicle of a large and respected body of written
literature, either of an earlier period or in another
speech community, which is learned largely by formal
education and is used for most written and formal spoken
purposes but is not used by any sector of the community

2for ordinary conversation'. Ferguson's study was

1, C, A. Ferguson, 'Diglossia', Word, vol. 15 (1959)»
pp. 325—3^0? reprinted in Language and Social Context, 
ed. Pier Paolo Giglioli, 1972, pp. 232—251.

2. C, A. Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 244-245.



devoted to the analysis of four diglossic communities, 
namely, Arabic, Greek, Haitian (Creole) and Swiss 
German,^ Xt is clear from Ferguson's paper that 
diglossia signifies a functional cleavage and in that
sense it is a social phenomenon, rather than purely

2a linguistic one. As he has observed, in many speech 
communities two or more varieties of the same language 
are used by some speakers under different conditions. 
The most frequently cited example is the standard lang
uage versus regional dialect. But what here he present 
is one particular kind of standardisation where two 
varieties of a language exist side by side and are

1, For details, see C. A, Ferguson, 'Diglossia1, in 
Language and Social Context, ed. Pier Paolo Giglioli
1972 T ppT "233^W f.

2. In 1 9 6 2 , Ferguson ventures to emphasize the socio— 
linguistic nature of the concept. To put it simply, 
one type of language is allowed in some social situ
ations and another type of language is used in other 
social situations which prohibits the use of the 
former. For details, see C, A, Ferguson, 'Problems 
of teaching languages with diglossia', in Monograph 
Series on Languages and Linguistics, eds. E, D, Wood 
worth and R, J, D± Pietro, Washington, D.C.s George
town University Press, 1 9 6 2 , pp. 163““177*



assigned to have a definite role to play, i.e., lite
rary and colloquial. Generally speaking, diglossia is 
a kind of bilingualism in which a speech community 
may use two varieties of the same language, under diffe
rent conditions or for different purposes*

The two linguistic varieties in a diglossic 
situation are considered by speakers to be discrete, 
although this is usually not altogether the case in 
practice, and comprise a standardized high variety 
and a low variety which is also standardized but may 
be subject to geographical differentiation. It is 
evident that the diglossic situation in speech commu
nities is widespread and the relationship
between the two varieties involved may be at different 
rates. In the case of some languages with diglossia, 
written language has the qualities of a second lang
uage in many respects which takes many years of formal 
education (example: Sinhalese, Tamil and Telugu).
Examples of language communities which are diglossic, 
together with the names used, are the followings
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High Low

Arab±c
Bengali
Greek

- Classical Colloquial
- Sadhu Bhasa Calit Bhasa

Katharevousa Dhimotilci
Haitian Creole - French Creole
Kannada

Swiss German
Sinhalese

- Literary Colloquial
- Literary Colloquial
- Hochdeutsch Schweizerdeutsch

Telugu
Tamil Literary 

Li terary
Colloquial
Colloquial

The most important feature of the diglossic communi
ties seems to be the specialization of function of the 
two varieties, and the degree of specialization tends 
to vary from community to community according to the 
socio-linguistic parameters involved.

and eventuate in different language situations. Of
the four languages cited by Ferguson as examples for
this socio-linguistic phenomenon, Arabic diglossia seems

1to reach as far back as the knowledge of Arabic goes, 
and the situation in modern Greek seems to have roots

1* C. A, Ferguson, 'Diglossia1, in Language and Social 
Context, ed. Pier Paolo Giglioli (1972 ) , pp"I 237-239.

Diglossia may develop from various origins
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going back many centuries* But it is evident that
Greek diglossia became fully developed at the beginning
of the nineteenth century with the renaissance of
Greek literature which saw the resuscitation of the

1literary genres of ancient Greek. Diglossia in Swiss
German has developed as a result of long religious
and political isolation from the centres of German

2linguistic standardization, while Haitian Creole has 
arisen from pidgin French, with
standard French later coming to play the role of

3the superposed variety.
In diglossic situations, the high variety 

(i.e., the literary) has greater prestige than the 
low, and is often regarded as more beautiful and

1. C. F. and F, M. Voegelin, 'Greek', in Anthropologi
cal Li ngui sties, vol. 7» no. 8 (19 6 5 ), pp. 158-17 6 .

2. William G. Moulton, 'What standard for diglossia?
The case of German Switzerland', in Monograph Series
on Language and Linguistics, no. 15 (1 9 6 2 ), pp. 133-^8.

3. C. A. Ferguson, 'Diglossia', in Language and Social 
Context, ©d. Pier Paolo Giglioli (1972) , ppl 2^6-248;
William A, Stewart, 'Functional Distribution of 
Creole French in Haiti', Monograph Series on Language 
and Linguisties, pp. 1 4 9 -1 6 2 .
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genuine, even if* it is less intelligible* In Arabic 
and Greek both of which possess a lengthy literary 
tradition where the ancient or classical overshadows 
the modern, it may even be considered good form to 
write an editorial or poem containing archaic gramma
tical constructions which no one can easily understand* 
Although the Arabic speech community is very large 
numerically, and spread over a vast expanse spatially,
high regard for the classical usage and grammatical

1features are relatively uniform throughout. Arabs
feel that the classical variety is the most beautiful,
highly developed and the most elegant. Consequently,
for many purposes even the illiterate peasant will
prefer a classical sounding highly literary Arabic

2which he only partially understands* The superiority 
of the classical variety in the Arabic speech community 
is maintained on the basis of religious beliefs and 
attitudes* The language of the Koran has been for

1. C. A. Ferguson, ’Myths about Arabic’, in J, A,
Fishman (ed.) Readings in the Sociology of Language 
(1968), pp. 375-381*

2, Ibid., p. 377.
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some 1200 years a model for the literary language and 
is still regarded as the ideal of linguistic and 
literary perfection. Hence the identification of the 
superposed variety with the religion in Arabic speech 
community seems to be paramount in maintaining the 
Arabic diglossia. Although the classical Arabic is 
still the predominant written language, colloquial 
Arabic can now also be written, especially in novels 
and newspapers, and also there is a tendency for 
different standards based on regional low varieties 
to arise in each country. On the other hand, although 
it is possible to speak the high variety, this is 
becoming increasingly less usual.

The Greek diglossia, though it seems to have
roots going back many centuries, became fully developed
at the beginning of the nineteenth century with the

2Greek literary revival. As a result of this renais
sance a literary language, Katharevousa, based in

1. Peter Trudgill, Socio1inguisties, 197^» PP # 117-119.
2, C, F, and F, M. Voegolin, 'Greek', in Anthropological 

Linguistics , vol. 7, no. 8 (1 9 6 5 ), PP * 1 59— 1 60.
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large part on previous linguistic habits of literary 
Greek, was created . 1 As the body of literature in 
Greece represents a long time span, it was possible 
for the writers of the nineteenth century to utilize 
words and grammatical constructions of a distant and 
glorious period of Greek literary history. The 
divergency between the literary (high variety) lang
uage and the spoken (Dhimotikl) is perpetuated in 
the language situation of modern Greek. The situation 
created by the separate existence of the Katharevousa
and the Dhimotiki has frequently become an emotional

2political issue. Also in Greek the use of two 
varieties - high variety (Katharevousa) and low variety 
(Dhimotiki) - seems to be closely linked with religious

1 . It is pertinent to mention here that in creating
an official written or literary language for the new 
Greek nation, many of the responsible authorities 
seem to have taken the line that Greek had not 
changed since the New Testament times, and that all 
the apparent changes were simply ignorent, slovenly 
speech which could be remedied by education; the 
only pure grammar was the grammar of ancient Greek. 
For details, see C, F. and F, M, Voegelin, op* cit.,
pp. 1 6 0- 1 7 0 .

2, C. F. and F. M. Voegelin, op. cit,, pp. 160-162,
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beliefs and attitudes. In Greek the language of the 
New Testament is felt to be essentially the same as 
the Katharevousa, and there was serious rioting1 in 
Greece when, in 1903, the New Testament was translated 
into Dhimotiki.^

Katharevousa, the high variety, serves as the 
official tongue of the Greek state. It is spoken only 
on formal occasions such as in Greek orthodox liturgy, 
in the Greek parliament and in academic lectures, but 
it is used almost exclusively for official and scienti 
fic writings as well as by most newspapers. The 
function of the Dhimotiki is more general in that its 
sphere is in those areas not designated for Kathare- 
vousa,~ It seems that Katharevousa has been modified 
successively many times into a closer agreement with 
the spoken language (Dhimotiki), from which, however, 
it still differs markedly in certain sacrosanct details

1. C, A, Ferguson, 'Diglossia1, in Word, vol. 15 (1959)» 
pp. 325-3^0$ reprinted in Language and Social Context, 
(ad,) Pier Paolo Giglioli (79'72 J P P . 2 3 7-238 .

2. For a contrastive study of the linguistic marks of 
Katharevousa and Dhimotiki, see F, W. Householder, Jr., 
'Greek Diglossia', in Monograph Series on Languages 
and Linguistics, no. 15 91 962 ) ,"777. 109-132.
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of4 spelling1, morphology and vocabulary.
It should be mentioned that several attempts 

have been made recently towards converging Katharevousa 
and Dhimotiki into a single standard based on the low 
variety (Dhimotiki). The form of Dhimotiki chosen 
for this role by its adherents is a mixed language with 
considerable admixture from the high variety (Kathare
vousa), Unlike in some diglossic situations, Dhimotiki
has a considerable body of literature written in it

1and possesses several grammars. Under the Liberal
Greek government of the 1960's this form of Dhimotiki
was made the language of Instruction in schools, but
with the military coup in 1 9 6 7 , this trend seems to
have been reversed - by government decree Dhimotiki

2has been replaced by Katharevousa in the schools.
The diglossia in Tamil is quite similar to the 

above mentioned situations of Arabic and modern Greek, 
Tamil also is marked for having a lengthy literary 
tradition which possesses a sizable body of literature

1. C, A. Ferguson, op. cit,, p, 236.
2. Peter Trudgill, op. cit,, p. 119*
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going* back to the pre-Christian centuries* There are
distinct literary and colloquial styles, showing

striking differences in phonology, morphology and
syntaxJ The literary Tamil serves as the sole medium

often of
of writing and /formal speech making, while the collo
quial variety is used for ordinary conversation. The 
two varieties are so different that the high variety 
- literary Tamil - has to be learned through formal 
education. In many respects, literary Tamil has the 
qualities of a second language. As Shanmugam Pillai 
asserts: 'Among the Dravidian languages it is in the
Tamil the differences between literary and colloquial
are the greatest and one wonders whether the two are

2the same language at all '. The literary Tamil is
full of Sanskrit loans and replete with archaic gramma-

*3tical features. Occasionally, a form of high variety,

1. M. Shanmugam Pillai, 'Tamil - Literary and Colloquial', 
Linguistic Diversity in South Asia: International 
Journal of American Linguistics, vol. 2 6 , no, 3* p t .
Ill ( July T"9£0 ) , p p . 27-42 .

2. M. Shanmugam Pillai, 'Merger of Literary and Collo
quial Tamil', in Anthropological Linguistics, vol. 7» 
no. k (1965)f pp# 98-103.

3# During the early decades of this century a puristic 
movement, headed by Maraimalai Adigal, arose which 
advocated the removal of all foreign lexical items 
( see M. Shanmugam Pillai, 'Tamil — Literary and
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literary, full of high sounding verbosity and ancient
grammatical features, can be seen used in speech

1making, especially in political contexts. It is also 
noteworthy that during recent times an attempt has 
been made by some writers to adopt the colloquial Tamil 
as the medium for writing and for formal speaking, such 
as university lectures, parliamentary debates, etc,, 
thereby to lessen the existing wide gap between the 
two varieties,^

Diglossia in Bengali is somewhat different 
from the situation In Tamil. The high variety, like 
literary Tamil, is called Sadhu Bhasa (elegant Language) 
and is employed for all forms of writing and for formal 
speech making, Calit Bhasa is the
informal conversational medium of the educated as well 
as the non-educated people. The differences between

Colloquial', in Linguistic Diversity in South A s i a : 
International Journal of American Linguistics, vol. 26, 
no . 3*» p h  III ( July 1 9 o) , p . 2 7-
1. Ibid., p. 99.
2, M, Shanmugam Pillai, 'Merger of Literary and Collo

quial Tamil', Anthropological Linguistics, vol. 7» 
no. 4 (1 9 6 5 ), pp. 98-103? See also S .V .Shanmugam, 
'Modernization in Tamil', Anthropological Linguistics, 
vol. 1 7, no, 2 (February 1975T» ppT~53-^7.
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these two varieties may be stated as phonological morpho—
1 ~ logical and syntactic. In Bengali, Sadhu Bhasa has

more prestige than does the colloquial. But the dis
tinction between the two varieties is not radical as in 
the case of Arabic or Tamil - though the social roles
are different, they are not clearly distinguished from

2one another or mutually exclusive. It Is noteworthy 
that pure Sadhu Bhasa, unlilce classical Arabic or 
literary Tamil, is rarely spolcen. In formal conversa
tions like university lectures, parliamentary debates 
and news broadcasts, a type of Calit Bhasa is used with
predominantly Sadhu Bhasa vocabulary. Pure Sadhu Bhasa

is
is the recognized norm for writing which/characterized by
a heavy influence from Sanskrit lexis, but in actual
practice the influence from the colloquial variety can

3hardly be underestimated. In relatively recent times

1. Edward C. Dimoclc, 'Literary and Colloquial Bengali1, 
in Linguistic Diversity in South Asia: International
Journal of American Linguistics  ̂ vo1, 26, n o . 3? p t .
Ill ’"(J uly 196o7T~PP- zi-3~63.

2, Ibid., pp. 44-45*
3. Ibid.
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there has been a movement within the Bengali language 
towards the fusion of the two varieties. It was 
Rabindranath Tagore who first began this movement 
which seems to have been progressing until the present 
day. According to Shanmugam Pillai, 'there is not 
much difference today between spoken and written Ben
gali 1 .2

In the diglossic situations we have discussed 
above, the high variety, as we have seen, is not res
tricted to writing; it is used on most formal occasions 
such as broadcasting, public speaking and so forth.
In this sense the high variety has a formal signifi
cance as well as a literary significance. The Sinha
lese situation, however, differs from this.

1. The Calit Bhasa has become accepted as a vehicle* .i.
of literature in its own right during the last 
seventy five years. It serves as the literary 
symbol of the newly arising urban middle class, in 
contrast to traditional culture represented by 
Sadhu Bhasa (See C. A, Ferguson, International 
Journal of American Linguistics, vol. 26, no. 3» 
pt", III (July “9^0) , Introducingn, p. 1 ) .

2, M, Shanmugam Pillai, 'Merger of Literary and Collo
quial Tamil.' , in Anthropological Linguistics, vol. 
7, no. >+ (1965), p. 103.
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In Sinhalese it is not possible to say that 
the literary variety (or the more prestigious high 
variety) is ever used in terms of the codified rules 
for speaking on any formal occasion. The grammar of 
the literary language is confined to writing. Because 
of this the functional status of the high variety in 
Sinhalese is different from the functional implica
tions of the high varieties discussed by Ferguson. 
Since the high variety is confined to literary usage 
only, and the grammar of the spoken language including 
all forms of formal speech differs from it in a manner 
that is statable and descrlbable, it is reasonable to
say that Sinhalese diglossia is an example of the

1divergent type.
Sinhalese, while fitting 

2the definition provided by Ferguson, differs some
what in matters of detail from his defining languages. 
This difference rests largely on the

1, M. W, Sugathapala De Silva, 'Effects of Purism on
the Evolution of the Written Language: Case History
of the Situation in Sinhalese', Linguistics 3 6 ,
1 9 6 7 , PP« 5-6,

2. See above p p # 9_li#
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the rather more restricted func
tion of the high variety. In Sinhalese, the high 
variety, in its full regalia - i.e., 'pure H'in 
Ferguson's words — is never used in oral communication 
except in reading; reading here means a faithful 
rendering of text as written, which excludes the use 
of written texts as the basis of lectures and sermons. 
Thus, unlike in Ferguson's cases, religious sermons, 
parliamentary speeches etc. are not conducted in the 
high variety. Hardly a single instance can be found 
where the participants' social ranking, such as esteem, 
caste, seniority, monkhood, etc. requires the use of 
the 'pure' high variety. If reading is not counted, 
it can reasonably be said that high Sinhalese in its 
full splendour Is not a spoken language at all; it 
is the language of written Sinhalese.

A thumbnail sketoh of the diglossic character
1of Sinhalese seems to be pertinent here not only to

1, The historical background to Sinhalese diglossia 
has been discussed in detail by M. W. Sugathapala 
De Silva, 'Effects of Purism on the Evolution of 
the Written Language: Case History of the Situa
tion in Sinhalese', Linguistics 36, '1967* PP» 5 — 17»
'Convergence in Diglossia; The Sinhalese Situation',



illustrate the general setting of Sinhalese but also 
to show how it is conducive to the rise and sustenance 
of puristic endeavours. Literary and spoken Sinhalese 
are distinguishable in phonology, morphology and in 
certain aspects of syntax as well. In writing the 
literary language, different symbols are employed for 
aspirated and unaspirated stops whereas such a distinc
tion does not exist in speech. In the same way, the 
written Sinhalese has two nasal symbols, one 'dental1 
and the other retroflex, as opposed to one apical 
nasal in the spoken language. There are two lateral 
non-fricative symbols, one dental and the other retro
flex, in the written language as opposed to one 
alveolar sound in speech. Although a symbol occurs 
In writing to denote a palatal stop-plus-nasal complex,

in International Journal of Dravidian Linguistics, 
v o l T T ;  no*", 1 [7 9 7 4 7 , pp , 60-92 \ K. n"I 0. Dharmadasa' a
thesis, 'Spoken and Written Sinhalese: A Contrastive
Study' (M. Phil, thesis, University of York, 1 9 6 7 ) is 
a detailed study of the differences between the two 
varieties Involved in Sinhalese diglossia , A lucid 
summary of the differences between spoken and written 
Sinhalese has been provided by J, W. Gair, 'Sinhalese 
Diglossia', in Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 10, 
no, 8 (1 9 6 8 ), pp. 1- 1 5 .
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such a sound does not obtain in speech, and three 
sibilant symbols, 'dental', 'palatal' and 'retroflex' 

obtain in written language as against the 
alveolar and palatal sibilant in the spoken language. 
There is also a visarga (h) symbol in writing but 
it is usually pronounced as k or h. It is clear that 
these symbols in the Sinhalese alphabet aim to repre
sent Sanskrit distinctions in spite of the changes 
that have taken place in the language since it 
branched off from Sanskrit. The maintaining of the vowel 
symbols r , r , a i , a u , ]L:L and .ji is further proof of 
the Sanskrit nature of the alphabet. Although the 
symbols r, r are written, they are rarely pronounced
differently from the written syllables ri, ri or ru,

1r u . Dipthongs ai and au occur in the spoken Sinhalese,

1. It is interesting to mention the observation made by 
A. M, Gunasekara in his A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the Sinhalese Language (Colombo; Government Printer, 
1 8 9 1 ) regarding the mispronunciation of these symbols: 
'In Ceylon, the four letters xl , ri and li are
respectively pronounced as 1 p u , ipu, ij^u and i^u and 
are pronounced similarly by educated persons when 
they are in combination with consonants, e, g., kpl 
as iSXH? mri as m r u , & c. But strangely enough, the 
uneducated pronounce words having such letters 
correctly, e.g., , 'worm', as kplmi not krunil;
ârScJ t 'sight', as dristi not drusti. This wrong 

pronunciation may account for the mis-spelling of 
words like mridu 'soft', mriga ©aco 'beast1, as

. This mistake in pronunciation has taken such 
a deep root that its eradication is almost impossible' 
(pp. 5-6),
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as in kauda 'who' and kairatilca ’deceitful', but all 
ai and au dipthongs are not written with the special
symbols and @>3 ); only those which are Sanskritic
loans are written so. I shall give here the segmental 
phonemes of Sinhalese and the (written) Sinhalese 
alphabet respectively.

(a) Segmental phonemes of Sinhalese
Vowels: a (aa), ae (eb as) , i (ii), u (uu),

e (ee), o (oo) , a.

Consonants

-Oci
£n)

u.
0Qj
d

1
T

h

— i
4
J3dj0_

u
J<D> 1Sn

voiceless stops P t t k
voiced stops b d d 6
voiceless aff. c
voiced affri. J
nasals m n ftn
flap r
lateral 1
spirants f s & h
semi vowels V y

and half nasals mb a, nda, n^a and ik*

1. See M. V. Sugathapala De Silva and William A. Coates, 
'The Segmental Phonemes of Sinhalese', University of 
Ceylon Review, vol. XVIII, nos. 1 & 2 ( 1 9 0 6) "̂ pp.
T5ŷ \7T.



(b) The Sinhalese alphabet and its traditional division 
Vowels: a, a, a, a, i, i, u, u, ri, r i , *lif *;j.i,

e , e , a i , o , o , au.

Cons onant s

"ri
V-
*
in

i

i
.it

O J4U) o
3 i

— id * —
.jj
£io) rf £) -3

Thin or Tenues lc C t* t p

Aspirated kh ch th
0

th ph
Sibilants s s* s

Aspirate h « »

■ysi

0in

Soft or mediae S j d d b

V
Aspirated gh jh dh dh bh
Nasals 0Jl rVn n» n m

Liquids y i*r 1

Aspirate ll

and in

1, A, M, Gunaseltara, op. cit.# p. 22,
* Never have occurred in Sinhalese. Even in Sanskrit 

11 does not occur at all and li also has a very low 
frequency of* occurrence.
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Xn reading literary texts, on© is trained from child
hood to pronounce the aspirates, the various sibilants 
and , though rarely, the vowels and The general
belief of the educated person is that the dental versus 
retroflex distinction is maintained in pronouncing 
the two nasals and the two laterals. However, such 
a distinction cannot be detected in normal pronuncia
tion. For example, the word kana ’ear' is pronounced 
exactly as the word lcana 'blind1, though the latter is 
written with a different grapheme. Xn function 1 and 
1 are the same as n and n. They are written but not 
pronounced differently, so that kala ’time' and lea la 
’pots' and mala ’flower’ and mala ’dead' have the same 
pronunciation. This distinction is purely graphic.1

There are striking morphological differences 
between the two varieties, and the most marked morpho
logical differences obtain in the verb - the verb 
morphology in the written Sinhalese is more complex.

1, For a detailed statement of the subject, see 
IC, N. 0. Dharmadasa, op. cit,, pp. 75-10^.



In literary Sinhalese verbs are inflected for person, 
number and to a lesser degree, gender, whereas in 
colloquial Sinhalese these categories are not required 
Example:

Literary
kamu
icahi
lcahu

lcat i
kanneya

'I eat'
'W e eat'
1You (sg,) eat 1 
'You (p i .) e a t ' 
1 He/She eats 1 
■ They eat 1 
'He eat s 1 
'She eats'
1 They e a t '

Colloquial kanava 1l/We/You (sg.; pi.)/He/
She/They eat/s

Certain Inflections, which occur in both varieties in 
identical shape, have different meanings in the two 
varieties.

Example: -mu Literary : 
Colloquial:
Literary : 
Colloquial:

kaparnu 'We cut' 
kapamu 'Let's cut'
leap ay i 'He/She cuts' 
kapayi 'He/She/They 

might c u t '

Colloquial Sinhalese has a larger set of second person
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pronouns and imperative inflections, which are based 
on social gradation. But in written Sinhalese there 
are a more limited number of second person pronouns 
and imperative inflections.
Example:

(i) Colloquial:

Literary : 

(ii) Colloquial:

tamunnanse * your reverence '
oba vahanse ' your honour’ or

1 your worship'
tamunnaha ' you 1 (equal but not

intimately known)
tamuse ' you 1 (equal and

intimate)
ohe * you 1 (equal and

int imate)
oya ' you 1 (equal and

intimate)
umba 1 y o u ' (inferior)
to 1 you * (more inferior)
e t c .

oba 1 you 1

kapanna * out ' (respectful)
lcapanava * cut ' (polite)
kapapan • cut ' (not respectful)
kapahan ' cut ' (disrespectful)
kapapiya ' cut ' (more disrespect

ful )
kapapiya ' cut 1 (more ” )
lea pa ’ cut ' (more " )
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Literary : kapanna 'cut' (less formal)
kapava ’c u t 1 (more classical

use)

Tlie written Sinhalese maintains certain nominative 
versus accusative distinctions in the noun but the 
spoken language does not*
Example;

Written: Lamayek ayeya 'A boy came*
Mama lamayaku dalckemi ’I saw a b o y 1

Spoken : Lamayek ava 'A boy came1
Mama lamayek dakka ’X saw a b o y 1

of
In forming the indefinite form/the noun, the written 
Sinhalese exhibits a three way distinction in gender 
whereas the spoken Sinhalese distinguishes only between 
animate and inanimate*
Example:

Written: Mas* minisek Fern, gahaniyak
Neu* gasak (Nominative)

Mas. minlsaku Fern* gahanlyaka 
Neu. gasak (Accusative)

Spoken : Mas. minihek Fern* gahaniyelc
Neu* gahak



Differences between the two varieties are also observ
able in the employment of functor particles, i. e., 
words for*with', 'or1, 'and' etc. There are several 
particles common to both varieties, but the majority 
of those used in colloquial Sinhalese are not admitted 
into literary:

Colloquial Li terary
—y l .,,yi 'and' -d a .,,da 'and'
elclca 'with' samara, katuva 'with'
na11am 'or', 'if not' nohot 'or*, 'if not'
yage 'like' men, vani 'like'

Particles plplsa, sandaha, arabaya, udesa 'for' are 
exclusive to literary variety.

Owing to these features syntactic agreement 
in literary Sinhalese is different from that in the 
spoken Language, In literary Sinhalese sentences, 
the subject word is given in its nominative case form, 
and the finite verb agrees with the subject in number 
and person. Thus, the literary sentence mama yami 
*1 g o 1 has the subject mama in th© nominative case — 
the non-nominative form is ma - and the verb yami 
has the inflection -ml which signifies first person 
singularity. The colloquial equivalent of this
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sentence is mama yanava. in colloquial, nouns do not 
make a distinction between nominative and non-nomina
tive, and the inflection -nava in the verb signifies 
present tense; number and person are not indicated 
inflectionally.
Example;

Literary Sinhalese also makes a distinction between
active and passive while spoken Sinhalese does not.
Generally speaking, it can be said that the passive
voice is a literary device which is not found in spoken
Sinhalese at all. Even in literary texts, especially

1modern, its use is not frequent.

is shared by both varieties, but a fair number of

1, For a detailed discussion of the syntaotic difference 
between these two varieties, see K. N. 0. Dharmadasa, 
op. cit,, pp. 170-181; 212-230; See also M. V. 
Sugathapala De Silva, ’Some Consequences of Diglossia1, 
in York Papers in Linguistics, 4 (1974), pp. 76-78.

Mama yanava
Api yanava
Eya yanava
Eyala yanava

' I go ’
’We go*
1 He goes’ 
1 They g o ’

As far as the lexis is concerned, the bulk
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lexical items used in colloquial Sinhalese is disallowed 
in literary and a certain amount of literary lexis is 
never used in colloquial. There are certain differences 
in lexical borrowings between the two varieties in 
that while European words (mainly English) are admis
sible into colloquial Sinhalese as direct loans with 
the addition of such forrnatives as -eka 'inanimate 
singular noun marker’, in literary Sinhalese lexical 
borrowings are
inflected in the traditional manner.
Example:

Colloquial Literary

radtyo eka ’radio* guvan viduliya
baggeka ’bag' pasumbiya
taligrammeka 'telegram' viduli panivudaya
talivisaneka 'television' rupa vahinl yantraya
tayiprayitareka 'typewriter' yaturu liyanaya

Sinhalese diglossia, as we have seen, differs somewhat 
in matters of detail from Ferguson's defining languages, 
and, it may be said, it has some potentialities which

1

1 . see above pp. 1 2- 1 3 ,
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may be accentuated for various vicissitudes of puristic 
and nativistic endeavours* Xn Sinhalese, the spolcen 
variety being so divergent from its written counter
part, the ability to write correctly in the literary 
Sinhalese is regarded as prestigious: this is done
by the nativists who regard such ability as a mark of 
scholarship and elitism* Unlike in some diglossic 
communities where th© prestige factor is characterised 
by social stratificational overtones, in Sinhalese 
the prestige with which the high variety, literary 
Sinhalese, is associated is a meritocratic one. 
Therefore, in situations like Sinhalese there can arise, 
at any social level, self-appointed guardians of lang
uage whose endeavours would direct towards nativism -
th© purity of language is of inestimable importance

2to them.
The major factor that contributes to the 

choice of a classical variety of language for formal

1. See above pp. 28— 3 6 #
2, For details see chapters IV and V.
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or prestigious uses is purism or nativism, It is 
significant that many of the languages which are now 
diglossic by having resurrected as it were a classical

form of foreign linguistic domination which was felt 
by nationalist leaders as a threat to their own

gound for puristic and nativistic endeavours. In 
defining nativism Kroeber says: 'After two societies
have come into sufficiently close contact for one to 
feel the other as definitely more populous, stronger, 
or better equipped, so that its own culture is in 
process of being supplanted by the other, a conscious 
preservation effort or defence is often produced.
Such reactions have been called nativistic endea
vours or revivals. They envelop with a sort of halo 
the culture that is passing away, and attempt to 
reaffirm or re-establish it, or part of it'*

linguistic form have past experiences with some

individual provides a basic breeding

1, A, L, Kroeber, Anthropology, New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Co,, 1948 (Revised Edition), p, 437
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In Sinhalese it is obvious that with over 
two centuries of western rule^ the Sinhalese people 
felt that their own Institutions were being threatened.
The rise of1 the first movement to restore the Buddhist 
Sinhalese culture under the leadership of Welivita
Saranankara (1 6 9 8 - 1 7 7 8 ) - I refer to this movement

first 2
as the / beginningsof purism - is a direct result
of this feeling of threat. Purism implies nativistic
activity, but signifies availability of a choice
which may not be evident in all nativistic endeavours.
In other words, a nativist may strive for restoring
his own institutions and abolishing foreign ones, and
in doing so his main concern would be the fact that
institutions should be his own, A purist, on the
other hand, would see various possible choices inside
what is his own so that his concern would not only
be the restoration of what is his own but also what

1, See pp, 54—59 below,
2, See pp, 7^—90 below.
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is best in his own. In this sense purism is strictly 
a second stage of* nativistic efforts, It Is clear 
that the early revivalists were concerned with Sinha
lese Buddhist culture rather than th© best (and the 
’purest1) of Sinhalese Buddhist culture; the search 
for the 'best' and the 'purest' of Sinhalese Buddhist 
culture, including the best of the Sinhalese language, 
came as a later phase. It is this second phase that 
constitutes the bulk of my discussion in the following 
chapters,

* #

The earliest available written record in
1Sinhalese is an inscription of the third century B,C,

It is clear from these early inscriptions that the 
language as we know from them is distinctively different

1, S , Paranavitana, Inscriptions of Ceylon, p. k ,
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from the contemporary kindred languages of India. We
do not know however for certain that these differences
were due to the influence of the indigenous language
(or languages) that was spolcen in the island at the
time of the advent of the Aryans, or to what extent
the language of the early Aryans had lost its original
character by the time they reached Ceylon on account
of their stays in, associations with, the Dravidian
territories en route. It is significant that even
the earliest inscriptions show the loss of phonemicity
of aspirate consonants and show a tendency towards
intervocalic voicing: both these features are Dravi-

2dian, more particularly Tamil. It is not possible

1. D. E. Hettiaratchi asserts: 'Even during the earliest
phase, Sinhalese possesses certain features which are 
peculiar to it, and in the course of centuries it 
went on developing along its own lines . . .  There 
is also a certain element in the language parti
cularly in its vocabulary, which is not traceable 
to any known Aryan or Dravidian language. In all 
probability, that element dates back to pre-Aryan 
times, e.g. words such as apaya 'surety', oluva 'head', 
kakula 'leg', kata 'mouth', kalava 'thigh', kulla 
'winnowing basket', tola 'lip', p£Cdura 'mat', potta 
'bark', baqla 'stomach', linda 'well', lipa 'fire
place', and vilurfiba 'heel' HfUniversity of Ceylon 
History of Ceylon, vol. I, pt. I, p. 35)•

2. See M. H. Peter Silva, 'Influence of Dravida on Sinha
lese' (D. Phil, thesis, University of Oxford, 1961 ),
pp. 3 1 2 -3 2 0 .
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to draw any conclusion in any significant way about 
the relationship between these written records and 
what might have been the spoken language of the early 
Aryans.

The earliest extant literary work belongs to 
1the ninth century A.D, and is written under consider

able influence from Pali. The Buddhist scriptures 
and the language in which they were couched continued 
to exercise such an overwhelming influence on Sinhalese
language that works up to the tenth century A.D.,

2including inscriptions, have a marked Pair bias. 
Although it has been suggested that the language of 
the inscriptions was closer to the spoken language 
than to the literary, there is no evidence to support

1. This is an exegetical work called Dhampiya Ajuva 
Gat apadaya.

2. D. E. Hettiaratchi, 'Sinhalese', University of 
Ceylon History of Ceylon, vol. I, pt. I, pp, 38-39.

3. D, Wijayaratne, History of the Sinhalese Noun, 
Colombo s University of Ceylon, 195&t P ^ T a c e , 
pp, iii-iv.



such a thesis. The inscriptions of the ninth and 
later centuries are written in a grammar identical to 
the grammar of the literary worlcs belonging to the 
respective periods. If this similarity is signifi
cant, it may be deduced that the grammar of the 
inscriptional language was never different from that 
of the language of literature. It is also of interest
that the first (available) Sinhalese poetical work,

2written during the tenth century A.D., has been 
written in a language which is markedly different 
from that of the inscriptions and prose works and 
attests a clear-cut division of prose and poetry.

In Sinhalese, perhaps like in many dlglossic 
languages with high literary variety, there have 
arisen special rules of versification Xirhich are meant 
to govern the linguistic conduct of poets. It will

1, For example see, Anuradhapura Slab Inscription of 
Kassapa V (91^-923)f Epigraphia Zeylanlca, vol. I, 
pp, 4l-57» The Two Tablets of Mahinda TV (956-972), 
Epigraphia Zeylanlca, vol. I, pp, 75“ 113*

2, This is called Siya Bas Lakara, a work on poetics, 
which is a translation of Kavyadarsa by Dandl,
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not be out of place to digress somewhat at this 
point into a brief discussion of the language of 
Sinhalese poetry, particularly because there is a 
close resemblance between the poetic language and

1'pure Sinhalese' as advocated by the Hela Havula, 
From the earliest times writers have recognized that 
the language of poetry must remain distinct from 
the language of prose not only in style but also in 
the number of symbols used for writing, the charac
terisations of the vocabulary and in rules of poetic 
morphology. The Sidat Sangarava which has been 
recognized as the earliest extant grammatical work 
in Sinhalese is none other than a treatise for the
guidance of poets who need to know the distinctive

?rules of language of poetry.~ While the contempo
rary prose works show an alphabet consisting of as 
many as fifty two basic letters, the Sidat Sangarava

1, For details, see pp, 140-177 below.
2. See pp, 179-184 below.



advocates (in accordance with the existing poetic 
tradition) the use of thirty symbols as the basic 
alphabet. In a very significant way the use of this 
basic alphabet would ensure the avoidance of foreign 
loan words in poetry unless they were phonetically 
identical with their derived counterparts in Sinha
lese. One major characteristic of poetic Sinhalese 
is that Sanskrit loans which are found in legions 
in many early Sinhalese prose works are totally 
disallowed (This incidentally is a characteristic of 
the linguistic policy of the Hela Havula during 
the final stages). In grammar, too, poets have th© 
licence to classify all nouns into masculine or 
feminine if they so wished and ignore the normal 
three gender classification in Sinhalese, A poet 
may use a verbal inflection pertaining to a parti
cular mood, tense, person, number etc, in a com
pletely different sense, that is for a different
tense or mood etc. The Sidat Sangarava abounds with

1examples of poetic morphology of this sort. For

1• Especially the morphological features such as 
pas perall 'five-fold metathesis', lop 

'elision', deru 'reduplication'and sanda 'sandhi' 
given in the Sidat Sangarava are peculiar to poetry



example monarindu navagani (literally 'the peacock 
rests') has been given to mean monarindu navaganu 
('peacock, you rest') - imperative mood.

Thus in divergent diglossic situations, the 
language of poetry develops to become distinct from 
other varieties of the language including literary 
prose not only in style but also in grammar and lexi
con, Poetry has prestige in aesthetic circles to 
the extent that the langviage of poetry where it 
diverges from prose tends to be regarded as the soul 
of the language. When puristic movements reach their 1 

zenith therefore it is conceivable that purists go 
for a form of language akin to the language of poetry 
as the best form of linguistic expression of the 
community. In what I have attempted to discuss in 
the following chapters the relationship between the 
two will become evident.

With the passing of time the language of the 
inscriptions evolved as languages normally do, and 
in this sense it might be said that no puristic effort 
prevailed to stem the tide of normal linguistic evolu
tion. The manner in which the language evolved to
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accommodate more and more Sanskrit vocabulary and
more grammatical elaborations can be seen by comparing
chronologically the post-ninth century inscriptions
leading to the written (prose) literature culmina-

1 „ting in, say, Butsara^a in the twelfth century, we 
are not in a position to say whether the inscriptional 
language was in any sense closer to the colloquial 
idiom than was the language of literary texts. Within 
the literary language itself, however, it is possible 
to discern a tendency towards purification. At this 
time the language of poetry was markedly different 
from the language of prose in the restrictions the 
former imposed upon the vocabulary with reference to 
Sanskritization. The twelfth century writer Gurulu- 
gomi seems to have taken a bold step towards imposing 
a poetry-like form of language upon narrative prose 
as evidenced by his Amavatura and the narrative sections

1, For example see, Polonnaruva Galvihara Inscription 
of Parakramabahu 1 (1153-1186), Epigraphla Zeyla- 
nilca, vol. II, pp. 2 5 6 -2 8 3 , Polonnaruva Slab Inscrip
tion of Vijayabahu II (1186-1187), Epigraphla 
Zeylanica, vol. II, pp. 179-184; Polonnaruva Galpota 
Slab Inscription of Niss&mkamalla (1187-1196), 
Epigraphla Zeylanica, vol. II, pp. 98— 123; The Slab 
Inscription of Queen Lilavatl (1197-1200), Epigraphla 
Zeylani ca , vol. I, pp. 176-182.
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of his Dharmapradlpika, an exegetical work on Pali
Mahabodhivamsa. This may be interpreted as a clash

1between a tendency towards Sanskritization on the 
one hand, and to yield to Pali influence in conso
nance with a purer Buddhist fervour on the other.
It is significant that what might be referred to as 
poetic prose in Gurulugomi's Amavatura results from 
almost direct translation of Pali works dealing with 
Buddhist stories. If one might hazard a conjecture, 
it might not be a mere coincidence that a special 
non-Sanskrit lexicon evolved in poetry which itself 
(up to the end of the Kotte period) usually dealt 
with themes of Buddhist Jatalca stories. One does 
not however wish to take this point any further 
because some of the Sanslcritic prose works deal with

1• The influence of the Sanskrit language and literature 
was getting strong towards the end of the Anuradha- 
pura period (9th - 11th century A.D.) and it reached 
its zenith during the Polonnaruva Period (12th - 
13th century). For detailsf see 0* II. de A, Wije- 
sekara, ’Pali and Sanskrit in the Polonnaruva 
Period', The Ceylon Historical Journal, vol. IV,
1955, PP. 91-97.



Buddhist Jataka stories on the one hand, and on the 
other poetry owes much to Sanskrit poetic tradition 
in spite of the complete avoidance of Sanskrit voca
bulary. What is noteworthy is the apparent clash 
between the Sanskrit school and the Pali school of 
which the latter seems to have been regarded as the 
purer Sinhalese tradition (The purity of the Pali 
tradition in Sinhalese has also been claimed by 
Martin Wickramasingha in a number of his works, more

-jparticularly in Bana Katha Sahityaya).
If Butsarana and Amavatura reflect a clash 

between the Sanslcritic and Pali schools, slightly 
later works like the Saddharmaratnavali and Pansiya 
Panas Jataka Pota reflect a tendency towards a

1. See Martin Wickramasingha, Bapa Katha Sahityaya, 
Maharagama ; Saman Press, 1 958, ppT. 76 — 89; 6 8 -
75; Simhala Sahltyaye Nangima. Colombo: Mount
Press, 195^ (fifth print j, p p . 87-98; Vicara Lipi,
Colombo: Mount Press, 19^*1, pp. 10-25; see also
Ananda Kulasuriya, Sifahala Sahlyaya 1 , Maharagama: 
Saman Press, 1962 (second print), p p . 1 3 8— 1 6 0 .
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1colloquialization of* the literary idiom. Although
nothing can be said with any degree of certainty, it

that _
might be conjectured/if Saddharmaratnavali reflects
the colloquial idiom, then there is disparity between 
the colloquial language and the high literary lang
uage as early as the 1 3 th - 1^th centuries. The 
more tangible evidence however for the historical 
establishment of a cleavage started afterwards - This 
will be discussed in the relevant sections of this 
thesis,

1, See Martin Wickramasingha, Simhala Sahityaye Nangima, 
Colombo: Mount Press, 195^ (fif t h print j, p p , 13 8-
150? 181-214; Vicara Lipi, Colombo: Mount Press,
19;+1, PP. 1-25.
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CHAPTER II

THE HISTORICAL AND LINGUISTIC 
BACKGROUND (1500-1770)

The decline and the downfall of the Kotte 
kingdom after the long and stable reign of Paraltrama- 

ba.hu VI (1415“ 1^67) mar^ the end of an era of politi
cal uniformity, cultural tradition and classical 
Sinhalese literary and linguistic ge n r e s J  The succeeding 
period was characterized by political instability resul
ting in the first instance from the endeavours of rival 
contenders to seize the throne and secondly from the 
long drawn warfare among the petty local rulers on the 
one hand and between them and the European invaders, 
the Portuguese and the Dutch in suooession, on the 
other* This unsettled period between the 1 6 th and the 
18th centuries saw the decline of the Buddhist Order

1* H. V* Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, p* 92 J 
P. B. Sannasgala, Simhala Sahitya Vam^aya, pp, 2^0-
2kJ.
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and the literary tradition which was mainly nurtured 
by the Buddhist monies and was handed down in pupillary 
succession.

When the Portuguese first came to Ceylon in 
the beginning of the sixteenth century (1505 A.D.), 
there were three kingdoms of varying political and econo
mic importance in the Island, Foremost was the kingdom 
of Kotte where king claimed an overlordship over the 
whole of Ceylon.1 A separate dynasty was ruling in 
Kandy having broken away from the authority of the king
of Kotte. The founder of this dynasty was, according

2to tradition, Senasammata Wickramabahu (1^7^-1511).
Ever since the middle of the thirteenth century there 
had also been an independent Tamil kingdom in Jaffna,

Xn 1521, the king of Kotte, Vljayabahu V I fwas 
murdered by his three sons and thereafter the brothers 
divided the kingdom among themselves. The eldest son, 
Bhuvanekabahu VII (1521-1551)* ruled Kotte while the 
other two sons (Mayadunne and Rayigam Bandara) obtained 
the provinces of Sitavaka and Rayigama* After the

1. For details, see II. W. Codrlngton, op. cit., pp. 9 0 - 1 0 0 ,
2, L. S. Devaraja, The Kandyan Kingdom of Ceylon (1707'

\* P* 9.
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death of* Rayigam Bandara, his territory was annexed to 
Sitavaka? then followed a period of civil war between 
the rulers of Kotte and Sitavaka, While the struggle 
was ensuing1 between the rulers of Kotte and Sitavaka, 
the newly founded Kandyan kingdom was left undisturbed. 
The Portuguese forces who were longing for an early 
opportunity to intervene soon realized that they could 
fish in these troubled watersf and they readily offered 
their help to the king of Kotte who was confronted with 
constant threat and attacks from the indefatigable 
Mayadunne, After the death of Bhuvanekabahu, his grand
son Dharmapala (1551— 1597) became the ruler of Kotte, 
who became a puppet in the hands of PortugueseJ 
Eventually, the Portuguese who first appeared as pro-

2tectors became the de facto rulers of the Kotte kingdom. 
Prom this juncture Sitavaka was the only lowland native 
power against the European foe, but within three 
decades it also fell into the hands of Portuguese*

1, For details see, G,V.P, Somaratne, 'Political History 
of the Kingdom of Kotte* (Ph,D, thesis, University
of London, 1970), pp* 372-390.

2, Ibid, See also T. Abeysinghe, Portuguese Rule over 
the Kingdom of Kotte, pp, 140-178,
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During this time the Kandyan kingdom was at 
the zenith of its power after the accession of Vimala- 
dharmasurlya I (1592— 1604). Shortly before the 
accession of Vimaladharmasuriya in Kandy, the king of 
Jaffna was dethroned and a Portuguese nominee was put 
in his place* In 1597, Dharmapala, the puppet king 
of Kotte, died having donated his kingdom to the king 
of Portugal, Thereafter Kandy became the only seat 
of Sinhalese government and began to play a new role 
in the history of Ceylon as the sole independent Sinha
lese kingdom and also the sole protector of Buddhism,

1Sinhalese culture and the language and literature.
There were four Sinhalese kings in Kandy after 

Vimaladharmasuriya I and the long line of Sinhalese 
kings came to an end after the death of Narendraslmha 
(1707-1739). Next to ascend the throne of Kandy was 
a youth from Madura of South India, the founder of the 
Nayakkar dynasty in Ceylon* He was the brother-in-law 
of Narendraslmha and became king as Sri Vijaya Raja- 
simha (1739-1747). Thereafter until the end of native

1, For details, see L* S* Devaraja, op* cit,, pp*
14-19? Kotagama Wachissara, Sarananlcara Sangharaja 
Samaya, pp* 4—28*
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monarchy in 1815» all the kings of Kandy were of South
Indian origin, and the royal dynasty continued
as essentially a foreign one. In Kandy they were aliens,
not only in race but in language, religion and culture
as well. These Nayak kings themselves were aware of
the distinctions and assimilated by adopting Kandyan

1names, religion and lang^lage.
Soon after the foundation of the Nayakkar

dynasty in Ceylon, it is evident that there was constant
immigration of South Indian families not only from
Madura but also from Western coastal regions as well.
Because of these incessant transportations of South
Indian families and their settlements being mainly
confined to the Kandyan kingdom, its political, religious
and social structure was mixed up with Dravidian ele-

2ments, particularly with Tamil and Telugu, The series
of royal marriages with South Indian families had created
at Kandy towards the middle of the eighteenth century
a powerful colony of Nayakkar relatives of the royal

were
family. It is said that they/so numerous that a special

1, L, S, Devaraja, op, clt,, pp, 119-120,
2, Ibid, See also Kotagama Wachlssara, op, cit,, pp, 

22-26.
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1street was set apart for them in the capital. The
cultural impact of Madura was paramount during this

were
period. Not only/the advisers of the king of
South Indian origin but also the court ritual was dis
tinctively based on the South Indian patterns, and
the language of administration also continued to be

2Tamil or Telugu,
While Kandy was under the 

influence of South Indian culture, the other parts of 
Ceylon were under a heavy influence of Western civili
zation which was rather strange to the natives in 
every aspect. Although the Portuguese were able
to held sway over the maritime provinoes, their determined 
attempt to seize the throne of Kandy ended in fiasco, 
and ultimately they were defeated by the newly arrived 
Dutch in 16 5 6 . As a result of the conciliatory attitude 
of the commercially-minded Dutch together with the 
desire of the war-weary Sinhalese for a breathing space, 
there ensued a period of peace and reconstruction inter
rupted only by a brief war in the 17^0's. However, the

1 , P. M. P. Abhayasingha, UqLarat& Vitti, pp. ^7—^8,
2 , L. S* Devaraja, op. cit., pp. 37-38.
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Dutch occupation or the coastal provinces was limited
two

to a period of* less than/hundred years. The succeeding:
Western power, the British, who were mainly drawn to
Ceylon on account of* its strategic importance, not only
were able to take the entire coastal region under their
control by 1796 but also held sway over the whole Island
by annexing, after a period of heavy struggle, the only
surviving native kingdom of the country. In 1815 the
kingdom of Kandy fell into the hands of the British
thus marking the end of the native rule of the Island,^

After the accession of Sri Vijaya Rajasimha
(1739-17^7) in the Kandyan kingdom, there was a faint
beginning of a campaign againsts the foreign rulers

2which was buttressed up by the national feeling. As 
a result of the South Indian nationality of these Nayak 
kings, their position, amidst a powerful Kandyan Sinhalese 
aristocracy, was rather insecure. Consequently, they 
displayed an intense devotion to the Buddhist sangha

For details, see Colvin R, De Silva, Ceylon Under
the British Occupation 179ft~l833« Colombos Apothecaries,

1 9 M .
P, M, P, Abhayasingha, op, cit,, p, ^3#
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and to the religion to establish their position by
gaining popularity with the sangha and the people. In
order to win over the people the Nayak Icings patronised
Buddhism and to some extent they were responsible for
the religious and the literary revival initiated by
Walivita Saranankara which followed in the second half &

1of the eighteenth century.
The period from 1500 to 1800 A.D. is described 

as an era of political perplexity, social complexity 
and cultural degeneracy so that it has been marked as 
a dark age of Ceylon history. Due to the internal 
turmoil that resulted from these political and social 
vicissitudes, all forms of creative art ceased to
function and no worthwhile literary works were produced

2for at least three centuries,

* * *

Until recently Sinhalese literature has been 
characterised by a clear-out division of prose and 
poetry, producing now an era of prose literature and

1, For details, see pp. 7 6 - 8 6  below,

2, See P. B. Sannasgala, op. cit., pp. 291-317*
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now an era of* poetry in a mutually exclusive manner*
In the fifteenth century on© such period of prose 
literature ended and the literatteurs took up poetry 
for literary composition* The literature of the fif
teenth and early sixteenth centuries is predominantly 
in verse; any sporadic pros© work was mostly commentarial 
in nature* This was followed by the coming of the 
Portuguese in 1505 A.D , , which resulted in political 
unrest in the country and a period of literary inacti
vity in both prose and poetry* This unsettled period 
saw the disappearance of the classical Sinhalese 
linguistlo habits and literary style* and the elite 
lost their hold on the language until the beginning of 
of the first revivalist movement of Walivita Saranan- 

kara.
Between the fall of the Kotte kingdom and the 

beginning of the revivalist movement of Saranankara 
(1 6 9 8- 1 7 7 ^), there seems to be a gap in the history 
of Sinhalese literature. Only one writer is mentioned, 
i*e,, Alaglyawanna Mukaveti whose works are considered

1* Example* Totagamuve Sri Rahula * s PanoikapradB[paya, 
a commentary on Katyayanaautravrtti*
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by the later purists as 'ungrammatical for the most
part and full of decadent and corrupted linguistic

1usages current at the time1, Alagiyawanna has written
2several poetical works but not any prose works. The

language employed in these works is considerably
different from that of the poetical works of the Kotte

this was
period, Whether /due to Alagiyawanna's ignorance of 
the traditional Sinhalese poetic language or his desire 
to employ the diction of his own times is difficult 
to say. But the former is repeatedly given as the main 
reason in the works of the purists who regard Alagiya
wanna 's works as to be avoided by the students of 

3Sinhalese,
In the works of Alagiyawanna, violation of 

some traditional Sinhalese morphological and syntactic 
rules can be discerned. For example, the word kumarlyakut 
in verse 223 of the Kusada Kava is unacceptable accor
ding to the traditional norm. Its correct usage is 
kumariyakat 'a princess also'. In literary Sinhalese

1, For Instance, see Kusa.lataka Vlvaraguya, ed.
Munidasa Kumaranatunga, Introduction,

2, Alagiyawanna'a works inolude Kusada Kava« Bahama ondada 
Kava , Subhasitaya and Kunstantinu Hatana,

3, See Kusa.lataka Vivarapaya, ed. Muni das a Kumaranatunga, 
Introduction, pp, 3~^ ? Subhasita Vivarag.aya, ed.
Munidasa Kumaranatunga, pp, ii-iv.
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th.© indefinite particle -alcu is used with, accusative 
masculine nouns only and with the accusative feminine 
nouns the suffix -aka occurs# It is evident from the 
works of Alagiyawanna that the traditional literary 
Sinhalese way of expressing the definiteness in nouns 
is not strictly followed# Consider the following!

bana dannelcu 0000• (correct usage: dannaku)
hlmiyeku (v# 1 3*0 (correct usage; hlmiyaku)
surindeku (v.97) (correct usage: surindaku)

mahanekuge (v .54)2 (correct usage: mahanakuge)
ekiyakut (v # 1 1 7 ) (correct usage i ekiyakat )
duvek (V# 225) (correct usage: duvak )
bisavek (v#1 6 6 ) (correct usage s bisavak )

In Alagiyawanna*s works, the suffixes -ek and -eku 
seem to occur with masculine nouns and also with 
feminine nouns, and the suffix -eku# it should be stated, 
did not exist at all in pre-fifteenth century literary 
Sinhalese# This system appears to be parallel with

1, Dahamsondada Kava, ed# Walivitiye Sorata, Colombo,
19PT

2. Kusa.lataka Kavyaya, ed. A, M. Gunasekara, Colombo j
Vijayaratne Co#, 1897-
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the current spoken Sinhalese u s a g e J  Therefore, it can 
reasonably be said that these differences were mainly 
due to interference from the spoken idiom.

Several other grammatical features which are 
not observable in the classical Sinhalese works are 
found in Alagiyawanna's works, The majority of these 
features are syntactic. Consider the following!

lcelina vani sidangano ham a sand a (v , 2 4 ) 
nati bavin daru lcenek mananada (v,1 0 3 ) 
mama enaturu induvayi pavaaamine (v ,'! 37 ) 
sutanma dedenelc demi metopata (v , 1 42 )
(Kus ada Kava)

mama nKtnam kavuruda tag© b a n a ’sana (v,1 0 9 ) 
mam vani surindeku inda lcima vana pala (v,9 7 )
(Dahamsondada Kava)^

In the above examples the nouns sidangano, kenek, mama 
dedenek and mam are given in the nominative case, though

1 , See p , 35 above,
2 , Kuaa jataka ICSvyaya, ed. A, M, Gunaselcara, 1 897 • 
3, Dahamsonflada Kava, ed, Walivitlye Sorata, 1934,



they are not the subject words of these sentences.
In literary Sinhalese, nouns make a distinction between

only
nominative and non-nominative cases, and/the subject 
word is always used in the nominative. According to 
this norm, the above nouns should have been used in 
the non-nominative case viz, as sidanganan, lcenaku, 
m a , dedenaku and ma, In the spoken Sinhalese, however, 
such a distinction is not maintained. The frequent 
occurrence of this grammatical feature in Alagiyawanna*s 
works seems to be a direct result of the intervention 
of the contemporary spoken language.

With the availability of earlier works as 
models of excellence, the written Sinhalese, especially 
the language of poetry, showed a tendency to lag behind 
in the process of language change until the end of the 
fifteenth century. During the time of Alagiyawanna 
- the period of literary inactivity - there may have 
had been the difficulty of consulting such models for 
literary composition. Consequently, Alagiyawanna1s 
works exhibit, to a considerable extent, aberrations 
from the phonological and grammatical features of the 
pre-fifteenth century literary Sinhalese, and certain 
numbers of lexical items which had never been admitted
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in Sinhalese poetry have been employed in his works.
These changes may have occurred in conformity with 
the corresponding spoken forms. The following senten
ces taken from Alagiyawanna1s Kusada Kava closely 
resemble the present spoken usage:

hama tana gos bata bulatada rage no (v.1 3 7 )
mama enaturu induvayi pavasami____ ne (v .1 3 7 )
meyin pajamulcota ona kavuruda (v . 1 4 2 )
bisavelc noveyi bala ( v . 1 79 )

The words kulcul, toran, ukul and lei ran are frequently 
found in Alagiyawanna’s works, but in classical Sinhalese 
these were used always as vowel ending nouns, and the 
final consonants were considered to be cerebrals (mur- 
dha/ia) . Example: lcukulu, torana, ukulu and kira^a,
   L J-  r A »wi II Ml iibiii in'xi ~ 1 1— !—■ I Uif W Ml I" > r I I In II in aiiiw ■

Several other instances can be cited from 
Alagiyawanna1s works which appear to have been taken 
from the spoken language. According to the literary 
Sinhalese usage, the causative forms of the verbal stems

1. These linguistic features in Alagiyawanna’s works 
are castigated by the purists as ’vulgar1. For 
instance, see Munidasa Kumaranatunga, © d . Subhasita 

raraijaya, pp. ii-iii.
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bas- , dak- , and a - , pen- and gan- are basva, dalcva,
anda, penva and ganva, But in Alagiyawanna's works
these verbal forms have been given as bassava, daklcava,
andava, pennava and gannava which have been inflected
doubly in the causative. This system is identical with
the present spoken Sinhalese u s a g e J  Owing to the
multiplicity of these grammatical features in Alagiya-

works
w a n n a 1s works, these/are not considered as belonging to 
the ’classical period of Sinhalese literature' but as
’sub-standard’ and 'unfortunate result of the then

2existing turmoil’.
Apart from Alagiyawanna’s works, the only

poetical works of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
are a set of war ballads which, although historically

3important, are of no literary merit* As far as the 
composition of prose works is concerned, it appears as

1 * See pp* 3^2-345
2 , Degammada Sumanajoti, 'Mahanuvara Yugaye Gadya K r t l ', 

in Vidyalankara Simhala Sangarava, 1 9^0 —6 1 , pp.
8-9.

3* P. B* Sannasgala, Simhala Sahltya Vamsaya, pp. 333-
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If prose writing has almost ceased to function. It has
already been said that the Kotte period brought to an
end the era of prose literature, and the only work
produced during that time is of commentarlal type.^
The creative prose writing was not prevalent after the
fourteenth century, and this inactivity in literary
prose continued for about three hundred years, i.e.,
until the beginning of the literary revival initiated by
Walivita Saranankara (1698-1778) during the second half

2of the eighteenth century. Therefore, it is somewhat 
difficult to discern the characteristics of the Sinha
lese prose of the period between the fourteenth and 
the sixteenth centuries and to single out the changes 
that had taken place in it.

However, there is one prose work written during 
the latter half of the sixteenth century which deserves 
our attention. This is Ra,jaratnakaraya and it deals 
with the historical narrative of the Sinhalese kings

1. See p p , 60-61 above,
2, For details, see chapter III.
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from Vijaya to Viraviltrama. Ra ,j a r a t naka ray a is
regarded by the modern critics as a work representing

1the then declining literary language and style, prima
rily because it contains several lexical items 
and grammatical features which may not have been 
observed in the literary works written before the fif
teenth century. It is apparent that Ra j ar a t naka ray a 
is not meant to be a literary treatise but a chronicle 
of the Sinhalese kings and their duties performed, and 
it is the first work in Sinhalese of this nature. 
Therefore, it can reasonably be believed that the subject 
matter of the Ra.jaratnalcaraya may have been
instrumental in deciding its style and lexis, 

forExcept some misapplication of traditional 
Sinhalese grammatical norms, this work cannot be regarded 
as a book written in the colloquial language. It is 
interesting to notice that the language and the style 
of the seotion up to the end of the account of Bhuvaneka
bahu VI is different from the language and the style 
of the rest of the book. The former is much closer to

1 , Ra jara t nalca ray a , ed. Simon De Silva, Colombo;
The Government Printer, 1907* Introduction! P. B. 
Sannasgala, op. cit., p. 3^6 .
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the highly regarded classical style and is replete 
with Sanskrit borrowings. Consider the following 
excerpt:^

E ra.jano mage a.jnabalayan pavatvamlyi Rajagaha 
nuvara saptaparni nam guhadvarayehi anekapralcara 
vicltra citra karmanta visesayan yuktavu divya 
sabhavak ha sadrsyavu mandapayak karava ehl 
dolos riyan ghana ran pillmayalc vada slvupili- 
simbiyapat pansiyayak rahatan vahanse vada 
hinduva Budunge delak§a pansatta dahas desiya 
panas granthasamkhyavak ati suvasu dahasalc 
dharmaskandhayen yuktavu sutravlnayabhidharma 
samlchyata pitalcatraya Pali dharmaya sahgraha 
lcirimen , „ ,

In this part w© can clearly see the author's pre
ference to employ lengthy sentences. At the same time 
we can also observe the author's ineptitude in
employing some of the grammatical features of the

2classical Sinhalese works. Consider the following:

subhadravu abhadra mahanelchuge bas asa (p,6) 
(normative usage: mahanakhuge)
Ajasat r a jahata danvu kalhi (p.6)
(rajuhata)
E raju lease vlda yat (p,2J+)
(raJa7
Dharmasoka raj Juruveni (p,k8)
(ra j j uruvani)
E r a j ahu ilcbitiva raja p am ini (p . kj)

1, Ra j a ra t naka raya, ed, Simon De Silva, 1 907» P* 6,
2, Ibid,
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Rajanandanayan vada kalahuyi (p. 1*7)
(normative usages ra j anandanayo)

The language and style of" the section from Bhuvanekabahu
to the end of the boolt is different from the first
part in that it contains less Sankritisms and some
grammatical features and lexical items which cannot
be found at all in the works written before the fifteenth
century. For example, the usages such as suddha baud-
dhava rajya karana kalhi,
maspata and Kurunagal koralayen Go^agama, Walkola yana 
gamvalda appear to have been taken from the colloquial 
language. It is reasonable to suppose that to deal 
with the historical narrative of the Sinhalese kings 
from Vijaya to Bhuvanekabahu VI, there were several 
treatises to be consulted, but to describe the contempo
rary political situation of the country, the author 
simply employed the language current at the time.
This may explain, to some extent, the two different 
strata of the language and style of the Ra j aratnakaraya.

After the Rajaratnakaraya, which can be regarded 
as the last work to contain the fifteenth century fla
vour, the written Sinhalese seems to have undergone

1 . Rajaratnakaraya. pp, 52-53*
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some radical changes, undoubtedly due to the interference 
from the spoken language. The Sinhalese official docu
ments of the Portuguese and the Dutch vere written in 
a grammar different from that of the pre-fifteenth 
century writings. The following excerpt from a letter 
sent by the king Narendraslmha to the Dutch Council in 
1 72 6 is a good example:^

. . . ra.jadhi ra.jendravu utum apage devisvamidaru-
vanan vahanse mahavasalata paksapiramana bhalcti 
premayen yuktava hondin sadl yedl sitiua kumsejuve 
nilamakkara unnassela1;a bohose deviyo vada salasva 
denu pinisa periva evil viparampatraye sarupa nam - 
Utum apage devlsvarnidaruvananvahansege krida 
parakku karanaval pinisa dalckavana hatiyata uha 
mahata ati kuklcannen kiklciyannen kipa denekda 
mesema uha mahata ati kulculannen kilciliyannen 
klpadenekda yana mekn. de tamunnassela visin ka<ji— 
nam in pitatlcara evanta yedune nam bohoma hoilde.

The Lak Raja Lo Slrita, a catechism on the traditional
2laws and the customs of the country and its rulers, 

written in 17^9 contains a grammar and vocabulary 
which are very close to the grammar and the vocabulary 
of the present spolcen language but very different from

1, II, C, P. Bell, 1 Letter from the Kandyan Court1, in 
Ceylon Antiquary and Literary Register, vol. X, p t .
II, pp, 118-123.

2. British Museum, palm-leaf Manuscript, OR 6603 (6 5 ) 6 6 5 *
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those of the pre-fifteenth century literature. The
- 1following- quotation from the Laic Raja Lo Sirlta may 

in this connection be compared with its modern spolcen 
equivalent that follows:

Ra.jakumaravarunge vadimalu bala pilivela ra.ja- 
kamata niyamayak noveyi, Rajalcamata niyamaya nam 
guna nuvana pin ati bavaya, Me Lakdlva Anuradha- 
pura nuvara ra.ja paminl Mutasiva maharaj juruvange 
kumaravaru dasadenagen deveniva upan lcumaraya 
niahatvu ^unanuvana ati bavin vadimalu kumaraya 
sltlyadl ra.jasrlyata pamlnavuvaya, Mevaga Ra^ja- 
ratnalcareya yana pote pen! ati, Piyarajjuruvo 
atat natat karamja sirlt hati mehatiya nohot piya— 
ra.j .jurnvanda ka.ma.tl kumara kenekunda ra.j.jaya pamunu- 
vanclat puluvanya0 „ c

Ra.jakumaravarunge vadimalu bala pilivela raja- 
lcamata niyamayak neveyl, Rajalcamata niyamaya nam 
guna nuvana pin ati bavayi, Me Lamlcave Anurada- 
pura nuvara rajavunu Mutasiva maharajjuruvange 
kumaravaru dabadenagen deveniyata ipadunu lcumaraya 
rnaha gunanuvana ati nlsa vajlmalu lcumaraya hiti- 
yadl rajalcamata paminevva, Mevaga Rajaratnalcare 
yana pote lclyala tlyenava, Piyarajjuruvo atat 
natat karanda sirlt mehatiyi nattan piya ra.j.juru— 
vanda kamati kumarayekuta rajjaya dennat puluvan
* • 4

The original is grammatically different from my rendering 
of it into the spoken language only in the use of ga 
at the sentence final position and the functors nohot

1 , Laic Ra.ja Lo Sirlta, p. lea,
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ati and bavin. It is apparent that by the time of 
the second half of the eighteenth century, the language 
had undergone many changes, both grammatical and 
otherwise, and the comparatively very few works written 
during this period of literary inactivity provide us 
with examples of the earliest attempts to write in the 
unsettled idiom of the day.

The Rajavaliya, a chronicle of the Sinhalese 
kings written in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century, abounds with examples of this sort. Although 
the author seems to have attempted to utilize some of 
the classical Sinhalese grammatical features, the un
settled idiom of his own times has overshadowed it.
This may be illustrated by the following examples:^

Gandharva deviyange v imanada mavi tibennaha (p ,5)
E raju nuvara bera lavuha (p,8 )

k , , , satkara labatj (p,1 3 )

1, Rajavaliya, ed, Pemananda Bhikku, Colombo: Grantha-
pralcasa Press, 19^6, It should be mentioned that 
some of these examples may not appear as aberrations 
from the classical Sinhalese usage in the edition of 
B, Gunaselcara (Ra j ava 1 iya „ ed, B, Gunasekara, Colombo: 
The Government Press, 1899) as he has altered several 
sentences to be in agreement with the literary usage.
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Mat mintsjekml, godata varevayi kiha (p,l4)
Mama Velusumana yodhayay a , puluvannam allavayi 
ltiya duvannata vana ( p „ 2 1 )
E Mihindu himiyan . . , Buddhasasanaya Lakdiva
pihituvuha ( p ,23T
Lam ay a eya adapulcala varapata bind! giyeya (p. 2 9 )
Nandimitraya daka diva avo namut bariviya (p*29)
Dasamahi. yodhayan bohose ketnmata nara mahasenaga 
lava lcetavuvaha (p*35)

It has been seen that the classical Sinhalese 
grammatical tradition was almost forgotten during this 
period of internal turmoil, and'the literatteurs lost 
their hold on the language. The most important charac
teristic of the language of this period is the apparent 
convergence of the written Sinhalese and the spoken, 
Except for a small number of traditional Sinhalese 
grammatical features, the written Sinhalese of this 
period may be regarded as the reflection of the unsettled 
idiom of the day. This linguistic situation continued 
uninterrupted until the beginning of the literary and 
religious revival initiated by Walivita Saranankara 
(1 6 9 8 - 1 7 7 8 ), the aim of x^hich was to reinstate the 
Sinhalese culture, Buddhism and the Sinhalese language 
in their pristine purity.
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CHAPTER III

THE FIRST BEGINNINGS OF PURISM

The revival movement of Walivita Saranankara 
(i6 9 8 — 1 7 7 8 ) started at a time when the country’s reli
gious, educational and literary traditions were almost

1fallen into desuetude. The primary and the most 
important aim of the Saranankara movement, it is evident, 
was to purify the Buddhist doctrine and to eradicate 
the misunderstandings of the sangha. Before the out
set of this movement, according to the Sangharaja 
Sadhu Cariyava and the Sanga Raja Vata, the sasana 
had been so corrupted that there was not even a single
monk to be found who oould explain the meaning of a

2very simple stanza of a Buddhist text. It was in 
such a degenerate context that Walivita Saranankara

1, For a detailed discussion on the background of the 
Saranankara movement, see Kotagama Wachissara, 
'Walivita Saranankara and the revival of Buddhism 
in Ceylon' (Ph, D. thesis, University of London, 
1961), chapters I and II.

2. See Sangharaja Sadhu Cariyava, eds. Nahalle Pannasena 
and P. B, Sannasgala, Colombo: Lake House, 19^7»
pp. 20-22? Sanga Raja Vata, ed. Dilcwalle Pemananda, 
Galle: Kalyani Publishers, 1952, pp. 6-7*
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mastered Pali, Sanskrit and Sinhalese classics and 
engaged in the task of resuscitating the Sinhalese 
literary and religious traditions which had been 
broken during the preceding period of turmoil. Sara
nankara 's restorative endeavour was actively supported 
by the king at the time, Kirti Sri Rajasimha (1747- 
1780). Consequently, Kandy became the centre of reli
gious, literary and artistic renaissance during the 
latter half of the eighteenth century.

It is said that Walivita Saranankara was 
accepted even when he was a novice as a great scholar 
of Pali, Sanskrit and SinhaleseJ Saranankara'a 
prime concern was to revive the ancient system of edu
cation with an intention of bringing the ancient 
glory into the minds of the contemporary society.
Thus with regard to literature and language the lite
rary genres which had gone into disuse after the fif
teenth century were re-introduced, and a determined 
effort was made to emulate the literary language of 
that period. It is otis tomarily claimed even at

1 * See Sangharaja Sadhucariyava, eds« Nahalle Pannasena 
and P. B. Sannasgala, pp. 14-15.
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the present time that the golden age of* Sinhalese 
literature was in the twelfth, thirteenth and four
teenth centuries, and the works produced during this 
period such as AmavaturaB Butsarapat Saddharmaratna- 
vali and Pu.javail are regarded as excellent literary 
treasures of Sinhalese. These works may have been 
revered even with greater respect during the time of 
Saranankara when the literary standards and activities 
were apparently deteriorating* It appears that Sara- 
nanlcara thought it more expedient, and felt obliged, 
to re-introduce the grammatical features and style of 
the works like Butsarana and Pu.javali* if a true 
literary revival was to be brought about.

Soon after the appearance of Saranakara*s 
writings, the normal linguistic scene of the period 
was complicated in several respects. Most of the works
of Saranankara were written for the purpose of teaching

1the Buddhist doctrine. It is rather strange to see
that his works do not appear to be meant for the

might
majority of people for whom, as one / expect, they

1. For a oomplete list of works of Saranakara, see
Kotagama Wachissara, 'Walivita Saranankara and the 
revival of Buddhism in Ceylon' (Ph.D. thesis, Univer
sity of London, 1 9 6 1 ), pp. 172-17^-*
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should have been Intended in such an unsettled period 
which saw the decline of* the Buddhist order and 

the literary tradition. The most celebrated work of 
Saranankara, Sarartha Sangrahaya, is written in a 
language which is highly Sanslcritic in nature and full 
of high sounding phraseology* It is even less intelli
gible than some of the books written during the 
Polonnaruva period (12th century - 13th century A.D.) 
in which the influence of Sanskrit had reached its 
zenith. ̂ The reason for Sarananlcara 1 s pre
ference for the highly Sanskritio language which had 
been abandoned after the thirteenth oentury is not
understandable * Consider the following extract from

- - - 2 the Sarartha Sangrahaya:

Sisira lcara kara nikarovarapakara sudhapaddharot- 
tunga ghanatarovarapopakarika lankrta vividha ratna 
lcarmantoljvalita dvara lcogthakopasobhita ksirodadii 
sikarakara ati dhavala snlgdha Buddha mrdu pullnga 
vipralcrrparaga vicltra cltrakarmantalankrta bhitti 
stambha sopana malakopasobhlta hint.alasara pattilca- 
baddha istikachadana gravalambamana pravaladama 
mulctajala camilcara ra.jata bodhipatralankrta « « .

1. 0* H* de A* Wijesekara, ’Pali and Sanskrit in the
Polonnaruva period’, In The Ceylon Historical Journal, 
vol. IV, 1965, PP. 91-97.

2, Sarartha Sangrahaya, ©d, H* Seelaratana, Colombo:
Vidyarthapprakasa Press, 1927* P. 9.
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This Sanskritism is evident almost everywhere in the 
book. It is reasonable to suppose that Saranankara 
may have felt obliged to imitate the highly regarded 
earlier works, which had been written about five hun
dred years before his time, in order to find a place 
among classical authors. But when we peruse the normal 
linguistic evolution of the written Sinhalese from the 
earliest times up to the fifteenth century, Saranan
kara 1 s works appear as against the general trend.
After the Polonnaruva period Sinhalese literary writers 

to
seem/have preferred the more popular style, and conse
quently, they lessened their use of the ornate charac
teristics and the verbosity of the Sanskrit prose 
works. The very strong Sanskrit element bagan to fade 
away. This tendency continued until the coming of the
Portuguese in 1505 A.D, after which the long standing

2Sinhalese literary traditions were suddenly broken.
But with the beginning of the revival movement of 
Saranankara, this development was reversed and the

1. The prose works written after the Polonnaruva 
period such as Saddharmaratnavali, Pujavail and 
Pansiya Panas Jataka Pota are regarded as works
of the non—Sanskritic school.

2, See pp. 5 ^ —61 above.
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archaic motif's of writing were taken as models instead.
Saranankara has written several books in 

Sinhalese and Pali which are of* religious importance.
1The majority of his works are glossarial commentaries. 

The Sarartha Sangrahaya, which is written to describe 
one of the nine qua 11 ties of the Buddha, i.e., Buddho, 
is acknowledged as a great contribution to the Sinha
lese language and literature and specially to Buddhist 

2learning. When its linguistic aspect is taken into 
consideration, the whole work appears to have been 
built up binder the strong inflxience of Sanskrit and 
also of classical works. Because of Saranankara1s 
knowledge of Pali, Sanskrit and Sinhalese classical 
works he may have purposely endeavoured to re-introduce 
the language and the style of the alassioal period of 
Sinhalese literature. The idiom which emerged as a 
result of his determined effort was characterised by

1 , These works include Sararthadipani, Munigupalamlca-
raya, Abhlsambodhialamlcaraya, Bhesa j jatnam jus a Sannaya.

2. Sangharaja Sadhucariyava, eda, Nahalle Pannasena and 
P. B. Sannasgala, pp. 28-29? M, Sri Rammandala 1Sara
nankara Sangharajayan Vahanse1, in M, B, Ariyapala 
and C, Godage (eds.), Mahanuvara Sri Putgpadana Swarna 
Jayanti Sangrahaya, 1958* PP« 31-32,



a very strong Sanskrit element but also, quite natu
rally, by aberrations from the classical idiom, not
to mention interferences from the contemporary spoken 

1Sinhalese,
Saranankara mentions in his book that he has 

utilized certain sections of earlier works such as 
Pu.j avail, Thupavamsa and Saddharmaratnavali in order
that his work should appear as a true component of

2the great Sinhalese literary tradition. Very often 
he mentions Pu.j avail, with also'•an additional prefix 
maha meaning fereat', as his model. But it is very 
interesting to see that Saranankara has copied several 
pages from the Pu.j avail without mentioning he was 
doing so, Xn these passages he has not left out any 
single phrase of the original work - there are a few 
lexical differences only, Compare the following 
excerpts:

Maha muhuda rala pela mada anduru vidaha 
udaya parvatayata pana namgavu samapanas yodun 
lahiru mandalase e buddhasanayata pana nagi slya

1, Degammada Sumanajoti, 1Mahanuvara yugaye gadya k r t i 1 
in Vldyalankara Simhala Sangarava, 1960-61, pp,l6~ 
18 .

2 , Sarartha Sangrahaya. pp. 192, 213, ^25 #
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langin buduras kanda harinnata patan ^atseka,
Divu divu e buduras bambalova gasi sakvalin 
salcvalata pana divagannata pa^angata, hkenehl 
nisa namatl kantava taru pela namati ^ela mutu- 
dam palanda nilvala namatl kesvati tana d±k namati 
hastayen saiidaras namati divasalu vida handa 
baifibalo namati mini oturru dara tun to namati anga 
solava kaumada namatl asa dalva bhrnga nada 
namatl ^ayana paturuva ma^e svamidaruvan^e 
palamuvana ma^ulbana pujava^a mese la. 1 opetava 
sitagataa
(Sarartha Sangrahaya, p , 2 6 7 )

Mahamuhuda ra,].apela manda anduru vidaha udaya 
parvatayajpa pana namgavu sama panas yodun e hiru 
mandala se buddhasanayata pana nangl siyalan^in 
buduras kanda haranata pata,n^atselca, Divu divu 
buduras bambalova gasi salcvalin salcvalata pana- 

divannata patangata, Elcenehi nisa namati 
kanta tarupela namatl gela mutudam palanda nilvala 
namati kesvati tana dlk namati hastayen sandaras 
namati divasalu vida tiaf&ia bambalo na matL mlpi 
o^unu dara tunlo namati an^a solva lcaumada namati 
as dalva bhyn^a nada namatl ^ayana paturuva mage 
svamidaruvan vahansege palamuvana mangulbapa pu.j a— 
va^a mese lilopetava saralil sltagata,
(Pu.j ava 11 , ed, Bentota Saddhatissa, Panadura: P # J, 
Karunadhara Press, 1930, p. 206)

The section Prom page 2 6 7 to page 272 of the Sarartha 
Sangrahaya is a complete copy of the Pujavail pages
206 - 211, The other places which show close resem
blance to the Pu.j ava 11 are j

Sarartha Sangrahaya Pu.j ava 11
163 148

175 165

These sections are easily distinguishable because the



language used In them is different from the rest of 
the book which is highly Sanskritic in nature.

It seems reasonable to assume that Saranankara 
has endeavoured with many difficulties to use the 
highly regarded classical style and many archaic graramat 
cal features which he could not, however, employ to 
perfection. Because of his good knowledge of Pali, 
Sanskrit and Sinhalese classical works he had the oppor
tunity of making use of the books of the calibre and 
time of the Butsarapa and Pujavail, With the attempt 
of Saranankara to reinstate the pure doctrine and the 
orthodox Buddhist order, simultaneously the forgotten 
literary Institutions and the ideals upheld in a more 
distant past were resuscitated. The use of classical 
language and the traditional grammar was accepted as 
a mark of scholarship. Due to this fact his endeavour 
may be categorized as puristic.

We can clearly see the ineptitude of Saranan
kara at using the traditional grammatical rules and the 
classical Sinhalese idiom, Saranankara's determined 
effort to use the literary language of the 12th — 14th 
centuries does not seem to have been fully successful.
It is evident that his writings are characterized by
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various features not found in the classical works.
1This may be illustrated by the following examples:

Piyamaharajano Sunanda nam veyi (p.9^) 
(Piyamaharaja.no Sunanda nam veti)
Aruna nam rajelc piyavuya (p. 11 9)
(Aruna nam raj elc piyaviya)
Maharajano dun danayage balayen , * (p.131)
(Maharajanan dun danayage balayen)
padayo jatamastalcayehi pihitiyeya (p. 158)
(pada jatamas talcayehi pihitiyeya)
Me dasaparamitavo . , , vanneya (p,l85)
(Me dasaparamitavo . , , vannoya)
Kosvalthinlyan lehe gandin avut 1 e boyi (p.3k6)
(Kosvalihiniya lehe gandin avut le boyi)
Uyit terunvahanseta bilivu seyin maleya (p.3^6) 
(Hetemada terunvahanseta bilivu seyin maleya)
U vanna , . , (p.3^7)
(Ohu vanahi)
sic devatavelcudu sitinata asamarthavuvaya (p,^85) 
(elc devatavelcdu sitinata asamarthaviya)
e dutu bhilcsuhu kimelcdayi vicala lcalhi (p. ̂ 85)
(e dutu bhilcsun lcimelcdayi vicalalcalhl)

1, Sarartha Saftgrahaya, ed, H, Silaratana, The norma
tive usage is given in the parentheses and the 
grammatical irregularities are underlined.
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Those grammatical irregularities may be due to inter
ference from the contemporary idiom. The use of 
direct case in place of indirect case is a violation 
of the traditional grammatical rule. But it seems to
be a very frequent feature in the works of Saranankara

1and his pupils.
The above mentioned examples show us that the

classical language and the style had to be used with
meticulous care to prevent any interference from the
contemporary idiom. It is als6 evident that even

sometimes
Saranankara, who has/been regarded as the greatest
literary figure after Totagamuve Sri Rahula, was not
competent enough to employ the traditional grammatical
rules although he did try to adhere to them. It seems 

to
reasonable/suppose that Saranankara has copied from 
the classical works on the impression that his language 
and style are very similar to those of his models, 
and he may have held the view that to revive the 
Sinhalese language, literature and the Buddhist insti
tutions, one should uphold the ideals of a glorious past.

1, M, H. Peter Silva asserts that this grammatical
feature is due to the influence of Tamil which had 
reached its zenith during the Kandyan period. See 
M. H. Peter Silva, 'Influence of Dravida on Sinhalese', 
(D.Phil. thesis, University of Oxford, 19^1), pp.
479-503.
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Because of the popularity of Saranankara and 
because he was the only outstanding- scholar of the 
times, there were a considerable number of followers.
His pupils were drawn not only from the Kandyan kingdom 
but also from the Southern province as well, which

1subsequently became the centre of literary activities, 
Saranankara1s movement of revival produced a great 
number of scholars with a good command of the classical 
works. After the works of Saranankara were written, 
the utilization of the early literary treatises as 
models of excellence was Increased tremendously. His 
pupils and followers were soon able to produce several 
books of religious and literary importance. In this 
connexion Tibbotuwave Buddharaksita, Sitinamaluve 
Dhammajoti, Salial© Maniratana (Buddhist monks), Attara-
gama Rajagurubandara, Katuwano Muhandiram and Pattayame

—  2 Lekam (lay scholars) stand foremost. But, as we have
seen before in Saranankara1 a works, their works, too,
are characterized by aberrations from the classical idiom.

1, For details, see P, B. Sannasgala, Simha.la Sahitya 
Vamsaya, Colombo; Lake House, 1961, pp. 391-507.

2, See Kotagama Wachissara, op, cit., pp. 226-246; P. B, 
Sannasgala, op, cit,, pp. 412-432,
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It is evident that the more popular language 
and style was very different from that of Saranankara*
We have no evidence to indicate that a work like 
Sarartha Sangrahaya was accepted by the majority
of writers as their guide* It may have been kept 
aside as a work of scholarship until the dawn of a new 
era of oriental learning during the second half of the 
nineteenth century when the three Buddhist centres of 
learning (pirivenas) - Paramadhammacetiya (1849)*
Vidyodaya (1873) and Vidyalanlcara (1875) came into 
existenceJ However, the more popular style seems to
have been widely used for worlts of non-religious signi—

-  2 ficance. For example, Sangharaja Sadhucariyava -
a biographical work by one of Saranankara1s own pupils - 

-  — 3and Sasanavatirpa Varngma were written in a language
which is very different from that of the Sarartha Sangra-

— —  ̂_ _ ha y a * Sri Saddharmavavada Samgrahaya and Syamopasampada-
4va t a * This variety may have been the normal written

1 . See pp. 90-9^+ below*
2 . Sangharaja Sadhucariyava, ed* Nahalle Parmasena and 

P. B* Sannasgala.
3, Sasanavatirpa Varnana, ed, C. E. Godakumbura, Moratuva: 

D* P. Dodangoda & Co., 1956.
4• Sri Saddharmavavada Samgrahaya and ^yamopasampadavata 

were written by Tibbotuwave Buddharaksita, the chief 
pupil of Saranankara*



Sinhalese at the time , and , to a greater extent, it 
appears to have been influenced by the contemporary 
spoken idiom. Because of the interplay of these two 
varieties - the classical language re-introduced by 
Saranankara and the normal written Sinhalese of the 
time - the works written during this period exhibit 
a considerable number of hybridisms.

Saranankara has not written anything against 
the use of contemporary language in writings, nor has 
he attempted to prevent language from corruption.
But he indireotly suppressed the employment of the 
popular language and style in serious writings. His 
determined effort was to resurrect the archaic motifs 
of literary Sinhalese. As a revivalist Saranankara 
did much writing to propagate the pure doctrine in 
order to eradicate unorthodox ideas and to purify 
the Buddhist order. But his endeavour to use the 
highly regarded literary language of the Augustan 
period does not appear to have been fully accomplishe 
until the second half of the nineteenth century.

Because of the popularity of Saranankara as 
the only erudite bhilckhu of the times, he had a consi 
derable number of followers, mostly Buddhist monks.
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By tli© beginning1 of tiie second half of the nineteenth
century, the numbers of his followers had increased
tremendously and spread to almost every part of the

1Southern province, where there was a politically 
peaceful environment while the Kandyan kingdom dis
played a rebellious attitude towards the new rulers.

With the beginning of the second half of the 
nineteenth century, a centre of Oriental learning,
Paramadhammacetiya Pirivena (l849)> came into exis- 

2tence. The founder of this Buddhist institution was
Valane Siddhartha, a Buddhist monk who was actively
engaged in traditional teaching and a learned pupil
of Saranankara, Until the foundation of Paramadhamma-

3cetiya Pirivena, there was no proper and well-estab
lished Buddhist institution where the revival of classi
cal learning, which was inaugurated by Walivita Sara
nankara , could be carried out. Soon after its incep
tion Paramadhammacetiya developed as a proper school

1, See A, V, Suravira, 'Puratana Sahityavaliye Avasanaya 
ha Nutana Yugaye Arambaya’, in Sri Sumahgala, eds, 
ICadihingala Sorata and Premaratn© Abeysekara, 1962, 
pp. 64-82,

2, For details, see H, Ratanasara, British Policies, 
Buddhism and Pirivena Education ("i"81 5-1 965 ) » ICelaniya, 
1970, pp, 190-211,

3, See P, B, Sannasgala, 'Lakdiva Piriven Itihasaya ha 
Vidyodaye Sevava, in Sumangala, pp, 54-63,
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of Buddhist doctrine and a centre of Oriental learning-,
and the immediate outcome was the production of a few
distinguished scholars, w h o , after about two decades,
emerged as eminent national leaders and prominent

1guardians of the traditional Sinhalese culture.
About twenty five years after the beginning

of Paramadhammacetiya, another two centres of Oriental
scholarship - Vidyodaya (1 8 7 3 ) and Vidyalankara (1 8 7 5 ) -

2came into existence. The founders of these pirivenas 
were Hiklcaduve Sumangala ( 1 82 6 — T91 1 ) and Ratmaiane 
Dharmaloka (1828-18 8 7 ) who were closely associated 
with the Paramadhammacetiya and were the foremost pupils 
of Valane Siddhartha (1811 — 1868),  ̂ These two scholars 
and the chief pupil of Ratmaiane Dharmaloka, Ratmaiane 
Dharmarama (1853-1919),were able to attract as many 
students as they wanted because of the fame they had 
gained as 'the three greatest scholars who surpassed

1, See Martin Wiclcramasingha, 'Hiklcaduve Nayalca Mahimiyo 
ha Vartamana Sahityaye Arambaya', in Sri Sumangala, 
eds. ICadihingala Sorata and Premaratne Abeysekara, 
Colombo; Anula Press, 1962, pp, 27-^42$ P, B, Sannas
gala, op. cit., pp. 61+0-643.

2. H. Ratanasara, op, cit., pp. 247-293*
3. Ibid.
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in brilliance all others in the world of Sinhalese
scholarship and the Buddhist doctrinal learning',

With the wide spread of Oriental learning* and
the resuscitation of the traditional ideals the necessity
for the revival of classical Sinhalese usage was felt.
Due to the efforts of these three eminent scholars and
a few other lay scholars who were closely associated
with these institutions, the bulk of the classical
Sinhalese works came to be edited and printed. These
were eagerly received by a newly literate public. At
the same time this emergent class of educated Sinhalese
was being stimulated vigorously into the awareness of
a glorious cultural heritage by the Sinhalese Buddhist
revival which came about as a reaction to Christian
missionary expansion and the general Westernization 

2of society. The vogue of the day was the spirit of 
nostalgic nationalism. In this atmosphere Sinhalese 
scholars, mostly Buddhist monks, were able to complete 
their task of reviving the classical Sinhalese literary 
and linguistic genres. Four scholars stand foremost

1* W , F, Gunawardhana, Guttila Kavya Varnana, Colombo: 
N. J. Cooray & Sons, 19 I 6 ( sec ond" print j , pp. 10-14.

2. See Ananda Guruge, Return to Righteousness, Colombo, 
1965* Introduction, pp. xxix-xxxiii.
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among those responsible for this accomplishment. They
are Hiklcaduve Sumangala (1826-1911)* Ratmaiane Dharma-
rama (1833-1919)* Batuwantudave Sri Devaralcsita (1819-
1892) and W, F, Gunawardhana (l 8 6 1-1936),"* who were
able to clarify, as a result of research into classical
literature, a large number of controversial points in

2contemporary literary usage. This spirit of literary 
revival focused attention upon books of the golden age 
of Sinhalese language and literature (12th - 1 4 th 
centuries), and the immediate necessity of introducing 
the characteristics of the language of that period 
was felt. Consequently, these scholars took as their 
guide the thirteenth century compendium called the
Sidat Sangarava, which was originally intended as a

3 w -manual for the versifier. The Sidat Sangarava. however,

1, For details of the literary activities of these_ 
scholars, see Ananda Guruge, Introduction to Sri 
Sumangala, eds, ICadihingala Sorata and Premaratne 
Abeysekara, 1962 5 W, F. Gunawardhana, Guttila Kavya 
Varnani, pp, xix-xxivj Ariya Rajalcaruna, Sampradaya 
ha Sihina Lokaya, 233-303*

2, Ibid. See also Vinnie Vitharana, 1Sumangala guru 
parapure sahityasevava’ in Sri Sumangala, pp. 49-53

3# See pp, 178— 183 below.
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contained some grammatical descriptions equally appli
cable to the language of prose, so that these revi
valists mistook it for a grammar of the Sinhalese 
language in general. Several editions of the Sidat 
Sangarava, with detailed elucidatory notes, were brought

-jout, and further treatises based on it were written 
to outline the grammar, especially the morphology, 
of the classical prose works.2

The idiom which emerged as a nett result of 
this puristic endeavour approximated to the misra Slmhala , 
mixed Sinhalese, which was used in classical prose 
works in the 12th and 13th centuries such as Butsarana 
Dha r map rad i p i lea and Daham Sarana. This form of Sinha
lese was characterised by a very strong Sanskrit element. 
It was this kind of prose that became the ideal of 
linguistic perfection for the puristic attempt during

1. It was James De Alwis who first undertook the task 
of bringing out the Sidat Sangarava in a printed 
edition. James De Alwis who directed his attention to 
the study of classical Sinhalese literature, firmly 
believed that to acquire a good classical style, it is 
of paramount importance to study the Sidat Sangarava.
See his introduction to the Sidat Sahgarava, pp. cclxvii 
- cclxviii. By the year 1902, more than five editions 
of the Sidat Sangarava had been brought out. See 
Appendix II.

2, For example, Varna Niti saha Simhala Vyalcaranaya by 
Hiklcaduve Sumangala and Pad a Nitiya by Veragama Punci- 
bandara can be cited. See also Appendix II.



the Saranankara renaissance. Unlike Walivita Sara
nankara, these scholars were competent enough to 
employ the classical style and language without any 
hybridisms and aberrations.^

The style and language which emerged as a 
result of these scholastic trends are highly Sanskri- 
tic in nature and full of high sounding verbosity.
The language of the works written during this period 
shows close resemblance to prose works such as 
Butsaraija and Dharmapradipika which are marked as 
having been written under the heavy influence of 
Sanskrit, It is evident that scholars like Ratmaiane 
Dharmarama, Batuwantudave Sri Devaralcsita and 
¥, F, Gunawardhana have attempted to borrow more 
and more from Sanskrit, These three scholars 
edited a considerable number of Sinhalese classical 
works in which they exhibited their profound

1, W. F, Gunawardhana, in the introduction to his
Siddhanta Parilcganaya, says that * the Pujavaliya is 
written in the same literary Sinhalese which we 
use at the present day' (Siddhanta Parik§ap.aya, 
Colombo i N, J. Cooray & Sons, 192h , p® &)"•
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knowledge of Sanskrit* I quote a passage from the
Kavyasekhara Maha Kavyaya edited by Ratmaiane Dharma- 

2rama:

Meyin ilcbiti avurudu hattavakata pama^a pasu 
rajapada praptavu Mahanaina ratju davasa svasamaya 
samayantara pravlna sakala tarkika cakra cudamanl— 
vu vi7uddha buddhln prasiddha Buddhaghosa nam 
anyartha namadheya afci atlvyakta arthakathacarya 
maha terun vahanse Lakdiv pamina Anuradhapurayehl 
Durasankara pirivenhi vesemin tripit aka dhartnaya 
sambandha arthakathavan vyavahara bhasavakvu 
Slmhala ri'tiyen pavatna kala arthavipratipattiyata 
pamlniya haki bav dana * * *

where we see the great desire of the editor to employ 
the Sanskrit lexical items which had become a fashion 
at the time. The inclusion of very long
sentences is a frequent feature in these works.

1• Ratmaiane Dharmarama has edited, with elucidatory
notes, Kavyas elcharaya, Hams a Sandesaya, Sidat Sanga
rava and Dharmapradipilca and has written a commentary 
to the Balavatara. He also wrote two guide books 
(Siksasamgrahava and Namapadamalava) on Sanskrit lang
uage , Batuvantudave’s works include editions of 
the Sidat Sangarava, Guttilaya, Ruvanmala ha Piyum- 
mala, Anuruddha;js a t akaya, Suryasatalcaya, Balavatara, 
Madhavanidana and Vrttamalalchyava. W „ IT. Gunawardhana 
edited \irith exegetical details and criticisms, Sidat 
Sangarava, Guttila ICavyaya, Kolcila Sandesaya, Mayura 
Sandesaya and Subhas11aya.

2, Kavyasekhara Maha Kavyaya, ed, Ratmaiane Dharmarama, 
Colombo: Lankatahinava Press, 1915, p. x.
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Xn his edition of Dharmapradipika, Dharmarama 
says that after consulting1 the Astadhyayi of Panini 
he has made some corrections of the verbal stems and 
suffixes in Sinhalese, Whenever these scholars wanted 
to clarify a controversial point or to classify a 
Sinhalese grammatical category, they seem to have stuck 
only to the Sanskrit grammatical norms and definitions,
Xn their writings these scholars use only misra Simhala, 
•mixed Sinhalese', displaying their erudition in 
Sanskrit and also in Pali by a profuse use of borrowings.
It is evident that the acceptance of the supremacy of 
Pali and Sanskrit over Sinhalese and the firm belief 
that the Sinhalese language could be raised to a more 
dignified status by employing high sounding phraseology 
were the main characteristics of the linguistic ideal 
upheld during this period.

We should also note here the attempts of the 
scholars like Ratmaiane Dharmarama and Batuwantudave

1, Dhatu pratya nirupanavasarayehi ati^ayin dusitavu 
dhatu pratya rupavanda Paninitya vyakaranaya SsuruW MiHiT ^  ,ui«ll ■ -----111— II mr I I -III  .......   n 1. II |̂«I I I iri II miiniw  wf i,i i i ' « r l ,kirimen pralcrtlyata pamipavinm ( Dharmapradipika, 
Introduction, p„ iiij,
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to explain the meanings of* the classical poetical works 
which they have edited. These verse compositions were 
written exclusively in Elu (pure Sinhalese) and are 
more easily intelligible than some of the prose works 
of the corresponding period. The poetical works written 
during the Kott© period contain simple language. Hence 
the average reader of the present day needs only a 
little help from the editor regarding the semantic 
difficulties. But this is not what we find in the 
poetical works edited by the scholars mentioned above, 
Ratmaiane Dharmarama and Batuwantudave stand foremost 
in this connexion. X shall extract the following 
meaning given to verse 1 5 of the third canto of Kavya- 
selcharaya edited by Dharmarama : ̂

v e r s e : Dat. lea leu lu pa _ la
Suratal sina si la
Bolanda bas di la
Keli siyalanga dull ga la

meaning; Dantalcutmalayan pralcasa kota balatvayen
ati ramyavu hasyayan pravartanaya kota 
ati mugdha vacanayan danaya lcota hevat 
lcathanaya kota sakala ^arlrayehi dhulXn 
varcita kota krlda ltere.

1, Kavyasekhara Maha Kavyaya, ed. Ratmaiane Dharmarama, 
Colombo; Lanleabhinava Press, 1915*
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Jt is obvious that the simple language used in the
above verse is intelligible to a native but the meaning
given for it by the editor is rather obscure. In
explaining the meaning, Dharmarama has displayed his
mastery over Sanskrit which seems to have been the
mark of scholarship at the time. These scholars seem
to have held the view that the employment of more and
more Sanskrit borrowings in their commentaries is
essential in order for the reader to acquire a good

1command of the language, i.e., mixed Sinhalese,
Compare the following examples from the editions of 
Batuwantudave and W. F. Gunawardhana:

—  2(1) verse : Gala munindu mat te
Heta kisivak nodat te
Galelc piligat te
Esevu guna mohu nopiligat te

meaning: Budunge mastakayehi pasanaya yatena
Icalhl avinnanakavu anyavu paganayelc 
pratlgrahanaya lcele, ebandu guna me 
Devadatteme pratigrahanaya nokeleyi,

1 . See W, F* Gunawardhana, ed, Guttila Kavya Varnana, 
p, xli,

2, Guttila ICavyaya, ed. Batuwantudave, verse, 52, p. 11,
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The meaning- given by W. F. Gunawardhana is:
Pasanaya tnunindrayan inastalcayehi patitavana 
kalhi IciTlcl ,j jnana nokalavu pasanayelt prati- 
grahanaya keleyi, Tadvidhavu gunaya me Deva- 
dattateine pratigrahanaya nokeleyi.

These examples illustrate the attitude of the scholars
of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries
who were aroused by the spirit of nostalgic nationalism
and who wanted to develop the Sinhalese language to
a more dignified and glorious state by which they
intended to rediscover the splendid cultural heritage
that had been lost during the period of national decline.
As a consequence of these puristic and nationalistic
efforts, the ordinary man has expected all literary
works and even ordinary documents to be written in
high sounding classical Sinhalese which he himself
cannot understand, A parallel situation can be seen in
the case of Arabic where the Arabs feel that their
classical language is superior and the most beautiful,
Ferguson says: 'For many purposes even the illiterate

1, W, F, Gunawardhana, ed, Guttila Itavya Varnana, p, 47*
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peasant will prefer a classical sounding, highly literary 
Arabic which h© only half understands to a pure conver
sational Arabic which he understands perfectly'♦^

It is evident that the heirs of the Sarananlcara 
Renaissance who continued and overemphasized the use 
of classical Sinhalese linguistic features, particularly 
a Sanskritized lexicon, had stopped when they reached 
an approximation to the misra Simhala 'mixed Sinhalese1 

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. These scholars 
accepted the classical Sinhalese grammar for literary 
purposes, but a complete re-adoption of the grammatical 
usages of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries for all 
writings was never encouraged. Their primary concern 
was to utilize more and more Sanskrit embellishments in 
their writings in the belief that it is the best way 
to dignify the Sinhalese language.

The linguistic policy of the founders of the 
centres of oriental learning was later subjected to the

1, Charles A, Ferguson, 'Myths about Arabic', in J. A, 
Fishman (ed,), Readings in the Sociology of Language, 
The Hague: Mouton” l 96̂ 3,” pp* 375-381*
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virulent criticisms of Munidasa Itumaratunga, the founder 
of the Hela Havula (Pure Sinhalese Fraternity), who 
embarked on a dynamic career to foster and propagate 
what was in his estimation the 'genuine' and 'purest' 
Sinhalese. However, he himself in his early prose 
writings uses misra Simhala 'mixed Sinhalese' displaying, 
as it were, his erudition in Pali and Sanskrit by a 
profuse use of borrowings. It is evident that Kumara- 
tunga came to the Sinhalese literary scene with the 
same linguistic ideals upheld by the then outstanding 
scholars of the pirivena institutions. In course of 
time he came to adopt 'pure Sinhalese' exclusively, 
resuscitating a pre-1 2th century practice and fanatically 
endeavoured to carry this archaistio and puristic 
policy to its logical conclusions. This we will 
discuss in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER IV

KUMARATUNGA, THE INCEPTION OF HIS 
HELA HAVULA AND ITS ACTIVITIES

Munidasa Kumaratunga (1 8 8 7“ 1 9^ )  was the most 
outstanding personality of the Sinhalese literary and 
linguistic scene in the period extending from the 
1 920's to the 1940' s . 1 He was known as Munidasa Kuraa- 
ranatunga at the beginning of his career but he changed 
his name at subsequent stages to Munidasa Kumaratunga and 
Kumaratunga Munidasa, each time to tally with a new

1. Munidasa Kumaratunga was born on July 25, 1887 at
Dilcwalla in the Matara district. He entered the 
Training College for English teachers in Colombo in 
1907, and, on passing out, was appointed Head Master 
of the Kadugannawa Government School in 1909# In 
January 1917, h© was promoted to the rank of Ins
pector of Schools. Subsequently, he became Princi
pal of the Training Colleges at Nittambuwa (1927) 
and at Balapitiya (1929)# Kumaratunga relinquished 
the latter post to become the editor of the Lak 
Mini Pahana, a Sinhalese newspaper, and two literary 
journals, Subasa (Sinhalese) and The Hello (English). 
He died on March 2, 19^+# For a sketch of Kumara
tunga 1 s life, see Kumaratunga Munidasa, ed. Sitina- 
maluwe Sumanaratana, Colombo; Peramuna Press, 1955, 
pp. a—o_; Kumaratunga_Munidasa, Piya Samara, Intro
duction by Jayanta Wirasekara, pp. 22-^3#
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insight into the ’pure Sinhalese’ tradition which 
he sought to resuscitate* He is remembered today 
mainly as a grammarian and a literary figure. As a 
grammarian, it is said, Kumaratunga’s contribution 
was singular, unprecedented and, as yet, unsur
passed, ' However, at the present time in Ceylon, 
the most widely prevalent image of Kumaratunga is 
that of a linguistic dictator, a purist who largely 
ignored the language of his own times and attempted 
to foist upon his contemporaries the outmoded Sinha
lese literary style of the twelfth century together 
with its now-obsolete grammatical features and lexi

con.
The emergence of Munidasa Kumaratunga as a 

linguistic reformer started early in 1 922 with the 
introduction to his first detailed commentarial work 
on Muvadevdavata, a classical poem written during the

1. See Abiram Gamhewa, ’Kumaratungu Vahara', in
Sitinamaluwe Sumanaratana, ed, Kumaratunga Munidasa, 
pp, 121-151; Vinnie Vitharana, ’A Critical Survey 
of the Contribution made by Munidasa Kumaratunga 
(1887-1944) to Sinhalese Language and Literature’ 
(Ph,D, thesis, University of London, 1 9 6 8 ), p p ,
2—65# Both Abiram Gamhewa and Vinnie Vitharana 
are devoted disciples of Kumaratunga,
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twelfth century A,D, In this work Kumaratunga has 
utilized his wide knowledge of the Sinhalese classical 
works, and, in particular, a great deal of his anti
quarian linguistic knowledge in order to prove that 
the language in which this work (and also works like 
Sasadavata and Kavailumina) was written is inherently 
purer and more genuine than later language. He 
declares: ' Although there are many poetical works
composed in Sinhalese, Kavyatilalcaya or Sasadavata, 
Kavailumina or Kusadavata and this one, namely Muva
devdavata t are reckoned as belonging to a distinctive 
class. Because they were written before the grammati
cal work, Sidat Sangarava, these three works were not 
subjected to the extreme purposeless disfigurements 
such as five-fold metatheses and multiple rhyming 
etc. Hence the language of these works remains pure.

1, See Muvadevdavat Vivara^aya, ed, Munidasa Kumaratunga, 
Colombo: Vidyasagura Press, 1922, Although the
Nilcaya Samgraha Vivarapaya was written a few months
earlier, it bears no significant views of Kumara
tunga concerning linguistic conservatism or prescrip- 
tivism, nor does it contain any grammatical exposi
tions, Muvadevdavata is believed to be the earliest 
poetical work available to us today.
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Therefore, those who lllce to learn the correct and
pure usage of the language study these works with 

1great ardour1* He also asserts: 'It is not diffi
cult at all to determine the learned usage of our 
poets when collating and examining these poems, and 
the inconsistencies and irregularities then found are 
undoubtedly the mistakes made by the later copyists
who were ignorant of the pure and genuine rules of

2our classical authors'. These quotations clearly 
shows the avowed aim of Kumaratunga with which he 
waged a campaign to preserve the language 1s purity,
i.e., the linguistic habits of the authors who lived 
in the more distant past, and to shape the contempo
rary language according to this ideal.

1, Simhala bhagaven nirmita vu boho kavyayan atada 
ICavyatilakaya hevat Sasadavata, ICavsllumipa hevat 
Kusadavata ha me Muvadevdavatayana~mohu~sre§tha 
pafaktiyehi la gananu labet. Sidat Sangara nam vu 
vyakarapa granthaya nipada vimata pera racltavu heyin 
pas peraliyen da detun tanhi elisama k i n m  adl vyartha 
prayatnayen da atvanta kalusyayata nopaminiya vu 
pada samuhayen samalankrita vana bavin me kavyatraya- 
yehi vanrnalava parisuddhava pavati, Eheyin ma bhaga- 
vage nirmala vyavaharaya dana ganu kamatto me kavyayan 
mahat adarayen parlsXlanaya""keret (Munidasa Kumara
tunga, ed. Muvadevdavat Vivaranaya, p. i).

2. Ibid,, p , i i .
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From the very outset, it is evident, Kumara
tunga entered into the Sinhalese linguistic (and also 
literary) scene with a preconceived idea of absolutism 
and authoritarianism of language use , 1 He began to 
codify a perfect grammar in his editions of the Sinha
lese classical works, basing his views mainly on

2philological reasoning, and to condemn any usage which 
does not conform strictly to his preconceived norms.
The great amount of Sinhalese classics (both prose 
and poetry) edited by Kumaratunga before he actually 
begins to write a Sinhalese grammar (Krlya Vivara^aya,
1935 and Vyakarana Vivarapaya, 1937) seem to have led

of
him to base his concept/grammar and correctness purely

1, For a detailed discussion of linguistic absolutism 
and authoritarianism, see Robert A, Hall, Introduc
tory Linguistics, pp. 422-423? see also David Crystal, 
Linguistics. pp, 70-73*

2. At this time Kumaratunga seems to have held the view 
that the Sinhalese language originated from Sanskrit 
through Prakrit, and also he referred to these lang
uages as 'parent languages 1, See Nikaya Samgraha 
Vivaranaya, p . 152; Amavaturu Vivaranaya, p. 216 . 
Consequently, his grammatical expositions included 
in these works are, to some extent, based on philo
logical reasoning, and his attempts to elucidate some
morphological problems were aimed at tracing the origin 
of the words in question to their cognate forms in 
Sanskrit and Pali, But no sooner had his linguistic
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1on an antiquarian basis. This was the attitude and 
the practice he continued nurturing until the end of 
his career and which later has been carried to its

2extremist and fanatic end by his devoted followers.
One of Kumaratunga's guiding principles of

editing the early Sinhalese poetical and prose works
was to discover the 'pure' and ’genuine* Sinhalese
usage and to eradicate the incongruities which he
thought had occurred as a result of the ignorance and
the incompetence of the later scholars who had made
copies of them. He edited twenty eight Sinhalese 

3classics, and the number and the order of his editions 
depended, to a large extent, on some extra—linguistic 
and literary factors - the majority of these works 
had been prescribed for the public examinations.

reformatory movement gathered momentum together with 
the nationalistic sentiment than he radically changed 
this view (in 1 9 3 0 *s) and began to propagate the view 
that the Sinhalese language (in his words He.].a or 
Helese) is purely of native origin,
1, See pp, 141-146 below,
2, See pp. 252-282 below,
3, For a complete list of the works of Kumaratunga, see 

bibliography, pp. 3 B5 - 3 9 0 .
4-, Kumaratunga admits that some of his editions were 

completed within a very short time, i.e., less than 
two months. See Kumaratunga, ed. Kustantinu Hatana,
p. 4-,
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In his edition of the Sidat San^arava Kumaratunga
clearly mentions his purport: 'By detailed criticism,
the obscurities of the verses of the Sidat Sangarava
may be understood; at numerous points, the genuine
grammatical rules of Sinhalese, too, can be gleaned 

1from i t '*
Kumaratunga firmly believed that it is the 

foremost duty of a scholar who engages in the task of
editing the Sinhalese classical works to reveal the

2genuine Sinhalese grammatical pattern. He held the 
view that the Sinhalese language was well-developed 
and highly systematized during the 12th and 1 3 th cen
turies. On this assumption Kumaratunga has altered 
not only the phonological features but also some mor
phological and syntactic characteristics of the later 
Sinhalese literary works which he edited to be in 
consonance with his ideal of linguistic perfection.

1. Vivarapayen Sidat Sangara pelehi aviparitartha data 
hakiya. Slmhalayehi nlyama vyalcarana rltiyada sudusu 
tanhi eyin avula gata halclya 'T“sidat Sangara Vivarapaya, 
p. 12”)". See also Amavaturu Vivarapayat pp. 218, 220.

2. Munidasa Kumaratunga, ed, Muvadevdavat Vivarapaya, 
p. 2 8 .
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The linguistic changes appearing in the Sinhalese
literary works written during the period between the
fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries were regarded
by Kumaratunga as the mistakes made by later copyists
who were ignorant of the classical Sinhalese grammati- 

1cal structure. It is apparent that Kumaratunga did
not accept the fact that the 'absolute standard' of
language use is illusory. Because of his preconceived
idea of the perfect grammar of Sinhalese, all variations,
whether phonological, morphological or syntactic,
found in Sinhalese literary works have been disallowed
in his editions, and they have been accordingly altered.
For this reason Kumaratunga1s editions of the Sinhalese
classical works lack, to a great extent, originality 

2and honesty. He positively declared that when editing 
a Sinhalese classical work, it was not his concern to 
compare various manuscripts to decide the most genuine

1, See Munidasa Kumaratunga, ed, Mayura Sandesa Vlvaranaya, 
pp. 8/4- 8 5 ,

2, See Appendix I.
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usages of the author but to use his own criteria to 
eradicate the shortcomings and to select the most
appropriate expressions of the original worlc, ̂ Kumara
tunga was sunlc deep in his conception of the correct
ness and the uniqueness of the linguistic and literary 
features of the classical works and towards the end of 
his career tried to make radical changes in the literary 
works he edited. He even went on to change the word 
order completely in some of the poetical works he 
edited.2

Xt is evident that Kumaratunga was not fully 
of,

aware/ perhaps has ignored purposely, the existing
disparity between the language of poetry and that of
prose in Sinhalese, Neither has he taken into consi
deration the fact that the language of poetry was so 
different in orthography, phonology as well as in 
grammar, and that poets make phonological changes, word

1, See Munidasa Kumaratunga, ed, Elu Attanagaluvamsa 
Yivarartaya, p. iv; Kavsilumipa, ed. Kumaratunga, p.
1 1 .

2, Kumaratunga held the view that the poetical works 
Sasadavata and Kavsllumina were written in
a single metre, and he changed the word order of 
the 'verses in his editionsof these works accordingly. 
See Appendix I, nos. 10 and 11,
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transformations and syntactic alterations to suit
or conform to a certain metre. "* Normally these changes
are not allowed in prose works. Any deviations from
the supposed norms of Kumaratunga meet with severe
criticisms in his works. In this manner Kumaratunga
started to codify linguistic norms which he believed
absolutely correct by scrutinising the language employed
in the classical works, especially the works of the

2twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Until the publica
tion of his commentary to the Sidat Sangarava, it seems 
that he had been collating the linguistic usages of 
the early Sinhalese poetical and prose works so as 
to be able to set up an authoritarian mould into whioh

1• One of the major characteristics of Sinhalese poetry 
is the extreme laxity in word order, whereas the 
prose language has a statably fixed word order. It 
is also evident that the biggest disparity between 
Sinhalese prose and poetry lies in morphology, 
Kumaratunga, while disregarding these distinctive 
features of the language of poetry, argues that most 
of the word transformations found in the later poeti
cal works (s i vupada lcavya) are erroneous. See his 
criticisms on the words like katnale, savule, lcovule 
and avule in Salallhipi Sande?a"~Vivaranaya, pp. 35-36.

2, See Kavsi1urn1n a , ed. Kumaratunga where he asserts 
that the language used in this work is the ideal 
model for the present day (Kavsilumiqa, p, 8).



the normal language behaviour of his times could be 
poured to get his ideal of perfection. With the 
publication of his commentary to the Sidat Sangarava 
(193*0 his greatest desire to set up a prescriptive 
and infallible guide to the usage of Sinhalese seems 
to have been fulfilled. From this juncture until his 
death in 1 9̂ ** (ten years), Kumaratunga appears to have 
engaged primarily in propagating and fostering his 
ideal of linguistic perfection. Consequently, an 
immediate compilation of origind. works — intended as 
an impeccable gateway to 'good language' - was launched.
Therefore, the period of Munidasa Kumaratunga's career 
from 1922 to 193** (publication of the Sidat Sangara 
Vivaraffava). I consider as rather transitional, in 
which one notices more a groping in search of 'pure 
Sinhalese' and 'absolute standard*.

From the early stage of the linguistic career 
of Kumaratunga, two, somewhat unparallel, aims seem

1, Xt is interesting to note that what Kumaratunga 
had written before 193** were only commentaries to 
Sinhalese classics, save for his own work Silcga 
Margaya, a school primer.



to emerge: (l) to seek a type of grammatical analysis
that would uniquely suit Sinhalese (2 ) to search for 
an idealistic linguistic structure to which the normal 
language behaviour of the time could be conformed* To 
achieve the linguistic ideal which Kumaratunga thought 
of as ’pure*, 'eloquent' and 'genuine1, he seems to 
have been placing horrendous over-emphasis on the 
literary language of the 12th — 1 3th centuries,^ Conse
quently, 'correctness* or 'incorrectness* of the Sinha
lese usage came to be determined solely by the crite
rion of literary purity, in other words linguistic
nostalgia, and the variations from the supposed injunc
tions were castigated as 'debasements', 'Signs are 
appearing1, Kumaratunga wrote in 1936, 'that Sinhalese 
is becoming a most uncivilized language, , . with a
civilized people what becomes civilized first is their 
language. Need it be said that a people who use an 
uncivilized language are themselves uncivilized? The 
time has arrived for us to wake up. This is not a

1, See his introductions to Muvadevda Vivarapuya, Ama- 
vaturu Vivaranava. MavuraSandesa Vivaranava, Tisara
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Tmalady that cannot he cured1. The inevitable result
of this erroneous conception about language was to
consider grammar as a means of preserving the purity
and dignity of the language. These ideas, which seem
fundamentally fallacious and insensitive to language
variations, are treated by modern linguists with scorn.
As Robert A. Hall Jr. asserts; ’The actual facts
regarding 'correct' usage are much more complicated
than our purists would have us believe. Of course,
at any given time, there are usages which many consider
'incorrect'; but 'correctness' or 'incorrectness* is
relative, not absolute, in that it consists only in
acceptability or unacoeptabillty to a certain group
of persons, and may vary from one group to the next.
The only time we can call any usage totally incorrect
is when it would never be used by any native speaker

2of the language'.
Although Kumaratunga had published several 

works previously —the majority were editions of the

1. Munidasa Kumaratunga, 'Simhalaye Abhagyaya', in 
Vidyodaya I . I93&, PP# 1-13*

2. Robert A, Hall Jr., Introductory Linguistics, pp. 
9-1 0.
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Sinhalese classical works ~ the incident that brought 
him into the limelight was the Kukavi Vadaya 'Contro
versy on poetastery1 which took place in 1927* This 
gave him an excellent opportunity to display his capa
bilities as scholar, critic and polemist,1 His declara
tion that V e n 4 Totagamuve Sri Rahula (fifteenth century)
- on© of the most esteemed literary figures of the 
classical period - should be regarded as a poetaster 
and not as a poet in the real sense of the term provoked
the entire Buddhist hierarchy and the lay scholars who

2were closely linked with .the pirivena institutions, 
Kumaratunga was one of the very few scholars who had 
no affiliations with the then leading centres of oriental 
learning like Vidyodaya and Vidyalanlcara. Consequently, 
Kumaratunga1s criticisms were frequently levelled 
against the theories upheld by the pirivena tradition.
He virulently criticised the attempts of the scholars 
of the pirivena institutions to honour the foreign

1, See Jayanta Wiraselcara, ed. Kukavi Vadaya, Colombo; 
Anura Press, 193&*

2, Kumaratunga's endeavour to prove that Ven, Rahula 
was a poetaster is regarded by Malalaselcara as 
nonsense. See G. P. Malalaselcara, Preface to I, M. 
R. A. Xriyagolla's Diva Tapaya, Colombo I Svastika 
Press, 19^3# P* 7*
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(Pali and Sanskrit) grammatical works without paying 
due attention to the learned Sinhalese usage (chelca- 
prayoga) . ̂ He declaress ’Most Sinhalese grammarians 
adopted the grammars of* other languages as a criterion 
in trying to supply a grammar for their mother tongue*
The measure they accepted was the grammar of* Sanskrit 
or Pali. Since they tried to approximate as closely 
as possible to Sanskrit or Pali grammar, their gramma
tical treatises tended to obscure the intrinsic struc-

2ture of* Sinhalese to a very great extent’. These
criticisms, it is evident, were against authors
like Hiklcaduwe Sumangala and Ratmalane Dharmarama who 
were the leading figures of the pirivena institutions.

At the initial stage of his public career 
Kumaratunga edited, together with elucidatory notes, a

1 . Simhala sabdilcayan visln lcaranu labana balavat varada 
nam svabhasagranthayan alala bala chekavyavaharasraya- 
yen vvalcaranopadesayan nipadavx mat a vada paravyakarana 
sastranugata vima garulcota salakT.mayi (Muvadevdavat 
Ylvaranaya, p. v ).

2, Boho Simhala vyakarana lcarayo svabhasavata vyakaranaya 
sapayannata anya bhasavala vyakarapaya pramana lcota 
gat ha. Ovun gat minima Pali Samskrta vyalcarajgayayi.
E mimmata sarllana lesak lcarannata giya heyin ovunge 
vyakaranaya behevln ma Simhala tatvaya valahannatar  — — --J ■—  - —  —>* rwil'T J I   -i-.-.  --------- —  ■ I   ■■ I III.vahal viya (Vyakarana Yivaranaya, pp. ga-g h a ).
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number of classical literary works. His elucidatory
notes included extensive explanations of points

1of grammar, illustrating his main area of interest. 
Subsequently, he turned to compiling treatises of 
grammar. It seems that the intensive study of over

2twenty five Sinhalese classical works which he edited, 
formed the basis of his wide knowledge of classical 
grammar which is found compiled in the Sidat Sangara 
Vivaranaya (193^), the Kriyii Vivaranaya (1935) and the 
Vyakarana Vivarapaya (1937)*^

The exegetical details in Kumaratunga1s editions 
of Sinhalese classics evince an attempt to cater to 
the student rather than to the scholar. Moreover, he 
wrote a large number of school texts - the list inclu
ding fourteen readers, two collections of verse (Kumara 
Gi, 1926 and Piya Samara. 1935)* two guides to prose

1, In this connection, Kumaratunga's early works 
Muvadevda Vivaranaya. Elu Attanagaluvamsa Vivaranaya. 
Amavaturu Vivaranaya, Subha sita Vivarai3.aya, Sal a 
Li'hi~ni~"Sande^a Vivaranaya and Parevl Sande^a Viva
ranaya are particularly noteworthy*

2. See bibliography pp. 385—390*
3* See pp. 203-251 below.
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composition (Prabandhopadesaya and Prabandha Samgrahaya), 
two guides to verse composition (Virit Vakiya and Kavi 
Siksava) two Sanskrit text books for beginners (Sams- 
lcrta Siksa Margaya and Ibe Sakuva) and three children's
story books (Hatpapa. Mangul Kama and I-Iin Saraya) ,
Perhaps this Intense activity on the school front was 
motivated by the desire to build up the younger genera
tion in conformity with his objectives. For the adult 
audience he wrote poems, short stories and plays. The 
avowed aim of writing the plays and short stories was 
the resuscitation of the ancient glory, the lost Sinha
lese tradition. He took his mission to the public 
platform whenever the opportunity arose. The paper 
Lak Mipi Pahana (193^.6.26 - 1936.1.21), the Sinhalese 
periodical Subasa (1939.7*10 — 19^2,2,l6 ) and the 
English periodical The Helio (19^+1.8.29 — 19̂ +1 .12,22) 
were the journalistic platforms he used,

Kumaratunga took meticulous care to use the 
'good language' (as he calls it) not only in his writings 
but also in his speech as well, and admonished others 
to do so, too. He carried on a consistent campaign 
for 'purity' of language through the paper Lak Mini
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Pahana of which he was the editor from 193*+. The
language he advocated by this time i^as markedly
different from the standard usage among contemporary
scholars* The most significant point of divergence
was the resuscitated a* Defending the restoration of
a, an obsolete phonological and grammatical feature,
Kumaratunga says: 'It is seen that in the Sinhalese
language of the past there was the proper use of a.

it was
Scholars believe that/as a result of the decline of 

that
learning/it had subsequently gone out of use. Some 
maintain now that as it is possible to manage affairs 
without the use of a as of old, it is unnecessary to 
restore it. This view cannot be accepted'/ The 
resuscitated a is used in Kumaratunga's works as 
follows:

(1) as (inanimate) locative case marker
(2 ) past participle marker
(3 ) sentence final marker
(4) emphatic particle
(5 ) with certain indeclinables
(6) conditional verb marker

1* Svade^a Mitraya, 24 August 1 9 2 6 , p. 12.
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Kumaratunga referred to this vowel as the unique
letter of the Hela language (Hela base veses lakuna),
and assertedthat it is used to obtain meaning clear
and undistorted, to render word-construction complete

2and pure and to safeguard the essential heritage.
The other archaic grammatical features that 

Kumaratunga endeavoured to foist upon his contempora
ries are: the syntactic pattern of the twelfth century,
the use of the indefinite suffix -elc with inanimate
nouns, the inflection of personal names according to 
a classical usage (e.g. Sumanadasay a ), the frequent
honorification of personal names (e.g. Gunawaduv o ) and 
the adoption of obsolete nominal and verbal stems for 
the construction of words for modern use. However,
he still continued to use misra Simhala 'mixed Sinhalese'.

3Consider the following excerpt:

Tarlca vyalcaranadi sastrayan nodat pamanata gadya 
padya bandhanayan kirimo pahasu bava ative. Gamanayehi

1. Lak Mini Pahana, 21.8.193^* P#
2. Ibid. See also Lak Mini Pahana. 1 1 • 9 • 1 93** *P • 8.
3. Mumidasa Kumaratunga, ed. Gnmgarohana Varnana Viva 

rajaya. 1933, P- 5.
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pahasubava atte val asuta ya. Hila asuta nove .
Val asuta khalinayelcudu nati, s a j j avekudu na t i ,
adda yutu barelcudu nati, manga nomanga deka rna
samana ya. Eheyin ohuge gaman a asambadha veyi ,
He vata duta panii, Diya duta pina y e y i . Vanaya
duta vadl. Velatnbaka duta pasu kada ganT.
Sastra nodannabu ge prabandha lcaranaya da mebaKdu
ya~(p7_5).

This style where an admixture of Sanskrit borrowings
in varying proportions is evident has been maintained
by Kumaratunga in all his writings up to about the
end of 1 9 3 9 * The year 1939 marks the inauguration of
Kumaratunga's journal Subasa (pure language) meant
for writing exclusively in Hela (pure Sinhalese). It
also marks the end of a phase of the literary style
of Kumaratunga. The long appreciation Kumaratunga wrote
to R, Tennakon's poetical work Vavuluva (1939) appears
to be his last composition in the mixed style, and

that
after this all/he wrote until his death in 1 9 ^  was 
exolusively in Hela,

Kumaratunga believed that the Sinhalese lang
uage was corrupted by scholars who thought it fashion
able to use borrowings. In an explanation as to why 
he effected a change in his own language and style, 
he declared: 'Of late we have been committing a great
mistake. That is, using in our writings as many 
borrowings as possible from Sanskrit. In the same
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manner as it is considered fashionable today to lean 
towards English, Those who lived sometime ago thought 
it very cultured to lean towards Sanskrit, Now lire 
have a duty to perform. That is to do our best to 
emancipate the Sinhalese language. Without imparing 
our conviction, we must attempt, wherever possible, to 
use pure Sinhalese. We must attack the mean idea 
that without borrowing from Sanskrit, Pali, Tamil or 
English it is not possible to express the thoughts 
of the Sinhalese', Kumaratunga named his extreme 
form of puristic idiom, x^hich is characterized by 
the exclusive use of Elu (pure Sinhalese) forms, 'Hela' 
('I-Ielese1, in English). He, in Subasat once placed 
side by side the two forms of language in order to 
illustrate that any sentiment could be expressed in

Subasa. vol. I, no. 3 (1939), P* 29.
2. This was much disliked by the general nativists.

They referred to Kumaratunga's language as 
'archaic' and 'dead'. See Walivitiye Sonata, 
'Kumaratunga ha Mala Bhasava', in Dinami^a, 14.1.40,
p. 4, One of Kumaratunga's earliest pupils 
believes that Kumaratunga effected a change in his 
language and style due to some extra-linguistic 
factors. See V. D. De lanarolle, 'Kumaratunga Munidasa 
caritayen bindalc', in Sitinamaluwe Sumanaratana, ed, 
Kumaratunga Munidasa, pp- 211—218.
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1Hela form without the aid of borrowings:

Sundariya rnehi balava. Me Pandya rajaya y a , 
Ubhayamsayehi arpita vu muktahara atte ya« Hari~ 
candanayen karana lada angarap;a atte ya, E heyin 
taruna rivi lcirai^ayen raktavarrxa vii kuta ati galana 
nirjhara dhara ati parvata rajayak'bu men babalayi. 
LaibkadhXpat i Ravanaya da indra lokaya jaya ganna 
pinisa giye mohu ha saniaga y‘a t Tambula valliyen 
parinaddha vu puga vrkgayan ati ela latayen alin- 
gita vu candana vrlcgayan ati tatnala patramaya 
astarana ati inalaya sthalayanhi krida kirlmata 
pahaduva. Me rajaya ge sariraya indiv'ar a ’ dyama y a , 
O b a g e  ^arlraya gorocana gaura ya, Vidyiillata megha 
laita declona ge men anyonya sobha parivardhanaya 
pipisa oba dedena ge saiiiyogaya veva (Ifrom Kumara
tunga * s Prabandliopadesaya , 1 93^ -> p. 73)

Yahadasana nuvan pinavan n a . Edi nomadi Pandi
ra,ja ya me, Halana dala n m t 1 harin dalavena d'ala 
ya^ Rihiri hari harisandun mihira angaravana angara 
gat anga ya, If heyin taruna rivi kirapa paturunu 
lculin depasa hall hali dili dili babali pala puvalai ,    i i . r I I r - * i i ■Sir- !-■!!!. I J r  .■■■ .riTlh..giri rajak’hu men vorajayi, Lalcisuru dasasirasa da 
daru indlru manduru dadnru lcaranu sandaha me raja 
sanda ha sandaha ya glye. Nimala tamalu dala ati- 
rili patirili ati malaya talayehi, bulat liya puvak 
turu valandi, mal 1 iya saiidun tnru va labdi 4 tela 
hem liya ara indunll mini tura novalandi da? Mohu 
sirura induvara banda anduru y a . Oba sirura goroda 
paradavana gora ya. Me kulehl vidnliya men me 
lcaluyehi lela dX unun paha pahan na (Subasa, vol,
2," no, 19 (1 9 4 1 ), p. 299). ~

Compared with the language used in the generality of 
contemporary prose writings the Hela of Kumaratunga 
was archaistic and absolutely free of all borrowings 
- Pali, Sanskrit or any others. His avowed aim was to
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reinstate the 'good language1, 'good idiom1 that was
lost during the period of* national decline. This aim
was referred to by his contemporaries as an obsession
or madness: 'Owing to Kumaratunga's intense desire
to shape the contemporary language in close accordance
with ancient grammar without paying due regard to the
linguistic changes effected since the 12th century,
his interest amounted to an extremism which should be

1called an obsession or lunacy'.
In Kumaratunga's estimation, among all these

languages, pure Sinhalese (Hela or Helese) ranked
highest. Answering a query in The Helio, the English
periodical he edited, he declared, 'please understand
that the Helese language is older than the oldest of

2Indian languages', In elevating Helese to an exalted

1, 13 vana sata varsayen meplta siduvunu bhaga viparyasa-
yan notaka paranl vlyarapa anuva vartamana bhagava da 
salcasvanu daklmata Kumaranatunga mahata tula hata-ga.t 
a^ava nisa e mahatage udyogaya umatuvak yayi kiva 
yutu taram simava Ikmav'rya ( Pinamlna, 3*3+1 9^+'*
Editorial); See also Babarande Slrisivali, Sarasavi 
Sandarasa, 20.8,19^6, P» 6*

2, The Helio, vol. I, nos, 11 and 12, 19^+1* P* 8?.
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status, he vehemently rejected the accepted Mahavamsa
theory of its Indo—Aryan origin, 'Those who consider
that we, our language and our customs etc, are derived
from somewhere else do indeed disparage u s 1, he said,
’There is perhaps no other nation older than we. How
can we, therefore, accept the theory that everything

1of ours is derived from outside?1 Connected with the 
above views on Hela language was his conception of the 
history of the Hela people. He rejected the Mahavamsa 
tradition of Vijayan colonization as a concoction of 
the bhikkhus of the Mahavihara, According to him, long 
before the beginning of the lineage of kings recorded 
in the Mahavamsa, this island was populated by the 
Helese people who had built up a great civilization.
The land was much larger, extending up to Madagascar,
Great monarchs such as Taralca and Havana ruled over the 
Helese, This great civilization came to an end due to

1, Subasa, vol. I, no, ^ 0939), p* ^3*
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the treachery of Hela traitors such as Kuveni and Vibhi-
sana. Consequently, Indian influences swept over its
culture 'debasing' and 'corrupting', among other things,

1the language of the Hela, These ideas were not based 
on any scientific reasoning, neither they were supported 
by any literary or historical evidence. These views 
of Kumaratunga, which may be referred to as fancies for 
the most part, were expressed in order primarily to 
raise the self-esteem of the Sinhalese people.

Xn this campaign ICumaratunga was ably supported 
by a group of like-thinlcing scholars such as Jayanta 
Wirasekara (1889-1949 ) , Rayipiyel Tennakon (1900-1964), 
Amarasiri Gunawadu (1912- ), Gamheva Gunawardhana
(1918- ) and Arisen Ahubudu (l923~ )* This group
consisted mainly of Sinhalese school teachers whose

1, Kumaratunga's views on the history of the Sinhalese 
people have never been presented by him in the form 
of a complete theory in one single work. Instead 
they are found scattered in his numerous writings 
and in the records of his speeches. See Hela Heliya, 
edited by Kumaratungu Samaru Kamituwa, 19^ 1 . p p . 71-
80 j The Helio, vol. I, nos. 11 and 12 (1941), p. 87? 
nos. 15 and 16 (1941), pp. 124-125; Subasa, vol. II, 
no. 25 (1941), pp. 392-395; Munidasa Kumaratunga, 
Prabandha Sahgrahaya, pp. 36-39; Kiyawana Nuvana,
Book Yi, pp. 17-21; See also D i . Vi. Richard De Silva, 
Kumaratungu Munidasna, pp. 6-9*
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subject, namely tbe Sinhalese language and literature, 
had been pushed aside by the more prestigious, econo
mically remunerative and socially advantageous lang
uage of the foreign power of the day. The only equip
ment that the Sinhalese school teachers had to possess 
was a knowledge of the Sinhalese language and, as such, 
the purity of the Sinhalese language was of paramount 
importance to them. Not only did they feel the sense 
of inferiority as a result of foreign linguistic domi
nation but also they realized the growing insecurity 
to their profession. It was in this socio-economic 
context, wherein education in Sinhalese bro^lght meagre 
economic rewards, that Kumaratunga raised the battle 
cry for 'pure Sinhalese' and made constant appeal 
to the School teachers. 'There are now and then 
gentlemen teachers distinguishable by their piercing 
proficiency, indomitable courage and stout determina
tion', said Kumaratunga. 'Their number is not large 
but is ever on the increase. The time is ripe for 
these valiant upholders of national traditions and 
cultural standards to go a step beyond the firm stand 
they are already making. They must now advance. So
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far they have defended themselves. New they must
take the initiative as well as the offensive into 

1their h a n d s '.
was

As/to be expected, the majority of followers
of Kumaratunga were vernacular teachers and were his

2own pupils. As has been mentioned, Kumaratunga him

self was a teacher (1 9 0 9 - 1 9 1 7 )» a school inspector 
(1917-1922) and the principal of two teachers' training 
colleges - Nittambuwa (1927-1929) and Balapitiya (1 9 2 9— 
1930). His followers were mainly drawn from these 
institutions. It appears that not only were those

tv

followers of Kumaratunga vernacular teachers but also
the prominent members of his fraternity belonged to the

3same locality as that of Kumaratunga/ However, only 
three Buddhist monks appear to have taken part in the

1. The Helio, vol. I, nos. 9 and 10, 19^1# P* 70.
2. See p. 103, foot note 1.
3. Kumaratunga was born at Dilcwalla in the Matara

district in the Southern Province. Except R.
Tennakon, almost all of his devoted disciples 
belonged to this area. For details, see pp. 252- 
2 7 7 below.
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1at first.
Hela movement/ This was in spite of the opposition
of almost the entire hierarchy of the Buddhist clergy
to the Hela movement,

the
It was when/campaign seemed to be making a 

considerable impact on society that Kumaratunga em
barked on the project of establishing organizations.
The first attempt of Kumaratunga to establish an orga
nization was the founding of the Simhala Samajaya 'The 
Sinhalese Society' in 1935- This association seems to 
have died out soon after, without any achioment to its 
credit. It was during the early 19^0's when his 
journals Subasa and The Helio were exerting considerable 
influence on society that Kumaratunga founded one of
the most dynamic organizations of the time, The Hela

3Havula 'The Pure Sinhalese Fraternity', The theme of 
Kumaratunga's address to the inaugural meeting of the 
Hela Havula (11 January 19^1) was that in order to

1, They were Ven, Kodagoda Nanalolca, Ven, Waralcagoda 
Silaratana and Ven, Polhene Nanalanlcara, Among 
these only Kodagoda Nanalolca took an active part 
in the Hela movement,

2, See Amarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Hela Vata, pp, 1^8-1h y .
3, The inaugural meeting was held at Kumaratunga's

home in Panadura on 11th January 19^+1* See Amarasiri 
Gunawadu, Maha Hela Vata, pp, 150-152,



uplift a nation the primary step that should be taken 
was the imp-yovement of its language. 'It is beyond 
the capabilities of a single individual to develop a 
country', he said, ’or to develop a language. There
fore, let us form an association, create branches 
all over the country and win over the Hela to our 
cause1J  With this as its aim the Hela Havula move
ment soon gathered momentum. Branch organizations
sprouted at Matara, Kalutara, Gampaha, ICandy, Kagalla,

2Ratnapura and Bandarawela, The Hela Havula was a 
unique organization in that it had no patron or presi
dent. Its only office bearers were two organizers
and a committee of seven. When a meeting was summoned

3a chairman was elected for the occasion.
The Hela Havula 'The Pure Sinhalese Fraternity 

of
under the leadership/Kumaratunga was making great

4headway soon after its inception. Although numeri
cally not very large,the membership of the Hela Havula

1, See the report given in Subasa, vol* II, no. 1 8 , 
pp. 278-279.

2, Amarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Hela Vata, pp. 153-154,
3#.Ibid., p, 1 5 0 - The first two organizers or the chi 

whips were Jayanta Wirasekara and R, Tennakon,
4, See Subasa, vol. Ill for reports of the intensive 

activity of the Hela Havula.
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comprised dedicated and energetic literati. The 
Hela Havula, in pursuance of its linguistic policy, 
let off a fusillade of criticism at the theories up
held by the pirivena tradition. 'The pundits of the 
temple and the university1, wrote Kumaratunga, 'have
created a language of their own which is at once

1debased, insipid and inelegant'. The Hela Havula1s 
criticisms had also found a target in the corruptions 
of the contemporary Buddhist church as well. In an 
article written in 19^42 entitled 'The disservice we 
are doing to religion’, Jayanta Wiraselcara castigates 
the blind faith of the average Buddhist devotee who
venerates even impious monks, just because they happen

2to wear yellow robes. Xt is also significant that 
in place of the slogan rata, jatiya, agama 'country, 
nation and religion’, proclaimed by the traditionalist 
elite of the day, the Hela Havula exhorted the adoption

1. See The Helio, vol. I, no, 17> nos. 13 and 1*4
(19^1)» PP^ To^-10^* Also see Kumaratunga'a attacks 
on scholar monies / vTaTivitiye Sorata and Bambarande 
Sirisivali in a number instances in Subasa, vol. Ill, 
no, 11 (19^1)} nos. 23 and 2k (19^-1 )*

2* See Subasa, vol. Ill no. 36 (19^-2), p. 35*
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of ba s a , rasa, desa 'language, nation and country1.
It is important to note that 'religion' has been
replaced by 'language' and that 'language' has been 
placed foremost* To the Hefa Havula b a s a , rasa and 
desa were the Triple Gem (Tun Ruvan), and, consequently, 
these three words became the key slogan of the Hela 
mov e m e n t J  These unorthodox pronouncements of the 
Hela Havula contributed to the precipitation of a

2head-on clash between them and the Buddhist hierarchy* 
The leaders who came under the virulent criti

cisms of the Hela Havula were 'Men who do not know 
our language well enough to write a good essay in it 
, , , (but) . . , pose as the highest scholars , * ,
(and) , , . those in authority who allow this state

3of affairs to continue', In Subasa and the Helio 
there are numerous instances when the dons of the

1, The members of the Hela Havula constantly maintained 
the practice of using the phrase Hela basa, Hela 
rasa« Hela desa yana tunuruvana namanda 'having paid 
respects to the Triple Gem Hela language, Hela nation 
and the land of H e l a 1 at the beginning of their 
works. This is quite contrary to the traditional 
practice,

2* See Arisen Ahubudu, Kumaratungu Asura, pp* x-xiii.
3* The Helio, vol. I, no. 11 (l9^l), the Editorial,
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university, especially those of the Oriental Section, 
and the editorial board of the Sinhalese Dictionary 
are blamed for debasing the Hela language,  ̂ Xn an 
editorial to The Hello, entitled ’Doctoring to Death'
- the reference being to Professor G, P. Malalasekara,
Head of the Department of Indo-Aryan Studies, University 
of Ceylon - Kumaratunga says: 'No less a person that
Dr. G, P. Malalaselcara, member of the Text Book 
Committe, has boldly, unhesitatingly and publicly 
announced that "The Committee did not pay much atten
tion to errors in the spacing of words, grammar and 
spelling". G. P. Malalaselcara we must all admit is the 
accredited official authority on Sin—Helese (sic) lang
uage and is it a wonder if that language, under his 
distinguished direction, became grammarless, styleless,
powerless, vigourless and graceless and suitable only

2to the gutter?' Over the Dictionary issue, making

1. See Subasa, vol. IX, no. 6; vol. II, no. 8; vol. II, 
no. 23 j The Hello, vol. I, nos. 7 and 8 (19^1)>
p. 30 J vol. I, nos. 13 and '\k (19^1)» P« 106,

2. The Helio, vol. I, nos. 7 and 8 ( 19̂ -1 )* p. 50.



'an open appeal' in The Helio to D. B. Jayatilaka, a
renowned Oriental scholar who also happened to be
the Editor—in—Chief of the Sinhalese Dictionary, the
Hela Havula says: 'The Sinhalese language is trying it
best to get itself freed. It has a right to ask for

what
your assistance. But/assistance are you rendering it
at present? Instead of rendering it every assistance
to free itself from bondage you yourself are supposed

1to be holding it tight. . This section of the
power elite which came under the virulent criticism of 
the Hela Havula was closely linked with the then 
leading pirivenas like Vidyodaya and Vidyalankara,

It is evident that the determined effort of 
the Hela Havula was to raise the Sinhalese language 
to the status of a cause and a mission. Their conten
tion was that the Sinhalese language had deteriorated 
during the period of national decline and that this 
factor lay at the root of all the ills that beset the 
nation: 'A base, corrupted, inelegant and insipid

1. Subasa. vol. II, no. 17 (19^1), p. 50.



language', Kumaratunga said, 'will produce a mean
1and miserable mentality’. Reproaching the Depart

ment of Education with a desire to produce people 
with a slavish mentality, the Hela Havula say s :
'The Department has done and are still doing every
thing to make the language lawless, graceless, power
less and worthless. Language without dignity pro
duces men and women without dignity. Men and women
without dignity are as base as beasts and can be made

2to stoop to any meanness', Thus according to the 
Hela Havula, the first step in the struggle for free
dom was the adoption of 'pure language' which would 
consequently lead to the growth of a free and inde
pendent national spirit.

While letting off volleys of criticisms at
almost every educational institution at the time, the

own
Hela Havula started to produce their/creative works 
to show that the Helese langtiage has to b© used exclu
sively, if a true and genuine literary tradition has

1* The Helio, vol. I, nos, 9 and 10, 19^1, p.
2, The Helio, vol. I, nos, 13 and 1^, The Editorial.
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to b© brought about. Among the devoted members of 
this group, R. Tennakon was encouraged and persuaded 
to engage in this onerous task of revealing and ele
vating the lost Helese poetical tradition. Conse
quently, Tennakon wrote three, somewhat lengthy, poeti
cal works - Vavuluva (1939), Havilla (19^0) and Da 
Vinaya (19^0) which were accompanied by long literary 
appreciations by Kumaratunga and detailed commentaries 
by Jayanta Wiraselcara,^ However, it seems that during 
the first three years after the inauguration of the 
Hela Havula its works were mainly confined to writing 
open letters to important personalities, organizing 
debates and public meetings and holding anniversary 
convocations. Since the emphasis was focussed parti
cularly on the missionary aspect of the Hela movement,

only
its leading members could produce comparatively/a very

2few works, Including the leader, Kumaratunga.

1. For details, see pp. 2 5 7 - 2 6 6  below.
2. Kumaratunga wrote only three works during the period 

1941„1944, They were Hela Miyasiya (a treatise on 
music), Ibe Salcuva (Sanskrit text book for beginners) 
and the edition of Kav Si1 mnina. Apart from R, Tenna
kon 1 s above mentioned \^orlcs, there are only two 
works written during this period, i.e., Waralcagoda 
Silaratana 1 s Lama VirUya ( 1 9̂ +1 ) and Jayamaha Wellala's 
Ali Saturuva ( 1 9̂ 1 2 ) «
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As reports in Subasa and The Helio show,the
Hela Havula under the leadership of Kumaratunga was
making great headway soon after its inception. It is
apparent that Kumaratunga was the main sustainer of
the movement. By the year 19^3, according to the
Subasa, the membership of the ITela Havula had increased
to sixty and the number of sympathizers with the Helese
linguistic doctrine also had increased tremendously,^
However, as the leading members of the IIe 1 a movement
only eighteen names have been given. They were
Munidasa Kumaratunga (leader), Jayanta Wirasekara,
R, Tennakon (chief whips), Abiram Gamhewa, Amarasiri
Gunawardhana, Arisen Ahubudu, Ven, Kodagoda Nanalolca,
Ven, Varalcagoda Silaratana, Ven, Talpawila Mlnidonu,
Jayamaha Wellala, Gamhewa Gunawardhana, M, V, Perera,
Mohotti Donu Davidu, Gunapala Senadhira, V, V, Abaya—
gunawardhana, Kitsiri Kumarasingha, Moses Perera and

2Samaralcon Vajirasena, Although it appears that a 
considerable section of the Sinhalese educated youth

• See Subasa, vol. Ill, no, 3^» P» The Helio,
vol. I, nos, 15-16, p, 120,

2, See Subasa, vol. III, no, 3^, P* 46-^7*
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(mainly the Sinhalese school teachers) was drawn 
into the Hela movement, after the removal of Kumara- 
tunga1s charismatic leadership with his sudden death 
in 19^+4 - three years after the inauguration of the 
Hela Havula, it entered on the path of gradual 
decline *
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CHAPTER V

LINGUISTIC PHILOSOPHY OP THE HELA HAVULA

The theme of Kumaratunga1s address to the 
inaugural meeting of the Hela Havula is Of much impor
tance for understanding the linguistic philosophy of 
Kumaratunga, and, later, of his disciples, and also 
to estimate his endeavour to reinstate what
was deemed to be the pure language* Kumaratunga dec
lared: * In order to uplift a nation, the primary step
that should be taken is the improvement of its lang
uage  ̂ His contention was that the Sinhalese lang
uage was corrupted by the scholars who thought it 
fashionable to use foreign linguistic elements* *'Sinha— 
less is becoming a most uncivilized and undignified 
language1, said Kumaratunga* 'With a civilized people 
what becomes civilized first is their language* Need

Subasa, vol. II, no. 18, pp, 278-279? reproduced in 
Hela Hellya, ed, by Kumaratunga Samaru Kamituva, 1961,
p p . 75~7<rr"
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it be said that a people who use an uncivilized lang
uage are themselves uncivilized? . . . The time has
arrived for us to make up. We must attempt, whole
heartedly, to forestall this decline',^

Kumaratunga1s aim 
was to restore the linguistic usages of a distant past 
which he embraced as 'absolutely correct* and 'inherently 
p u r e 1 and to shape the language of his own times 
ac c ordingly.

To Munidasa Kumaratunga, and also to his 
devoted followers, the contemporary Sinhalese language 
was a degenerated, corrupted and grainmasless medium 
which should never be taught or employed in any serious 
writings. The following quotation will sufficiently 
illustrate Kumaratunga's attitude towards the linguis
tic habits of his own times: 'At the present day
the Sinhalese language is like a dense forest. Those 
who wish to cross it clear their own paths. How mean 
are those who are bereft of that manliness to realize

1, See Hela Heliya. pp, 6-7.
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the need for the construction or the facilitating of 
the construction of a broad and pleasing highway 
through this forest for the use of all. 'All1 here 
is used in the particular sense to mean all those 
who are really equipped for the journey. The crippled, 
the backboneless, the blind and others of this type 
are not eligible to this class. When we speak of a 
* language that everyone* can use, the term everyone 
includes those who realize that a language should be 
cultured, grammatical and forceful. The rest are not 
included. Yet, there are those at the present day 
who are of opinion that the Sinhalese language should 
be so simplified that it may be easily understood even 
by a Negro who came from Africa only the other d a y 1,̂
He was firmly opposed to the idea that 'Correct
ness of linguistic usage should be determined by the

2criterion of majority usage*. Kumaratunga firmly

(written in English)
1. Mayura Sande^a Vivaranaya, p. 8 5/ SSee also Subasa. 

vol. T, noT 3 (1 9 3 9 ), "p, 29? no, 4, p. 43j The 
Helio, vol. I, nos, 11 and 12 (1941), p. 8 7 .

2, Bhasa vyavaharaya vadi denage yedum anuva viya 
yutuya. See Kumaratunga's criticisms on this in 
Amavaturu Vivaranaya, p , 46 % Mayura Sandesa Viva
ranaya , p. 825 Gamgarohana Varnana Vivaranaya. pp,
r-7.
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believed that language is preserved by the usage of 
educated and careful people and changed by the corrup- 
tions of the vulgar* Because of Kumaratunga1s ultra- 
conservative viewpoint of grammar, he thought it was 
the first and the foremost task of the grammarian to
prescribe not only how people ought to write but also

2how people ought to speak* These deep-rooted mis
conceptions prevented him from looking at the Sinha
lese language from the proper perspective*

As a result of Kumaratunga's unbounded faith 
in the 'correctness' of the classical Sinhalese literary
treatises, especially the works like Sasadavata, Kav-

- 3silumina and Amavatura, and his firm belief that theHi i— mi— ■ I i ♦ mi m — i ■ .i ■ M ■■■!■■■■ ■■ W

classical Sinhalese is the only valid kind of linguis
tic structure, his notion of 'grammar* was inevitably 
conceived on this antiquarian base. In his texts, the

1* Gamgarohana Varnana Vivarapaya, pp* 6-7. This is 
the kind of concept held by the eighteenth century 
European grammarians on 'language1 and 'grammar'. 
For details, see L, Bloomfield, Language, pp, 3-9? 
David Crystal, Linguistics * pp. 10-37? John Lyons, 
Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, pp. 4—20,

2 * See Subhasita Vivarapaya. pp. ii-iii.
3, See pp. 105-106 above.



term vlyarana or vyakarapa 'grammar* came to mean a 
set of rules (rather Injunctions) derived from the

'Iclassical Sinhalese usage, and being unable to force
the current Sinhalese language, especially the spolcen,

has
into this prescriptive mould, Kumaratunga/ooncluded
that it has no grammar* Kumaratunga1s notion of
grammar so conceived is fundamentally fallacious, and
it is antagonistic towards the modern idea that
1 language can never be subjected to the dicta of any
one person, and the 'correctness* or 'incorrectness*
of linguistic matters determined by any other crite-

2rion except that of social acceptability'* It is 
prudent for a grammarian to consider the written lang
uage and the spoken as two distinct systems of communi
cation, but Kumaratunga, ignoring the reglste-
ral differences and stylistic variations of Sinhalese, 
has fallen into what David Crystal describes as

1 * Bhasavelca vyalcaraQaya nam tadbhasagata ^i$taprayoga- 
yarige vargalearanadiya yi 'Grammar of a language is 
the analysis of its learned usages' (Amavaturu Viva-

2, For a detailed discussion of 'social acceptability* 
in language, see Robert A* Hall, Jr., Introductory 
Linguistics, pp. k k k ~ k k 5 •
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'the trap of always looking at one aspect through the 
the ieyes of other', This is the case more particularlyA

with the followers of Kumaratunga*
Linguistic purism, for which Kumaratunga is 

known best, was not for him an end in itself* In his 
opinion it was the means to build up a cultured and 
strong nation. A devoted disciple of Kumaratunga wri
ting his biography, entitled Maha Hela V a t a , asserts:
'It is accepted by learned scholars that the life
blood of a nation is its language. This is a universal 
truth. Munidas (Kumaratunga) who also believed it 
wholeheartedly, surveyed the world with his keen intel
lect, taking guidance from history. What he saw every
where was that whenever language became weak (dumbu.l) 
the nation deteriorated. To Munidas who pondered 
over the past and the present of the Helese nation, 
one truth became obvious. That is, the on© unmista
kable way of fortifying the nation was to fortify

pthe language'.'' This statement clearly reveals the 
basis of Helese linguistic doctrine.

1, David Crystal, Linguistics. p. 60.
2. Amarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Hela Vata, p, 8 7 ,
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Xt is evident that Kumaratunga's concept of 
language and grammar is entangled with
his belief in the pristine glory and the purity of 
the classical Sinhalese usage, and, as a consequence, 
his views represent largely a distorted version of 
the function of human language. Kumaratunga1s notion 
of grammar was never connected with the actual lin
guistic habits of contemporary society, but with the 
written documents of a more distant past. What he 
conceived as the 'grammar* of a language, it appears, 
is highly complicated and difficult to understand.
To quote one example, Kumaratunga, in his Kiyavana 
Nuvapa — a school reader intended for the third and 
fourth forms - describes a grammar of a language as 
1 clothes for the civilized people as against the ani
mals who have not even a single thread* In this
work there is also a whole story written for the 
purpose of ridiculing the prevailing idea of grammar

Ek huyakudu angehi - nogat tirisanun*atara da 
saluva nohalati utumo — viyaranaya men suldvinw ■■[■■■■■mu minimi Oli i i i i(Kiyavana Nuvana , p . k 2 ) t
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as an analysis of the actual u s a g e J  In Prabandha
Sangrahaya. a collection of essays on 'good writing',
Kumaratunga compares language with a garden, which

2seems quite absurd. The frequent use of hypothetical 
situations in order to highlight his dogmatic pres
criptions and antiquated shibboleths of language is

3prominent in almost all the works of Kumaratunga,
His attention has never been focussed on the functions 
of language or its intrinsic potentialities, and for 
him, 'to examine how our language is spoken and 
written; how it is constructed and how it functions'

4is meaningless, and sometimes Intolerable, 'It is 
indeed encouraging to see the attempt of the young 
teachers to speak in grammatical language *, says 
Kumaratunga. Here what he means by 'grammatical* is

1 , This story is entitled Katat Halciyawa which means 
•Everyone is competent'. See Kiyawana Nuvana, pp,
114-121.

2, Bhasava vat talc yanlyayi kiya halci (Prabandha Sam-

3. For instance, see Vyalcarapa Vlvaranaya, pp, ka-k h a ; 
Kiyavana Nuvana, Book V I I , p p 4 4 2 - 4 3 ? Hela Heliya, 
pp. 87-90.

4, Garogarohana Varpana Vlvaranaya, pp, 6-7? Subasa, 
vol7 ~fl7"no. 19 (1941), pp. 297-298.

5. Prabandha Sahgrahaya, p. 175,
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not the proper sense of the word, but 'according to 
the morphological and syntactic rules of the literary 
usage'* His assertion also implies that the majority 
of the people of contemporary society do not speak a 
'grammatical' language* This misconception was so 
closely linked with his attitude towards the develop
ment of Sinhalese that during the latter part of his 

that
life/it amounted to an extremism which should be

1called an 'obsession or madness1* The inevitable
result of his erroneous conception of 'grammar* is the
confused and incompetent way in which the subject is
presented in his works Kriya Vivaranaya and Vyakaragia
Vivara^aya* which are still revered by his followers
as the 'apotheosis' of Sinhalese

2grammar *
The most wrong-headed section of Kumaratunga's 

attitude towards language lies in his firm belief that 
the current spoken Sinhalese is 'corrupted* and

1* See Dinamina. 3 March 19^+, Editorial,
2* See D* V* Richard De Silva, Kumaratungu Munidasna* 

PP * 35-37.
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•vulgarised1 and that it has no grammar. But nowhere
has he explicitly stated the reasons for his belief.
Kumaratunga viewed language as consisting of two
extremes, i.e., correct and incorrect, or in his own
words sista •civilized* and asista or gramya 'uncivi- 

■|lized*. This seems to be the weakest point
of Kumaratunga*s concept of language. His classifica
tion of language into gamvadi bhasava 'vulgar lang
uage 1 , leal a bhasava 'forest language * and vyakarapa 
nati bhagava •grammarless language * is rather vague 
and illogical. On several occasions what he has called 
1language', it seems, was rather speech. To him, 
the existing disparity between the written Sinhalese
and the spoken is a •debasement*, 'degradation* and

3a sign of slavery. He positively declared that 
'oommon speech in Sinhalese is to a great extent un—

4grammatical and therefore vulgar*. Kumaratunga*s

1. Lak Mini Pahana. 30*4.1935, pp. 7-8; Prabandha 
Samgrahaya, pp. 1 1 6 6 .

2. Ibid.
3. See M, Cumaratunga (sic), 'Queries Answered', The 

Hello, vol. I, nos. 11 and 12, 1941.

4. Lak Mini Pahana, 30.4.1935, P* 8 .
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career, as one of his followers observes was devoted
to the taslc of clarifying what the 'civilized* (sista)

1language was and to the mission of propagating it.
As Bertil Malmberg observes: 'It is indeed a matter
of some doubt whether the official literary form of
a language does represent the spontaneous popular
development. For earlier generations dialectal speech
had even seemed to bo a lcind of degenerate language,
spoiled by peasants who in their ignorance knew no
better. This notion will even be found still today

2among people who have no linguistic training' and 
Kuraaratunga's pronouncements on the current spoken 
Sinhalese seems illusory and egocentric,

ICumaratunga1 s belief that the present spoken 
Sinhalese is 'incorrect' and 'debased' while the lite
rary language alone is correct has persuaded him to 
create an artificial kind of Sinhalese by producing 
a blend of the two varieties. One example of this is

1. D, V. Richard De Silva, Itumaratungu Munidaana, pp. 
3^-35.

2. Bertil Malmberg, New Trends in Linguigtioa. p. p‘-4.
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as follows. In literary Sinhalese sentences, the 
subject word is given in its nominative case form, 
and the finite verb agrees with the subject in number 
and person. Thus, the literary sentence mama yami 
* I go' has the subject mama in the nominative case - 
the non-nominative form is ma - and the verb yami 
has the inflection —mi which denotes first person 
singularity. The colloquial equivalent of this sen
tence is mama yanawa. In colloquial Sinhalese, nouns 
do not malce a distinction between nominative and non- 
nominative, and the inflection —nawa in the verb signi
fies present tense 5 number and person are not indi — 
cated inflectionally. That the literary nominative
form mama * I* is identical with the colloquial word 
mama *1 * which has no non-nominative counterpart is 
coincidental. Kumaratunga, however, believed that a 
distinction in the * correct* variety is a distinction 
that must be maintained in the entire language 5 and, 
that in this particular instance, if mama is nominative 
in literary, it should be nominative in the Sinhalese 
language as a whole, Kumaratunga has found that in

1. For details see pp. 36-37 above.
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Colloquial mama yanawa, the nominative subject is
accompanied by a verb which does not show agreement,
and the lack of agreement where a nominative is
involved is an error. One way of rectifying this would
be to have mama yanawa replaced by mama yami in spoken
Sinhalese: this the Sinhalese speakers1 attitude

language
to their / would not allow, and Kumaratunga him
self was sensitive to this. The ingenious solution 
he has come up with is that if nominative must not 
be used without agreeing verbs and if agreeing verbs 
are disallowed in spoken Sinhalese, then the use of
nominative in speech must be abandoned, allowing non-

1nominative forms alone in that variety. As has been 
mentioned above, the non-nominative equivalent of 
literary mama is m a , Consequently, Kumaratunga has 
decreed that the spoken Sinhalese sentence should be 
ma yanawa, Wherever the literary equivalent of a noun 
makes a distinction between nominative and non-nomina
tive in its paradigm, Kumaratunga and also his devo
ted followers use the non-nominative forms in their

1, See Lak Mini Pahana, 1^,8*193^. Prom this year
Kumaratunga advocated its use.
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1speech, at least In public.
Much of* Kumaratunga' s articles and public 

speeches were devoted to the task of clarifying what 
he conceived as 'correct', 'civilized' and 'eloquent' 
speech. He published a series of lessons in his edi~ 
tions of Lak Mipi Pahana which were especially designed
to teach 'how to speak grammatically' and 'how to

2speak the 'good language'. These lessons appear as
a dialogue between a teacher and a girl-student of the
fifth form. The following extract from his first
lesson illustrates Kumaratunga's avowed aimi 'What
some of these foreign educated scholars like is the
workers' language $ some like grammarless language;
still others like the colloquial language. There are
still others who desire the village-Vedda language.
They say that there are two types of languages: the
written and the spoken. The purpose of writing this 

# /Simhala Siksava is to show that there is no such

1, See pp. 162—163 below.
2. Lak Mini Pahana. 7.5.1935, l^.5.1935, 21.5.1935, 

28,5.1935.
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altering the normal speech forms according to the 
strictly literary usage. Consider the following:

1 5^

wrong
aragena 1 having taken1 -
etana 'there' -
etalcota ’then1 —
oklcorna 'all* -
lcohomada 1 h o w ' —
ecoara ’that much' ~
neda ’isn't i t 1 -

correct
aragena
etana
etekata
siyallama
lcesada

noveda

The absurdity of his attempt is quite transparent. The 
forms in the second column never occur in the ordinary 
speech, and if they do, the conversation will sound 
quite artificial and pompous. He has also made absurd

1 . It in mebandu rata ugatun gen samahara denelcuta vuva- 
mana kullkara bhasavayl; samahara denelcuta vuvamana 
vyakaranaya nati bhagavayi. Samahara denelcuta klyana 
bhasavayi. Samahara denelcuta gam vadi bhagavayi. 
Kiyana bhasavaya liyana bhasavaya yl lciya bhasa dekak 
lu. Me ’Simhala Siksave* adahasa ebandu bhasa bheda- 
yale nati bava hangavi mayT r^alc l^ipl ^alm'na, 7.5.1935).

2 . Lak Mipi Pahana. 7*5*1935.
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attempts to correct even the normal pronunciation of
words. Consider the following instructions given in
the Lak Mipi Pahana on the pronunciation of n :
•When we articulate n the tip of the tongue should
touch the teeth. Otherwise it will be p., Therefore,
if n is articulated correctly, t_ cannot be produced
next. Instead jfc is pronounced. Therefore minisunata
'to men' is correct. Because there is an a between
n and _t, it is possible to draw the tip of the tongue
after pronottncing n to the alveolar region to pronounce

1_t. Hence, stick to the usage minisunata1 . However, 
the usage minisunata does not exist in spoken Sinha
lese at allj neither it is observable in written Sinha
lese also. Its normal occurrence is minisunta. It is 
apparent that Kumaratunga ignored the fact
that spoken Sinhalese has its own distinctive charac
teristics and differs from written Sinhalese with

1. 1n 1 kiyana vita diva date gavenna ona. Natnam 'n1.
Eheyin 'n' hariyata kiyavunot ilangata *t* kiyavannaja 
bah a , Kiyavenne 1t 1. Minisunata yanuyi hari. 1n 1 
yannatat 't1 yannatat atare 'a' yanna tibena nisa 
'n' kiyana vita date g&vunu diva 't' kiyannata mudunata 
ada gannata- labenava. IS nisa minisunata klyanna 
~fLak Mini Pahana . ' 2 1 . 5 .1~93~5
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regard to phonology, morphology and syntax.
The above attempt of Kumaratunga clearly Indi

cates that he has not grasped the most characteristic 
feature of human language, that it ftinctlons differently 
in different contexts and that 'correctness* or 'in
correctness' of use is never determined by any crite
rion except that of social acceptability. This evidence 
sufficiently illustrates the attitude of Kumaratunga 
towards language and his concept of grammar. According 
to his conception, grammar cannot be referred to as a 
study or theory that accounts for the way people actually 
use language. Quite contrary to the prevailing modern

-jideas of language, for Kumaratunga people's use of 
language is something to be criticised and not described. 
These ideas are to a large extent reflected in his 
grammatical treatises and have been accepted by his 
followers as absolutely authoritative and idealistic.

It is evident that neither Kumaratunga nor 
any of his followers has supplied a clear enough defi
nition of language or grammar. This is mainly because

1 . See David Crystal, Lin. PP. 9“37.
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their avowed aim was not to analyse or supply a 
comprehensive linguistic description of the language 
under consideration. The few grammatical treatises and 
the essays on some aspects of Sinhalese grammar which 
are scattered in the journals of the Hela Havula can 
be regarded as endeavours to legislate the linguistic 
ideal they upheld. As a result of their

faith in the purity of the classical lang
uage, the grammatical works of this group are full of 
misconceptions and misinterpretations*1 The idea that 
there are correct, pure and incorrect linguistic 
habits of a language is fostered to a great degree 
by pedagogical practices and it was the main purpose 
of Kumaratunga in compiling grammatical treatises 
(Kriya Vlvara^aya and Vyakarapa Vivaranaya) and the 
guide works on Sinhalese pros© (Prabandha Samgrahaya 
and Prabandhopadesaya) to teach how to use only the 
'civilized language' (subasa) in all forms of writing.
Consequently, his works, and their commentaries 
written by his devoted disciples appear as determined

1. See pp. 208-251 below.
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efforts to forestall the decline of what they deemed 
the 'purity of the Sinhalese language', Kumaratunga1s 
aim, being himself a teacher, was to build up the 
younger generation, obviously the school front, in 
conformity with these objectives*

After the death of Kumaratunga, the Hela 
movement seems to have ceased further linguistic deve
lopment but maintained its missionary fervour* The

to
followers of Kumaratunga appear/have gone to the 
extreme of the dictates of their leader and have adopted 
the 'pure Sinhalese' exclusively, not only for writing 
but also for ordinary speech as well* They constantly 
maintained and endeavoured to propagate the idea that 
it is only by adopting the 'pure language' that the 
Sinhalese race (rasa) can be uplifted and dignified* 
However, even in the few grammatical works they composed

1 * See Amunugoda Tllalcaratna, Gatkaru Hamuva, where he 
says that Amarasiri Gunawadu and Alavuisi Sabihela 
can speak in this Hela medium quite efficiently 
and effortlessly. X have met a few members of this 
group, namely, Amarasiri Gunawadu, D* V, Richard De 
Silva and Vinnie Vitharana and also have had an oppor
tunity to listen to their speeches, but the impression 
X gathered was that they could not continue in that 
Hela medium if the topic of discussion was changed to 
something other than language or literature*

2* This is the term that Hela Havula frequently use in



neither an introduction on the concept of* language 
or grammar nor any reasons for their unbounded predi
lection for the obsolete grammatical usages of Sinha
lese have been included, but only some near fanatic 
concern and sentiments for the protection of the 
national language. R, Tennalcon, in his preface to 
Honda Slmhala. stresses: 'It is evident, when we
examine history, that the rise and fall of our race 
corresponded with the rise and fall of our language1. 
To him, evolution of language is a degeneration and 
corruption, and the grammarian's primary task is to

their writings to mean race, and was invented by 
Kumaratunga when he began to write exclusively in 
poetry-like language. However, this term has never 
been admitted to the majority usage, either written o 
spoken, and remains as one of the idiosyncratic usage 
of the Hela Havula.
1. Ape rase nangima b&sima ape base nangima basima 

anu va siduvl ati satl yat& giya- pavata salalca 
bal'ltme'dl penl yanavl ati ( Honda Slnihala, p . i")""
C f .
Basa dumbul vuva vadikal nopavati« Raselca pana 
basa ya yanu tatu dat viyat mataya yi 'If the 
language is weak, it will not last long. It is 
the consideres opinion of the learned that the 
life of a nation is its language (D, V. Richard 
De Silva, Kumaratungu Munidasna, p. 47)#
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forestall the language change and to devise a system
of linguistic norms which is best suitable to represent

1the purer state of language. As the name implies, 
his only grammatical work, Honda Simhala 'Better Sinha
lese', attempts to castigate the current Sinhalese 
usage as non-standard, non-Sinhalese and insipid and 
to foist upon it the morphological and syntactic

2features of the 13th - 14 th century Sinhalese usage* 
Because of these misconceptions and antogonism towards 
normal language behaviour, Tennalcon' s idea of language 
seems difficult to understand. In his concept of 
language, however, grammar is not a phenomenon which 
accounts for the actual usage of a given language, 

Tennalcon views grammar of a language thus i 
'Just as man has a code of discipline, words also 
have a set of rules by which they are arranged in a 
given order* It is this set of rules we call grammar* 
Infringing these rules in composition is tantamount

1, See Honda Simhala* pp, ii-iii,

2. See pp. 212-251 below*
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1to breach of discipline in human conduct'* However, 
it is apparent that what Tennalcon describes as grammar 
is not the linguistic features found in the works of 
the vast majority of his contemporaries, but a resusci
tated morphological and syntactic pattern that has 
gone into disuse* To highlight the dangers of viola
ting the linguistic norms which they (Hela Havula) 
deemed as 'pure' and 'genuine', Tennalcon goes far
beyond the domain of language and equalises their

2linguistic ideal with civil law*
Tennalcon speaks of a colloquial variety of 

Sinhalese and employs some of its usages to clarify 
certain linguistic rules in his work Honda Simhala* 
Conversely, he vehemently rejects the existing diglossic 
character in Sinhalese. This kind of mutually contra
dictory statement© are frequently evident in his works*

1 * Minisata hikmimata slkgavak attase ma vadan rasatada 
pela ghsl shdi sifrrlmata"'^iksa ata'7 TC silcsa rasata 
tarna apa viyarana naya yayi kiyanne. Rasayumehi 
viyarana naya slildima minis pevetehi nitiya kada 
kirlmayl [Honda Simhala, p * 1o)*

2* This is a very frequent feature in the works of the 
Hela Havula* It is evident that the adherents of 

Hela school have interspersed several notable 
similes in their works not only to ridicule the 
modern ideas on language and grammar but also to 
lessen the apparent absurdity of their arguments.
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For example, Tennalcon rejects the normal
utterances apl yanava, mama yanava 'We are going, I am
going1 etc* as ungrammatical and non-Sinhalese:
’Some people use the subject of* utterances like
Api yanava 'We are going*, mama yanava *1 am going*
and mama hitanava * I am thinking* in nominative case.
This is a mere defilement of our language by the people
who, without knowing the actual Sinhalese usage, try
to adhere to the foreign usages'. This is not true,
Tennalcon*s examples are normal utterances and are
acceptable to the native speaker? therefore they are
grammatical. When these utterances occur as sentences
in written Sinhalese, the subject verb agreement rule

they
takes place and/appear as api yamu, mama yami and 
mama hitami. What the Hela Havula wants to adopt as 
’correct* and 'grammatical* in the ordinary speeoh

1 , Ayelc 'api yanava*, 'mama yanava1, Vnama hitanava* adi 
vasayen lcartr padaya uktavana se prathama vibhaktl- 
yen dalcvati, S Simhalaya ga vyavaharaya no danna 
videsi danan ge vyavaharaya anuva yamen siyabasa 
icel'an^ p p a 255^2
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is neither of these two varieties, but a third variety 
of their own (invented by Kumaratunga),  ̂ The weaving 
of this lcind of non-existing linguistic habits into 
a school grammar appears to be a serious obstacle 
to the proper understanding of the functions of lang
uage, though the I-Iela Havula still believes that it 
is the best way to emancipate the Sinhalese language* 
Their incessant rejection of the existing functional 
divergency between the written Sinhalese and the spoken 
is unaccountable*

Contrary to these ideas on the spoken Sinhalese 
and the written, which are interwoven with the grammati
cal dicta in the work Honda Simhala, elsewhere Tennakon 
speaks of a spoken variety which characterises a spon
taneous popular development* He asserts: 'Sinhalese
unlike Pali or Sanskrit which were confined to litera
ture only, was a language spoken by people* Therefore 
it has the characteristics not of a court language 
closed to the populace but of a large river which has

1, See pp* 150— 152 above.
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no hindrance to receive the streams coming from all 
directionsj it has room to absorb linguistic elements 
from any language of any region* J  But though Tenna- 
lcon stresses the fact that the Sinhalese language is 
different from Pali and Sanskrit due to its existence 
primarily as a spoken medium, he, in his only grammati
cal work, rejects the actual usage of the vast majority 
of his contemporaries as 'erroneous* and 'outlandish*, 

Besides Tennalcon, all the other disciples of 
Kumaratunga also have made constant effort to elucidate 
and exaggerate the basic ideas of their teacher, and 
the few works they have written may be referred to as 
concatenations of eulogies on their teacher and his 
doctrine of linguistic absolutism* At the same time 
continual resentful criticisms especially of the

1 * Bluva Magadhaya ho Sakuva ho men potata arunu basek 
nova minisun lcata lcala baaelci. Bheyin ehi atte 
Magadhaye t, Sakuve t men maha dana hata satara 
vasala vasu valavu sabava nova ama digin gala ena 
aladola dlyata vadimata sarasalc nati maha nadiyeka 
sabavayl* Kavara basekin vuvada kavara pasekln 
vuvada avut vadana vadanakata Eluyehi Ida kada
* i i iim     i ii n n  . i ■■■■— ■■ w - î i ■ in ■■pm ■ 1 ■ i ■ *n in ii » inaiiiîi.-iJl ■ ■ hi I ■ i« i ■» ■■■■■■'*■attey’i (Sldat Sangarava, pp* xxiv-xxv)*
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language department of the University of Ceylon where 
the teaching of Sinhalese was begun on the modern 
linguistic guide lines, and of the works of con
temporary, popular novelists like Martin Wielcramasinghe 
have been interpolated in these works *  ̂ As the growing 
blind faith in Kumaratunga dogma was more virile and 
unshakable than any tendency towards dislodging the 
many shortcomings of the works he produced, the 
followers of the Hela doctrine have gone far beyond 
the horizons of their teacher in inveighing against 
every attempt that had been made to study the current 
Sinhalese language, more particularly the spolcen.
Their unbounded faith in the dictates of their leader 
has amounted to what may be referred to as lunacy and 
hatred towards the contemporary society. Consequently,
their works, comparatively few, do not contain any

2significant ideas on language or grammar.

1, For example, the introductions of the works Heja 
Pot Vimasuva and Emgalanta Ra.jaya by D , V, Richard 
De Silva have been particularly utilized for this 
purpose,

2, Martin Wielcramasinghe asserts that the followers of 
Kumaratunga dogma do not possess any significant 
knowledge of Sinhalese language or literature. See 
Nava Padya Simhalaya, p • 1h )• $
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Amarasiri Gunawadu, in his work Maha Hela Vat a . 
follows:

describes language as/ ’Language is the great ship
by which we cross the ocean of dependence 5 it is the
brush that paints the picture of the nation; the seed
which grows the national spirit; the glass boat filled
with gems of virtues; the bunch of flowers surrounded by
the bees of respect; the unmistakable way to celestial
comfort; the document by which the entire world is

great
inherited; the earth which bears the/tree of the
nation; the celestial tree which fulfils all desires;
the great lotus filled with fragrance of virtue that
blossomed in the great lake of the land; the great ocean
that generates the gems of feeling; the strong door
that blocks calamities; the only mantra that protects 

1the nation'. This paragraph has been written in

1 * Basa nam gati sayuru tarana tara nava1 rasa ruva viai- 
turu karana teli lcurag rasa ladi danavana bijuvatet;
gupa mipi pirunu viduru oruva; buhuman bingurala avala
mal polcura; saga sapa sapayana at .sana; mulu lova gati
lcala oppuva; rasa maha gaha darana derana; siyalu
manado^a purana suratura; desa maha vil'hi pipunu
gupa suvanda vihlduvana maha piyuina; hangum ruvan upada- 
vana maha sayura; vipat avurana tara dora; rasa ralcna 
elc matura ya (Maha Hela Vata. pp„ 2^6~247j *
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imitation of the literary style of Gurulugomi, in 
_ 1Dharmapradipika, and its underlying motivation is 

apparent — to illustrate the resemblance of their style 
and vocabulary to that of Gurulugomi whose works, parti 
cularly the Amavatura, have served as the ideal of

2linguistic perfection for their puristic endeavours. 
However, it is clear that Gunawadu's account does not 
convey any comprehensive idea of language as a instru
ment of communication nor does it try to give any 
impression of the nature and function of language or
its intrinsic potentialities. When this description is 

side by side
placed/with that of a modern linguistic treatise,

it will be immediately understood how meaning
less and frivolous the former is: 'A language is a
set of principles establishing correlations between

1. Sil nam biyamuhudu tarana maha nava, ru tavarana 
vanavatiya, kusalasanda dinu kiri muhuda, lcusal 
dhani ha tana bijuvala, gunaruvan plru viduru dena, 
buhuman bingumulu vatula kusum lcana, hama sapat 
lcandavana atsana, marana n obana purlsara, mululo 
das lcala pat karana . . .  (Dharinapradipikava, ed . 
Ratmalane Sri Dharmarama, pp. 126— 127).

2. A similar paragraph written in identical style by 
Kumaratunga on the same subject is found in the 
Subasa. vol. 3 (19^0, P* 2,
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meaning's and sound sequences. These principles under
lie and make possible communication by means of overt 
verbal behaviour, but they cannot be equated with 
this behaviour, A language is a set of principles 
that a speaker masters; it is not anything a speaker 
does. The same kind of distinction can be made between 
a symphony and the performance of it. No matter how 
poorly it is performed, the symphony remains unaffected. 
It is an abstract musical system that underlies the 
activity of musicians but cannot be equated with their 
activity. In the same sense, a linguistic system 
underlies the verbal activity of its speakers, A 
language is an abstract set of psychological principles 
that constitute a person's competence as a speaker.
These principles make available to him an unbounded 
class of sentences that he can draw upon in concrete
situations. They are a crucial ingredient of linguistic 

1creativity*,
For the adherents of the Hela Havula, language 

is not a social phenomenon whch is used for a multi
plicity of purposes but the codified linguistic habits

1 , R, W, Langaclcar, Language and its Structure, New York: 
Harcourt, Brace & World, inc. , 1 9 ® , p"* 35*7
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of a minority who consider themselves as final authority 
on all matters of language. On the basis of these 
assumptions the Hela Havula believes that the linguistic 
practice should comply with their puristic dictates 
rather than follow its natural course. These erroneous 
ideas are reiterated in the works of D. V, Richard De 
Silva who has emerged as the most vehement critic of 
the majority u s a g e J

Richard De Silva is excessively antagonistic 
to the ideas that spoken language is primary and that 
writing is essentially a means of representing speech 
in visual medium. He firmly declares that the spoken 
Sinhalese is completely grammarless because it has 
not the morphological and syntactic pattern of the 
written Sinhalese: ’Those who ignore the grammatical
rules (the exact rendering of his words viyarana maruvo 
is ’grammar killers') find a grammar in the actual
speech. Xf grammar is the law of language, what grammar

2exists in the spoken variety?1. He confidently

1. Richard De Silva joined this fraternity when it 
was under the leadership of R. Tennakon (1955)*

2. Vlyarai3.a maruvo lcata vahare vlyaranayak dalciti. Viya- 
ranaya yanu base nitiya nam lcata vahare atte kavara 
vlyaranayak d a ? ~(He1a Pot Vimasuva( p. 19)% so© also
pp. 20-21.
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declares * Is there a grammar in colloquial usage? The
1correct answer is that there is n o t ’. He claims that

it was Munidasa Kumaratunga, in his own words guru devi
'teacher-god', who devised a grammar for the spoken
Sinhalese; until then it had been without grammars
1 Munidas (Kumaratunga) introduced a grammar to the spoken

that
language as well. He knew/if it is necessary to honour
the grammatical rules when speaking in English, it

2should be so when speaking in Sinhalese, t o o 1. The

1 * Vlyaranayak lcata vahare atida? *Natif yanu eyata 
diva yutu novaradi pilltura yi (Slya Bas Vata, pT 
97) I Compare also lcata vahare iniya viyarana anuva 
pot liyavunu data basata siduvana vlpata data 
halciyi ’The day books are written in the so-called 
grammar of the colloquial language, the damage that 
will be done to the language will be clear (Siya 
Bas Vata. p. 97).

2. Dodana basata da Munidashu viyaranaya bio kalaha. 
Ifogirisiyen dodana kala viyaranaya ralcka mana natn, 
Hel tiyen dodana kala da viyaranaya ralclca mana bava

nil |I III rn m ■iiy.n.tfcM   Hi i Ii ................................................................................................ 1    iiiH'Mii.amii m i rgjjk ■ i ii| l| imiiiwohu dutuvo ya (Kumaratungu Mimldasna , p * 3o ).
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belief's of* this group that the spolcen language is
'gramraarless1 and therefore 'vulgar* while the literary
language alone is ’correct' have persuaded them to
create an artificial kind of Sinhalese by producing
a blend of the two varieties. It is this hybrid
vai’iety that is hailed as 'refined and grammatical
spoken Sinhalese' by his followers.

The obsessive hostility of the followers of
Hela doctrine towards the actual spoken Sinhalese of

2the day is reflected in almost all of their works.
While disregarding the language and style of the contem
porary writers and reprobating the current spoken 
Sinhalese as 'nonsense', Richard De Silva endeavours 
to exalt the pioneering attempts of his teacher-god 
(guru-devi) in resurrecting the linguistic practices 
of the 12th and 1 3th cneturies: ’If the grammar of
the Kandy period and the Matara period or the journa
lese are not acceptable,what else except the grammar

1, For details, see pp, 150-15^ above*
2* For example, D, V, Richard De Silva’s work

Emga1anta Rajaya ’British Government1, though it 
is Intended as a political science text, is replete 
with such ideas and criticisms on the Language 
Department of the University of Ceylon which he sees 
as the main foe to the advancement of their creed. 
See pp, 6-7} 9-12; 19-2^.
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of the Anuradhapura, Polonnaru and Darabadeni periods 
could be taken for the requirements of (present day) 
Sinhalese' /  These ideas are displayed with zealous 
spirit in every work of the disciples of Kumaratunga.

1. Mahanuvara Matara yugaye viyaranayat puvat pat
viyaranaya t nogata haki nam Hela base vuvamanavan 
sandaha plhita seviya yutte Anurapura, Polonnaru, 
Dambadeni pura viyaranayen vina vena kavara viya- 
ranayekin da? fpIeTa'Yot Vi ma s uva, pTI 25̂ )~a Compare 
also the assertion made by Abiram Gamheva in an 
article read at the anniversary meeting to commemo
rate the death of their teacher: '12. 13 siya-
vashl Hela basa ita diyunu satiyen pavati bavat 
edavashi patapota pilibanda Kumaratungayan ge danima 
kisivakuta nodevnni bavat yana me dekarunehl la
id si vaku atara lei si vadayelc nati. Me vesesiyavehi 
slti Kumaratungayo mekalata sudusu basa sakasimehi 
dl e parapi diyunu base pavati bas daham yalit pavat- 
vannata da raldnnata da nibandayen uvades dunha.
Yalit e parani vu diyunu vu basa ma padanam kara 
gena alut livisariya goda naganna 1;a sudusu maga 
salasaluha 'It is an indisputable fact that the 
language of the 12th and 13th centuries was at the 
pinnacle of development and that Kumaratunga's 
knowledge of the literature of that period is un
surpassed. Kumaratunga who possessed this distinc
tive achievement gave constant instructions in 
order to preserve the quality of that language and also 
to emulate the same. He outlined the way for a new 
literature based essentially on that ancient lang
uage of pristine glory' (published in Sitinamaluwe 
Sumanaratana, ed. Kumaratunga Munidasa t p.
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As has been evident, the avowed aim of the 
Hela fraternity was the approximation to the language 
of the works of the 'Golden Age' of Sinhalese literature, 
especially to that of Amavatura. However, it is quite 
obscure why they regard Amavatura as the ultimate 
authority on Sinhalese language and literature* As 
John Lyons observes! 'The traditional grammarian tended 
to assume, not only that the written language was more 
fundamental than the spoken, but also that a particu
lar form of the written language, namely the literary 
language, was inherently 'purer' and more 'correct' 
than all other forms of the language, written and spoken; 
and that it was his task, as a grammarian, to preserve 
this form of the language from corruption * . , It
should be evident that there are no absolute standards 
of 'purity' and 'correctness' in language and that 
such terms can only be interpreted in relation to some 
standard selected in advance1J

As a grammarian, Kumaratunga's task was not to 
describe or analyze the way people actually speak or

1* John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 
pp. ^2~>43*
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write their language, but to prescribe how they ought 
to speak and write* Although he is remembered today 
'as a great pioneer and revolutionary (pili peralu) 
in the field of Sinhalese linguistics1(This is mainly

-jby his devoted disciples), the ideology he brought
forward tempts us to regard him as an Alexandrian
scholar who sought to restore the language of the class!
cal texts and who thought that the classical language
was inherently 'purer' and 'correct*, or as a Latin
grammarian of the period of Donatus (c, 400 A,D,) and
Prisoian (c. 500 A.D.) who attempted to perpetuate

2the classical tradition, or as a member of the 
French Academy (Academie Francalse), founded by 
Richelieu in l637» whose task was to describe 'pure'

3French and to defend it from all causes of corruption.

1, D, V* Richard De Silva, Kumaratungu Munidasna, pp*
22-25} Amarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Hela Va t a , pp, 35-38,

2* John Lyons, op, cit., pp, 13"'1^? R* Robins, A 
>rt History of Linguistics, pp, 52—61,

3* The absolutist government of Cardinals Richelieu and 
Maxarin aspired to total control over every aspect of

language and literary expression. This 
main purpose in founding the Academie 
Academy was entrusted with the task 
French language in a dictionary and a 

out in 1 6 9^ and the 
hundred years late

life, including 
was Richelieu's 
Francalso. The 
of 'fixing' the 
grammar. The dictionary came 
grammar appeared nearly three
(1932). For details, see Robert A, Hall, Jr., Intro
ductory Linguistics, pp. 3 6 6 -3 6 7 ,
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Grammar, as described by the Hela Havula, is the art 
of writing correctly, and the grammarian's task is to 
describe 'good u s age', that is the language of certain 
classical scholars, and to defend this 'good language1 
from corruption, such as the invasion of foreign words 
and grammatical features, and, more particularly, 'to 
present, the good language from being corrupted at the 
hands of the ordinary people'

The linguistic philosophy of the Hela Havula 
may be compared to what John Lyons calls 'the classical 
fallacy1 in the study of language. He asserts: 'Since
the language of'the classical texts differed in many 
respects from the contemporary Greek of Alexandria, the 
practice grew up of publishing commentaries on the texts 
and the grammatical treatises elucidating the various 
difficulties that might trouble the reader of the earlier 
Greek poets. Admiration for the great literary works of 
the past encouraged the belief that the language in

1, Gam vasiya ge kata yana atata viyat basa yavanna^a 
tat kaXahot agadl 1‘Abenne nilcam ma gon baseki 
X^ubas'a~p'~~' v o l . I, no / 3 13 uly \ 1 9397*
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which they were written was itself inherently 'purer', 
more 'correct', than the current colloquial speech of 
Alexandria and the other Hellenistic centres. The 
grammars produced by Hellenistic scholars came therefore 
to have a double purpose: they combined the aim of
establishing1 the language of the classical authors with 
the desire to preserve Greek from corruption by the 
ignorant and unlettered. This approach to the study of 
language fostered by Alexandrian classicism involved 
two fatal misconceptions. The first concerns the rela
tion between written and spoken language 5 the second 
has to do with the manner in whioh languages develop. 
They may both be referred to what I will call the 
'classical fallacy' in the study of language ' . 1

It was this kind of misconception that fostered 
the linguistic policy of Kumaratunga and has been 
maintained by his followers ever since his death in 
19^+* Even today, in a milieu where the study of lang
uage has developed tremendously, the adherents of the

1, John Lyons, op. cit., pp. 8-9*
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Hela school still endeavour to safeguard the linguistic 
ideal upheld by Kumaratunga: ’He (Kumaratunga) had
drunk deep in the fountain of Sinhalese classical 
literature, and was well aware of how the language had 
become a systematised, very flexible and expressive 
medium in the 12th to the 1^th centuries. It was not 
improper that Kumaratunga hailed the language of that 
period as his standard 1,^

It becomes evident that the linguistic policies 
of the Hela Havula and Its nationalistic and millennia— 
listic objectives (which appear as the kernel of their 
linguistic philosophy) were fundamentally contradic
tory. The Hela Havula while attempting to instil and 
arouse nationalistic feeling and self-esteem among the 
masses rejects the contemporary language, language of 
the masses, as 'vulgar1, 'debased' and 'ungrammatical1„
The medium they chose (Hela) to appeal to the nation 
was not in conformity with its objectives, and, obviously, 
it could not meet the multifarious needs of the people 
who were in an era of growing democratization.

1* See Vinnie Vitharana, 'In search of a standard in 
Sinhalese', Ceylon Daily News, 19.11*1967* p.
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CHAPTER VI

GRAMMATICAL WORKS OP THE 
HELA HAVULA

Before proceeding to analyse the grammatical 
works of the Hela Havula, it is an essential prerequi
site to examine the nature of linguistic analysis and

in Ceylon
practice in vogue/during the late nineteenth century
and the first quarter of the twentieth century, i.e.,
up to the emergence of the prescriptive and normative
grammars of Munidasa Kumaratunga.

The earliest extant grammar of the Sinhalese
language is called Sidat SaKgarava, compendium of

-|grammatical rules, written by the chief incumbent of
2the Patiraja Pirivena in the thirteenth century A.D,

It is not unreasonable to say that until very recently

1* See Sidat Sarigarava, ed. Ratmalane Sri Dharraarama, 
Kalaniyai Satya Samuocaya Press, 1902.

2. For a discussion on the authorship of the Sidat 
Sangarava, see Sidat Sa&gara Vivarapaya, ed. 
Kumaratunga Munidasa, Colombo: Anula Press, 195^
(second edition), pp. 5 - 1 1 .
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all th© descriptive and prescriptive grammatical 
treatises (including those of Hela Havula) were, to 
a lesser or wider extent, based on the Sidat Sanga- 
rava. Therefore, a preamble on the Sidat Sangarava 
seems relevant here because the majority of the 
Sinhalese grammars written during the last hundred 
years appear as the products of misinterpreting of 
its purport.

The Sidat Sangarava has been, aid is, consi
dered as the most authoritative work on Sinhalese 
grammar.^ This appears to be a mistake. The Sidat 
Sangarava has to be looked at not as a grammar of 
the Sinhalese language current at any time, but as 
a guide book or compendium of rules for the versifier, 
especially for the novice in this art of literary 
composition.

1. 'The reader must by now be convinced of the great 
place the Sidat Sangarava occupies in Sinhalese 
literature, the great hold it has 011 Sinhalese 
imagination, and the high position it holds in the 
world as the great Grammar of the Sinhalese Lang
uage ' (W. F, Gunawardhana, Siddhanta Parlksapaya,
pp. 1 1- 1 2 ) 5 Even Munidasa Kumaratunga, the vehement 
critic of the Sidat Sangarava, asserts: 'However,
the Sidat Sangarava stands as the foremost grammar 
of Sinhalese 1 (Sidat Sangara Vlvaranaya, p. *1) .
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The Sidat Sangarava was intended as a set of 
rules for the transformation of words to suit metric 
requirements; hut at the same time certain grammati
cal notions have been woven into this work. It should 
not, however, be deduced, as most of the Sinhalese 
grammarians have done, that this work is fundamentally 
a grammatical exposition. First and foremost, it is 
a treatise on versification. Therefore, its grammar 
is of secondary importance,^ The function of the 
Sidat Sangarava is distinctively different from what 
the early grammarians of this century tried to derive 
from it, and as a consequence, it has been analysed 
and criticized in the wrong perspective.

It is apparent that the Sidat Sangarava is 
meant as a code of rules to make artificial and 
conscious changes in words to suit the requirements 
of the versifier. One cannot consider this work as 
a code of rules on euphonic matters in the normal

1, For a detailed discussion on the scope of the
Sidat Sangarava, see M. ¥, Sugathapala De Silva, 
’Some Observations on the Scope of the Sidat 
Sangarava1, in Paranavitana Felicitation Volume, 
Colombo! M, t), Gunasena, 1965, pp7~(d*7 -8 8 ,
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us© of language. Therefore, the attitude taken by 
the author of the Sidat Sangarava in describing 
word transformations has to be considered in rela
tion to its function. In the study of normal Sinha
lese language, whether written or spoken, most of 
the rules of the Sidat Sangarava will be found 
unnecessary and erroneous.

One of the major characteristics of the Sinha
lese language from the earliest times has been the 
marked disparity between the language of prose and

1verse in graphology, phonology as well as in grammar. 
Until about the fifteenth century certain phonological 
features such as aspirates, some sibilants, the vowels 
£ and £ and certain syntactic devices were not allowed 
in Sinhalese poetry. It should be mentioned that in 
the pre-fifteenth century poetry, all lexical items 
which are of Sanskritic origin were given in their 
derived form only, i.e., loanwords were not permitted.

1, For details, see M. ¥. Sugathapala De Silva, 'Some 
Linguistic Peculiarities of Sinhalese Poetry', in 
Linguistics 60 (1970), pp. 6- 8 j See also pp. 45-48 
above.
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It is evident that the versifiers have accepted the 
language of prose as the dominant form; the altera
tions of the prose forms were necessary to maintain
the rhythm, rhyme and other metric properties

1required by the existing: poetic theory. The Sidat 
Sangarava gives the rules for such alterations and 
transformations, and it stands as the first contras
tive study of the language of Sinhalese prose and

2that of poetry.
The Sinhalese word for grammar is viyarana 

derived from the Sanskrit vyalcarana which has the 
same meaning. Both terms viyarana and vyakarapa are 
in use in modern Sinhalese. The Sidat Sangarava

1 • It is evident from the works of Hela Havula, espe
cially those of its founder, that they

ignored the existing overt dis
tinction between the language of prose and that of 
poetry, so much so that they have criticised a majo 
rity of the Sinhalese poetical works for violating 
some syntactic rules and word order, basing their 
views on the language of prose. See for instance, 
Salalihip.i Sandesa Vlvarai^aya, ed. Munidasa Kumara- 
tunga, pp. 28-30 ? 71-7h ♦ Mayura Sandesa
Vivaranaya, pp. 157-159; 258-261,

2, M. W, Sugathapala De Silva, 'Some Linguistic Pecu
liarities of Sinhalese Poetry 1 in Linguistics 60 
(1970), pp. 8-9.
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employs the term viyarana as a label for some twenty
1rules laid down at the beginning of the book* The 

use of this term seems responsible for the misunders
tanding of the purpose of the Sidat Sangarava. Many 
critics, who were misled by the use of the term 
viyarana, accepted the Sidat Sangarava as a grammar 
of the Sinhalese language and have interpreted the 
word duhunan (beginners) as 'beginners in Sinhalese 
language'* On this assumption they have severely 
criticised the Sidat Sangarava for 'not helping the 
beginner even to learn the Sinhalese writing system'.

These misconceptions and misinterpretations 
of the purport of the Sidat Sangarava have given 
rise to two schools of Sinhalese grammarians: those
who thought that the Sidat Sangarava is inadequate as 
a grammar of the Sinhalese $ and those who regarded 
the Sidat Sangarava as omniscient and the apotheosis 
of Sinhalese grammar, Munidasa Kumaratunga and his 
followers stand foremost in the anti-Sidat Sangara

1 , vi visi vadarum mehi 'viyarana' vidin sapaya (V .4),
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school# They also realized that the
attempt of the author of the Sidat Sangarava was to 
fit Sinhalese grammar into the grammatical framework 

of Pali and Sanskrit.^
Over a dozen Sinhalese grammars have been 

written during the last hundred years# The majority 
of these works have been framed under the misconcep
tion of the framework of the Sidat Sangarava# The 
grammatical notions, definitions, examples and even 
the quotations embodied in the Sidat Sangarava seem 
to have been utilized by these grammarians to the 
maxinim extent possible. As a result, the grammatical 
categories which were not dealt with in the Sidat 
Sangarava have not been handled in these works.

Since the beginning of the new era of learning' 
there seems to have been a great demand for the 
standard Sinhalese grammars, both descriptive and 
prescriptive, mainly because of the widening diglosaic

1 , See Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, ed, Kumaratunga 
Munidasa, pp. 69-7' l 5 99-i 03. For a different 
opinion# see C# E# Godakumbura, Sinhalese Literature, 
p* 3 1 B#

2 , See pp# 90-94 above#
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situation between the spoken forms and the written 
forms of the language* There was a tendency among 
the Sinhalese Pundits, especially at the centres of 
oriental learning such as Paramadhammacetiya, Vidya- 
lankara and Vidyodaya, to make widely known what 
they have accepted as 'more correct linguistic usages1 
( s e plyo)* As a consequence, great emphasis was 
laid on the written Sinhalese as it was developed by 
Walivita Saranankara in the second half of the 
eighteenth century A*D,^ Conversely, the spoken 
language far from being analyzed was completely neg
lected until A, M, Gunaselcara wrote his A Comprehen-

2sive Grammar of the Sinhalese Language in 1891*
Thus there were two serious problems before 

the scholars who were ready to venture on the writing 
of Sinhalese grammars: (l) What suitable grammatical
model should be employed to reveal the inherent 
structure of the Sinhalese language, and how, and to 
what extent, the Sidat Sangarava, being the only 
extant work of this nature, has to be taken into

1# See pp* 7 6 - 8J+ above*
2* See pp, 199-201 below.



consideration (2) Being in a somewhat linguistically 
heterogeneous situation regarding the normative and 
correct usages of Sinhalese, what sort of data should 
he analysed to elucidate the structural pattern of 
the Sinhalese language?

As we proceed it will be apparent how serious
and how complicated the problem of selecting a proper

the
code for analysis has been until as late as / 1 9 6 0  s.
It will also be seen that the attempts made by certain 
Sinhalese grammarians, more particularly by Munidasa 
Kumaratunga and his followers, were not in any manner 
to analyse the Sinhalese language (in this case only 
the written Sinhalese) of a particular period, but 
to weave the outmoded Sinhalese linguistic habits 
which they thought 'pure’ and 1 genuine' into a grammati 
cal framework. Hence these grammatical treatises 
cannot be regarded as synchronic nor as diachronic 
in the modern sense of the term.

The Sinhalese language came to be analysed from 
a descriptive point of view as early as the first half 
of the eighteenth century by a Dutch scholar. It is 
noteworthy that at the beginning of the Dutch occupa
tion in the coastal provinces of Ceylon, there seems
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to have been a great interest in the Sinhalese literary 
1activities. As a part of the Dutch missionary acti- 

vitities and also as a part of their Bible transla
tion programme, an attempt was made to compile
a comprehensive handbook on Sinhalese grammar for the 
use of the Dutch scholars who were actively engaged in 
these activities. The first Sinhalese grammar - in 
fact this seems to be the first attempt to look at the 
Sinhalese language from a descriptive point of view - 
composed in Dutch times is the Crrammatica of Singalees- 
che taalkunst zynde een korte methods om de voornaamste 
Fondamenten van de Singaleesche spraak te leeren, pub
lished in 1708, This was written by Joannes Ruell, a 
Dutch scholar who seems to have engaged in the Bible 
translation activities. Being the first attempt on 
this subject, Ruell1s grammar was later subjected to 
criticisms for its inadequacy as a guide book of the

1, P, B, Sannasgala, Simhala Sahitya Vamsaya, pp, 6 3 2-
6 3 3 .

2, James de Alwis (ed.), The Sidat Sangarava, Intro-
duction, pp, cclxii-cclxvii; S,G,Perera, 'Notes 
and Queries: Some ancient grammars and dictionaries
of the Sinhalese language', Ceylon Literary Register, 
vol* Iv (January 1936)* no, 7$ pp* 327-329 -
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1Sinhalese language, The next Sinhalese grammatical 
work, which is said to be more explicit and descrip
tive, was also written in Dutch by Henricus Philipsz, 
a Dutch scholar,~ It has been said that this work 
is noteworthy for its systematic treatment of the sub
ject, and has served as a model for the later grammati
cal manuals,^

Since the beginning of the British rule in 
Ceylon (the first decade of the nineteenth century),
the Sinhalese literary and linguistic activities were

ktremendously enhanced and encouraged. The Bible
5translation activities were started on a wider scale.

1. James Chater, A Grammar of the Cingalese Language, 
Colombo: Government Press, 1815, see Introduction} 
See also James de Alwis, op. cit,, p. cclxiii.

2. P. B. Sannasgala, op. cit., p. 633*
3. Ibid,
if. See A. M, Gunaseltara, op, cit,, Preface,
5. University of Ceylon History of Ceylon, vol. Ill,

(ed.') Kl ST De Silva, Colombo: The Colombo Apothe
caries Co. Ltd., 1973, pp, 3^+6- 3^7-
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As a result of British rule over Ceylon, there arose 
an immediate necessity to train a considerable number 
of government officials who would be competent enough 
to communicate in Sinhalese* Consequently, several 
Sinhalese grammars, especially designed for the use 
of European students, were producedJ Some of these 
grammars were prescribed for the Civil Service Exami
nation in which several questions on Sinhalese grammar 
were compulsory.^

The first grammatical work by a British 
scholar was published in 1815 * under the title of 
A Grammar of the Cingalese Language. This was written 
by James Chater, who seems to have taken commendable 
interest in Sinhalese linguistic studies. Chater, in 
his introduction, criticises the grammatical works of
his predecessors for their inconsistencies and un-

3scientific approach. Chater's grammar has been

1* University of Ceylon History of Ceylon, vol. Ill, 
PP- 71-73.

2. See A* M, Gunasekara, op. cit., Introduction*
3# James Chater, A Grammar of the Cingalese Language, 

Colombo: Nioholas Bergman (Govt. Press), 1 8 1 5 *
pp. iv-v.
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praised by native Sinhalese scholars for its descrip
tive adequacy, accuracy and for the impartial scrutiny 
of the data,^ It was Chater who first looked at the 
Sidat Sangarava from a modern standpoint, and also 
who misinterpreted its purport to some extent. He 
appears to have realized that the Sidat Sangarava 
is of very little help to study the spoken Sinhalese, 
However, from his observations two salient facts 
become evident. The first is the immediate necessity 
of analysing the spoken Sinhalese scientifically, 
which had until then remained unattempted. The 
second is the great difficulty of keeping apart the 
two distinct aspects of Sinhalese, i,e,, spoken Sinha
lese and the written, in a systematic linguistic 
description. It is significant that he has fully 
understood the existing linguistic diversity of Sinha
lese, But although Chater has criticised the Sidat 
Sangarava as an inadequate grammatical work on Sinha
lese, it seems that his work has been modelled under

2a considerable influence of it. Some of the

1, See James de Alwis, op, cit,, pp. cclxix— cclxx. 
2* Ibid, p. cclxx.
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significant features observed by Chater such as the 
existing principles of grammatical gender in Sinha
lese (three-gender system) and the disparity between 
the current written Sinhalese and that of the ancients 
and also between the written Sinhalese and the spoken, 
have been criticised by the native grammarians, perhaps 
due to their unbounded faith in the Sidat Sangarava 
as the most authoritative grammar of the Sinhalese 
language.1

After James Chater several other European 
scholars wrote manuals on Sinhalese grammar. They 
were Rev. Samuel Lambrick (1834), Rev. S. Coles (1881), Rev# 
C. Chounavel (1886) and John Block (1903).^ Most of 
these authors were ecclesiastics and were actively 
engaged in educational programmes. It should be men
tioned that these authors also have utilized the Sidat 
Sangarava to a considerable extent and have misinter
preted some of its rules of word transformation. As

1# See James de Alwis, op, cit,, pp. cclxvi-cclxviii,
2, For a full list of the Sinhalese grammars and the 

editions of the Sidat Sangarava written up to the 
emergence of the prescriptive works of Kumaratunga, 
see Appendix II,
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we have seen above, the Sidat Sangarava has gained
such an eminent position as a normative grammar of
Sinhalese that its influence on the study of Sinha-

1lese grammar was inescapable.
The first Sinhalese grammatical expositions 

by native scholars came as elucidations and
explanatory notes to their editions of the Sidat 
Sangarava, the traditional grammar. It was James de 
Alwis who first undertook the task of bringing out

2the text of the Sidat Sangarava in a printed edition.
Being the first native scholar who directed his 
attention to the study of the traditional Sinhalese 
grammar and the literature, Alwis"s conception of the 
Sidat Sangarava as the most authoritative work on 
Sinhalese grammar appears to have been based on his 
belief in the purity and the priority of the classi-

3cal Sinhalese literary language. Basing his arguments

1, See pp* 178-183 above.
2, James de Alwis, The Sidat Sangarava. A Grammar of 

the Sinhalese Language, translated into English, with 
notes and appendices, Colombo: William Skeen, Govt.
Printer, 1852*

3, Cf, ’ , , . to guard against errors to which a vulgar
use of the Sinhalese leads Europeans, and also to the
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on these assumptions, Alwis criticises the views 
expressed by James Chater, Lambrick and other Euro
pean scholars regarding the diglossic nature of
Sinhalese and the shortcomings of the Sidat Sangarava

1as erroneous and misleading.
Soon after the publication of the edition of 

the Sidat Sangarava by James De Alwis, several other
editions (both by bhilckhus and lay-scholars) were

2brought out. Pundit Tudawe Gunawardhana issued an 
edition of the Sidat Sangarava in 1865- After Tudawe 
Gunawardhana, Pundit Batuwantudawe (1 8 8 2 ), Ven. Hiklcaduwe 
Sumangala (l88h)t Ven. Ratmalane Sri Dharmarama (1902),
W. F, Gunawardhana (19 2 h ) , Munidasa Kumaratunga (193*0 
and R. Tennakon (195*0“̂ brought out editions with 
commentaries and criticisms.

end that we may acquire a good classical style, it is 
of paramount importance that we study the Sidat Sanga— 
r a w a 1 (James De ATwis, op. cit., p. cclxviT") .
1, James De Alwis, op, cit., pp. cclxvii-cclxxvi,
2. For details see Appendix XX.
3* The editions of -Kumaratunga and Tennakon will be 

taken into consideration in the final section of 
this chapter.
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Among these, the editions of Hilckaduwe Sri
Sumangala and W, F, Gunawardhana may be singled out
(for our discussion) for two reasons: (l) These
are the only editions in which the grammatical dicta
embodied in the Sidat Sangarava have been analysed
on sound formal grounds, (2 ) In these works not only
are elucidations of the Sidat Sangarava included but
also significant linguistic statements on Sinhalese
(their own observations) have been made. The latter
feature is more important for our discussion bacause,
as it will be evident, the founder of the Hela Havula
is generally credited with revealing (as he himself
asserts) some of these statements , though they were
originally expressed some fifty years before he

1actually began his literary activities. It should 
also be mentioned that both Hilckaduwe Sri Sumangala

1, See Muvadevdavat Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratunga, pp.
i v , 2 8 , 93—9 5  Subhaslta Vivaranaya, ed, Kumaratunga,
pp. 59, 88; Piya Samara, see the introduction by 
Jayanta Vaeraselcara; see also D, V, Richard He 
Silva, Kumaratungu Munida.sna, pp. 3^—37•



and V, F. Gunawardhana held that the Sidat Sangarava
is fundamentally a grammatical treatise on normal
Sinhalese language behaviour.

In his edition of the Sidat Sangarava, Hilckadu—
we Sri Sumangala criticises the author's view that
the two vowels a and a are the result of lengthening
of the syllable quantity of a and a. He also, after
demonstrating (convincingly) that the view of the autho
of the Sidat Sangarava regarding the use of gender in
Sinhalese is completely misleading and erroneous, has
shown the necessity to stipulate a neuter gender for

2Sinhalese nouns.
¥. F. Gunawardhana has gone a step further and 

has shown that ' as a scientific manual, the book 
(Sid,at Sangarava) is really hopeless ' , Unlike most

1, Sidat Sangarava. ed. Hilckaduwe Sri Sumangala,
Colombo, 1884, p , 41 ; C f . Sid.at Sangara Vivaranaya, 
ed, Kumaratunga, pp, 6 0 -6 3 ®

2, Hilckaduwe Sri Sumangala, op, cit., pp, 64—68 j Cf. 
Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratunga, pp. 69-71

3# W , F, Gunawardhana, Siddhanta Parilcsanaya, p. 24.
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of the other grammarians, W» F, Gunawardhana looks 
at the Sidat Sangarava In the proper perspective for 
the most part and criticises and comments on the 
theoretical incongruities. His comments on the 
classification of gender in Sinhalese are of commendable 
value.^ But in commenting on the definitions like 
sanda (combinations), samas (compounds), agam (augmen
tation) and perali (metathesis), he seems to take 
into account the normal language behaviour for which 
the Sidat Sangarava was not intended. He disagrees 
with expressions like galapanu (arranging) which imply
that the respective alterations are conscious efforts

2on the part of the user of the language. He seems to 
have not realized that these changes are important 
and valid only in relation to the function of the 
Sidat Sangarava.

The first Sinhalese scholar who undertook the 
task of compiling a comprehensive grammar of Sinhalese

1. V. F. Gunawardhana, op. olt., Introduction, pp. 2 6 - 
28} 43-44.

2. Ibid., p. 42; 165 -
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was ¥eragama Puncibandara, a pupil of Hilckaduwe Sri
Sumangala. His work was published in 1888 under the

— -| 
title of Pada Nitiya (morphological study). In his
introdiiction, Puncibandara mentions that due to the
incessant attempts of the Sinhalese pundits to teach
the Sinhalese grammar by following the grammatical
rules of Pali and Sanskrit, the Sinhalese language
has been completely deprived of a systematic and

2detailed study* He also mentions the great difficulty
3h© has had to face regarding the data of his work,

Pada Nitiya is a morphological study of Sinhalese and 
only just a few lines have been spent on the discussion 
of syntax. The author seems to have attempted to 
present his grammatical dicta as simply as he could, 
and as a consequence, a considerable number of collo
quial forms have been woven into the corpus together 
with strictly written forms. This work is by no means

1, Weragama Puncibandara, Pada Nitiya, Colombo, 1888,
2, Ibid,, Introduction, p. ii,
3« Ibid,, p. i .
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an analysis of the spoken Sinhalese nor an analysis 
of the written language of a given period, but appears 
as an admixture of the two distinct registers of 
Sinhalese, Two reasons can be deduced for not inclu
ding a chapter on syntax in this work: (l) The Sidat
Sangarava, which has been the model of this work, does 
not handle the syntactic component of grammar in its 
scope, and, therefore, there was a lack of a normative 
guide that could be consulted (2 ) The apparent ignorance 
of the author regarding the syntactic rules of the 
written Sinhalese - the author himself violates some

1of the accepted syntactic rules of written Sinhalese,
It is obvious that what the author has conceived as 
the grammar of Sinhalese is not the structural pattern 
of the Sinhalese language, but the derivational and 
inflectional processes of word formation in Sinhalese, 
This has been the nature of the concept of grammar

1, For instance see, vibhalcti pratyayo sabdavala agin 
tun prakarayakata y e d i p a d a  slddhiya v e y i (p ,27)* 
According to the accepted usage in written Sinhalese, 
pratyayo should be pratyayan in this context*
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among the Sinhalese grammarians as late as the 1960's.
After Weragama Puncibandara, A # M. Gunasekara 

wrote his A Comprehensive Grammar of the Sinhalese 
Language (1 8 9 1) , which appears to be the best among 
the descriptive grammars of Sinhalese so far written. 
This work is especially designed for the use of English 
readers (written in English and the examples are given 
in Sinhalese characters, occasionally transliterated). 
There is no doubt that he has made use of his knowledge 
of the European techniques of linguistic description. 
Gunasekara's definitions were made on sound formal 
grounds. He has made an exhaustive study of the Sinha
lese morphology (He does not use the term 'morphology' 
but 'e t y m o l o g y w h i c h  was the better known word of 
the day). According to Vilhelm Geiger, Gunasekara's
work is a rich mine of information: 'Finally, I

of
mention, with grateful remembrance, the work/ my late 
friend, the Vasala Mudaliyar A, M, Gunasekara, 'A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the Sinhalese Language', Xt

1, A. M, Gunasekara, A Comprehensive Grammar of the 
Sinhalese Language. Colombo: Govt, Printer, 1891#
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was the first attempt to treat the subject in a
systematic form and it still retains its value as an
ample collection of linguistic material and a rich
mine of information. It was also my first guide in

1my Sinhalese studies 1, The bulk of the book is 
devoted (34-5 pages out of 475 pages) to the study of 
the structure of words. Gunasekara's work may be 
divided into three sections: (l) graphology and
phonology (2 ) morphology (in his terms etymology) and 
(3 ) syntax. The section on graphology has received 
much of his attention, and as a result the final 
section, which is the most important part of grammar, 
appears as a rudimentary analysis. The author does 
not make a distinction between the strictly literary 
and the strictly non-literary data, and he includes 
spoken forms together with literary forms wherever 
possible, perhaps to fulfil t h e 1 comprehensive' part of 
the title. As a oonsequence, Gunasekara's grammar

1. Wilhelm Geiger, A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, 
Colombo: The Hoyal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch,
1938, p. xiv.
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has turned out to be an unfortunate admixture of two 
distinct aspects of the Sinhalese language. However, 
Gunasekara's grammar should be praised for handling 
the structure of Sinhalese words in an adequate and 
scientific manner, and it stands out as the fullest 
word study of the Sinhalese language until the present 
day.

After A, M. Gunasekara's work, several other 
grammatical treatises were brought out. This was 
mainly due to the increasing demand from the native 
students and teachers for comprehensive grammatical 
works on Sinhalese, However, the Sinhalese grammars 
which came out as a direct response to the then growing 
demand were mere paraphrases or imitations
of the Sjdat Sangarava, and they were primarily word 
studies, Vyakarana Manjari by H. Jayalcody (1900); 
Simhala Valcya Nitiya ( 1 903) by John Block; Sabdanu- 
sasanaya (1 9 0 7 ) by Simon De Silva; Simhala Vyalcaranaya 
by D, E. Johannes (1 9 1 6 ) may be cited as examples.

1, See Appendix XI.
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From the above discussion it becomes clear 
that although the early Sinhalese grammarians have 
based their linguistic statements on the Sidat Sanga
rava , their works have been designed to analyse the 
Sinhalese language and were aimed at descriptive 
adequacy. But these works appear primarily as word 
studies and the sentence, as a primary unit of linguis
tic description, has not been dealt with. It is evident 
that grammar had been considered to be synonymous with 
morphology. It is also apparent that by the time of 
the introduction of the prescriptive grammatical 
works of the Hela Havula, some aspects of the Sinhalese 
grammar had been adequately studied - This has never 
been acknowledged by the Hela Havula. It is also 
significant that these early grammarians do not seem 
to have upheld any particular linguistic usage as 
'pure' and 'genuine1 or have attempted to Introduce 

obsolete linguistic features as normative. In 
their works the spoken Sinhalese has been included 
wherever possible, and it has not been regarded as 
gramraadess, But soon after the launching of the puristic 
linguistic movement of Munidasa Kumaratunga, the concept 
of Sinhalese grammar became entangled with outdated 
standards and non-linguistic features like nationalistic 
ideas•
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Section II

Knmaratunga's own linguistic dicta and exposl-
-|

tions are embodied mainly in the Kriya Vivaranaya (l935)»
—  2 Vyakarana Vivaranaya (1937)» and also in the Sidat

^  OSangara Vivaranaya (193^)» and some detailed state
ments on grammatical notions and categories are found 
in his commentaries on Sinhalese classical works# Until 
the publication of his Vyakarana Vivaranaya (l937)f he

1# This is the first grammatical work of Kumaratunga.
As the name implies, it is a morphological study of 
the Sinhalese verb#

2. This seems to be the most ambitious work of Kumara
tunga in which he has endeavoured to ascertain a 
logical basis for his concept of grammar and language 
and to legislate on what he thought was 'pure' and 
’correct’* According to Kumaratunga, Vyakarana 
Vivaranaya was the result of over twenty-seven 
years' labour (Preface, p, oha) .

3# This is an elucidation and critique of the Sidat
Sangarava in which Kumaratunga displays his commen
dable knowledge on Sinhalese classics and their 
gi'ammatical structure#

k* Out of Kumaratunga’s twenty eight editions of the 
Sinhalese classics, the following are noteworthy, 
and will be dealt with in our discussion for the 
reason that they contain some of his ideas on grammar 
and, in particular, his criticisms (and his alter
native) on the then accepted grammatical notions 
and categories I Muvadevda Vivaranaya (1922), Elu 
Attanagalu Vamsa Vivaranaya (1922 J j Amavat uru
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had been preparing the ground for a prescriptive and
authoritative grammar which would inevitably lay

the
tremendous emphasis on/puristic notion of 'correctness1*

Xt is evident from the grammatical works of
Kumaratunga that while using his puristic standpoint
to analyse the Sinhalese grammatical structure, he has
taken much care to avoid any of the intemperate attacks

on the prevailing ideas of language 
the

and grammar and/dictatorial type of linguistic state
ments which are continuously found in his other works 
and journals. Kumaratunga1s first detailed comments 
on grammatical notions and categories are included in 
the Sidat Sangarava (1934), and also included in it 
are some valuable criticisms which were made on sound 
formal grounds. For example, his comments on verse 18 
in chapter 3 of the Sidat Sangarava may be cited.
The author of the Sidat Sangarava classifies the words

—■ 1 ada (today) and e da (that day) as indeclinables,

Vivaranaya (1923)5 Subhasita Vivaranaya (1924); Sala- 
lihiijLi Vivaranaya ( 1 9 2 8) ; Pare'vi SandoZa Vivaranaya ( 1 9 3 2) ; 
Garhgarohana Varnana Vivarapaya 0  933) ? Mayiira SandSsa 
Vivaranaya 0 9 3 5 )  and Lokopakara Vivaranaya (1935)«

Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, ed, Kumaratunga, p. 25* 
v. 18.
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Kumaratunga argues, on the basis of formal evidence,
that the words ada and e da cannot be included in the
category of indeclinables: 1 In Sinhalese, ada 'today*
is a noun. It is Inflected as ada 'today', adin 'from*
today1; adata 'until today' and so on. If e da 'that
d a y 1 is an indeclinable, Icavara da 'what date', giya da
'the date of departure', a da 'the date of arrival',
upan da 'the date of birth' , mala da 'the date of

■]death' , etc, are also indeclinables', Kumaratunga1s 
insistence upon formal evidence in setting up grammati
cal categories for Sinhalese is discernible in several 
places in his Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya. For example, 
he asserts that the sub-categorization of Sinhalese 
nouns into two classes anvartha 'real* and arudha 

•pseudo’ is superfluous as such a classification has
2no bearing whatsoever on the grammatical structure.

1. Simhalayehi'a d a 1 yanu namayeki, Ada, adin. adata 
yanadi visin e varanangeyi, 'IS da' yanu nipatayek 
ve nam, kavara da, giya da, a da, upan da, mala da 
yariadlya da nipata y e y i (Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya,
p. 1 9 0 K

2, Anvartha arudha yana dvibhedaya Sidat Sangaravehi 
dalcvunu vyalcaranayata nuvu mana ya. Anvartha vuyen 
ho arudha vuyen ho varanangimehi visesayek ve nam, 
pada yedimehi vl^esayek ve nam~ me bhedaya ugata mana 
ma ya. E bandalc nati heyln me nikain ma bareki ' The 
binary classification of nouns into anvartha and
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Kumaratunga, at numerous points in his eluci
dation of* the Sidat Sangarava, demonstrates how the 
author of the traditional grammatical treatise was led 
to make incorrect ling^ilstic statements about Sinhalese 
because the author's purpose had been to fit Sinhalese 
grammar into the grammatical frameworks of Sanskrit 
and Pali: 'In Sinhalese, the indeclinable men 'as,
like' never occurs in combination with a noun in nomina-

1tive case, but always with a noun in accusative case.
If the practice is to use the noun in accusative case, 
it is not a metathesis but the rule. In Sanskrit and 
Pali, the usage differs, , , The setting up of grammati
cal rules on the basis of the usages in Sanskrit and 
Pali is like prescribing medicine for the daughter after

arudha is unnecessary for the grammatical analysis 
contained in the Sidat Sangarava. If either of these 
categories signifies a difference in inflection or 
distribution, this division, too, should have to be 
studied. But/§uoii0a functional difference is not evi
dent, this is merely useless(Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, 
p. 127).
1, Although Kumaratunga's criticisms of the statements 

of the author of the Sidat Sangarava on the funotion 
o:̂  wen 'as, like' are acceptable, his assertion that 
'the indeclinable men occurs always with a noun in 
accusative case1seems inoorrect. In Sinhalese, the
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having diagnosed the illness of* the son1 , Kumaratunga 
disparages the attempts of his predecessors to fit the 
Sinhalese grammar into the grammatical frameworks of 
Pali and Sanskrit and insists upon a type of grammati
cal analysis that would best suit Sinhalese : 'It is
by examining the Sinhalese usage that a grammar for 
Sinhalese has to be written, not by scrutinising Sanskrit

indeclinables m e n , s e , van! and vage 'as, like' do not 
occur in corj}Tjj>ination with a nominative noun, but they 
occur with/rest of the cases except vocative. This 
may be illustrated by the following examples?

Ohu atalcu men vada karayi 'He works like an ele
phant'( accusative)
Lamaya dakunatin men vamatin liyayi 'The boy writes 
with his left hand as with his right hand' (instru
mental )
Ayiyagen men akkagen mudal ilia ganima pahasu nata 
'It is not easy to borrow money from the sister 
like from the brother* (ablative)

Ballata men buruvata mlnisungen salalclli nolabe 
•The ass does not receive attention and care
from people as the dog does' (dative)
Ammage men alckage lcondaya diga nata 'The sister's 
hair is not long as the mother's (genitive)
Muhudehj^men gangehi jalaya lunu rasa nov© 'The 
water/in river is not salty as sea-water* (loca
tive) ,

See also R, Tennakon, Sidat Sangarava, p, 87 where he 
says that in Sinhalese the indeclinables m e n , s e , eto. 
occur exclusively with nouns in accusative case*
1 , 'Men'nlpata ^ogayehi prathama vlbhalctyanta padayak 

sambandha vima Simhalayehi nolabennalcl, Dvitlyanta
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and Pali grammars'.
Kumaratunga’s first grammatical treatise, 

Kriya Vivaranaya (1935)» does not contain an intro
duction, nor does it say anything- about his treatment 
of the subject. This is quite unusual in comparison 
to almost all of his other works, 'In the study of 
grammar', says Kumaratunga, 'the category of verb is 
the most difficult to comprehend*. This belief of 
Kumaratunga may have led him to devote his first

(devana vibata gat) padaya sambandha vima labenne ma 
ya. Itin dharmaya dvitlyanta padaya yedima nam, e 
peraliyak no ve, rltiya y l , Salcu Magadha deltfhi rltiya 
venas ve , , , Sanskyita Magadha prayogayan bala
Simhala. rltin niyama kirima, putu ge leda bala duvata 
behet niyama van! vihiluvekl' (Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, 
p p , 101-102), S e e a l s o  Muvadevdavat Vivaranaya, pp,
v - v i ,
1, Simhalayata vyakaraga sapayiya yutte Simhala vyava— 

haraya vlmasimenl, Sanskrita Magadha granthayan 
perallmen n o v e (SldatSahgara Vivaranaya, p, 216),

2, This is a morphological study of the Sinhalese verb. 
But the author does not say what sort of data he has 
utilized in this work. However, by a perusal of the 
verbal forms listed in the lexicon, it can be stated 
that for the most part Kumaratunga utilized as his 
corpus the literary language of the pre-1^th century 
works or invented forms,

3 • Vya.karaQLayehi du alchyataya pamana nodanennek natl 
(Kusajataka Vivaranaya, p 7 h).
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grammatical work to the study of Sinhalese verb,
Kriya Vivaranaya is regarded by the followers of 
Kumaratunga as the most authoritative guide to the 
understanding of the linguistic usage of the Anuradha— 
pura, Polonnaru and Dambadeni periods (3**d century B.C,
- 1 3th century A,D,),

Vyakarana Vivaranaya (1937)» written two years 
after the publication of the Kriya Vivaranaya, seems to 
be the most ambitious work of Kumaratunga, It was 
intended as a complete treatment of the subject and 
covers a wide scope of the Sinhalese language, including 
syntax which had hardly been dealt with by the previous 
grammarians. The prefaoe to this work is significant 
as it contains several valuable statements he has
made regarding "grammar1 and linguistic analysis which 
do not seem to have been based on his fanciful dogmas. 
For example, Kumaratunga affirms that actual usage 
should provide the corpus from which linguistic rules 
ought to be deduced: 'There may exist many other
very great languages in the world. Their grammar may 
be absolutely pure. But in revealing the grammatical

1, Amarasiri Gunawadu, Introduction to Kriya Vivaranaya, 
second edition, 1 9 5 6 , p, ix.
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structure of* the Sinhalese language, none of these 
should he taken Into account. Grammar is linguistic 
usage. The grammar of each language is determined by 
the usage of that particular language. Therefore, 
the grammarian's task is to examine, collate, assess 
and epitomize the usage of the language for which he

-jwishes to design a grammar', H© also states that *A 
grammatical work is nothing but the considered opinion
of one who has carried out an exhaustive inquiry into

2every linguistic h abit'. Although Kumaratunga 
stresses the necessity of a systematic grammar for the 
Sinhalese language, it seems that he has not fully 
understood the function of grammar as is evidenced by

1 « Lolcayehi ita usas anya bhasa kotekut ati viya haki
ya, ehi vyakaranaya atinirmala vlya haki ya. Simhala 
bhasave vyakaranaya heli kirlmedi salakiya yutte ^ 
elcekut no ve, Vyakaranaya nam bhasa nltiya y i t Ek 
elc b ha save vyakaranaya e e bhasave vyavaharayen 
vlniscaya lcaranu labe, E heyin vyakarana karaya 
visin kala yutte tama vyakaranaya sapayana bhasave 
vyavaharaya bala, alala, pera, kira, plndu lcota 
dakvlma yi (Vy^ka^al.ia^ Vivaranaya, p. g a )T

2. Vyakarana granthayek nam, sakala vakprayogayan mana- 
vin Y i m a s u v a k u ^^1 ills cay a yi (Vyakarana Vivaranaya,p7~gaTI~
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the following excerpt from his Vyakarana Vivaranaya; 
'Nowadays some people seem to think that grammar is 
irrelevant. To him who suffers from indigestion, food 
is indeed a nuisance, For the primitive hunter, cloths 
are only things to laugh at. When one looks at things 
this way, it is not strange that there are some people 
who hate grammar. In civilized society, however, 
language needs grammar. If there is permission to violate 
the law, it will be to the joy of the criminal. If, 
for the happiness and comfort of the criminal, social 
laws were allowed to be violated, civilisation would 
begin to disappear straightaway. If there were per
mission to violate grammatical rules, the ignorant ones 
would certainly be happy . . .  It would provide a way

•jto conceal their ignorance'. It is apparent that 
according to Kumaratunga, grammar cannot be considered 
as the statement of the structure of language, but a

1 . Dan dan atamaku vyakaranaya anavasya lcota sala Icannase 
pene , A 3irnayen p9.1ennat a aharaya karadarayekl. !?aba^ 
rayata vastraya sinavata Icaranayeki. E nayln balana 
lcala, vyakaranaya nurusnavun atl vxma pudumayek no 
ve, Ehet sista vu jana samajayo bhasavata vyakarana 
ati^ayln avasya ya, Samaja nlti kadannafa avasara 
at nam, sahasikayo satutln Iplleti. Qvun ge satuta 
ho pahasuva ho salalca samaja nlti khdxma varadalc
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set of rules devised by argument and postulation. As 
has been seen, Kumaratunga expresses some linguisti
cally significant statements in the prefaces to his 
grammatical works, but these are hardly found applied
in his grammatical descriptions. Therefore, Kumara-

desire
tunga's proclaimed/to uphold some of the now accepted 
ideas of grammar seems quite futile when his puristic 
standpoint is exclusively being adhered to in his 

actual practice.
Apart from Kumaratunga's Kriya Vivaranaya and 

V y alca ran a. V i va r a nay a , we have only two works of his
followers that can be referred to as specifically gramma-

^  -| tical works, i,e«, Honda Simhala (1 9 6 2 ) by R, Tennakon

novana se salakannata vuva hot, sista aamajaye kelavara 
e tanln arambe. Bhasa m t i  kadannata avasara at n a m , 
nodanno da satutin Iplleti, , „ taman ge nodat kam dosa
vasa ganna^sandaha ya (Vyakarana Vivaranaya» P « k a ),
1, R, Tennakon, Honda Simhala, Colombos Sri Lanka

Publishers, 19^2™ It seems rather difficult to refer to 
this work purely as a Sinhalese grammar? it is a 
hodge-podge about grammatical categories, essay-wri
ting, letter writing, punctuation, stylistics, pro
verbs, rhetoric etc. As the name implies, ’Better 
Sinhalese', his aim seems to be to prescribe or regu
late the Sinhalese usage (both written and spoken)*
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and Simhalayehi Pada Beduma (1959) by Arisen Ahubudu
1and Liyanage Jinadas, Even these two worlts cannot

be seriously considered as grammatical works, Honda
Simhala, as its author says, is intended as a panacea
for the impoverishment and degeneration of current

2written and spoken Sinhalese, Simhalayehi Pada Beduma 
is a prescriptive guide to the word-spacing in Sinha
lese, a system which has been employed in all the 
works of Kumaratunga," Not only the rules for word- 
spacing are included in this work but also some 
grammatical notions have been interspersed. Our dis
cussion on grammar therefore has to be based mainly 
on the works of Kumaratunga (Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya 
(193^)* Kriya Vivarapaya (1935) and Vyakarana Vivaranaya

1, Arisen Ahubudu and Liyanage Jinadas, Simhalayehi 
Pada Beduma, Colombo: M, D, Gunasena, 1959#

2, R, Tennakon, Honda Simhala, Introduction, p, i*
3, The author’s purport is quite apparent^ Simhalayehi 

pada beduma vldu huru va lcalo Kumaratungu Munidaahu 
ya. Ehet 0 tava ma atainunat a aviilekj7, f  avula
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(1937) ) and those of Tennakon (Honda Simhala) and
Arisen Ahubudu and Liyanage Jinadas (Simhalayehi Pada 
Beduma), since there is no other work of the Hela
Havula which deals with the structure of the Sinhalese
language *

One of the guiding principles of the Hela
Havula in composing grammatical works was to reveal
the genuine Sinhalese grammatical, structure and to 
liberate themselves from bondage to Pali and Sanskrit. 
They firmly believed that other modern Sinhalese 
grammarians obscured the Inherent structure of the 
Sinhalese language due to their inexplicable belief 
in foreign grammatical dicta, and as a result of 
their attempt to fit the Sinhalese language to the 
grammatical frameworks of other languages. Therefore, 
the grammatical works of the Hela Havula, especially 
the works Kriya Vivaranaya and Vyalcarapa Vivaranaya.

lihannata apa gat tatehi pala ya me 'It was ICumaratungu 
Munidas who first systematized the word-spacing in 
Sinhalese. But for some people, it is still puzzling; 
our attempt is to make this easily intelligible'
(SHrihalayohi Pada Beduma, Preface, i).

1. See Kumaratunga, ed. Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya, pp. 
165-166} Vyalcarapa Vivaranaya, pp. ga—gha.



have been intended as a corrective for this unde
sirable trend.

In his first grammatical work, Kriya Viva
ranaya t Kumaratunga employs the existing grammati
cal terminology to a considerable extent. Terms such 
as karma lea r aka 'passive voice', kartr learaka 'active 
voice', purusa 'person' akhyete. 'verbs' and vibhalcti 
'cases' were directly borrowed from Pali and Sanskrit, 
But he has rejected several established terms and 
has invented his own instead.

Example:
prayukta (akhyataya) instead of prayojya
* causative'

s va r t ha lchy a t ay a instead of nirut sahilca

avasthilca kriya instead of asambhavya
* conditional'

When he composed his most ambitious work Vyalcarapa 
Vivaranaya in 1937 he had almost completely Invented 
his own grammatical terminology.

Example:
sabda samvldhanaya 'conjunctions' (sandhi) 
misrapaya ’vowel combination' (svara sandhi)
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arohanaya 'vowel consonant combination'
( svara  sandhi ) 1

sanksepanaya 'vowel contraction1 (svaradesa)

'assimilation' (purva rupa and

ksayanaya

desiya
anupatita 
ani ta

'elision' (lopaya) 
'reduplication' (dvitva rupa)
'indigenous * 
'derivatives' 
'loans'

nama yogya karanaya 'cases' 
samgraha prakpti 'compounds'

(nispanna) 
(tadbhava) 
(tatsama)
(vlbhakti) 
(samasa)

nama pratyaya samgraha nama 'derivative nouns' 
(taddhita)
dhatu pratyaya samgraha nama 'verbal nouns' 
(krdanta)
nipata kriya 'present participles and past 
participles' (misra kriya t purva kriya)

Kumaratunga came to hold the view that the employment 
of traditional Pali and Sanskrit grammatical terminology 
would Serve to obscure the intrinsic properties of* 
Sinhalese linguistic structure* However, it is apparent

1 * See Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp. gha-ca.



that the new terms he adopted Tor his worlc Vyakarana 
Vivaranaya are also Sanskrit loans which have never 
been included in any other previous grammatical work. 
Therefore, the Inclusion of several newly coined terms 
to describe grammatical categories such as sandhi 
compounds, derivative nouns and verbs appears to have 
stood as an obstacle to the understanding of the 
expositions. Although Vyakarana Vivarapaya is said 
to be an exhaustive inquiry into the Sinhalese lang
uage - this is mainly by the devoted followers of 
Kumaratunga its expositions remain unnoticed by the 
majority of students because of the use of unfamiliar 
terms to classify the various linguistic features of 
Sinhalese. It is interesting to note that the other 
two grammatical works of the Hela Havula, i.e., Honda 
Simhala by Tennakon and Simhalayehi Pada Beduma by 
Ahubudu and Jinadas, have not adopted the above 
grammatical terminology of Kumaratunga. These two 
grammarians have adhered to the traditional termino
logy. For example, Instead of employing the newly 
coined terms such as Samgraha nama, nama pratyaya 
samgraha nama, dhatupratyaya samgraha nama, aroliana
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found in the Vyakarana Vivaranaya, these works contain 
the widely accepted terminology. Consider the 
following:

pratyartha nama (Honda Simhala, p « 17* 2 0 )
taddhita (Honda Simhala, p. 26,29)
lcrdanta (Honda Simhala , p » 31 )
svara sandhi (Simhalayehi Pada Beduma, p. 8 3 )
purvarupa (Simhalayehi Pada Beduma, p ,8 3)
tatsama (Honda Simhala, p,6 8 )

It can be reasonably supposed that Kumaratunga wanted
to set out his own way to provide for Sinhalese its
own structural grammar tmencumbered by the existing
terminology or grammatical dicta which he regarded as
highly misleading.

In his VyalcaraijLU Vivaranaya, Kumaratunga asserts 
tithat TIt is by scrunising Sinhalese usage that a grammarX

for Sinhalese has to be supplied, not by scrutini-
1sing Sanskrit and Pali grammars*. However, it is 

evident that what he meant by the term 'Sinhalese usage 1 

is not the written Sinhalese of the vast majority of 
his contemporaries, but the linguistic usages of the

1 , See



12th - 14th century literary works which he resusci
tated, Vyakarana Vivaranaya has been designed to 
teach the rules of the ’good language'. Throughout 
the book Kumaratunga has employed strictly mixed 
Sinhalese (misra Simhala) to explain the grammatical 
features. Although by the year 1937 Kumaratunga had 
gradually lessened his practice of writing in misra 
Simhala ’mixed Sinhalese' and started to use more and
more Hela forms, he has not employed it in his grammati 
cal works. But the majority of the corpus that 
Kumaratunga utilized as a base in the Kriya Vivaranaya 
and Vyakarana Vivaranaya are Heja 'pure Sinhalese' 
usages. This is explained by the fact that in these 
works Kumaratunga has utilized as his corpus the 
language of the Sinhalese poetical works of the 
classical period and cited examples mainly from these 
works. For example, among the lexicon of nearly 800 
Sinhalese verb stems oontained at the end of the Kriya 
Vivaranaya, not even a single verb stem which can be 
referred to as mixed Sinhalese could be discerned, 
though the language employed to describe these grammati 
cal categories is of a mixed character. Even in the 
Vyakarana Vivaranaya only a few mixed Sinhalese usages
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have been used.
Example:

sisyaya ’student1 (p,199)
panditaya ’pundit1 (p. 208)
samarthayaku ’a clever person1 (p.2 7 8 ) 
Brahmadatta (p,28o)
lcumarikavo ' princesses ’ (p. 2 8 7 ) 
pat ray a 'news p aper1 (p. 289)

For his grammatical categories, almost all the examples 
were taken from the poetical works such as Kavsilumipat 
Muvadevdava, Sasadava, Sidat Sangarava, Kavyas elcharaya t 
Guttilaya, Sala Lihini Sandesaya, Mayura Sandesaya 
and Tisara Sandesaya etc,,  ̂ of which the language was
considered by Kumaratunga as ’inherently p u r e ’ and

21 genuine'.
But in Honda Simhala and Simhalaye Pada Beduma 

there are a number of mixed Sinhalese usages. It is 
also interesting to note that Tennakon has attempted 
to present his grammatical dicta as simply as possible,

1. For example, see Vyalcarapa Vivaranaya, pp, 198, 199, 
2 7 5 , 276, 285, 287, 289, 291, 292-29^, 302-308,

2. For details, see pp- 10^-110 above.
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sometimes by employing strictly colloquial expressions. 
This may be due to the fact that the Honda Simhala 
was meant as a school grammar. Consider the following 
statements i

E vunat palamu valcyaya men sampurna noveyi me 
vakyaya (p-8)

Me elca elcen pralcasa kerena vade lcumakda? (p.26)

Nam ay ale aye kima valalcva e venuvata yodannata 
puluvan nama sarva nama namve (p .112)

In this work an admixture of strictly literary and 
colloquial examples could be observed in several ins
tances .

Example:
sulanga muda atata hamayi (p.5)
lamaya payata duvayi (p.6)
mal paravunama bimata vateyi (p .8)
anna lamaya ande (p.2l)
mama enaturu induva (p .2 5 )
gani hal gara llpe tabayi (p.133)

However, to exemplify the grammatical categories such 
as cases, adjectives, compounds, verbs, syntactic 
agreement and indeclinables, the author has utilized 
the classical Sinhalese poetical works to a large



1extent. As has been mentioned before, this is not 
a full-fledged grammatical work in the real sense.
For the most part it contains prescriptions on essay- 
writing, letter writing, composition, idiom, style, 
punctuation and rhetoric.

Kumaratunga1s Vyakarana Vivaranaya may be
2regarded as the first attempt by a native scholar to

treat the Sinhalese grammar systematically under
phonology, morphology and syntax. Kumaratunga begins
with the definition of language as a collection of 

3sentences, and he seems to have taken the sentence 
as a primary unit of linguistic description. 'Grammar 
says Kumaratunga, 'can be divided into three major 
parts, i.e., (i) graphemes (aksara) (ii) words and
/ \ 4(iii) sentences'. What Kumaratunga means by the term

1* See p. 212, foot note 1.
2. Before Kumaratunga, a few foreign scholars such as 

James Chater and Rev, S, Lambrick wrote Sinhalese 
grammars. See Appendix II,

3 • Bhasavalc nam valcya samudayeki (Vyakarana Vivaranaya 
P. 2). '

k • Vyakaranayehi pradana kotas tunelci: ( 1 ) aksara,
"(2 ) pada" (3~) vakya^~("p3 ) -
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aksara (graphemes) is the study of the alphabet and 
the basic sounds they represent. Out of the three 
grammatical works of the Hela Havula under considera
tion, only Vyakarana Vivaranaya deals with the Sinha
lese phonology and graphology.

The chapter two of the Vyakarana Vivaranaya 
is a detailed discussion of the mixed Sinhalese alpha
bet and the Sinhalese phonology. Kumaratunga mentions
that Sinhalese has an alphabet of fifty four symbols,

1i.e., eighteen vowels and thirty six consonants. As 
most of the early Sinhalese grammarians have done, 
Kumaratunga also includes the vowels r, J,i and 3̂ 1 in 
the alphabet without considering the fact that they 
have never occurred in written Sinhalese. Even in 
Sanskrit the vowel ljL does not occur at all. Although 
the language under analysis in this work is predomi
nantly 'pure Sinhalese (He.la) ' , the description of the 
alphabet appears to have been meant to cover the 
mixed Sinhalese (misra Simhala) also in sufficient

1, See Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p. k .
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detail. Much of the description is devoted to dis
cussing the combination of vowels and consonants and 
the various shapes they take,1 The analysis of Sinha
lese phonology appears to be considerably indebted 
to the one provided by W, F. Gunawardhana in Slddhanta 
Parilcsanaya (1924) (pp. 24-4l). Kumaratunga1 s analysis 
is much more detailed than Gunawardhana*s , but it 
also contains several grave Inaccuracies regarding the 
phonetic properties of Sinhalese vowels and conso
nants, This is, undoubtedly, due to the lack of an 
adequate phonetic training. For instance, Kumaratunga 
makes such statements as

fall Sinhalese vowels are voiceless* (apa kiya- 
vana satiyata nam slyalu svara aghosayi, p , 17)

* the nasals of Sinhalese are always voiceless’ 
(vyakarana p o t ’hi dalcvenne n, n « n, n, m yana 
anunasilca labdat ghosa lesayi. Ehet kiyavenne 
nam aghosa lesa m a y i , p, 18)

also quite strange to find in Kumaratunga’s ana— 
that the vowels r, li and 1i , which are not

It is 
lysis

1, Cf, A, M, Gunafiekara, A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the Sinhalese Language, pp. 3~21.



observable in Sinhalese at all, are assigned certain
1phonetic properties. He says in the above vowels, 

there are more characteristics of a consonant, though 
the reasons for such a statement are not given.

The chapter on morphophonemics or junction 
features in Sinhalese (chapter 3) in the Vyakara^a 
Vivaranaya is much more detailed than the descrip
tions contained in the traditional grammar Sidat 
Sangarava and the later works such as A. M. Gunaselcara' 
A Comprehensive Grammar of the Sinhalese Language or 
W * F . Gunavardhana1s Siddhanta Pariksapaya. In this 
analysis Kumaratunga employs his own terminology. 
However, the analyses contained in the Honda Simhala 
and Simhalayehi Pada Beduma are closely related to 
the one found in the Sidat Sangarava, Instead of 
adopting the terminology invented by Kumaratunga, 
these authors have used the terms given in the Sidat 
Sangarava. Kumaratunga1s definition of morphophonemics

1. r, li dek'hi vyanjana svabhavaya svara avabhavaya^a 
vada balavat ya (p . ) ,
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±s 'The arrangement of phonemes which are close to 
each other in order that there should be no gap bet- 
ween them1. This (samvidhanaya lcirima) implies that 
the respective morphophonemic changes are conscious 
efforts on the part of the user of the language rather 
than the natural law. There are twelve such morpho
phonemic changes or rules in this description and each 
one is described as ati klriina, nati lcirima» ekalc 
lcirima, maru klrima etc, impling that all the rules 
mentioned are conscious efforts, Tennalcon's definition

sandhi is that 'The combination of morphemes into
2one unit is sandhi'. However, his analysis, which is 

very short when compared to that of Kumaratunga, shows 
close resemblance to the rules given in the Sidat 
Sangarava,

In his analysis, it is evident, Kumaratunga 
has utilized for the most part the poetic language of 
the classical period* Most of the morphophonemic 
changes are presented by taking words which have under
gone some modification due to metric requirements. It

1 , Elc tan vu sabda atara ida nati vana paridl samvidha
naya leirf^^'^and~hi~ naroi (p^ ̂ 3'l") »

2 , Honda Simhala, p, 278,
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is apparent that the morphophonemic rules given in 
the Sidat Sangarava are meant to malce artificial and 
conscious changes in words to suit the requirements 
of the versifiers, and they are not rules on euphonic 
matters in the normal use of language. But Kumaratunga, 
without considering the fact that the sandhi rules 
found in the Sidat Sangarava are valid only in relation 
to its particular function, has taken a considerable 
number of examples from it to illustrate his state
ments ,

Example;
-|(1) vowel elision: abarana barapa

anat nat
asipata slpata 
yuvarada varada

These examples have been taken from the classical Sinha
lese poetical works, Xn normal written Sinhalese such 
a vowel elision does not talc© place. The word abarana 
’ornaments' always occurs with its first vowel, so do 
the other examples. Although these words have occurred

1 , Vyalcarana Vivaranaya, p, 32# Cf , Sidat Sangarava, 
ed, R, Tennalcon, pp. 73-7^ j 120-125-
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in some classical poetical works, they have never 
occurred in this form in any of the Sinhalese prose 
works. Therefore this morphophonemic rule cannot be 
considered as relevant to normal language behaviour.

Out of the twelve sandhi rules given in the 
Vyakarapa Vivaranaya, only four, i.e., misranaya 
'vowel contraction1, samilcaranaya 'assimilation', 
abhyasana 'reduplication' and agamaya 'augmentation' 
have been illustrated by the actual usages of the 
written language. Some examples to illustrate 'vowel 
augmentation1, 'consonant elision','vowel shortening 
have been invented by Kumaratunga. Consider the 
following:

( 0  ml. + du > mayidu for vowel augmentation
0 + du > oyidu
u + du > uyidu
e + du > eyidu (p.^3)

(2 ) lclyadi - lei adi (Iced 1 ) for consonant elision
siyana - s i ana (sena)
aduva - adu a (a d o )
rarngva - ramg a (ramnga) (pp.3^,35)

1 , ununova 'barapa' sivu sata otunut palanda (Salallhipi 
s and e say a , v . Ayira dahas dill dunu lcot ' si pat '
gena (SKla11hi nl Sand es aya, v , 4 1)
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(3) o + du oyidu oyidu Tor vowel shortening 
vi + ata vlyata viyata

In the majority of examples given, a sandhi is not 
observable at all. For instance, Kumaratunga gives 
the following words as the result of the vyanjana lopa 
sandhi ’consonant elision sandhi * : anga, iya, u r u , 
ela, e_, oru, poya (p*3^)*^ If these are taken as the 
result of a sandhi, then all such usages that had evolved 
during the course of time have to be treated in that 
manner, Kumaratunga, in defining sabda samvidhanaya 
(sandhi), says that the sandhi takes place when two

owords are joined together. But in most of his cases, 
such environments are not observable, Kumaratunga's 
analysis, which seems quite similar to the one given 
in the Sidat Sangarava, may be regarded as a set of 
injunctions for making artificial and conscious changes 
in words.

In the section on morphology Kumaratunga has 
again attempted to devise relies based mainly on the 
usages of the classical Sinhalese, Though he asserts

1, In all the oases above, an 'h1 is elided,
2, Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p, 31* See also Sidat Sangara 

Vivaranaya, p , 1̂ +3-



tliat 'it is by scrutinising Sinhalese usage that a 
grammar for Sinhalese has to be supplied',  ̂ Kumara
tunga utilizes as his data the language of the pre- 
fourteenth century literary works which he considered 
as 'pure' and 'genuine'. R. Tennakon and Ahubudu and 
Jinadas have inserted in their works some colloquial 
usages together with strictly literary forms, perhaps 
to show that they dealing with the contemporary lang
uage , However, in these two works, a systematic 
treatment of the subject is not given.

In the Vyakarana Vivaranaya, Kumaratunga deals 
with the noun morphology and the verb morphology in 
considerable detail. After discussing the different 
categories of morphemes in Sinhalese in chapter 4, 
Kumaratunga deals with the formal characteristics of 
the Sinhalese noun in chapters 6 and 7- Chapter 5 is 
an analysis of stems into (1) Indigenous (desiya), 
derived (anupatita) and loans (anita). In this 
section there is a list of foreign stems which are 
frequently used In modern Sinhalese, i.e., Tamil,

I« Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p . 28,
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Portuguese, Dutch and English,^ This section is much
indebted to that of A, M, Gunaselcara in his A Compre-

2hensive Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, In 
chapter 8 Kumaratunga discusses the syntax of the 
noun. This section deals with the syntactic relations 
of the noun with verbs, indeclinables and with other 
nouns. Thus this chapter includes the analysis of 
subject + predicate sentence patterns, features of 
concord and agreement, and types of adverbial, adjecti
val and postpositional phrases. These three chapters 
( 1 2 6 pages) comprise a full scale study of the morpho
logy and syntax of the noun in Sinhalese. The section
of verb morphology (chapters 9 and 10) and syntax of

is _
the verb (chapter 1 1 )/talcen from the Kriya Vivaranaya,
Chapter 12 is an account of indeclinables in Sinhalese, 
Chapters 13* 1^ and 15 contains a detailed study of
derivational processes in Sinhalese and the morphopho
nemic changes consequent upon the combination of roots 
with derivational affixes. The last three chapters are

1* See Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp. 8 3 -8 9 .
2. See pp. 335-381.
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on sentence structure in Sinhalese, which seem to have
been influenced to a great extent by contemporary
text books on English grammar,

Kumaratunga*s classification of Sinhalese
nouns into (1) bhinna nama ' nouns which cannot be
used for all'^ (2)abhinna nama 'pronouns' and their
sub—classification into (i) jati 'genus or class',
(ii) dravya 'material nouns', (iii) guna 'quality
nouns', (iv) bhava 'abstract' and (v) s am ha 'proper
nouns' are made purely on notional criteria. The
same classification is folloi^ed by Tennalcon and Ahu-

2budu and Jinadas,
The chapter on 'cases in Sinhalese' (nama yogya 

lcaranaya) in the Vyakarana Vivaranaya is presented in 
sufficient detail (63 pages). Contrary to the number 
of cases given in the other grammatical works on Sinha
lese, Kumaratunga mentions only four cases with the 
animate nouns and six cases with the inanimate nouns. 
The following examples are given to illustrate this.

1, Sjyallavun sandaha yediya nohaki nama bhinna namayi > 
minis, diya, mahalu, Gamunu (p , 9 0 ).

2 , See Honda Simhala, pp, 114-115; Simhalayehl Pada 
Beduma, pp, 3 1 - 3 2 ,
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singular plural
case 1 put a - puttu (masculine)
cas e 2 put u - putun
case 3 pututa ~ putunata
case k put a - putuni

cas e 1 dena — dennu (feminine)
case 2 dena _ denun
case 3 denata - denunata
case k dena _ denunl

case 1 ata — at (neuter)
case 2 ata - at
case 3 at in atvalin
case k at ata _ atvalata
case 5 - atvala
case 6 ata at

Xt is evident that the possessive case and ablative 
ease have not been included in Kumaratunga's analysis. 
Kumaratunga states that the morphemes ~ge and —gen 
are not case suffixes but are post positions (upa lcaraka 
nipata) since they have meaning in isolation. This is 
not true. If the morphemes ata, un and in are considered 
as case suffixes, there is no linguistically valid

1* Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp. 1 0 3- 1 0 6 .
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reason to exclude the forms —ge and —gen from the 
above category*

the following case suffixes are given:1
sin&* p l u .

(1) Masculine case 1 : e_, a - h u , £ t £

case 2 : a , u - un, ana
case 3: uta — anata, unata

case 4: a * uni — uni * neni t ni

(2 ) Feminine case 1 : a — u, 0 , hu, £

case 2 : a _ u n , an
cas e 3: ata, ta - una t a , anata
case 4: a - u n i , ni

(3 ) Neuter case 1 : a $ * val
oas e 2 j B ~ ^ , val
case 3: in - in
cas e 4: ata - ata
cas e 5: R - fk
case 6 : a - £ f v a l , ni

From the above mentioned case suffixes, several are
not evident at all in connexion with modern literary 
Sinhalese* For example, the masculine suffixes £, £ and 
ana are found only in the ancient literary usage. Even

1* Vyakarana Vivaranaya. pp. 108-109? Honda Siinhala, 
pp. 197-198*



In ancient literary Sinhalese, the occurrence of the
-  -  1 suffixes <3 and ana is very rare. in enumerating

case suffixes for neuter nouns, these authors have
largely ignored the current literary Sinhalese usage.
For example, for locative case, only the suffix a
is given. But this suffix is not observable at all
in modern literary usage, save for the works of the
Hela Havula, Instead, the suffixes a, B, ehi are
used with neuter nouns.
Example: gas + e gase

gas + ehi gas ehi 
gas + val + a gasvala

But in Simhalayehi Pada Beduma, the occurrence of the 
locative case suffixes je and ehi can be seen in a few 
places. Consider the following examples:

pittaniye 'in the playground' (p.29)
Go1umuhudehi 'in the sea Golu' (p*3"0

of
In the analysis/pronouns, the prime attention 

has been paid to their traditional usage. Consider 
the following inflection of pronouns in Sinhalese:
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Mas .

Fern.

N e u ,

sing. plu. 1
case 1 : he — ohu
case 2 : ohu - ovun, un
case 3: ohuta - * ovunata- * 7
case k; - -

case 1 : 03 0! 1 ohu
case 2 ; aya — ovun, un
case 3: ayata — ovunata,
case k : — -

case 1 : he , e ,-
©ya

eva

case 2 : e, eya- eva
case 3: in,

eyin
evayin

case 4: i t a , - 
eyata

evata

case 5: ehi - evayehi
cas© 6: _

It is evident that the majority of pronouns given in 
the above paradigms are not found in current literary 
usage. In modern literary usage ohu ’he' is a singular 
pronoun whereas in this analysis it is considered as

1, Vyakarana Vivarnaya, p p , 151-132.
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nominative plural and also accusative singular form. 
The masculine (singular) nominative pronoun he 'he' 
which bears no resemblance to the other forms in the 
paradigm, is not used in modern literary Sinhalese, 
The widely accepted pronouns such as ovuhu ' they’, 
movuhu ’these people', a 'she1, ohu 'he' (nominative 
singular), elca ’that' and me lea 'this' have not been 
permitted in this description, mainly because they 
have not occurred in the classical Sinhalese literary 
works. However, in Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, the pro
nouns ovuhu and movuhu have been included, yet the 
current written Sinhalese usage of ohu 'he' as a

1nominative singular form is castigated as ’w r o n g ’,
In this analysis of pronouns, some of Kumaratunga's
own invented forms have been inserted. Consider the

2following examples;
ana - annu (to mean others)
vena - vennu (to mean others)
are - arahu (to mean those)
tele - tuluhu(to mean those)
savuva (to mean everything)

1, See Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, pp, 39-^0? Cf. ’Some 
people use the noun ovuhu for ohu. But it is not 
proper' (Ayek 'ohu' yanna venuva^a 'ovuhu' yanu yodat, 
E honda Simha'laya 'nQveV I-Tonda Siifil ia 1 a , p^ 1 6 ) .

2, Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp, 152-15^ *
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The ignoring of the modern literary usage to a large 
extent and employing several invented forms to exem
plify the characteristics of the Sinhalese noun distract 
considerably from the usefulness of the analysis of 
the category of noun in Sinhalese in these works*

Among the grammatical categories in Sinhalese, 
the verb has attracted much of Kumaratunga1s attention, 
though it is described in rudimentary form in Honda 
Simhala and Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma* Kumaratunga's 
Kriya Vivaranaya is the first detailed study of the 
morphology of the Sinhalese verb, embracing not only 
all aspects of morphological form but also morphophone
mic changes, certain aspects of syntax and the lexicon. 
Xn the Vyakarana Vivaranaya these are summarized in 
chapters 9 and 10*

The preliminary definition of verb in Kriya
1Vivaranaya is based on notional grounds* But his 

classification and analysis of Sinhalese verbal roots

1, His definition of verb is 'That which conveys the 
notion of a root is defined as v e r b 1 (Dhatvarthayak 
denuye kriya namin mehi la ganu labe, Kriya Viva
ranaya , p * "IT; Of* Wodav nuguna* dav nlsa sakarunen 
da muva va sidu kiriya nam 'That which is neither 
substance, nor quality, but in association with a 
substance, develops out of root, in six case rela
tionships is verb' (Sidat Sangarava, ed. Tennalcon,
P. 3) .
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appear to have been made on formal basis, Xn the 
1first section, Kumaratunga1s classification of verbs into

2(l) finite verbs (akhyata kriya) and (2) non-finite 
verbs (nipata kriya) is described, and the categories 
of number, person, tense and voice are set up. Their 
formal characteristics are described in detail. Kumara
tunga classifies the verbal roots into six classes 
and gives their mutually exclusive sets of inflectional 
suffixes. Each conjugational class is then taken up in 
turn and is provided with a list of inflectional 
suffixes with which each root in the class may combine.
The changes that take place upon the combination of 
roots with suffixes are stated, as far as possible, in 
the form of morphophonemic rules. Exceptional forms 
are set forth in a special sub-section called visesa 
rupa sadhanaya. One or more roots typical of each 
class are conjugated in full, and further examples of 
the members of each class are given at the end of 
each section. The derivation of nominal forms from

1. It is somewhat strange to find that the Kriya 
Vivaranaya has not been divided into chapters or 
major sections,

2. Alchyata lcriya is Kumaratunga 1 s own term. The widely 
accepted term for this is avasanakriya.
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verbal roots and the morphology of* non-finite verbs 
are also discussed in sufficient detail. The last 
section of the book, Dhatu pathaya, is a lexicon of 
nearly 800 Sinhalese verbal roots, alphabetically 
arranged. Every root in the lexicon is assigned to 
one of the six conjugational classes and its lexical 
meaning is given. The morphological forms it may 
assume in the various grammatical categories are also 
stated in schematic form,

Kumaratunga does not specifically say what 
sort of data he has utilized in the Kriya Vivaranaya, 
But it is evident that it contains for the most part 
the language of the classical Sinhalese poetical works. 
The setting up of six conjugational classes such as 
(1) bala- 'to see', (2 ) bama- 'to revolve1, (3 ) bapa-
' to speak1, (4) pihija-- ’to h e l p ’, (5 ) rak- ’to 
protect1 and (6) bas- 'to descend’ has been based 
purely on classical Sinhalese usage. Out of the six 
verbal roots Kumaratunga has selected to represent his 
six conjugational classes, only four can be observed

1, This section covers more than half of the book
(pp. 108-256),
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in modern literary usage, i.e., bala- , pihi ta- , ralc- 
and bas-, The verbs derived from the roots bama- 
and bana- are now obsolete and they never occur in 
modern literary Sinhalese, except in the works of the 
Hela Havula, The past tense finite verbs that are 
given to Illustrate the combining of inflectional 
suffixes with the roots bala- , pihita— , rale- and bas — 
are also not found in the current literary usage. The 
inflectional suffixes for the past tense verb have 
been set up by considering only the traditional Sinha
lese literary usage. For example, the root rale- is

1inflected in the past tense as follows:

singular plural
Third person : rakd. - raki
Second person: rakihi - rakihu
First person : rakimi - rakirau

The verb raki (plural) is not found even in ancient 
literary usage - it is an invented form of Kumaratunga,

1• Kriya Vivaranaya, p, 11,
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Consider the current literary usage:

singular plural
Third person : raklceya
Second person: r aide oh i
First person : ralckeml

ralckoya 
rakkehu 
rakk emu

It is evident that the past tense verb in current 
literary Sinhalese is formed by adding personal 
suffixes to the nominal form derived from the root 
involved.

The present tense singular inflectional suffix 
of the classes bala- and bama- , i.e., a, is also 
Kumaratunga's own invention. The roots bala- and bama 
are inflected in the third person as follows:^

The finite verbs of this type - bala, bama - cannot 
be observed even in classical Sinhalese usage, except 
before da. This suffix is used in present literary

plural

Third person: bala
bama

balati
bamati

1 * Kriya Vivaranaya, p. 10.
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usage to denote past participles. The inflectional 
suffix used with the above type of roots in the present 
tense, singular, third person, is yi. This may be 
illustrated by the following conjugations:

singular plural

Third person : bala+yi - bala+ti
Second person: bala+hi - bala+hu
First person : bala-uni — bala+mu

Kumaratunga has not given any reason for his treatment 
of a as the finite verb suffix (third person, singular) 
of the above class of roots* In Honda Simhala and 
Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, which contain the same conju
gations, the suffix yd occurs with the roots bala- 
and bama- .^

The majority of the examples given as the 
members of the six conjugational classes are not obser
vable in present literary usage at all. They have 
been taken from the literary works of the 12th - 14th

1. See Honda Simhala, p. 232? Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma* 
p. 6<d ,
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centuries, especially from the poetical worlts. For
example, the verbal roots upura 'to extract', huya
'to w e a v e 1, randa 'to paint1, usaha 'to attempt',

1kana 'to dig* and viya 'to say' have been taken from 
the classical poetical works. Some examples have 
been invented by Kumaratunga (invented forms are under
lined ) .

Example: pres ent pas t
sing. plu. sing. plu.

pire - pireti ; pini - punu
dire - direti s dini — dunu
musi - inusiti : mi t i — mutu
pas i — pasiti : paki - paku
pamine — pamineti : J1 patu
hapse — hapseti : 11 hapunu
udana — udanati : idani - idanu

Th© lexicon (pp. 107-256), which consists of more than 
800 verb stems, is full of such invented verbal forms. 
Most of the examples to illustrate the occurrence of 
these finite and non-finite verbs are also cited from

1 * Kriya Vivaranaya, pp. 19-22,
2 , Ibid., pp. 124, 1 2 6 , 132.
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the classical Sinhalese literary textsJ
The account of indeclinables in Sinhalese given

in the Vyakarana Vivaranaya is largely based on the
classical Sinhalese literary usage. Kumaratunga's
definition of indeclinables is 'All words other than

2nouns and verbs are termed indeclinables'. It is 
evident that this definition has been made on formal 
grounds. In Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma. the same defini
tion is given, but in Honda Simhala a discussion on 
indeclinables has not been included. The majority of
the indeclinables given in this analysis are not

3found in the present literary usage. Consider the 
following;

naraturu 'often1, niti 'frequently1, pill 'again' 
yali 'again', elcbitl 'after', pasulu 'later'.

This section abounds with examples from the classical 
Sinhalese poetical works. Several indeclinables given

1, See Kriya Vivaranaya. pp. 50, 59* 90, 101, 102, 1 04.
2, Nama ho akhyata ho novannavu siyalu pada nlpatayi

(p. 2 8 2 )";
3, Most of the examples were taken from Muvadevdava, 

Sasadava, Kavsi 1 urn 1 p.a , Tisara Sandesayaj KavyaSekharaya,
.aya, Mayura Sandetjfaya and Sidat Sangarava.
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in this account are not frequent even in classical 
Sinhalese literary works* Consider the following 
examples: yora yora, ariyora, saklt, asakit, y a v ,
yavat , tumutu, vissal , nihiya*  ̂ Therefore, this
analysis could easily he referred to as an account
of the indeclinables of the early Sinhalese poetic 
language. However, in the account (very short) of 
indeclinables given in the Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, 
the majority of indeclinables were taken from the 
current Sinhalese usage, and some are strictly collo
quial . ̂

Example: 1u , anna, anna, menna, vltara

But the archaic forms which are given in the Vyakarapa
3Vivarapaya are also mentioned* Example: sahasa,

tumutu, vissal,
The analysis of syntactic agreement in the 

Vyakarana Vivaranaya is a reflection of the traditional

1, Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp, 287-298, Most of these 
examples were taken from the Sidat Sangarava,

2* Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, pp, 1*4-16.
3. Ibid., p. 1 6 .
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The majority of the subject
verb agreement rules given in this account are based 
on classical Sinhalese, and they are illustrated by 
examples talcen mainly from works written before the 
fifteenth century. Out of the twenty-three syntactic 
agreement rules mentioned in this account, only six 
are applicable to the present Sinhalese literary 
usage. Consider the following rules given on the 
basis of classical Sinhalese poetic language:

(l) The subject noun, though it is collective,
which has been inflected with case suffix

2es always takes a singular verb.

It is evident that these two examples have been taken 
from Sinhalese classical works. Nouns such as dene
and gene (with case suffix Js) are not observable at
all in modern literary usage, and even in classical
works such tisages seem to be extremely rare.

Example! Mahadene lcelesun vanahl (Sidat Sangarava) 
Bamara ge^e n i n n d u

(Muvadevdava)

1. See Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp. 27^-281,
2. Ibid., p. 275.
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(2 ) Feminine subject, though it is singular, always 
occurs with a past tense plural verb. This 
happens only it the verb is a pure one (suddhakhya- 
taya).^

Example: Bamini liya put ruvana vadu
(Kavyas'elcharaya )

This pronouncement appears to be a distortion of the
classical Sinhalese usage. The finite verb vadu is
not plural in this context. The verbal suffix u (vadu)
has not been used to denote plurality but as a distinc-

2tive feature to collate with a feminine subject. It 
should be mentioned however that this type of verbs are 
now obsolete and can only be found in the works of 
the Hela Havula.

(3 ) The verb with which a collective noun occurs
is always used in plural number, except the

_ 3nouns which occur with the case suffix e*.
Example: Taman mana dola pur at i bingu rala

(Gut tilaya)

1. Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p. 275* See also Honda Simhala,
p . 11.

2. One of Kumaratunga1s own followers disagrees with 
him on this. See Kodagoda Nanai oka, Amavaturu natn 
Purisadammasarathi padavarnanava, pp. xxi-xxiii.

3• Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p . 274.
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But if tlie action conveyed in the verb cannot be done
1individually, then the verb occurs in the singular.

This example appears to be one of Kumaratunga1s own.
In the first example the collective noun rala occurs 
with a plural verb, but in the second it is used as a 
singular noun. The reason given for such a division 
is purely notional. However, no real instance where 
the collective noun rala ’herd' has been used in 
classical Sinhalese as a singular noun is mentioned 
here. In modern literary Sinhalese collective nouns 
are normally used with plural verbs.

The grammatical works written by the Hela 
Ilavula were primarily intended to reveal the grammati
cal constructions and features which they deemed as 
’p u r e 1 and ’eloquent' and which they wanted to adopt 
for the use of present-day linguistic needs. As has 
been seen, the Ilela Havula believed that the language

Example: Muva rala dekalc va bindina

1 * VyQ-karana Vivaranaya, p. 27^? See also Honda Simhala
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employed in the classical Sinhalese literary works,
especially the poetical works of the period between
12th - 14th centuries, was 'well-developed’ and

1'inherently purer1. This firm belief has led Kumara- 
tunga to take considerable pains to scrutinize and 
collate the language employed in these works to get his 
ideal of perfection, Kumaratunga even went so far as 
to invent his own examples on several occasions to 
exemplify some of the grammatical rules he devised on 
the basis of obsolete linguistic usages. His ICriya 
Vivarai^aya abounds with examples of this nature. The 
works Honda Simhala and Slmhalayehi Pada Beduma, though 
not grammatical works in the real sense of the word, 
contain for the most part enunciations and examples of 
the Vyalcarana Vivaranaya and the Kriya Vivaranaya.
The occasional occurrence of examples from the contem
porary colloquial usage is also evident in these two 
works, perhaps to fulfil the requirements as a school 
text. Although it is only in ICriya Vivaranaya and 
Vyakarana Vivaranaya that a systematic treatment of the

1, See pp. 10^-106 above.



subject has been adhered to and some grammatical defini 
tions made on formal grounds, all these have contri
buted in so far as to enunciate the 'Helese' linguis
tic credo. The majority of the grammatical rules 
given in these works appear irrelevant when applied 
to the current literary Sinhalese usage.
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CHAPTER VTI 

THE HELA MOVEMENT AFTER KUMARATUNGA

Kumaratunga1s linguistic reformatory move
ment, which seems to have been confined only to his 
own contentions until 1925* took a new and somewhat 
missionary fervour soon after he received support 
from Jayanta Wirasekara (1889-19^9), a fellow teacher 
from his own locality, Wiraselcara became the most 
prominent associate of Kumaratunga and was the chief 
whip of the Hela fraternity until Kumaratunga*s 
death ( 19^*0 and then the leader of this group until 
his death (19^9)* Jayanta Wirasekara'a embrace 
of Kumaratunga1s puristic linguistic policy coin
cided with the publication of Kumaratunga1 a Subha- 
sita Vivarapaya (1 925 ) : 'When Kumaratunga was
anticipating comments and criticisms from scholars for 
his elucidation to the Subhagitaya, he had the opportu
nity of meeting Jayanta Wiraselcara, who later became 
his most sincere and useful friend for his editing
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of' Sinhalese classics * , Although there is no evidence 
to show that Wiraseltara had been known as a literary 
critic or had any associations with Kumaratunga before 
1925, hs emerged as the most prominent supporter of* 
the dogmatic pronouncements of Kumaratunga,

It is evident that Kumaratunga1s puristic acti
vities were enhanced and his editing of Sinhalese 
classics, to resuscitate the 'pure1 Hela usage, was 
expedited after he started to carry on his campaign 
jointly with Virasekara. The large number of classical 
works Kumaratunga edited with detailed elucidations 
and explanations of points of grammar, suggest that 
Wirasekara's contribution in this connexion had been 
significant, Kumaratunga himself acknowledged that 
the elucidations and criticisms contained in some of 
his editions of Sinhalese classical works had been

2written, for the most part, by Jayanta Wiraseltara,

1, Subhagitayata kala vivaranaya gana viyatun ge hanglma 
vimaslme dx Kumaratungu Munidasun hata Wirusekara 
viyatun pur a hand^Lna gaimatalabtqi, Eyin ohu taman 
ge vivara^a lcatayutte mahat vada ati sahakara mituraku 
lat 1 ha (”R, Tennakonj ’ Muni das Manga 1 , in Kumaratunga 
Munidasa, ed, Sitinamaluve Sumanaratana, p T 82),

2 , Apa ge adahas gena mehi boho tan liya dena ladde
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WiraseltaraT s activities in this fraternity 
may he divided into two categories: (l) writing long
appreciations and detailed commentaries to the works 
of Kumaratunga, Tennalcon and other members of4 the 
Hela Havula (2 ) attempting to propagate and elevate 
the puristic linguistic policy of Kumaratunga by orga
nizing debates, meetings and also by criticising

the ideas of the non-purists, Wiraselcara was 
not a gifted literary artist and has not brought out 
any work of his own. But his prime concern was to 
diffuse the 1Heleser doctrine of perfection and to 
hail Kumaratunga1s teachings as incomparable. Soon 
after the inauguration of the organization Hela Havula

-J(Pure Sinhalese Fraternity), the necessity of crea
ting branches all over the country was realized, and 
it was due primarily to the efforts of Wiraselcara

Wirasekara mahatun visini 1 The majority of these 
elucidations were written by Wirasekara on the basis 
of my views' (Kusajatalca Vivaranaya, ed, Kumaratunga, 
p, 5) J see also Sa.lalih.ini Sandesa Vivaranaya, p, ii; 
Etan sita vivarana pot degunayen ilcman vl palavini 
'From this juncture, the editing of Sinhalese classi
cal works /expedited twice as much' (R, Tennalcon, op, 
cit,, p , 82).

1, See pp. 1 3 0 - 1 3 1 above.



that the branch organizations in Matara, Kalutara,
1Gampaha, Kandy, Kegalle and Bandarawela were founded.

Jayanta Wiraselcara engaged mainly in composing 
commentaries and elucidatory notes to the works of 
the Hela Havula. He wrote a long introduction to 
Piya Samara and an elucidative commentary to it (1935); 
published the speeches and the articles which appeared 
in the journals on Kukavi Vadaya 'Controversy on poetas 
tery' in a book form (1938) and wrote commentaries with 
elucidatory notes to the poetical works Vavuluva (1939) 
Da Vi nay a (19^0) and Havilla (1 9^-0) of R, T ennakon 
and to the poetical work of Warakagoda Silruvan, Lama 
V i ruva (19^1).^

The long introduction to Piya Samara shows how 
Wirasekara has endeavoured to establish that most of 
Kumaratunga1s pronouncements on Sinhalese grammar are 
incontrovertible, authoritative and are his own dis
coveries. For example, Wirasekara declares that 'Xt

1. See Ainarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Iiefa Vata, pp. 81-82,
2, Xt is noteworthy that Wirasekara'a commentaries

in these works are always accompanied with lengthy 
literary appreciations of Kumaratunga,
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was Munidas who first discovered the fact that vowels 
can be categorized as elastic and non-elastic and that 
the environments in which the elastic vowels are 
replaced by non-elastic vowels are statable « , .
He also disclosed the fact that in Sinhalese there is 
no special verbal form for the future tense which can 
be formally identifiable*.^ Although Wirasekara stresses 
that the above features in Sinhalese grammar came to 
light as a result of Kumaratunga's inquiry into the 
Sinhalese language, they had been discussed in suffi
cient detail by his predecessors, notably by Hikkaduwe

2Sri Sumangala and W, P. Gunawardhana. Wirasekara 
his

considered it/foremost duty to make Kumaratunga1s 
teachings widely known and to place him well above all 
the other scholars in the world of Sinhalese scholar
ship. Kumaratunga1s capabilities as scholar, orator,

1. Svarayan ge namyanamyatvaya ha namyayanata anamyayan 
ade^a vana tan ha palamuyen praka^a lcalahu da Muni — 
dasayo ma ya. Slmhala akhyatayan pillbanda va 
Munldasayan vlsln abhlnavayen nia heli lcala karunu 
mahat raselci. Anagatartha pralcasaka visega akhyata 
rupa'yak Sitiiha 1 ayehi 'n'^riTava I I ("Piya Samara.
I ntrod u c t i o n , pp. ^+0-^2 )"”

2. See pp. 19^— 196 above.
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polemist and critic are vividly narrated by Wiraselcara

the Hela Havula after Jayanta Wirasekara, was not a
pupil of Kumaratunga, but he became the most active
member and the poet in this group soon after he joined,
Tennalcon was encouraged and persuaded to engage in the
onerous task of revealing and elevating the ancient

2tradition of Sinhalese poetry. It is evident that 
during the lifetime of Kumaratunga, Tennalcon was 
actuated to adhere to the composition of poetical works 
only. Consequently, he has written several poetical 
works, which cannot be understood even with the help

1, See Jayanta Wirasekara, ed, Kulcavl Vadaya, Colombo: 
Anura Press, 1938*

2 . ICumaratungu Munldashu padl pabanda klrimehi m'a ma 
unandu lcarava luha 1 Muni das a Kumaratunga encouraged 
me to adhere to the composition of poetical works 1 
(R, Tennalcon, Bas Para, p. iii).

in his edition of
Rayipiyal Tennalcon ( 1 900-1 96*1) , the leader of



of the accompaning commentary by Jayanta Wirasekara,
His works Vavuluva (1939)» Havilla (1940) and Da Vinaya 
(1940) may be mentioned as examples.

Tenna.ko.il started his career as a Sinhalese 
school teacher and he subsequently became the principal 
of a Sinhalese teachers’ training college (Balapitiya), 
Xt is evident that he had known Munidasa Kumaratunga 
as a school inspector as early as 191&» but Kumaratunga* 
capabilities as a profound scholar, Tennalcon says, he 
came to realize when he was a lecturer at Nittambuva 
Sinhalese teachers’ training college when Kumaratunga

■j
was the principal (1927-1929)- But there is no evi
dence to show that Tennalcon had a high regard for the 
doctrine Kumaratunga had been attempting to diffuse 
until as late as 193&. In his first literary work, 
the edition of Parevi Sandesaya (1932), Tennalcon says:
*1 came to know that Munidasa ICumaranatunga, a great 
scholar and eminent commentator, had already written 
a commentary even to this sandesa poem. Unfortunately, 
this news reached me only after X had completed about

1, See R, Tennalcon, ’Munidas M anga’, in Kumaratunga 
Munidasa, ed. Sitlnamaluwe Sumanaratana, p. 72.
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two thirds of this work, which, otherwise, I should
1not have attempted1. After he became a close asso

ciate of Kumaratunga, he did not engage in editing
Sinhalese classical works, but after the death of 
Kumaratunga his literary activities entered a new 
phase.

With the publication of Tennalcon1 s poetical
work Ape Yata Giyaya (1938), he appears to have embraced

2Kumaratunga1s linguistic credo, and from this junc
ture until his death in 19^^ Tennalcon emerged as the 
most active writer in this fraternity and also a viru
lent critic of the anti-TIefa ideas. Tennalcon' s role 
in this group may be divided into two categories:
(l) during the life time of Kumaratunga, he mainly 
engaged in composing poetical works, apparently to ele
vate the 1Helese1 poetical tradition (2) After he

1 , Pralcata vivaraga lcatuvarayaku vana Munidasa Kumarana- 
tunga mahata me ma sandesayata da vlvaranayalc lcala 
bava asumu. Abhagyayalcata do ema puvata apata asan
na t a labune mehi pitu asuvalc mudrita vuvata pasuvaya. 
Palamuven e asannata labliii nam me piniaa gata vu 
lcalaya apage sa^ahan karyaya sandaha ma yodallya 
haki vT (Parevi Sandesaya, p. v ), ”

2, See R, Tennalcon, 'Munidas Manga1 , in Kumaratunga 
Munidasa, ed. Sitinamaluwe Sumanaratana, p. 92.
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became the leader of the Hela Havula he changed over 
to prose compositions and to publishing his own edi
tions of the Sinhalese classical works the majority 
of which had already been done with elucidations by 
KumaratungaJ What he wrote after Kumaratunga1s 
demise are mainly prose works, such as Kavutjuva. Anura 
Pura Pirihima. Garni Bana, Giya Kala« Mulutana Andaraya, 
Ruppe Andaraya, Bas Para, Gamayanaya and Maharnet 
Bavuna.

The poems composed by Tennalcon under the direct 
influence of Kumaratunga are Vavuluva (1939)» Havilla 
(19^0) and Da Yinaya (19^0)» These works were intended 
primarily to show how the Helese language should be 
employed in creative writings, i.e., especially in 
poetry, and also to ridicule the generally accepted 
ideas on the origin of Sinhalese and to criticize the 
Sinhalese society at large for being addicted to 
Westernization.

The Vavuluvaf for whioh Tennalcon was awarded 
the honorary title of lcivisuru (The Greatest Poet)

1. These include Gira Sandesaya, Salalihifli Sandesaya,
Kavyas^ekharaya, Budu Guna Alamkaraya, Kovul Sandesaya, 
Sidat Sangarava and Hamsa Sandesaya.
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by the Iiela Havula, is regarded by the members of this
group as the pinnacle of Sinhalese poetry* In his
long appreciation Kumaratunga affirms that 'If the
Vavuluva was written in English or any other European
language, it would certainly have won the Nobel price
for literature this y e a r ' J  The peculiar title of
this work is given to mean 'the language of the b a t '*
If Kumaratunga had not explained the meaning of this
title in his introduction, the intended meaning of it
would have remained totally obscured, 'What Is this
name, Vavuluva? ' asks Kumaratunga in his appreciation,
'It is the language of the bat. If the Sinhalese
peoples' language is called Sinhalese, why should not
the language of the bat be Vavuluva? See how this
poet's profound grammatical knowledge has helped in

2selecting a proper name for this work'. However, the

1 , Sahitya pakgayen e e avuruddehi usas ma sevava lolca- 
ya^a lcalahuta devena 'Nobel' nam mahargha tyagayek 
v e , Idin Imgirisiyen ho ankisi usas Yauroplya bhaga- 
vekin ho karini nam ekantayen ma me avurudde tyagaya 
' Vavulu ♦ karuvInan"~s o^ft,eria enno ya ( Vavuluva, ppV
a'59-SoT:

2 , Kimek da me 'Vavuluva' nam? Vavula ge basa Vavuluva 
y i , He3.aya (Simhalaya) ge basa I-Ieluva nam, Vavula ge 
basa 'Vavuluva' vlma atisayin sudusu ya, Me kavin ge- — -   n->T'T-T-   I-    ■ -■ r*—-!...........,i..-rftli !■! ■ I.     II ■ »' ■■■■ ■■■ '■■■■**»suksama vu vyakarana jnanaya 
d r  men ma nam tibimehi d*l da
IfVavuiuva", p"I aTTT"

lcavyaye an siyalu tanhi
pihita vu sati pene da?
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title itself of this book is an indication of its 
obscurity,

Vavuluva is presented as a dialogue between a
female bat and a male crow, and is utilized to trace
the history of the Sinhalese to an unknown past, even
before the mythical king Ravana, and to criticise the
ancient Sinhalese kings and their advisers, the
Buddhist monks. According to the commentary on this
work, the great *Helesef civilization came to an end
due to the treachery of Helese traitors. But although
Vavuluva is said to be a satirical poem, its satire
is not at all clear. Vavuluva may be referred to as
the first attempt to apply the 1Helese1 doctrine of
perfection, enunciated by Kumaratunga, in a poetical
work. This is evident from the first few verses of
the book, and more significantly from the dedication.
This work is dedicated to the letter a - the unique
feature and the soul of the Hela language, according

1to the Hela Havula,
As this is a work based on a dialogue between 

a crow and a female bat, the author has utilized

1* See Vavuluva. p. 73.
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colloquial lexical items to a considerable extent, 
but tbey have been moulded in the preconceived obso
lete grammatical framework that the Hela Havula 
endeavoured to elevate. Consequently, the normal 
spoken forms have been distorted to a large extent, 
and the Hela Havula grammatical specialities appear 
in these poems as excrescent embellishments which have 
been forcefully inserted. This may be illustrated 
by the following dialogue:

Sondura nudura goduralc erai ragena so ya
Induva etek netu putu hata puda pi ya
Nobava taba ata sita topa langa ma ki ya
Eruka kavuduvaku davaselca venehi gi

(v.2)

In this poem, the resuscitated a is used wherever 
possible (nudura, ragena, langa ma, eruka). The sen
tence Eruka kavuduvaku davaselca venehi giya is an 
idiosyncratic usage of the Hela Havula - it is neither 
observable in written Sinhalese nor in the spoken, 
and the usage venehi giya 'went to the forest' is not 
found in current literary or spoken usage. Its usual 
occurrence is vanayata giya. The following of archaic 
grammatical features and the intermingling of current



spoken Sinhalese usages have inevitably resulted in
seem

making the Vavuluva/a complete failure, and showing
the inapplicability of the 1Helese1language and

1idiom to any kind of creative writing, Vavuluva 
is accompanied with a detailed commentary of Jayanta 
Wirasekara ( 1 6 7 pages) and an appreciation of 
Kumaratunga ( 6 3  pages). But even with the help of 
these details, Vavuluva is not easily comprehensible. 

Almost all the poetical works of Tennakon can 
he categorized as literary conundrums in which he 
sought to criticise the establishment of the Sinha
lese society. His works Havilla (19^0) and Da Vi nay a 
(ipUo) were also written to achieve this end. Both 
of these poetical works contain Kumaratunga’s apprecia
tion and a commentary by Wirasekara, In the Havilla 
Tennakon has utilized the colloquial lexis and 
idiom to the largest extent, primarily because the 
story is presented as it is told by a villager. But

1 . See Gunadasa Ansarasekara, Aliya saha Andhayo, pp, 
106-108 where he criticises the Hela Havula for 
their ignorance of the true nature of language and 
literature.
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all these expressions have been moulded in the 12th - 
1 3th century grammatical framework. As a result, the 
majority of expressions appear as highly artificial 
and contorted. Consider the following:

Me bala ka gasana - madiva ma gevenava misa 
Mun ge lean asena — bavelc nam nopene ma ya

(v, 16)
Suratalun banda di- maruvan haja ragena mila 
vaditi gehi nmllata - gena yata handava handava

(v. 20)

The concatenation of colloquial expressions with the
pre-fifteenth century morphological and syntactic
devices in Tennalcon’s works clearly testifies that
he has a very fallacious idea about grammar and the
linguistic habits of his own community.

It is evident that Tennakon has adhered strictly
to a non-Sanskrit lexis from the very beginning of

* 1his literary career until his last work Honda Simhala, 
the only grammatical work of Tennakon in which he has 
deviated from this. After Tennakon became the leader

1. See pp. 217— 218 above.
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of tills group (1 9^ 9 )* I1© seems to have preferred prose 
compositions and editing of Sinhalese classical works.
He composed several lengthy prose works the majority 
of which have remained unnoticed by readers until the 
present day, apparently due to the obsolescence of 
the grammatical elaborations employed in them and the 
absence of any literary significance. The works 
Kavuduwa ( 1 9 5 ̂ ) * Garni Ba^a (1955), Ape Yata Giyava 
(1955)# Giya Kala (1955)? Bas Para (1955) and Gamayanaya 
(1958) may be mentioned as examples,

Tennakon's resumption of editing Sinhalese 
classical works was motivated simply by the fact that 
they had been prescribed for the public examinations 
such as G, C. E, Advanced Level, Teachers* Final Exami
nation, etc. The majority of the works he edited had

1already been done with elucidations by Kumaratunga,
Xt is interesting to note that as it was not the policy 
of Kumaratunga to mention the previous scholars who 
had already edited the works he was engaged on, Tennakon, 
too, does not even refer to his leader's (Kumaratunga)

1, See foot note 1 on page 260,
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works at all. Though Tennakon acknowledged Kumara
tunga 1 s incomparability in his mastery of* Pali, Sans
krit and Sinhalese language and literature in the 
speeches he delivered, he has not referred to Kumara
tunga 1 s literary works or grammars in his serious 
writings# For example, in the Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya 
(193*0 Kumaratunga supplies a detailed discussion on 
its authorship# Although Tennakon1s arguments in 
establising the authorship of* the Sidat Sangarava seem

2to have received much light from those of Kumaratunga, 
he does not even refer to it# Xt is quite anomalous 
to find that in Tennakon*s editions of Sinhalese 
classical works and his grammatical work, the contribu
tions of Kumaratunga are not mentioned, nor is even 
a mention of his expositions included, when in Kumara
tunga 1s own pupils* works his elucidations and comments 
are being revered as unparalleled and unsurpassed.

1# See Munidasa Kumaratunga, Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya# 
pp# 5-11 *

2# Cf# R, Tennakon, ed# Sidat Sangarava# pp# xi-xviii 
and Munidasa Kumaratunga, ed# Sidat Sangara Viva-
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In most of* Tennalcon’s works, an anti-imperialist 
fervour can be discerned. He appears to Have lield the 
view that everything that came from the Vest was dege
nerate and the works by Western scholars on Sinhalese 
language and literature are worthless and unprofitableJ 
'If my country and the people were not under a foreign 
power when I was born*, says Tennakon, 'I would never 
have been a teacher but a devoted soldier to fight for 
my country, people and the language. It is a sheer
shame to be a soldier to protect my country under a 

2foreign k i n g 1. For Tennakon, everything except the
Sinhalese language and literature of the 12th - 14th 
centuries Is unsuitable to be studied and emulated.
He views English literature as worthless for Sinhalese 
people: 'Not only have I no ability to appreciate

1. See particularly his comments on W. Geiger's contri
butions to Sinhalese and Pali, in Vavuluva, Introduc
tion, pp. 25-26 j Bas Para, pp. ili-iv.

2. Ma lipan avadiye mage desat raaat anun gati va nopava— 
tinnata. mage rasehi rajalcu hitinnata ma lcisi vlte- 
lcat guruvarayalcu vanne nati. Mage desa mage rasa mage 
b a s a venuven m  si tuna sebalaku vTmayi esc naniitiaI'.UMiii I MIIWHH«HP Mill! I iHWfi ■!■■■■! Ii iwl I ijHii In ■   n n »in«i !■ ■■■ ■ iii-in m.i i   in i mfc i     lcaranne. Para rajalcu nisa mage desa raknata sebalaku 
ha t iyat a kdpa vlma mata~ "m a hat" pi likulelci(Vavuluva, 
preface to the second print, p . 24).
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English, poetry but also simply I do not have any interest 
1in i t 1. Although the intended meaning is not speci

fically conveyed, it can be conjectured that almost 
all the works of Tennakon have been designed to ridi
cule the establishment of the contemporary Sinhalese 
society of* which he seems to have wished to remain 
as a self-appointed guardian.

After the death of Kumaratunga (l9hU)f Tennakon 
appears to have endeavoured to build up his own role 
as a nativist and purist rather than to uphold and 
reiterate that the teachings and the works of Kumara
tunga are unprecedented and beyond compare. His last 
work Honda Simhala (1 9 6 2 ) clearly illustrates that 
Tennakon has not adhered to the terminology and methodo
logy designed by Kumaratunga for his Kriya Vivaranaya
and Vyalcarapa Vivaranaya. and also he has relaxed his

2rigid policy of writing exclusively in 1Helese1.
After the death of Tennakon, the activities 

of the Hela Havula and propagating of Kumaratunga

1 , Xmgirisi kavhi rasa vindimata mata pillvan kamalc vatI'l'HI II1MM— ■! 1 I mmillB I W|l«  mu HIIIIB hhiimII >1   MUIlJllltn H    HI I i«Hnasavak vat natteyl (Vavuluva„ p, 25)*
2, See pp. 217-218 above.
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doctrine came under control of the ardent pupils of
Kumaratunga most of whom belonged to his own locality,
Amarasiri Gunawardhana (1912- ), later known as
Amarasiri Gunawadu, who succeeded Tennakon as the
leader of this group (and has been the leader ever
since) is a devoted disciple of Kumaratunga and also

1of Jayanta Wirasekara, Being himself a Sinhalese 
school teacher and also from the same area as Kumara
tunga, Gunawardhana devoted his time mostly in the 
Matara district to propagating the linguistic ideal 
of Kumaratunga, Among the few disciples of Kumaratunga 
it was Gunawardhana who first started to elevate and 
deify Kumaratunga1s teachings and to refer to him as
Guru-devi 'teaclier-g od ' and ICumaratungu Muni 1 Kumara-

2tunga the sage1. His lengthy speech delivered on 
the fourth anniversary to commemorate Kumaratunga1s 
death was devoted to exemplifying Kumaratunga1s contri
butions to Sinhalese language and literature as incon
trovertible and incomparable. In discussing a metre

1, See Amarasiri Gunawardhana, ed. Hamsa Sandesaya, 
Introduction,

2, Amarasiri Gunawadu, Maha Hela Vata, 1957*
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in the Virit Valciya Gunawardhana proclaims: 'This
metre which has not been subjected even to the inquiries
of the great Sanskrit Alamkarikas such as Mammata
Bhatta, Dandin, Rajaselchara etc* has been revealed to
Munidas, Not only were those factors which have not
been discovered by the great Alamkarikas known to
Munidas, but also significant points (concerning grammar)
which have not been observed by the great scholar

1Panini have been brought to light by h i m 1.

His book Maha Hela Vata 'The story of the 
great Helese leader) is specifically devoted to exalting 
Kumaratunga's doctrine and to emphasizing that the 
following of his teachings is the only way to fortify 
and dignify the Sinhalese race (rasa) and the language 
(b a s a ). Kumaratunga is presented in this work as a 
'saviour' and always referred to as guru-devi 'teacher— 
g o d ’. In several places of the Maha Hela Vata he is

2referred to as Kumaratungu Muni 'Kumaratunga the sage'.

1. See Amarasiri Gunawadu, 'Kumaratungu Kiviyavehl D e s ', 
in Kumaratunga Munidasa, ed, Sitinamaluve Sumanaratana,
pp. 173-174.

2. See Maha I-Iela Vata. pp. 20, 24, 43, 90, 112, 140.
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Gunawardhana has even gone to the extent of claiming 
that Kumaratunga's linguistic ideal is well known 
and is honoured in the Western part of the world, t o o J  

Gunawardhana is not a literary artist. Apart 
from composing eulogies and delivering panegyrical 
speeches on Kumaratunga1s linguistic and literary con
tributions and on his charisma, Gunawardhana has edited

2a few Sinhalese classical works and written a critique
on the language of the Madol Duwa, a novel by Martin

3Wickramasingha. As the activities of the Hela Havula 
seem to have rapidly fallen on the path of decline 
and, more particularly, have become confined to the 
Matara district after the death of Tennakon, the only 
leading member of this group who did not belong to 
Matara clan, it appears that Gunawardhana could not 
sustain the Hela movement in its vigour and membership 
as it was some years earlier

1, See Subasa, v o l . 8, pt, 2 (October, 19^5)> PP* 291- 
301; See also Maha Hela Vata, pp, 410-411,

2, These works include Eju Attanagalu Vamsaya (1952), 
Hamsa Sandesaya (1953) 9 Parakumba Sirit Peheliya 
( 1 9 5 3  ) and Pu ja'va 1 iya ( chapters 1 3 - 1 9  ) ( ^  9̂ "l J .

3, Madolduve Hat! (1953)•
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By the year 19^5# this group consisted of
less than twenty-five members all of whom were eccentric
devotees of Kumaratunga dogma. According to a speech
delivered by Amarasiri Gunawadu on 9 July 1 9 6 6 , to
celebrate the silver jubilee of the Hela Havula, the
following names are given as the active members of
this group: Arisen Ahubudu, Warakagoda Silruvan, Vinnie
Vitharana, Kodagoda Nanalolca, Alavuisi Sabihela, Gunapala

Abirara Gamheva,
Senadhira, Gamhewa Gunawardhana,/A , D, Chandraselcara,
Dharma Sri Kumaratunga, Jayamaha Wellala, Hiyubat Dissa-
nayaka, Charles De Silva, Mahanama Dissanayalca, Mohotti
Donu Davidu, D, V, Richard De Silva, K, B, Jayasuriya,

1Jayasekara Abeyruvan and Father Moses Perera, Xt is
interesting to note that only two Buddhist monks have 

active 2
taken/part in this group, i,e,, Varalcagoda Silruvan and
Kodagoda Nanaloka. This is mainly because Kumaratunga's 
and his ardent followers® unorthodox ideas of Buddhism 
and virulent criticisms of the entire Buddhist hierar
chy had evoked their resentment.

1, See Subasa, vol. 8 , no. 2 (July 1 9 6 6 ), pp. 3 18-319*
2, This ip the Hela form of the name Silaratana*
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Out of the above mentioned members of this 
group Amarasiri Gunawadu (leader), Arisen Ahubudu,
Alavuisi Sabihela, D. V. Richard De Silva, Vinnie 
Vitharana, Gamhewa Gunawardhana, Abiram Gamhewa,
ICodagoda Nanalolca and Hiyubat Dissanayalca became promi
nent and active upholders of the linguistic
precepts of Kumaratunga. These followers of Kumara
tunga seem to have gone to the extreme of the dictates 
of their teacher, and with them the. Hela
movement appears to have ceased further linguistic 
reformation and turned into a mission with a
grievance with the addition of a certain bitterness.
They started to criticise the activities of the 
Language Department of the University of Ceylon, espe
cially for promoting the idea that spoken language 
has its own grammar.

To be in perfect harmony to the Guru-devi1s 
policies, some members of this group changed their 
names at subsequent stages. After Kumaratunga started

1, For instance, see D, V. Richard De Silva, Hela Pot 
Vimasuva, pp. 9-10 where he says that the dons of 
the University do not knox\r the Hela language well 
enough to write a good essay in it, but pose as the 
highest .scholars.
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to write exclusively in Hela language, his devoted 
disciples state that he finally changed his name to 
ICumaratungu Munidas to tally with his new insight into 
the Sinhalese language. Although Kumaratunga1s name 
appears in his works which have been reprinted after 
his death as 'Kumaratungu Munidas', there is no evi
dence to confirm that he actually made such a change,  ̂

However, some of Kumaratunga's ardent pupils have 
gone far beyond the extremes of their teacher and have 
changed and transformed their names to be in harmony 
with the hyper Helese view they upheld - all the foreign 
elements in their names have been replaced by the 
Helese equivalents;

Example: (Amarasiri) Gunawardhana Gunawadu
Ariyasena Asubodha Arisen Ahubudu
Saviyel Alwis Alavuisi Sabihela
Don David Mohotti Mohotti Donu

Davidu

Certain members of this group started to replace the 
English initials of their names by straight-forward

1 . According to R, Tennakon, Kumaratunga did not make 
such a change, see Amunugoda Tilalcaratna, Gatlcaru 
Hamuva, Colombo: M. D. Gunasena & Co., 1
P* 73.



Sinhalese initials:
D, V, Richard De S u v a  - Di. Vi, Richard De Silva
A, D, Chandraselcara — A, Do* Chandra sekara
K. B, Jayasuriya - Ku. Be, Jayasuriya

However, this transformation has not been adhered to
2by the rest of the members of this group at all. 

Arisen Ahubudu, D, V, Richard De Silva, 
Alavuisi Sabihela, Hiyubat Disanayaka and Abiram 
Gamheva have gone to the extreme of the dictates 
of their teacher and have upheld the view that 'pure 
Sinhalese1' should be employed exclusively not 
only for writing but also for mass communication. 
While continuing to uphold the linguistic policy 
of Kumaratunga 'to win the Helese over', these few

1, It is interesting to see how D. V, Richard De 
Silva has altered his name to tally with the 'pure 
Sinhalese' tradition - only initials have been 
replaced by Sinhalese equivalents whereas ‘Richard* 
(English) and * Do Silva' (Portuguese) have been 
retained,

2, Cf, Vinnie Vitharana, Kodagoda Nanalolca, Gamheva 
Gunawardhana, Mahanama Disanayaka, Dharma Sri 
Kuma rana t unga etc.
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members began to let off fusillades of criticisms at 
popular novelists like Martin WAckramasingha and the 
writers of the University of Ceylon, and for the most 
part they only composed eulogies and exegetical details 
to the works of their leader. Arisen Ahubudu's Kumara- 
tungu Asura (1957)» Ahubudu, Amarasiri Gunawadu and 
Vinnie Vitharana1s Kumaratungu Pad! Ekatuva (1970), D. V, 
Richard De Silva’s Kumaratungu Munidasna (19^9), Abiram 
Gamhewa's Hadaruva (1 9 6 8 ) may be mentioned as the out
come of this endeavour. However, only Iiiyubat Dissana- 
yalca, who embraced the Helese doctrine when the Hela 
movement was under the leadership of Tennalcon, has 
ventured to continue to elevate the Helese poetical 
tradition by producing his own works. Unlike Tennalcon, 
Dissanayalca has not considered foreign literary works as 
worthless for Sinhalese people and has translated a 
few works into SinhaleseJ He also wrote several short 
stories especially for children. For example, Nari Hinava 
has been written in imitation of the language and style 
of Kumaratunga's work Hin Saraya, which was also intended 
as a school text.

The followers of Kumaratunga constantly maintained 
and endeavoured to propagate the idea that it is only

1, These include Balal Billa (translation of G, A, Henty's 
The Cat of Bubastes), Hirogimave Mai (translation of 
Morris Edita's The Flowers of Hiroslma) and Qtomiya 
(translation ofHSjder Haggard * s' Montezuma ' s daughter) .
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by adopting1 the 1 H e l a ' language that theSinhalese race 
can be civilized and dignified* D, V, Richard De 
Silva has even gone further to assert that not only 
books on Sinhalese language and literature should be 
written exclusively in Hela but also texts on Politi- 
cal Science, Geography, Biology, Sociology and

1Medicine should be written in the Hela language,
De Silva published a book on 'Political 

Science’, entitled Bihgalanta Rajaya 'The British Govern
ment' (1959) in which he has displayed his 
desire to uphold some of Kumaratunga1s extremist 
views on Sinhalese language and people. In this work 
he has ventured to design a Hela terminology for 
Political Science in which he has rejected all the 
terms which had already been recognized and established 
in this discipline. De Silva declares: 'Prom a
foreign language we get its peoples 1 cultural compo
nents. When there are considerable numbers of foreign 
words in the Sinhalese language, the people who 
speak it inevitably lose their dignity and independence.

1, See D i , Vi* Richard De Silva, Bfogalanta Rajaya, 
Introduction. D© Silva is a graduate of the 
University of Ceylon,
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Then what critical power, what creativity, what dignity, 
what independent thought can exist?'  ̂ He further 
asserts: 'To forestall the mean idea that writers
should borrow from other languages such as Sanskrit, 
English etc. to expand and develop the Sinhalese 
lexicon, we must endeavour to use only the Hela lang
uage and to invent new words solely on the basis of

PHelese doctrine*•
As an initial step De Silva published his 

book Emgalanta Ra.jaya to illustrate that any concept 
or any serious discipline can be expressed using only 
the Hela forms and idiom, but he has never stopped to 
see the incomprehensibility and absurdity that this 
extreme form of Hela can cause when it is applied to 
such a subject. Consider the following quotation:

Patuvaku lesa idirlpat vanna ohu ge nama, lipi 
yomuva, ralciyava samangin petunu toruvan dedenelcu 
ge nani ha liplyomu ha harena nila daruva^a diya

1. Para basekin labenne para hadiyaveki. Para baseka 
vadan ITela base bahulave da, e valiaravana Helaya 
novahal hangumen tora ve, Evl^a lcavara vimasu nuvana 
da, kavara nlmavu halclyava da, kavara pati hanguma d a f 
kavara nidahas sltlvilla da ? (Emgalanta Rajaya, p. 8),

2 . Ibid., p. 9 *
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yutu yi . E dedenagen ekek nama salakava yi .
Aneka nama tiraya yi, Nam pat samangln pavum 
eksiya panahak tanpat viya yutu yi . Patuvata 
erehi va vena ekeku idiripat vunu vite di, mati-
■ '■ ■■■■ i 1  «■»*■». ■— ipp" . 4-q i 1    “. i*1* *  1,1 "    ^   i i w jm -mm n i. i '« .................. . i»varanaye di sanda dun slyalu dena gen aten elcaka 
sanda ohuta labunot apaya labe (p~ 37 5

This quotation sufficiently illustrates the inapplica
bility and unsuitability of the Ilelese idiom, and lexi
con to present a subject which is not known to the 
Sinhalese linguistic community. A large number of 
words which have been in frequent use are rejected in 
this work and are replaced by Elu forms coined on the 
basis of Helese doctrine, i.e., not on sound lingustic 
reasoning but on some arbitrary arguments and dogmatisms. 
Consider the following w o r d s :

(in the majority usage)
viduva - 'science 1 vidyava
saduva — ’constitution ' vyavasthava
Bim Kosuva MP 'geography' Bhugola Vidyava
Sat lalcuva 1 zoology 1 Jiva Vidyava
Pela Matura — 'parliament1 parlimentuva
lcili tta _r 1 cabinet' kabinat mandalaya
pili _ 'parties' pales a
patuva * candidate’ apelcsalcaya
geraku *** 'economic' arthika
sahaliyava _ 1 socialism 1 samaja vadaya
rajayima - 1r u l e ' palanaya
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Xt is evident that most of the above words have been 
coined on D, V, Richard De Silva*s dogmatic reasoning 
but not on careful consideration of the existing 
linguistic usage. Consequently, the majority of his 
invented words tend only to lead to laughter and 
confusion. De Silva's persistant refusal to utilize 
at least certain Sinhalese words which have been in 
use in colloquial Sinhalese as well as in school 
text-boolcs for a long time, is difficult to understand. 
The linguistic features employed in his work, therefore, 
appear as purely literary elaborations, functioning 
extraneous to the linguistic competence of the Sinha
lese and also to the proper understanding of the 
subject *

Kumaratunga started to strictly adhere to the 
use of Hela forms in his writings after 1939 but he 
never used this 'Holes©' language in his grammatical 
works or in his literary appreciations to R. Tennakon's 
works and the works of other followers. Neither 
Jayanta Wirasekara nor R, Tennakon recommended the 
exclusive use of Helese language in their serious 
writings. But Kumaratunga's own devoted pupils and
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more recent followers sucli as D. V. Richard De Silva, 
Arisen Ahubudti, Alavuisi Sabihela and Abiram Gamheva 
have wished to adopt it for all literary and non- 
literary needs of contemporary society, by which they 
seelc to emancipate the Sinhalese race (rasa) and lang
uage (ba s a ), This is one of the major factors that 
has led the anti-Hela sections to refer to them as 
'lunatics1' and ’empty-headed’,̂

1• See Martin Wickramasingha, Nava Padya Simhalaya, 
p, 14; Gunadasa Amarasekara, Aliya saha Andhayo, 
pp. 107-108; Chandradasa Mahanama, ’After Kumara
tunga — The Vacuum’, Daily News, 12 July 1966, pp. 
4-5; see also pp. 284-287 below.
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CHAPTER VIII

RECENT PHASES OP THE 
HELA MOVEMENT

Munidasa Kumaratunga, as has been evident, 
was the main sustainer of the Hela movement, and the 
removal of his charismatic leadership with his death 
in 1 9 ^  removed its kernel. Since then the Hela 
movement has increasingly entered on the path of 
gradual decline.

The policy of Kumaratunga by the final phases 
of his career was to adopt 'pure Sinhalese' - abso
lutely free from Pali and Sanskrit borrowings - exclu
sively for all froms of writings and also for ordinary 
speech as well. While sticking adamantly to his 
dictates of purism Kumaratunga made fanatic endeavours 
to ridicule his critics and opponents and the academic
community at large, and this amounted to what may be

1referred to as a personal aggrandizement. It is

1. Cf, 'You ask me to give my authorities. Well, let 
me frankly tell you that I am my authority. Nose- 
ropes are meant for the bull not for the man* If
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possible that to a considerable extent the influence 
of Kumaratunga1s devoted disciples accounted for his 
bigoted and dictatorial type of attitude towards 
language and grammar and his reluctance to discard 
some of the fanciful theories he brought forward. 
Kumaratunga himself acknowledges this fact as is evi
denced by the following excerpt: 'I agree with what 
you say* But if I change my views, X will have to
throw overboard what X have already done. If I do so,

1my followers will desert m e . 1
On the other hand, it became apparent that 

by this time the language upheld by the Hela Havula 
as 'pure' and 'indigenous', being markedly different 
and remote from the language of the masses, was 
unsuitable to infuse and propagate the growing feelings 
of nationalism and patriotism. Furthermore,

you ask Einstein to quote his authorities the poor 
man will simply be nonplussed' (The Hello, vol. I, 
no. I, 1941 August, p. 8).
1, Quoted in Martin Wickramasingha, Nava Padya Slmha- 

laya, Maharagama: Saman Press, 19571 P P « 15-1^*
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Kumaratunga1s persistent refusal to accept the views 
of the vast majority of his contemporaries caused 
the emergence of a considerable number of antagonists, 
and his unorthodox pronouncements on the language of 
the Buddhist canon - Pali^— and his unbridled criti
cisms of the established Buddhist Order evoked the 
resentment of the entire Buddhist hierarchy, parti
cularly of the learned Buddhist monies in the leading 
pirivenas like Vidyodaya and Vidyalanlcara. All these 
factors ultimately resulted in the diminution of the 
Hela Havula activities.

After the death of Kumaratunga there was no 
versatile member in this fraternity with sufficient 
erudition to take up his role as the leader. Jayantha 
Veerasekara who succeeded him was not a gifted literary 
artist nor was he known as a critic and polemist.
During the life time of Kumaratunga, Veerasekara 
engaged mainly in compiling prefaces to Kumaratunga1s
works and commentaries to the poetical works of the

2Hela members. But his premature death which occurred

1* See pp. 12.7 above
2. See pp. £ 5 3 - 5 5 6  abovfi
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shortly after that of Kumaratunga (19^9) appears to
have accelerated the decline of the activities of the
Hela Havula. Weerasekara was followed by Rayipiyal
Tennalcon as the leader of this group which by this
time was attenuated in vigour and membership, Tenna-
kon's role in this group may be divided into two
periods: during the life time of Kumaratunga he

1composed mainly poetical works, subsequently he
changed over to the editing of Sinhalese classics
some of which had already been dealt with and eluci-

2dated by Kumaratunga, Apart from Tennalcon, the 
other members of this minority group - leading members 
are Amarasiri Gunawadu, Arisen Ahubudu, D* V, Richard 
de Silva, Abiram Gamheva, Alavuisi Sabihela, Vinnie 
Vitharana and Kodagoda Nanalolca - devoted their efforts

1, Tennalcon's poetical works were eagerly received 
by the members of the Hela Havula and were highly 
commended and recommended by Kumaratunga, See 
Kumaratunga1s introductions to Vavuluva and Havilla,

2, Tennalcon1 s editing of the Sinhalese classical works 
Parevi Sandesaya, Gira Sandesaya, Hamsa Sandesaya, 
Salalihini Sandesaya and Sidat Sangarava, which 
had already been done by Kumaratunga, is explained 
by the fact that these works were prescribed for the 
public examinations, such as Teachers' Final Exami
nation, G,C.E, Ordinary Level Examination and Univer
sity Entrance Examination, etc. For details see
pp, 2 6 6 - 2 6 7  above.
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to reciting eulogies and to composing exegetical 
details to the works of their teacher-god. They 
organized annual meetings not only to commemorate 
the death of their teacher on 2nd March but also more 
significantly to demolish non-conforrnisms that might 
have appeared in the writings of the year. The 
constant target of their criticisms were the language 
departments of the University of Ceylon which thwarted 
their ambitions to a considerable degree. Moreover, 
with the rapid expansion of the university education 
and, especially, the introduction of modern linguistic 
thought into Sinhalese language studies, the activi
ties of this small minority began to fade away. And 
the sudden death of R. Tennalcon (1964), then the only 
capable writer of this group, brought this movement 
to a stalemate.

The Hela movement which failed to accomplish 
its aim of readopting the grammatical features of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was in a state 
of recession until the late sixties when its members 
were confronted with an opportunity to make a new 
bid to fulfil their mission. With the formation of
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the new government in 1 9^5 & Sinhalese School Text
1Book Committee was set up. This newly founded 

committee was entrusted with the task of compiling 
a series of prescriptive school text books on Sinha
lese language and literature, and thirteen books
were brotight into publication between 1965-19^9 to

2be used from the first grade up to the tenth. Further 
more, the Minister of Education, I. M. R, A. Iriya- 
golla, appointed another committee to devise a

1 . Ra.jaye Simhala Pot Kamituva. This was appointed
on sole decision of the Minister of Education, I, M, 
R, A. Iriyagolla. Quite surprisingly, several 
members of the Hela Havula were included in this 
committee, namely Arisen Ahubudu, Alavuisi Sabi
hela, Vinnie Vitarana, Gunapala Senadhira, A, D, 
Chandraselcara and Kirti Disanayake.

2. Simhala Mul Pota 'Sinhalese Primer' (196 3 ) J Simhala
2 ( 1 9 ^ )  ? Simhala 3 (1 9 6 7 ); Simhala 4 (1 9 6 7 )?
Simhala 5 (19 6 9 )J Simhala 6 J T 965JJ Simhala 7 (196 6 )}
Simhala 8 (1 9 6 6 ); Simhala Vyakaranaya 'Sinhalese
Grammar' - Book 9 7 "l"9 ̂ 8 ) 5 S i mhala ' V yak aranaya 
'Sinhalese Grammar' - Book 10 (1 9 6 9 ); Simhala 
Sahityaya - Puratana Gadya Sahityaya 'Classical 
Sinhalese Prose ' ( 1 9 Id (3) ; Simhala Sahityaya - Nutana
Gadya Sahityaya 'Sinhalese Literature - Modern 
Sinhalese Prose' (1 9 6 6 ) and Simhala Sahityaya - Padya 
Sahityaya 'Sinhalese Literature - Poetry' (19 6 8).
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1Standard Sinhalese Grammar suitable to be prescribed
and

as the authoritative / impeccable guide for educa
tional, governmental and all other literary publica
tions. It is interesting to observe that the majority 
of the members of this 'Standard Sinhalese Committee' 
were also chosen from the Hela fraternity. Although 
the Minister of Education who appointed the committee 
and the prominent Hela Havula members of the committee 
belonged to different political persuasions, there 
was close collaboration between the two on this

3particular occasion. It is also of interest to

1. Sammata Simhalaya.
2, The committee consisted of fourteen members, namely, 

Prof. D. E. Hettiaratchi (Chairman), Prof, (Ven,) 
Kotahene Pannalcitti, Ven. Kodagoda Nanalolca, Ven.
Navasigahavatte Sllananda, Ven, Labugama Lamlcananda, 
Peter P. Abeysekara, D, G. Kulatunga, Amarasirl 
Gunawardhana, R. S, Tenabadu, Mahanama Disanayaka, 
Piyasena Nissanka, Vinnie Vitharana, A. V. Sura- 
wee ra and A. P. C h a n d r a s e k a r a (Secretary), of
whom six belonged to the Hela Havula (They are under
lined) including its leader, Amarasiri Gunawardhana. 
Ven, Labugama Larakananda and R, S, Tenabadu are 
commenders of the Hela Havula activities.

3# The Minister belonged to the most rightwing party 
in the country (United National Party), and one 
purist member of the committee was a communist and 
another a Trotskyite,



note that the secretaryship of the committee was 
conferred upon a Hela member (A, D. Chandraselcara) , 
Paradoxically, in selecting members for this committee 
none of the university lecturers who have specialized 
in modern linguistics were taken into account nor 
were the educational psychologists whose participa
tion in such linguistic and pedagogical decision 
making programmes is indispensable. Apart from being
the true guardians of the Hela doctrine, the six

have
members of the Hela Havula do not appear t o / s h o w  any 
distinctive achievement in the domain of Sinhalese 
language or literature which could have persuaded the 
Minister to select them. It can therefore be reason
ably supposed that the choosing of six members from 
a purist group which had already been cut off from the 
main stream of Sinhalese literary activity was moti
vated simply by the fact that the Minister himself had
a high esteem for Kumaratunga and the linguistic

1creed he endeavoured to diffuse. For the members

1, I, M. R. A. Iriyagolla was a journalist and a 
writer before coming into politics. Even after 
became a member of parliament (19^-8), he continued 
as a short story writer and novelist. His works



of the Hela Havula, this unprecedented opportunity 
to legislate their linguistic ideal was unimaginably 
fortunate. Although Munidasa Kumaratunga and his 
devoted followers had attempted whole-heartedly 
to present their Hela doctrine as 'genuine' and 'the 
unmistakable way' to fortify the Sinhalese nation, 
their failure to make it acceptable to the Sinhalese 
society at large was manifest. The linguistic

include Deva Tapaya (19^3)* Kata Paha (19^5)» Deva 
Varaya (19^7)$ Manu Tapaya (195 3)* Purna Viplavaya 
("1 9 59) and Sudarsanaya ( 1 96k ) ~ Essays on various 
topics. In most of his works, the utilization of 
some of the archaic grammatical features resuscita
ted by Kumaratunga is easily noticeable. This may 
be exemplified by the following quotation: Jagat
rumatiyan ge rusiri slyalla elckota ana kalata pera - 
gat sarayen parimandaqaya vuvak van! a ge ru sapuva 
vanimata ma basa asaranaya, Aya vata dlgati y a , 
gana ran pata ya. Eheyin sandek ho piyumek ho rta 
uvam nove. A ge ukula rlya sakak se novata ya; no 
da visala ya (Kata Paha, p . 3 ) . Iriyagolla, i t i s  
evident, was a great admirer of the linguistic policy 
of Kumaratunga, For instance, see his speech deli
vered on 2nd March 19^8 — to commemorate the fourth 
anniversary of Kumaratunga's death - (published in 
Kumaratunga Munidasa, ed, Sitinamaluve Sumanaratana, 
p p , 320-322) where he asserts: 'The name of Munidasa
Kumaratunga will be remembered by future generations 
for the inestimable service he has done to emanci
pate and to dignify our language (Sinhalese)1.
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features resuscitated by the Hela Havula as 'pure' 
and ’elegant', unable to embed themselves in the 
mainstream of contemporary literary activity, 
remained as idiosyncratic usages limited to this 
group. But the opportunity created by the govern
ment enabled several members of this group to be 
involved in linguistic norm making, and they were 
confronted with a promising way of introducing a 
number of Hela specialities into the majority usage 
regardless of the consensus of opinion of society.

The Hela Havula linguistic reformatory 
movement which was declining rapidly gained an opportu 
nity of reviving itself when the compilation of this
series of Sinhalese school text books was entrusted 

1to them. Since the adoption of these text books 
was to be done by means of a government directive, 
they got a golden opportunity to publicise their 
outmoded grammatical rules and style. It is evident

1, The Hela Havula did not get such an opportunity 
when Kumaratunga was living.
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that the motive and the intention of Kumaratunga
also was to use the school front to propagate his
views among the teachers and to influence the pupils
through them, but he never gained an opportunity
for this during his c a reerJ The two grammars he
wrote — Kriya Vivaranaya and Vyalcarana Vivaranaya
the result of, according to him, long and sustained
effort, were never adopted as school texts.

It is evident that those members of the Hela
Havula who were appointed to the Sinhalese School
Text Boole Committee got the opportunity to make their

2views triumph over the others. In all these books

1, Kumaratunga was a strong critic of the then Edu
cation Department. For instance, reproaching the 
Department of Education for designing a system of 
education with a view to producing men and women 
with a slavish mentality, he says 'The Department 
has done and are (sic) still doing everything to 
make the language grammaless, graceless, powerless 
and worthless1 (The Hello, vol. I, nos. 9 and 10 
(l9^l)* P* 70). See also pp, 135 — 13^ above.

2. It seems relevant to note that although there were 
fourteen members in this committee, only eleven 
members actually took part in decision making. One 
of the clerical members, Prof. (Ven,) Kotahene 
Pannalcitti, was unable to attend the meetings regu
larly on account of illness and two other lay mem
bers, too, were irregular in attendance. This 
information I gathered from the Chairman of this 
committee, Prof, D, E. Hettiaratchi, then the Head
of the Department of Sinhalese, University of Ceylon.
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starting from the grade one reader (Simhala 1) to the
final one (Simhala 1 3 ) the Hela Havula specialities
are abundantly interwoven, A distinctive feature in
this series is that whenever grammatical rules,
especially those of syntax, are explained, examples
from the Vvakarana Vivaranaya, the apotheosis of
Sinhalese grammar according to the members of the

1Hela school, are profusely quoted, but it is signi
ficant that the Honda Simhala written by R, Tennalcon, 
the most prominent member of the Hela Havula after 
Kumaratunga, is not referred to at all.

While condemning the modern written and spoken 
language as completely lawless and worthless, this 
series introduces as 'genuine' and 'absolutely correct' 
the phonological and grammatical features of the 
classical works (12th - 1^th centuries) which had been 
resurrected by Kumaratunga, These books adopt the 
use of final a - obsolete phonological and grammatical 
feature - which had been enunciated by Kumaratunga

1 , See pp. 300-301 below
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as the distinctive feature of the Hela language,
and was used by his followers in their works. In
the works of the Hela Havula the resuscitated a♦ “

2seems to have the following functions:

(i) (inanimate) locative case marker
(ii) past participle marker
(iii) sentence final marker
(iv) emphatic particle marker
(v) with certain indecllnables
(vi) conditional verb marker.

Because of the use of this unnecessary a the language 
of these text books looks artificial and unreal. The 
use of a as referred to above was found in literary 
works of the 12th - 1^th centuries but not at all in 
modern written Sinhalese, It has gone into disuse 
with the normal language evolution. Therefore force
ful re-introduction of this feature could be reckoned
as an attempt to complicate the modern written Sinha- 

3lese usage. The aim of a series of text books such

1. See pp. 120-121 above.
2, For details see pp. 120— 121 above,
3* It is the introduction of this unnecessary a that 

aroused the fierce criticism of the non-purists. 
However, it is noteworthy that in the many books
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as this should be to give the readers (pupils) a 
correct and scientific understanding of the language 
and its function} but the attempt to teach the 
grammatical rules and the literary style of a negli
gible minority who hold the erroneous view that the 
grammar and style of the classical works of a distant 
past are inherently 'purer* should be considered 
deleterious. The following examples illustrate how
a is forcefully and unnecessarily inserted:

Modern written Sinha
lese usage

padavima (4: 22,65) “ padavima
gavasena (2: 4, 20) ~ gavasena
parada (1: 8, 12) - parada
v’anaseti (*i

COto vanas e t i
navata (2: 50,51 ) - navata
£ asa (7; 44,1^9) - gas€
ata ( 1 0 :22,27) - ate
lea la (13 : h, 7) leal a
dan nia (8: h0,5k) - dan ma
basa (9: 30,37) - basa

for children that Kumaratunga wrote he has not used the 
a in all the environments referred to above. This may 
be illustrated by the following example: Eheyin adda(a)
yutu de ada(a), b lnda(a) yutu do binda(a) / kdd'i'ya (a) 
yutu de lea cl a , podi Icala yutu di podl kota(a) t kese 
namut he birinda giy5^y~a (hT (IT! n Shraya, p, 2),
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Another such phonological feature — a Iiela 
Havu1a idiosyncratic usage - forcefully introduced to 
this series is —ya which is obligatorily added to a 
category of loan stems. The compilers of these text 
books argue that whenever a Pali or Sanskrit stem

1is loaned to Sinhalese, either y or y is 'augmented1. 
This is not a conclusion that they had arrived at by 
analysing the actual modern language, but an artifi
cial rule they have devised by argument and postula
tion based on ancient literary usage. Vidyalaya 
'college' may be adduced as an example. According to 
the above dictum, it should be written as vidyalayaya — 
vidyalaya+y+a. Their argument is that vidyalaya is a 
Sanskrit stem and it should be Sinhalized by infixing

1 , Sakuyen ho Paliyen ho a padayalc Simhala uruvata
vibat ganvlmedi piyeviyata t vibatata t atari y, v 
yana delcin ekalc agamaya vima rxtiyayi, In *y' 
agamaya bahulayi; Udaharana, vidyalayaya, visayaya, 
samayaya . , , Samayaya, vigayaya a tanhi ya yannak
vadi si ayak salakati, Ehet e vadiyek nove, Tibiya 
yuttekl 'Whenever a word is loaned from Pali or 
Sanskrit, a y  or v should be infixed between the 
stem and the ending. Of y and v, the infixation of 
y is more frequent. Example: vidyalayaya 'college',
visayaya 'subject', samayaya 'religion'. Some 
regard the infixed ya as redundant. But it is not 
redundant, it should be there' (Simhala 9* PP* 121-122),
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another y. But these authors do not recognize the 
fact that in such instances an obligatory deletion 
rule operates in modern Sinhalese. Therefore, an 
occurrence of y; after a penultimate y is not found 
in modern Sinhalese (Though it is true that in the 
literary works written about 5 0 0 - 7 0 0 years ago no 
such deletion is evident). This again is an attempt 
to reverse the normal language behaviour.

An attempt to introduce this unnecessary ya 
even into spoken Sinhalese can be seen in the follo
wing sentences taken from dialogues:

Bka da? e du Hindu d aval ay ay ale ( :  3 ̂ )
’Oh, that, it is a Hindu temple, daughter*

E agamaya igannuva (4:37)
'That religion was taught1

But in the actual speech of the people no such ya 
could be traced. With their dogmatic arguments for 
’which is correct’ and 'which ought to be there1 the 
adherents of the Hela Havula never have a place for 
actual Sinhalese usage, either written or spoken, and 
it is this authoritarianism that has prevented the 
Sinhalese School Text Books Series from being realistic.
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There are certain other phonological peculia
rities, which are not observable at all in modern 
usage, included in these books under the label 'norma
tive' , Instead of analysing the actual linguistic 
features and arriving at rules to account for their 
behaviour, the compilers of these books try to invent 
the language according to a preconceived grammatical 
framework and thereby distort the normal pattern.
This can be Illustrated by the following examples;

(l) In modern usage — (2) In the Series
hemin hemin hemen hemen 2 s 77)
perahara perahara 2:37)
lcavadavat kavaradavat 3:38)
velandama velendama %:12)
Samanala Satnanola 3:11)
anile anek 5 : U )
priti vuna prita vuna 5:37)
nagiddi nageddi 5:7h)

Kolambin Kolombln .8 :1 8 )
padaviya padeviya 6:2k)
gedara gedora 6:30)
vanaye vene 7:10)
varadi varadi 8:95)
magiya mangiya 9: 4)

The forms in column (l) are altered to be in consonance 
with the ancient literary usage. Thus they reckon the
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modern literary usage as ’incorrect1. In these 
instances only the forms that are found in the 
works of the 12th - 1*+th centuries have been regarded 
as 'pure' and 'proper', but the fact that these 
forms have assumed their present shape as a result 
of the normal language evolution, these purists do 
not concede.

In these text books, most misconceptions of 
the Hela Havula are centred roLmd the morphological 
and syntactic features. Although the aim of these 
books is to enable the student to read and write 
Sinhalese correctly, the students are introduced to 
a series of obsolete grammatical rules and an out
moded language and style. Further, it appears, 
they inculcate a very fallacious and unscientific 
idea of grammar. The majority of the statements 
and the examples on grammatical categories such as 
sandhi, derivative nouns, compounds, verbs and 
indeclinables included in this series are taken 
from the Vyakarana Vivaranaya and some sections have
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been copied directly.^ Most of the examples cited
to illustrate the normative usage are taken from
the traditional Sinhalese literary works, more parti-

2cularly poetioal works.
The description of the inflection of inanimate 

plural nouns in these texts is entirely contrary to 
the modern written usage, either prose or poetry, 
and what is given as the correct form is the reflection 
of the practices of classical Sinhalese writers. 
Although there was no overt plural marker for the 
inanimate nouns in ancient Sinhalese, by about the 
tenth century the suffix -val seems to have been 
added for that function, and it has been maintained 
as a regular feature in prose ever since. In poetry, 
however, this suffix is not found until as late as

1. For example, compare the description of 'The deriva
tion of feminine stems' in the Yyakarapa Vivarapaya. 
pp. 100-103, with that of Simhala 10, pp • 6 0—63.
Cf. also Vyakarana Vlvaranaya, pp. 31-37 (verbal 
categories)jpp] 309-320 vtaddhita) with Simhala 9 
PP* 99-106; pp. 50-55? pp* 170-17^ and Simhala 8,
PP* 130-133; 1 7 0- 1 7 3 *

2. This series abounds with examples from Amavatura,
But sarana, Dharmapradipika, Kavsilumipa, Sasadava, 
Mayura Sandesaya, Salallhini Sandesaya, Gut111a 
Kavyaya and Kavyas ekharaya.
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the fifteenth century. Before the occurrence of the 
plural marker -val the plurality of the inanimate 
noun had been obtained by prefixing an ordinal to 
the noun, if the noun stem ends with a, or otherwise 
by zero affixation. But this system is not found in 
modern Sinhalese. Paradoxically, these text books 
maintain, to a great extent,the above outmoded practice.

Example: Maha rata lcipayak(4:8)
(Modern usage - Maha rataval lcipayak)

Svabhavika varaya lova atte elcak natnam 
dekalc pamanayi ( 5 i ̂'7 )
(Modern usage - varayaval)

In the above examples the reader will not get the 
plurality easily if the context and such other factors 
do not come to the rescue.

The employment of plural marker -val is allowed 
in certain places in these books, but its reduplica
tion is not permitted. Consequently, the normal

1* Example: de rata 'two countries', satara paya
'four b o w l s ',
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usages gevalvala, parayalvala, ratavalvalin etc.
1are treated as erroneous. No reasons for this refu

sal have been adduced. It may be observed however 
that the occurrence of the suffix val either singly 
or doubly in normal modern Sinhalese is determined 
according to the nature of the stem involved: (l)
Inanimate noun stems ending in a or a take the suffix
val for all cases and (2 ) the other stems take the suffix 
val from case 2 onwards. In class (1 ) stems, the
suffix val is reduplicated when it takes the case 2
suffix and remains unchanged with the rest of the
C E L S  0  S  0

Example: singular — plural
(l) case 1 kata+^ lcata+val

case 2 kata+in - kata+val+val+in
case 3 lcata+ta - lcata+val+val+a+ta
case k lcata+e - kata+val+val+a

1. According to the Simhala 8, these forms are un 
acceptable and should be corrected as gevala, 
paravala. ratavalin (pp. 2 0 6 -2 0 7 ).
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singular — plural
(2 ) case 1 gas-i-a - gas+^

case 2 gas+in - gas+valtin
case 3 gae+a+ta - gaa+val+a+ta
case 4 gas+e - gas+val+a

In this category (2 ), the stem itself (gas) indicates 
the plurality. In category (l), the reduplication 
of* the suffix val is the result of taking the plural 
form (case 1 ) as the stem. This may he explained by 
another example!

1 eda+val+val-f in 
Here le<javal, which already has the suffix val , is 
taken as the base form to which a further val is 
added before the case inflection. The doubling of 
val operates in this category of noun stems due to the 
absence of an overt plural marker. Therefore in 
current Sinhalese the reduplication of the suffix val 
is a regular feature in the inanimate noun paradigm, 
which has been ignored by the compilers of these text 
books,

Another instance of utilizing an obsolete 
morphological feature is the addition of suffix -elc 
in the nominative case to denote indefiniteness in



inanimate nouns. In modern written Sinhalese to 
denote indefiniteness in masculine, feminine and 
neuter nouns, the following suffixes are used;

Masculine Feminine Neuter
case 1 -elc —ale —ale
case 2 -altu -aka -ak

Example; minisek ’a m a n 1 gahaniyak 'a woman' malak 
!a flower1

There are a few exceptions to this rule — a few 
inanimate nouns also take the —ek ending. Example; 
ittek 'a draughtsman', ibbek 'a padlock', bellelc 
'a shell', bonilckek 'a doll'. The reason for this 
is that the Sinhalese people are accustomed to treat 
them as animate, although they are really not so. 
Apart from the above few instances, the suffix -ak is 
confined to inanimate objects, and sometimes it is 
the ending that signifies whether the given noun is 
a thing or a person. This may be illustrated by 
the following examples:

ledelc 'a patient1 
ledak 'an illness' 
kaviyek 'a poet' 
kaviyak 'a poem'



amuttek ’a stranger*
a mu t talc fa strange thing*
vahalek *a slave*
vahalak 'a help'or *a roof*1

This regular feature found in current written Sinha
lese usage is rejected in this series and the ancient 
literary usage, which was resurrected by ICumaratunga, 
is adhered to instead. In classical Sinhalese, the 
indefiniteness of the inanimate noun in nominative 
case was indicated by the suffix -ek, which was identi 
cal with the animate (mas.) suffix. But with the 
advent of time the indefinite suffix -ek seems to 
have been restricted to masculine gender and the 
suffix -ak to the neuter gender. But the writers of 
these text books do not concede that the category of 
definiteness should be modified with the continually 
changing linguistic habits. Therefore the ancient 
use of the suffix -ek is respected throughout in 
this series. Consider the following examples:

kumbukek lcohi da? (2 :11 0) 
e tana maha valelci (2:110)
Kavsekaraye ena kuda lcaviyeki e (4:55) 
e Lamka guvan sevavata ayiti elceki (4:86)



me atuta ledelc natl (4:7^-)
Liyar raja naluveki (7:152)
sarva namayata alapanayek nati (8:48)

In some of the above examples, the meaning is not 
easily conveyed and most of these expressions tend 
to lead to laughter. For example the expression 
Liyar raja naluvelci may be cited. In this sentence 
the word naluveki is used to mean 'a play*. But the 
ordinary meaning is 'an actor*, This ambiguity is 
an artificially created one due to an unbounded faith 
in the bygone linguistic practices. To any speaker 
of Sinhalese the above type of construction will no 
doubt seem very artificial.

Another suffix mutilated this way, to conform 
to the Helese doctrine, is -anfra, In modern usage 
this indicates a dative plural of animate nouns.
This suffix is changed in these books into -ana|a* 
According to the dicta of these texts (8:68; 9:^3)* 
articulation of fra after n is impossible and hence 
n is changes to n a . It is strange to observe that 
these men, whose linguistic policy is to condemn the 
living speech as 'lawless* and 'corrupted* and to 
remould it in accordance with the written Sinhalese
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(ancient) norms, here attempt to modify a current 
written Sinhalese usage on the basis of some 
phonetic reasoning* Xt is evident that whenever it 
is difficult for the members of the Hela Havula to 
establish their preconceived grammatical rules by 
considering only the written usage, they have not 
hesitated to rely on some hypothetical phonetic 
reasoning* They have thus deformed a normal written 
Sinhalese usage by basing themselves on a hypotheti
cal rule relating to ordinary speechj In spoken 
Sinhalese, the words mlnisunta 'to men', daruvanta 
'to children', ballanta 'to dogs' and kurullanta 
'to birds' are normal, and they never occur as 
minlsunata, daruvanata* ballanata etc, as given in 
these texts. Such forms inevitably appear to be 
artificial and outlandish,

Example: ovunata 'to them' (4:2,5*13)
daruvanata 'to children' (4:7*19) 
ballanata 'to dogs' (5*20) 
saturanata 'to enemies '(7*42)

1* For details, see p. 155-15^ above.
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In these text books the current usage of 
some personal pronouns Is distorted and castigated 
as 'wrong', and outmoded usage is presented as 'norma

tive ' *
( 1 ) oba 'you *
This is a second person singular pronoun which is 
used frequently in modern written Sinhalese, irres
pective of sex, and the finite verb it takes occurs 

in the same person.
Example: Oba yannehida? 'Are you going1
But this pronoun is employed in these books as a third 
person plural noun while a second person meaning is 
intended.

Oba '■.Sat' t£ 'You (PI. ) are learned * (k-.tk)

Oba danit i 'You (PI. ) are aware' (5:41*)
Oba samat'ha 'You (PI. ) are clever' (7:28)

It is true that the pronoun oba has occurred in 
ancient literary works in the above manner but never 
to indicate a second person meaning. It was a third 
person pronoun. However, during the course of time 
the original sense of this pronoun seems to have been 
forgotten, and it has been modified in meaning and 
function, though it still retains the original phono
logical shape. The members of the Hela Havula consider
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the current usage of this form as a corruption and 
strictly stick to the traditional practice. What is 
presented in this series as the norm of the usage of 
oba is neither the proper ancient practice nor the 
current literary Sinhalese usage but an idiosyncratic 
linguistic habit limited to the Hela Havula.
(i i ) ohu 'he 1
This pronoun frequently occurs in current written 
usage to denote third person singular sense and its 
corresponding plural form is ovuhu, This
pronoun is employed in these works as a nominative 
plural form. The reason for their predilection for 
this unfamiliar usage is that it had occurred so in 
the literary works of the 12th - 14th centuries. This 
is again a disapprobation of the existing linguistic 
practice due to a blind faith in the correctness of 
the classical masters. The modern literary usage of 
this pronoun and how its usage ought to be, in accor
dance with these text books, are as follows:

1, See for instance, Ohu nuvara bala . . .  mahat 
peraharin mahat piriva'rln vadit (Amavatura, ed, 
ICodagoda Nana 1 oka, p , 20).
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(a) The modern literary usage:

singular - plural
case 1 ohu ovuhu
case 2 ohu ovun
case 3 ohuta ovuntaA *

case 4 ohuge ovunge

(b) The method adopted in these books i s :^

singular - plural
case 1 he ohu
case 2 ohu ovun
case 3 ohuta ovunata
oase 4 ohu ge ovun ge

According to the system Introduced in these books, 
the student has to bear in mind, unnecessarily, that 
the pronoun ohu is used in plural sense in one 
context and in singular in another* In addition, a 
new form, which has no resemblance to the rest of the 
forms in the paradigm, will have to be brought in to

1, Simhala 9, pp# 97-99. Cf, also Vyakarana Vivaranaya, 
P. 151.
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denote the singularity in case 1. Thus a current 
linguistic feature which seems to have been simplified 
and systematized many years ago is obfuscated in this 
series due to the puristic precepts of the Hela 
Havula under which these texts have been moulded,

(iii) a and aya 'she*
These two personal pronouns (feminine) are very 
frequent and regular usages in modern Sinhalese. The 
equivalent ancient form of this was £ which is now
obsolete. In this series of books, however, the out-

_ 1 moded £ is given as correct but the reasons for such

assertion are not stated.
It is in the analysis of the verb that these

authors seem to have disregarded the current written
Sinhalese usage to the greatest extent. The detailed
description of the verbal forms contained in the
Simhala 9 (pp* 50-56) and in Simhala 8 (pp. 77-81)
has been extracted from Kumaratungafs Vyakarana

1. Simhala 8, p. 20, p. 37, PP. 40-42. For example 
see 5 kulcus sitin magata batu (4:96),
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1 2 Vivaranaya. As has been pointed out, the majority
of* the forms of Kumaratunga1 s Vyakarana Vivaranaya
are now obsolete and were taken from the literary
works of the 12th - 14th centuries. But the compilers
of these texts without considering the apparent
obsolescence of these verbs intermingle them with the
current usage. Consequently, Hieir constructions have
turned out to be bizarre and artificial. Consider
the following sentences.

(1) Mava podi dekak banda gatu (5*31)
(Modern literary usage; Mava podi dekak 
banda gattaya)
(2) Sama ran abarana palanu (2s17)
(Modern literary usage; Sama ran abarana 
palanda gattaya)

(3 ) Guru tuma magata bati (4:110)
(Modern literary usage; Guru tuma magata 
basaeya)

1 . See Vyakarana Vivaranaya, pp. 217-227*
2. See pp. 245-248 above.
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(4) Dedena ma gal gasi navatunu (4:97)
(Modern literary usage: Dedena ma gal gasi
navatunoya)
(5 ) Mari vidya upadhiyak ladn (4:147)
(Modern literary usage: Mari vidya upadhiyak

The above verbs being so archaic even tend to obfus
cate the intended meaning* The paradigm of the Sinha
lese verb is also exemplified by using a set of verbal 
forms which are non-existent 
Example:

non-past past
sing* plural sing. plural

Third person : bama - bamati 
Second person: bamahi- bamahu 
First person : barn a mi- baraamu bimimi

bimi
bimihl

bumu
bimuhu
bimumu

Third person s dahe - daheti 
Second person; dahehi- dahehu 
First person : dahemi- dahemu

dahini - dahunu * #
dahinihi dahunuhu 
dahinimi d'ahunumu

1* See Simhala 9* PP* 5 1-52; see also Simhala 10# pp 
52-5^  “
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The most misleading- section of this description is the
conjugation of verbs in the past tense, where the
forms given are not observable at all in modern
written Sinhalese. Consider the following conjuga- 

1tions: singular plural

(l) Third person : bati
Second person : batihi 
First person j batimi

batu
batuhu
batumu

(2 ) Third person : vani
Second person : vanihi 
First person : vanimi

vanu
vanuhu
vanumu

(3 ) Third person ; palani - palanu
Second person : palanihi- palanuhu
First person : palaniini- palanumu

In modern literary usage:

singular plural

(l) Third person : basaeya 
Second person : bassehi 
First person : bassemi

bassoya
bassehu
bassemu

1. Simhala 9» PP* 53-5^» see also Simhala 7* P* 28, 
Simhala 10, pp. 50-57*
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singular plural

(2) Third person : vaduneya 
Second person : vadunehi 
First person : vadunemi

vadunoya
vadunehu
vadunemu

(3 ) Third person * pal’andeya 
Second person : palandehi 
First person : palandemi

pal'andoya
palandehu
palandemu

Xt should be mentioned that in present day literary 
Sinhalese the occurrence of* second person verbal forms 
is infrequent and they have almost disappeared. For

working?1 is not observable at all. This fact should 
be stated in an analysis of the category of the Sinha
lese verb, particularly in a work which is especially 
Intended for the use of schools. But the authors of 
these text books do not pay any attention to the 
actual function of verbs in modern Sinhalese, nor do 
they take the frequency of occurrence factor into 
consideration in their exposition. Instead they adhere 
to the diota presented in Kumaratunga's works Krlya 
Vivaranaya and Vyakarana Vivaranaya which were largely 
based on the resuscitated linguistic habits of the 
12th — 14th century literary Sinhalese. Therefore,

instance, a sentence like Tepi vada karahu 'Are you (pi.)
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what is analysed as the verb morphology of current
Sinhalese in these books is a completely misguiding
and erroneous picture.

Not only are the majority of verbs presented
in these books outmoded, but also the few that are
taken from the current usage are mutilated. Example:

_ 1b a 1 a , lea 4 a , leap a t dama, nat a . The forms such as 
kapa, kada etc, given in these books do not occur in 
modern written Sinhalese as finite verbs. The verbal 
suffix —a is used to form past participles, and it 
has no characteristics of finite sense. The following 
examples will Illustrate how the sense of finiteness 
is maintained formally:

lcada- (verb stem) — kada+min (present participle)
kada (past participle )
kada+yi (finite verb present 

tense)

The verbal suffix a is distinctively marked for its 
non-finiteness and therefore an example like Lamaya

1* Simhala 10, pp. 53-55.
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natum bala (10:55) indicates an incomplete action -
bala in this example is a past participle. The view
of these authors that the forms like gaya, nata etc, 

be
can/pure finite verbs cannot be accepted on formal 
criteria.

The description of the indeclinables and 
their use in these books corresponds with the system 
adopted exclusively by the Hela Havula, In these 
texts the modern usage of the indeclinables is sup
pressed in two ways: (l) Deforming of the Indecli-
nables that are frequently used in current literary 
Sinhalese (2) The employment of obsolete forms in 
place of others. Alterations to the indeclinables 
which are commonly used are made by adding an un
necessary phonological feature, i# e,, a.

Example: navata (2:18) - modern usage: navata
* again'

misa (5:8 ) - modern usage: misa
• except'

ma (6:1 7 ) - modern usage: ma
'emphatic particle' 

pinisa (6:57) - modern usage: pinisa
' for'

1, Consider also the following examples: Dariya gi
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Other indeclinables have been altered according to 
the ancient traditional usage*

Example: nitora (6:21 ) -- modern usage: nitara
•often'

ekbiti (4:7*0 ~ modern usage: ilcbiti
* then’

naraturu(2:8) - modern usage: niraturu
* often'

it ilcin (10:8)- modern usage: it in
' so '

Several indeclinables included in this series of 
books are not found at all in modern literary usage.

Example: pasulu (8:31) - modern usage: pasuva 'later'
nahamak (9*7) — modern usage: no 'do not'
esa (9:11) — modern usage: epamana

'that much' 
kesa (8:48) - modern usage: kopamana

’how much* 
vail (10:8) - modern usage: navata

'again'

The above particles have gone into disuse since the 
end of the Kotte period which marked the end of the

gaya (8:22); Mlnisa avata siri naramba (3 * 11 ) J Sumana 
dara kapa (6 :44^0
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classical Sinhalese prose and poetic tradition. These 
were resuscitated by Kumaratunga Tor his linguistic 
reformatory endeavours. But it is significant that 
though Kumaratunga has utilized the above indeclinables 
in his poetical worlcs and his earlier prose works, 
none of these features can be found in the works, 
either prose or poetry, he especially wrote for 
children,^

The usage of the conjunctive particle ha is 
also altered to be in conformity with the traditional 
norm. For instance, the particle ha is used twice 
immediately after each of the nouns which are being 
conjoined, whereas in modern usage it occurs only 
once •

Example: Namata ha diya bimata ha gangata basina
totupala (2 :1 0 6 )

Amu tuma penlmak ha desagunayalc ha ati 
pedesakata (4:81)

Pittalehi ha palinguvehi ha kota tibunu (8:64)

This unusual occurrence of the particle ha 'and' has 
obscured the meaning of the above sentences to a

1. For example, see his Kiyavana Nuvana and Sikga 
Margaya.
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considerable extent. It is evident that the above 
examples have not been taken from the actual usage 
of the language but are the result of postulation 
and argument on the basis of a bygone linguistic prac
tice.

The description of syntax and the structural 
patterns presented in these texts are by far the most 
erroneous and misleading — what is presented may be 
referred to as an attempt to put the linguistic clock 
back. Due to their boundless faith in the 'correct
n e s s 1 and 'purity' of the literary works of the 12th — 
14th centuries, these authors model their sentences 
on the syntactic constructions and features of the works 
of this period on one hand, and complicate the widely 
accepted pattern on the other. This may be illustra
ted by the following sentences:

*X*(a) Hari uttaraya o nodatu, e danagannata kamati 
bava anga vu (4:2)

(b) 0 tatta pama ayidayi sessan varxn vara
vimasayi (4:11 )

'X* —(c) Vidyavet lcalavet diyunuven minis gun a vagava 
diyunuve da pirihe da ho? (4:59)

* Indicates an unacceptable sentence.
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(d) Velendo lahen vi minu (8:21)
(©) Kella diyata giya diya gena eyi (10:20)
(f) Handek ohu ge lean© vani (4:94)
(g ) Marl vidya upadhiyak ladu (4:147)

-H- —(h) Balala inlya mareyi ( 8 :1 06 )
(l) Balalun miyo alleti (8:107)
(j) Ohu visin mama balemi (9 *8 7 )
(k) Ma visin to balehi (9*88)

Xn the above examples, it can be seen, that some of 
the sentences have been formed by mixing the archaic 
grammatical rules with strictly colloquial lexical 
Items, For example, the sentence (a) has three collo
quial lexical items, i.e., hari 'correct*, uttaraya 
’answer' and danagannata 'to know', whereas the syn
tactic structure of this is purely of the pre-fif
teenth century nature. The finite verbs nodatu and 
angavu do not occur in modern written Sinhalese at 
all; the formal characteristics of the finite verb in 
current literary Sinhalese are not observable in them 
(Their normal occurrences are nodattaya/nodattiya 
'did not know* and angavuvaya 'hinted' ), In sentence
(b) the noun sessan 'others' is used with the verb
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vimasayi 'inquires' without an ablative case marker. 
This is not observable at all in modern written, or 
in spoken, Sinhalese. In modern literary usage the 
ablative case, expressed with the addition of the 
morphemes -gen, -keren and -vetiny is always found 
with such a verb. The absence of this functor in the 
above sentence is mainly responsible for the obscurity 
of its meaning,

/ x * - ~The sentence (dj, Velendo lahen vx mi n u , 
is not grammatically acceptable. The verb minu 
'measured* has been used to denote past tense plura
lity whereas it does not. The obsolete verbal marker 
-u is frequently used in these books, following a 
practice adhered to in the works of Kumaratunga and 
those of Tennakon* As mentioned above,^ Kumaratunga 
was not certain of the number of the traditional 
verbal suffix ~u which is found with a feminine sub
ject, more particularly in poetry.

Example: Kalahasa mohotak mula va bumu
(Muvadevdava, v. 81)

1, See p; 2kS above.
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Nisalcata giyavan vu
(Muvadevdava, v, &k)

Bamini liya put ruvana v ^du
( Kavyas'ekharaya, v #3#7)

Xn the Vyakarana Vivaranaya, however, Kumaratunga
concluded that ’the past tense finite verb which occurs

1with a feminine subject is always plural1. On this 
assumption the past tense finite verbs which have the 
suffix ~u are treated as plural in these texts. It 
is evident from the classical Sinhalese usage that 
this suffix has been used not to denote plurality but 
as a distinctive feature to collate with a feminine 
subject. But the authors of this series of texts, 
paying due regard to the puristic doctrine of Kumara
tunga, treat the verbs minu, ladu etc, as plural.
It should be noted that verbs of the above type do 
not occur at all in modern literary usage. The 
authors' usage is not only an addition of unnecessary 
complications to the category of verb in current

1, Vyakarana Vivaranaya, p, 275#
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Sinhalese but also a falsification of the function 
of a verbal suffix in classical Sinhalese literary 
usage *

The normal spoken language is also rejected
in these books as non-standard and grammarless, ̂ and
the hybrid variety which was introduced by ICumara- 

2tunga is presented as 'prestigious1 and 'normative'* 
This dictate is adhered to throughout in this series 
whenever a dialogue occurs* This may be illustrated 
by the following examples s

Rajatumaku hitiya (J*:12)
Kurullalcu piyambuva (2 s 6 )
Naviyan ruval hakuluva (7:37)

Because of this kind of erroneous assertion on the 
syntactic component in Sinhalese, the users of these 
books will have to cope with four types of sentence 
struotures:

(l) The syntactic structure of the current 
literary Sinhalese

1* See Simhala 7» PP* 70~72j Simhala 9* PP# 40-^2. 
2* See pp* 150-152 above*
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(2) The syntactic structure of the colloquial 
Sinhalese

(3 ) The obsolete syntactic pattern of the 12th - 
14th centuries introduced in these books

(4) The hybrid sentences - an idiosyncratic 
usage of the Hela Havula,

Not only do these authors complicate and dis
tort the morphological and syntactic structure of 
modern Sinhalese but they also alter, to be in harmony 
with the puristic precepts of the Hela Havula, the 
linguistic features of the excerpts taken from the 
works of non-purists, such as the popular novelists 
W, A* Silva and Martin Wickramasinghe* It is signi
ficant, though, that the majority of the excerpts 
included in this series are taken from the Sinhalese 
classical works and from the works of the Hela Havula,^

I . Amavatura, Butsaranaf Pansiya Panas Jatalca Potat 
Pujavaliya« Umamdava, Thupavamsaya and Saddharma- 
ratnava1iya, The works of the Hela Havula include 
Kumaratunga's Prabandhopadesayat Virlt Vakiya, 
Kiyavana Wuvaqa, Hin Saraya, Prabandha Samgrahaya 
and Piya Samarag Tennakon’s Vavuluva, Havilla,
Ape Yatagiyava, Da Vinaya and Bas Para ; poems of 
Warakagoda Silruvan, Iiubat Dlsanayalca and Gunapala 
Senadhira.
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Only two sections from tlie works of Martin Wiclcrama- 
singhe (from Rohini and Madol Duva) and one from 
the works of W, A, Silva (from Vi.jayaba Kollaya) 
are included in this series. The underlying motiva
tion is transparent. Because of the mutilation of 
the sections taken from the above works of Viclcrama-
singhe and W, A. Silva, they appear in these books

1as artificial and unreal.
It should be evident that this series of 

Sinhalese School Text books which were compiled under 
the government decree have been modelled and designed 
for the most part to teach puristic precepts of a 
minority group. These books do not give any unders
tanding of the fundamentals of language and the picture 
presented as the structure of the Sinhalese language 
is distorted maximally.

The compilation of a Sinhalese school reader 
under government orders was first undertaken in 1 9 3^*

I . Gf, Simhala 6 , pp, 24-27 and Vi.jayaba Kollaya, pp. 
208-212; Siihhala 6 , pp, 88-91 and Rohini, pp, 37- 
^ J  Simhala 12, pp, 59-60 and Madolduva, pp, 7 6 -
77.
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Tills boolc was written by H, S. Perera^ who was a 
then prominent educational psychologists and also 
the first Ceylonese student to receive a postgraduate 
training in modern linguistics. This book, though it 
was written some forty years ago, is designed on 
modern linguistic guide lines and attempts to give 
the student an understanding of the structure of the 
living language. The author, in the Preface, says 
that he has paid particular attention to the existing 
disparity between the written Sinhalese and the spoken
and has attempted to explain the lessons in a lang-

2uage which is very familiar to the student. However,
soon after the publication of this book it met with

3severe criticisms from the Hela Havula. From the

1, Simhala ICiyayim Pota ( 193*0#
2 « Ibid., p. 1.
3 ■ Me pota liyana ladde Simhala bhasava lcata lcota

kull. karayan ge bhasavak bavata pamunuva e magin 
Simhalayant.'ca'dinT^ku"kotY pitaratiyan ge da 
ovunge mituran ge da aapattu pisa damlmata sudusu 
lcarana adahasin ya yi krma nivaradi ya 1 Thi s bo ok 
was written in order to debase the Sinhalese lang
uage and make it the language of labourers and 
thereby reduce the Sinhalese man to the status of 
a low and mean being and make him polish the shoes 
of foreigners and their friends’ (Lakmlni Pahana,
193^ September 11, p. 1).
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very outset it has been the prerogative of the Hela 
Havula to ridicule any attempt to examine the current 
Sinhalese language objectively. What is inexplicable, 
however, is the government’s predilection for allowing 
a puristic minority like this, whose conception of 
language and grammar is so extraordinary, to decide 
on linguistic matters pertaining to the entire 
nation, especially in a period in which the study 
of language has advanced tremendously.

In addition to the appointment of a Sinhalese 
School Text Book Committee, the Minister of Education 
appointed another committee in 196? and entrusted them 
with the task of compiling a standard Sinhalese lite
rary grammar to be prescribed for the use of all

igovernmental and educational publications etc. It
should be mentioned that this committee was not 
entrusted with the task of devising a full-fledged 
grammar for the current written Sinhalese usage. As 
the foreword of the report clearly indicates, the 
primary object of this committee was 'to prescribe a

1, For details, see pp. 298-290 above.
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set of normative usages to eradicate the existing 
uncertainties and incongruities in written Sinhalese 
concerning (l) orthography (2) morphology (3) idiom 
(k) syntax (5 ) punctuation and (6) vord-division'.
The report of this committe was published in November 
1968.2

In the foreword of this report it is speci
fically stated that the Sinhalese language and literature 
up to the fifteenth century rose to the zenith of its 
development and then deteriorated rapidly due to the 
incessant European invasions on the one hand and the 
internal turmoil that resulted from these political 
events on the other. Further it goes on to say that 
though the great scholars and national leaders like 
Welivita Sarananlcara, Iiikkaduwe Sumangala, Ratmalane

1 • Simhala bhasava livlme di (1 ) alcgara vinyasaya
(2 ) pada sadhanaya (3 ) vakva •prayogaya (^ ) kriya 
karalca Pjj^a sambandhaya (5 ) virarna laksana (£>) 
pada bednna adi karunu pllibandava danata pavatna 
aviniscita tatvaya manga harava lima sandaha sammata 
niti malavalc nirdesa kirlma (Sammata Simhala Vartava,
p. 1 3).

2, Sammata Simhala Vartava, Colombo: Educational
Publications Department, November 1 9 6 8 ,
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Sri Dharmarama and Munidasa Kumaratunga endeavoured 
wholeheartedly to uplift and dignify the Sinhalese 
language, it has again fallen on the path of decline, 
and, therefore, an immediate panacea — a standard

1literary grammar - for this malady is indispensable*
This is clearly a reflection of the resuscitatory and 
prescriptive linguistic policy of the Hela Havula.

It is evident from the report of this commi
ttee that out of the six categories which were origi
nally ordered to be dealt with by the Minister, two 
sections, i.e., morphology and idiom, have been dropped 
out, and three new sections - 'the usages that need
purification1, 'the proper use of the indeclinables'

2and 'the usage of a*- have been included instead.
This is evidently an attempt to inculcate the linguistic 
ideal of the Hela Havula which had already been 
woven into the Sinhalese School Text Books series.

This committee clearly states that their 
prime concern was to remove the inconsistencies and

1. See Foreword, p. 2.
2. Pirisudu viya yutu vahara, NIpata. yeduma, a lcaraxggaz**
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uncertainties that are found in plenty in modern 
written Sinhalese.^ But, it is evident, what they 
have actually done is to foist upon it several obsolete 
plionological and grammatical features - the specialities 
of the Hela Havula — as 'standard* and 'consistent* 
and thereby to generate unnecessary intricacies with 
regard to the notions of ’correctness' and 'accept
ability* * Although there were a few well-known Sinha
lese scholars in this committee, including the Chair
man, who were not directly committed to purism, the 
members of the Hela Havula have been able to override 
the views expressed by these members and make their 
creed prevail - the report that appeared consists, in 
its entirety, of the views expressed by the members
of the Hela Havula.

*

The section on orthography in this report is 
entirely devoted to emphasizing the advantages and 
necessity of maintaining the graphic distinction 
obtaining between js, s , _s; n, n and 1, 1_. As it is

1. See Sammata Simhala Vartava, p.
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hardly possible to formulate the exact environment 
in which these graphemes are differentiated, a host 
of examples (the majority are from literary works) 
are given, and it is stressed that residual uncertain
ties should be elucidated according to the literary

•jusage. This report firmly accents the necessity of
maintaining the graphic distinction of n versus n
and 1̂ versus 1 and disparages the recent attempts
made by some writers to ignore this graphemic redun- 

2dancy, Xt is reasonable to refer to this section - 
on n ,n and ]L, 1 - as purely an enumeration of examples,
and any underlying factor which operates in deciding 
the particular environment has not been deduced.

According to this report, the grapheme n 
occurs in Sinhalese loan words (tatsama) and deriva
tives (tadbhava) from Sanskrit or Pali corresponding
to the original usage, and to illustrate this a few

3examples are given:
loan w o r d s : adhikarana, apanasala, upakarana
derivatives; vikunayi (P, vilckinati) , viyarana

1, Sammata Simhala Vartava, p, 49
2, Ibid., pp. 55-56.
3, Ibid., p. 5 6 .
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(P. vyakarana) anpana (P. angana)
But this is untenable as a common feature; several 
instances can be cited which violate this rule.
Consider the following;

Skt, lcarna > Sinh. kana ’ear'
nirvana y nivana 1 the Supreme Goal of

. . , , , Buddhismparivena y p i n v e n a  ' monastery'
sravana y savana ' ear'
curna y hunu 'lime1

It is evident that this account on the proper usage 
of n and n does not give any help to the novice nor 
to the educated regarding the lessening of the incon
sistencies obtaining in their usage, but merely 
prescribes the practice of maintaining these graphic 
distinctions because they have occurred so in the 
classical Sinhalese literary works.

It is in the section on syntax that the 
majority of the Hela specialities are engrafted, and, 
at the same time, the current usage is disregarded to 
a large extent. Several obsolete linguistic features 
resurrected by Kumaratunga and revered by his followers 
as indisputable ever since, are given in this report 
under the label 'standard1. For example, the nomina
tive (animate) singular case marker -e is treated



here as 'regular' and 'normative' whereas such a 
morpheme to denote the nominative singular sense in 
current Sinhalese does not exist at all. The examples 
that can be cited to illustrate the occurrence of* 
this case marker are very limited in number. It 
appears that the authors were confronted with a diffi
culty here — only two instances are given; one is from
a poetical work of the 12th century and the other

^ _ 1 from the Sidat SangaravaI

Bamara gene nirindu pobaya (Muvadev da vata)
Maha dene lcelesun vanahi (Sidat Sangarava)

How these archaic grammatical features would lead to 
the riddance of the uncertainties found in the modern 
written Sinhalese - the primary task of this committee 
is difficult to understand.

The other obsolete grammatical features that 
are prescribed as the standard usages are summarized 
b elow!
(1) The vocative case marker -a

Example: Puta mehi enna (p. 40)

1, Sammata Simhala Vartava, p. 19*
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This is an idiosyncratic usage of the Hela Havula 
and is entirely irrelevant to the current usage.
(2) The inanimate indefinite marker -ek (p .21)

1As has already been mentioned, in modern Sinhalese 
the suffix -ek is used exclusively with animate nouns 
to denote indefiniteness and the suffix -ak occurs 
with inanimate nouns. The Hela Havula while disre
garding the current usage of the category of defi
niteness in Sinhalese goes far back to the history 
of literary Sinhalese in search of its'purer' occurrence 
and emulates an archaic practice - the suffix -ek 
for inanimate nouns. It is this peculiar Hela
practice that stands as the 'standard1 and consonant

2usage in this report.
(3) The personal pronouns oba 'you'and ohu 'he'

(pp. 25-26)
These two pronouns are used in modern literary Sinha
lese in the singular sense and their use to denote
plurality is adhered to by only the members of the 

3Hela Havula,

1. See pp. 305-307 above.
2. For details, see pp. 3 0 6 - 3 0 7  above, 
3* For details, see pp. 3 0 9 - 3 1 1 above.
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(4) The reduplication of the Indeclinables ha ’a n d ' 

and ho 'or1 (pp. 33-3^)
The conjunctive particles ha and ho occur singly in 
current Sinhalese, either in written or spoken, 
whereas this report affirms that these particles 
should be used always doubly, resurrecting the usage 
as it was during the period of literary excellence. 
Some examples are given to illustrate this archaic 
usage:

Piya ha puta ha ltumbura sati (p. 3^)
He vayasin ha nuvanin ha vadune ya (p.3*0 
Ganu pan piniaa vavata ho oyata ho yati (p, 3^0

In classical Sinhalese these particles were used 
twice within a sentence but the rule was not strictly 
observed as is evidenced by the following examplesi

Kasup Budun ha apa Budun aturehi ya 
Piyagata ha padeni deaturehi *

With the course of time the usage of these particles 
seems to have been modified, and in current Sinhalese 
these particles occur only singly. However, soon

1* Dhampiya atuva Gatapadaya, ed. Madauyangoda 
Wimalakitti, p, 72.
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after the launching of the linguistic reformatory 
compaign, Kumaratunga rejected the current usage of 
these particles — he has not adduced any reason for 
his refusal - and embraced the outmoded practiceJ  
The followers of Kumaratunga dogma still maintain 
this ancient usage as 'pure1 and •correct1 and those 
Hela members who got into the 'Standard Sinhalese 
Committee' have been able to maintain their teacher 
god's view and override the commonly accepted usage.

In this report several verbs which are normal 
and regularly used in current literary Sinhalese 
are modified to be in conformity with the precepts 
of the Hela Havula. Consider the following:

kapa (kapayi in modern usage) (p. 1 6 )
kada (kaday1 in modern usage) 
tala (talayi in modern usage) 
nata (natayi in modern usage) 
dama (damayi in modern usage)

2This usage is peculiar to the Hela Havula.

1* See Muvadevda Vivaranaya. pp. 141-142.
2, For details, see pp. 317-318 above: See also

Kriya Vivaranaya. pp. 10-15,
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The recommendations on word-division in this 
report may safely be referred to as a brief sketch 
of the system which was adopted by Kumaratunga and 
is followed exclusively by his ardent disciples. In 
devising rules for word-division in Sinhalese, which 
would eventually have to be conformed to by all 
official sectors under the government decree, this 
committee has not scrutinized the majority usage at 
all; instead the Hela Havula policy which is illus
trated in sufficient detail in the work Simhalaye

1Pada Beduma by Arisen Ahubudu and Liyanage Jinadas
is advocated. For example, it is prescribed that
the ablative, dative and possessive case suffixes 

(but not - £ a )
-g e n ,-hata/and-ge should be written seperately form

2the nouns with which they occur:

Example: minisa ^en (ablative)
rainisa hata.(dative ) 
minisa g_e (possessive)

1 , See Simhalaye Pada Beduma, pp, 3—35,
2, Sammata Simhala Vartava, p. 32,
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Hela Havula advocates this separation due to their 
reluctance to accept the morphemes -gen, -hata and 
-ge as case markers. According to the precepts of 
the Hela Havula, in animate nouns the ablative and 
possessive sense are expressed with the addition of 
postpositions or auxiliary forms -gen and —g e , and 
thereby they conclude that the animate nouns in 
Sinhalese are inflected only for four cases, i.e., 
nominative, accusative, dative and vocativeJ The 
treating of the morphemes -gen and -ge as postposi
tions or auxiliary forms but not as case markers 
rests on no formal criteria except the erroneous 
view of the Hela Havula regarding the function and 
occurrence of these forms. If -ta is treated as a 
case suffix, there is no linguistically valid reason 
to exclude the suffix -ĵ e from this category; the 
possessive case is also distinguished morphologically 
in Sinhalese. In the majority usage the suffix -ge 
or -gen is never disjoined from its base form in 
writing, and if they are separated, the inevitable

1. See Vyakarana Vivaranaya. p p . 103— 105*
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result is that they look to most of us very odd.
Consider the following:

Hela Havula usage - normal usage
balla jgji ballage 'dog's'
minisun £e minisunge 'men's
ma ge mage 'mine'
ma gen magen 'from m e '

Hela Havula being extremely static in their concept 
of language and its function do not consider the 
actual occurrences of features but decompose the 
linguistic units in order to safeguard their pronounce
ments. It is this arbitrary system of word-division, 
which is confined only to this group, that is pres
cribed to be followed by the entire linguistic 
community.

'The negative particle no, when it is followed 
by a finite verb, particle or participle', says this 
report, 'should be written separately; when it occurs 
with a noun or derivative noun, it must be joined*

1 * Suddha lcriya padayakata ho lcrdanta nipatayalcata ho 
anya vu nipatayakata ho mulin sttlria 'no' nipataya 
ven lcota liviya yutu y i . Namayakata ho krdantayalcata 
ho mulin sitina 'no* nipataya noven va ma livlya 
yutu yi (Sammata Simhala Vartava, p. 33*
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This duality of tlie distribution of no appears to be 
an added complication to the behaviour of the negative 
functors in current Sinhalese. In general nowadays 
such a distinction is not maintained.

The section pirisidu viya yutu vahara 'the 
usages which need purification* is an attempt to 
castigate the practices of the current literary 
usage as 'debased' and 'degenerate' and to legislate 
the linguistic shibboleths of the Hela Havula as the 
ideal of perfection. Though several widely used 
usages of the current literary Sinhalese are labelled 
as inadmissible in this section, no reason for this 
point of view has been stated. This section may 
reasonably be referred to as an exemplification of 
the specialities of the Hela Havula,
(1) The inanimate plural suffix -val should not be
doubled. For example, gevalvala, rajavalvala, para-

-|
valvala are erroneous (p. 25).
(2) The verbal stems and a— , inda-, ana - , lcapa- , etc. 
should be employed in the causative form as andava,

1. For details, see pp. 301—304 above.



Indava, anva and kapava/lcapva. It is evident that 
most writers inflect these verbs doubly in the causa
tive, giving andava, indava, annava* kappava etc*
This is wrong (p. 25).

This is not a conclusion that has been 
arrived at by investigating the existing characteris
tics of the category of causative verb in Sinhalese,
The examples that are given here as ’authoritative* 
cannot be found in current Sinhalese - save for the 
works of Hela Havula - and are reflections of the 
usages of the pre-fifteenth century literary Sinha
lese, more particularly of the 12th and 1 3th centuries.

It is an indisputable fact that in language 
behaviour certain grammatical elements, with the 
advent of normal linguistic evolution, tend to become 
incapable of expressing their original distinctive

1 * The sentences given in this report to illustrate
the proper usage of the causative verb, I consider, 
are unacceptable and are to a gre^t extent nonsen
sical. Consider the following! Guruvaraya lamaya 
akuru ugannavayi (p. 2 5 ); Piya viyat guruvarayaku 
yodava lamaya akuru ugannavayi [p. 2 5 j.



characteristics and may derive new counterparts 
through morphological or syntactic processes. The 
Hela Havula while failing to recognize the true 
nature of the behaviour of linguistic phenomena 
consider the modifications that the Sinhalese lang
uage has made after the classical era as 'corrup
tions 1 and endeavour to invent a current usage accor
dingly. The description of causative verbs in this 
report is largely based on this principle.

It should be noted that the traditional
Sinhalese causative verbs like kapvayl, anvayi gradu
ally evolved to look like simple verbs through some 
phonological processes.

Example: kapvayi kappayi
anvayi annayi
basvayi bassayi

The causative infix -v~ has been assimilated with the 
phonetic properties of the preceding consonant. 
Because of the absence of an overt formal characteris 
tic to signify the causative sense of this class of 
verbs, reinfixation of -v- has then taken place as
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illustrated below:

(stem) kappa + (finite verb marker) yi

kappa +va+yi lcappavayi
anna +va+yi annavayi
bassa+va+yi bassavayi

The Hela Havula considers these modifications as 
corruptions of the uneducated and prescribes the 
older usage,

(3 ) The norm given in this report on the 
naming of books, journals etc* is purely an emulation 
of a pre-fifteenth century practice. Consequently, 
the modern usage has been largely ignored, 'When 
naming b ooks’, declares this report, 'the name should 
be only in neuter nominative case 1,  ̂ This is merely 
a limitation of the productivity of the linguistic 
resources one has at one's disposal. The employment 
of the titles of books, journals etc, in the neuter 
nominative case is practised exclusively by the Hela 
Havula as it was during the classical times.

Example: Piyasamara
Virit Vakiya

1, Sammata Simhala Vartava, p, 2 6 .



Vavuluva 
Kavuduva 
Ruppe Andaraya 
ICumaratungu Munidasna

The present usage is much more extended, not only 
so as to he consonant with the new themes that are 
dealt with in these works but also to take into 
account extra factors like commercial efficacy etc.
— to attract the maximum number of readers possible. 
Consider the following titles :

Vahallu
Yana Daruvo
Karumakkarayo
Yali Upannemi
Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi
Pahana Wivva Katin Pimbala

What is paramount for the members of the Hela Havula 
in this connexion is whether the given title can be 
inflected as an inanimate noun or not. The inclusion 
of such injunctions, which are primarily based on 
hypothesis and postulation, clearly indicates the predo
minance of the few purists in this committee.



(4) The rule on the employment of
personal nouns in Sinhalese is also a representation 
of an older state of usage, which was resurrected 
by Kumaratunga for his puristic purposes* The use 
of personal nouns in plural form is praised as 
'genuine1 in this report and illustrated by the 
following examples:

Sirijivayo liyat1 (p, 27)
Kirtipalayo kiha (p* 27)

However, the current usage is entirely different 
from the above instances.

The overwhelming influence of the members of 
the Hela Havula in this committee is clearly evident 
by the fact that a special section 'the usage of a'
(a lcara yeduma) * which is regarded by the Hela Havula 
as the unique feature in Hela language, has been 
added in place of 'idiom* and 'morphology' which were 
originally ordered to be investigated by the Minister



of Education* On the usage of a, however, there is
no confusion among the contemporary writers. It is
clearly evident that inclusion of this idiosyncratic
usage of a is a triumph of the representatives of
the Hela Havula minority over the other members to

1legislate their ideal.
It should be explicitly evident that the 

contents of this report in no way help to lessen the 
existing inconsistencies and uncertainties of current 
literary Sinhalese nor do these pronouncements repre
sent the actual usage of the majority of writers. 
Conversely, this report disparages the present state 
of literary Sinhalese as a language which should 
not be encouraged for emulation without an overall 
purification. These promulgations can be considered 
as a determined effort to convert the linguistic 
ideal of the Hela Havula into the majority usage. 
Although there were fourteen members in this committee 
the predominance of the views of the purists in

1 , For details of the use of a as an absolutely
essential phonological and grammatical feature, 
see pp. 1 2 0 - 1 2 1 above.



decision-malcing is transparent. The outmoded linguist 
features of the Hela Havula which had already been 
woven into the Sinhalese School Text Books series 
assumed absolute authority in this state-backed lin
guistic codification. The Hela Havula, confronted 
with this unprecedented opportunity, no doubt, would 
have thought that the diffusion of their creed had 
been fully accomplished. But soon after the publi
cation of this report their expectations began to 
fade out.

The report of this committee entitled 
Sammata Simhala Vartava 'The Standard Sinhalese Report 
was published in November 1968, By this time the 
majority of the books of the Sinhalese School Text 
Books series had also been brought out, and these 
texts had already aroused dissatisfaction and resent
ment among the educated public. As it was the inten
tion of the Minister of Education to enforce in 
official circles the recommendations of the Standard 
Sinhalese Committee soon after its publication, the 
antagonisms were mainly directed towards the Standard 
Sinhalese Report, The anti-purist compaign against
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this report soon gathered momentum and it was declared 
that Sammata Simhala consists, in its entirety, of 
nothing but the views expressed by the members of the 
Hela Havula . 1 The virulent criticisms and antagonisms 
against these recommendations spread far and wide, 
involving particularly the universities and other 
major centres of academic activity.

Strong condemnation of this report was heard 
from the language departments of the four universities 
in which there were numbers of trained linguists. 
Numerous public meetings in major cities like Colombo, 
Kandy, Galle and Kegalle were held and the national 
press gave a wide coverage to the controversy. Not 
only were modern linguists involved in this issue 
but also the university teachers who were renowned 
for their erudition in traditional grammar and classi
cal Sinhalese literature rejected this report as mis-

2leading and mendacious. The Sinhalese literary

1. See the articles of J, B, Dissanayake and Nandasena 
Ratnapala in the Pinamipa on 29#1*69*

2, In this connexion M, Sri Rammandala1s article (Dina- 
mlga, 10,2.1969) and Babarande Slrisivali1s article
(Dinamina, 5 *2 .1 9 6 9 ) are particularly noteworthy.
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societies of the four universities collaborated on 
this issue and mounted a campaign demanding an imme
diate disbandment of this committee* While the 
antagonism of the anti-purists was mounting, the 
purists on the other hand published only two articles 
to buttress their ideal contained in this report* 
However, the ideas expressed by the purists were
laments for the past for the most part and were full

1of nativistic sentiments*
Significant in this anti-purist campaign was 

the inauguration of an organization called* Sri Lamlca 
Visvavidyalayanhi Simhala Pilibanda Acaryavarunge 
Samvidhanaya' (The Confederation of Ceylon University 
Sinhalese Teachers) to fight against this puristic 
endeavour. The first meeting was held at the University 
of Ceylon, Colombo on 22nd February 1969 and it was

1, See the article entitled *Amatitumata Mai*(Bunch of\ *Flowers for the Minister) which appeared in the 
Lamkadipa on 16,2,1969? see also Gamheva Gunawardhana*s 
article 'Sammata Simhala Vadaya 1 (Standard Sinhalese 
Controversy) in the Lamkadipa on 16,2,1969.



unanimously decided to propane a critique of the 
Sammata Simhala to be forwarded to the Minister, In 
the report issued by this federation, the Sammata 
Simhala is labelled as a concoction of the precepts 
of the Hela Havula, and it asserts that 'This organiza 
tion strongly rejects the recommendations of the 
Standard Sinhalese Committee as they have been based 
entirely on ideas of a minority whose conception of 
language and its multifarious functions is erroneous 
and pernicious. Therefore, it further requests from 
the Minister of Education that (a) The recommendations 
in the Standard Sinhalese Report should not be enacted 
and a fresh committee consisting of the reputable 
specialists on this field should be appointed (b) As 
the series of Sinhalese School Text Books also appear 
to have fallen foul of the dictates of the above

1, See 'Sammata Simhala, Sarasavi Adurange Vartava 1
(standard Sinhalese, the report of the Ceylon Univer 
sity teachers) which appeared in the Dinamlna 
on 10,4,1969.
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minority, the present committee should be dissolved
to talce immediate effect and a new committee
consisting1 of experts in this domain should be 

1appointed *,
Apart from salvoes of criticism at this report 

from almost all the major centres of academic activity, 
the Chairman of this committee, Prof, D. E, Hetti- 
aratchi, declared to the press that during the prepa
ration of the final version of the Sammata Simhala
report an injustice and fraudulent activities had 

2taken place. This was an added impetus to the growing 
opposition to the activities of the Standard Sinhalese 
Committee, These criticisms spread to the House of 
Representatives, too, and the Minister of Education

3was urged to present a full report on this question.
The inevitable result of this outright opposition was

1, See 'Sammata Simhala, Sarasavi Adurange Vartava' 
1n Dinami^a. 10,4,1969» P. 5.

2, See Dinamina on 18.1,1969, p. 3*
3• The Silumlna, 1,4.1969, p • 4,
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the Minister's decision to revise the entire report.
Concomitantly, virulent criticisms were also 

levelled against the series of Sinhalese School Text 
Books* The confederation of Ceylon University Sinha
lese Teachers pointed out that these text books were 
largely designed to instil the puristic precepts of 
the Hela Havula into the minds of the younger gene
ration. It further asserts that these texts entirely 
distort the facts of language and grammar and generate
unprecedented confusion concerning the notion of

1'correctness' and 'acceptability.
The uproar and indignation against the 

Standard Sinhalese Report and the Series of Sinhalese 
School Text Books spread far and wide involving mainly 
university undergraduates and teaching personnel, and 
eventually it turned into a direct disapproval of the 
activities of the Minister of Education whose incessant 
disparagement of these sectors had already evoked their

1, See the report prepared by this organization 
(unpublished).



resentment* The following year this wave of commo
tion was followed by a heated general election cam
paign in which the energetic involvement of the non
purists particularly against the re-election of the 
Minister was outstanding. The government was badly 
defeated at this election and the Education Minister 
who had held his constituency for many years suffered 
an irredeemable defeat. How much of this was due to 
the puristic activities of the Minister and the 
committee it is hard to assess, but it is certain 
that the forceful and successful campaign against the 
re-election of the Minister was supported by the 
vast majority of anti-purists, including the academic 
community at large.

Soon after the new government was sworn in, 
the new Education Minister declared that the Standard 
Sinhalese Report would be rejected and the series of
Sinhalese School Text Books would be withdrawn from 

1use. This was an irreparable damage to the doctrine

1* Dinamina, 9*7*1970* P# 1
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the Hela Havula wished to exalt. For those literati 
whose displeasure and antagonism the Hela Havula had 
roused arrayed themselves in downright opposition to 
overwhelm the already sinking hopes of this puristic 
minority. Xn any case, the linguistic authoritarianism 
which these purists endeavoured to introduce, being 
alien to the habits of the masses, would have pre
vented the Sinhalese linguistic community at large 
from supporting it.
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CONCLUSION

I have shown in the preceding chapters the 
characteristics of the puristic linguistic movement 
headed by Munidasa Rumaratunga in relation to the 
general trends in puristic and nativistic activity 
with reference to the Sinhalese language and culture. 
Unlike nativism in general, purism had undesirable 
divisive effects which produced among the elite at 
least two parties with different linguistic credos. 
Those who followed the majority of the Buddhist hierar
chy accepted the classical Sinhalese grammar for 
literary purposes and encouraged the use of a Sanslcri- 
tized lexicon in all forms of writing. They felt 
that Sanskritized embellishments produced desirable 
ornateness and sonority in writings. The puristic 
movement of Rumaratunga, originally a breakway from 
the above mentioned general approach, agreed with 
the general trend in so far as that the classical
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grammar was accepted for all purposes. With regard 
to the details however there was much debated dissi- 
denoe,

To make matters worse the purists also over
emphasized the desirability of rectifying the phono
logical representations and the syntactic pattern of 
the contemporary literary language which they regarded 
as in a state of decadence. They went far back in 
the history of literary Sinhalese in search of a 
•purest1 and 'best' form of the Sinhalese language 
and, discarding the Sinhalese historical tradition 
about the origin of its people as a concoction of the 
Buddhist monies, went even to a remoter antiquity to 
establish the origin of the history of the 'Helese' 
people. These beliefs were much disliked and were 
seen as chimerical dogmas by the general nativists 
whose wider concern was the cultural renaissance and 
•nation-building'.

Kumaratunga was keen to establish a small 
and exclusive elitist circle confined to a small group 
by which the younger aspirants may be controlled and



dominated, This alienated itself from the general 
revivalist activity on one hand, the ordinary speakers 
of the language on the other. Like all linguistic 
purists anywhere in the world they went on to castigat 
the language used by the masses of the people as 
'incorrect' and 'vulgar'. Their fanaticism to change 
such widely accepted and normal colloquial utterances 
as mama yanawa '1/am go/ing1 to ma yanawa is a case 
in point.

While the general nationalistic endeavours 
were converging together for overall resuscitation 
of what was deemed to be the lost Sinhalese heritage, 
the purists headed by Kumaratunga thus played a role 
which was divisive and critical of the work done by 
all other such circles, Kumaratunga's doctrine of 
linguistic perfection, though it sprang up as a direct 
result of the then growing revivalist and nationalisti 
activities, being contrary to the linguistic habits of 
the Sinhalese community at large remained incapable
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of* infusing the nationalistic sentiments and aspira
tion of political freedom into the hearts of the 
people,

It is true that the Hela fraternity gained 
a fair following among the pedagogic circles who knew 
no other language than Sinhalese, and who felt the 
sense of insecurity and inferiority the most as a 
result of foreign linguistic domination. It was in 
the midst of a socio-economic milieu wherein education 
in Sinhalese brought meagre economic rewards that the 
Hela Havula endeavoured to propagate their 'Helese* 
creed. But the faotors operating against this move
ment were many. Their works were not only written 
in a language without savour or sap but contained for 
the most part awkward expressions of their own coinage 
which were avowedly opposed to the majority usage.
The Hela movement was equally critical of the socially 
acclaimed national elite and of the hierarchy of 
the Buddhist church. The effects of isolationism 
began to show themselves fairly early, but more defi
nitely soon after Kumaratunga's death. When placed
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in the main stream of socio-cultural forces of the 
contemporary society, Kumaratunga and his small 
circle of ardent followers were eccentric loners.
Their desire to withdraw themselves from the people 
stood as a serious obstacle to the diffusion of their 
'Helese' doctrine.

Moreover, in spite of the exalted status of 
Sinhalese suggested by Kumaratunga's theories, the 
identification of language development with classici- 
zation leading to the adoption of a medium which no 
doubt appeared difficult and extraordinary would have 
prevented the masses from supporting it when they 
were being stimulated into a growing democratic egali
tarian ideology, A movement which might otherwise 
have been able to make a considerable impact on the 
social ethos and have played a primary role in the 
revival of Sinhalese Buddhist independence turned 
out, owing to its bigoted and parochial character, 
to be a bitter struggle confined to the members of 
Kumaratunga's own caste for the most part*

The significance of the triumvirate consis
ting of the Buddhist clergy, the practitioners of
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indigenous medicine and the Sinhalese school teachers 
in the nationalist struggle has been adequately dis
cussed in G* C. Mendis (1957)* Robert N* Kearney 
(1 9 6 7 ) and M* W* Sugathapala De Silva ( 197*0- The 
contribution of these three groups in the general 
nationalist movement and the shaping of a government 
whose political philosophy is committed to Sinhalization 
has been dealt with in these three works* Xt is note
worthy, however, that the role of the purists has 
always been negligible in this respect* Despite this 
parochial character of the Hela movement there is 
however a significant desire among modern writers to 
follow the general principles of the classical grammar 
in their writings in order primarily not to be the 
subject of ridicule at the annual commemorative 
meetings of Kumaratunga1 a death which are convened 
by his devoted disciples* To this extent at least 
it can be said that purism has contributed to the 
sustenance of diglossia in Sinhalese*
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APPENDIX I

SOME EXAMPLES OP THE ALTERATIONS MADE IN 
THE EDITIONS OF SINHALESE CLASSICS 

BY THE HELA HAVULA*
9

(l) Apa maha Gautama Budu rajananvahanse pera lcaruna
purahsara prajna gati ati Sumedha nain maha tavusalc 
va, Divakuru Budun hamu va hastagata vu nivan sapat 
hara, mululova^a hita pinisa budu bava pata labana 
lada vivarana ati va, buddha karalca dharmayan purana 
abhiprayayen sasara vada, mata bhagayehi du upanupan 
budun no varadava dalca vivarana sri ladin, sara- 
sankhya lcalpa lalcsayak mulullehi niraturu va vadana 
lada elcakara virya ati va, dasaprakara parami dharma
yan muhulcuruva, Tusi pura pamina , . *
(Nikaya Sairigrahaya, ©d* Kumaratunga, Colombo:
Ratnalcara Press, 1922, p. l).

C f .
Apa maha Gautama Budurajananvahanse pera karuna- 
purassara prajna gati ati Sumedha nam mahatavusakva 
Divakuru Budun hamuva haatagatavu nivansampat hara 
mulu tunlovata hita pinisa budubav pata labanalada 
vivarana ativa buddhakaralcadharmayan purana abhiprayen

Alterations are underlined.
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sasara vada mata bliagayehidu upanupan budun novaradava 
dalca vivarana sri ladin sara asanlchya kalpa laksayak 
mulullehi niraturuva vadanalada ekakara virya ativa 
dasa prakara paramidharmayan muhukuruva Tusi pura 
pamina . . ,
(Nilcaya San^rahaya, eds, Simon D© Silva, A, M. 
Gunasekara and W. P. Gunawardhana, Colombo: Govt.
Printer, 1907* P* 1)*

(2) Etana patangena devihi rantatiyekS bat eva hinga
taba gena vadati. Raja e valanda yapeyi. Hi 'mapiyano
kise yapeti'yi pilivisa epavat asa 'Aya hingin yam
kisi dayak nogena vadda denneya'yi yediya, Etana
patan gena devihi bat muhula taba gena vadati. Eyidu
asa 1anniya kehe banda novadda denneya'yi yediya.
Etana patan gena ranmaravadiya bat eva piyala payin
gena vadati. Raja e asa 'anniya maravadi la novadda
denneya'yi yediya. Etana patan gena devihi ganda
diyen naha sarirayehi siyu miyuru galva pill perava
gena vadati. Rajapa ovun sirira leva yapeti, Validu
pilivisa epavat asa 'anniya novadda denneya'yi valalci.
Devihi doratu ge mula sita 'Himi, Bimsara maharaja;
uhu ladaru lea la mara nopiya dunva; topa satura teplma
puj^va; me topage nimam dakma y a ; mam me tana patan
gena topa dakna nolabemi; mage varadek atnam in a
kerehi lcsama karanneya' yi valapa vahasa navatta,
(Amavatura, ed* Kumaratunga, Colombo: Vidyasagara
Press, 1922, chapter vi (Rajadamana), p. 15)#

Cf .
Etana patan gena devihi rantatiyeka bat eva hinga 
tabagena vaditi. Raja e valanda yapeyi. He 'Mabapano 
kise yapeti' pilivisa epavat asa 'Aya hingin yam
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dayak nogena vadda denneya'yi yediya. Etan patan 
gena devihi bat muhula tabagena vaditi. Eyidu 
asa 'Anniya lcehe banda novadda denneya'yi yediya. 
Etana patangena ranmaravadiya bat eva piyala payin 
gena vaditi. Raja e asa 'Anniya maravadi la novadda 
denneya'yi yediya. Etana patangena devihi ganda 
diyen naha sarirayehi siyumiyuru galva pili perava- 
gena vaditi. Rajapa ovun siriru leva yapeti.
Validu pilivisa epavat asa 'Anniya novadda denneya'yi 
valaki. Devihi doratuge mula sita 'Himi, Blmsara 
Maharaja; ohu ladaru kala mara nopiva dunva. Topa 
satura topima putuva. Me topage nimam dalcmaya.
Mam metan patan gena topa dalcna nolabemi. Mage 
varadak atnam ma lcerehi lcsama karanneya'yi valapa 
vahasa navatta,
(Amavatura, ed. Walivitiye Sorata, Colombo: Anula
Press, I960, p. 7 6 ),

(3 ) Samanola muhula maha samudura mevul ba ra
Sulakala puvala Lakangana siri yovun va ra
Taralcala visal vasal yaturu menuva ra
Bandahala ruvan tana pata kiyeliya pavu ra (v,9)
TJnu no va barana sivusata votunut pala
Venu men pasalc un sanda si hasun ma nda
Manuraja kulen pavatena pilivela nosi 6da
Ganu avasara e nirindu siri patul va nda (v,19)

Sirisara hingul vila se hasa valev e na
Suravara salela rata lavanata dala dula na
Manahara sanda vala pela lcelavara pane na
Pahasara la sanda yuvalek atnam erne na (v.8 3 )
(Salalihini Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratunga, 1925).
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Cf,
Samanola muhula maha samudura rnevul ba ra
Sulakala puvala Lakangana siri yovun va ra
Tarakala visal vasal yaturu menuva ra
Bandahala ruvan tanapata kiyaliya pavu ra (v# 9)

Unu nova barana sivusata votunut pala 
Venumen pasak unsanda sihasun ma 
Manuraja kulen pavatena pilivela nosi 
Ganu avasara enaranindu siripatul va

nda
da

nda
nda ( v . 19)

Sirisara hingul vila se hasa valev e na
Suravara salela rata lavanata dala dula na
Manahara sanda valapela kelavara pene na
Pahasara lasanda yuvalak atnam erne na (v.8 3 )
(Salalihini sandesaya, ed, Ratmalan© Sri Dharmararaa, 
Colombo: Lanlcabhinava Vis rut a Press, 193^)#

(4) Tun kalhi ma pav’a ti
Padarut siyal lova a ti
Atambula se dana ga ti
Eyln Samma Satnbuduna ye ti (v, 263)
Sihilal pavanin gim mandavali ya
Mesiyal lova piya bas dodavali ya
Viyavul sata sita tos vadavali ya
Ganabol blma mahandin handavali ya (v,309)
Muhuda da pup rat pandora gavasvl ya
Nubatala pipi mal viyanin vasvi ya
Mulu lova suvandati mal vasi vasvi ya
Satara apa sata suvase vasvi ya (v* 310)
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Kesarun SenM, dun niya panduri n
Gijindun sanaha lu rasa goduri n
Gijindun gena vatkala kara pokurzL n
Kesarun gim dura lu dlya dahari n (v * 324)
(Budu Guna Alamlcaraya, ed. Kumaratunga, 1929)
Of.
Tun kalhima pava ti
Padarut siyal lova a ti
Atambula se dana ga ti
Eyin Samma Sambuduna ye ti (v.2 6 3 )
Sihilal pavanin gim madavali ya
Mesiyal lova piyabas dodavali ya
Viyavul sata sita tos vadavali ya
Ganabol bima mahandin handavali ya (v.309)
Muhudada pipi ras panderin vasvi ya
Nubatala pipi mal viyanin vasvi ya
Mululova suvandati malvasi vasvi ya
Satara apa sata suvas© vasvi ya (v,310)
Kesarun gena hara dun niya pandure n
Gijindun sanahalu rasa godure n
Gijindun gena vatkala kara polcure n
Kesarun gim duralu diya dahare n (v.324)
(Budu gun a. A1 amlcar aya . ©d. 0, B , Jayatilaka, 
Colombo, 1953

(5 ) Vipul lculunu met gunayen lev pus na
Kopul ata dalasa lesa teda ras is na
Teptil gena surindu rakna lev sas na
Upulvan devindu daka dev me has na (v.5)
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Ati dora do^M. raji indu nil mini tora na
Patira anduru hara kara palambeta lcira na 
Niti raya sarana ve mada surangana hara na 
Veti inehi bisaru digasiyo saha tutu ura na (v,15)
Dambadeni Alaka pura visu dinisuru vila sa 
Loba vata m© ra.ju veta Sarasavi siri nivesa 
Tamba rana pivisa viyovaga vaduva sihila sa 
Bamba Diyabanda dedena vindino veda vehe sa (v,3?)
(Parevi Sandesa Vivaranaya, ed, Kumaratunga, 1932),

C f .

Vipul lculunu met gunayen lev pus 
Kopul ata dalasa lesa teda rasa is 
Tepul gena Surindu ralcna lev sas 
Upulvan devindu daka dev mi has

na
na
na
na (v.4)

Ati dora dora indunil mini ran tora na 
Patira anduru kara hara palambeta kira na 
Niti raya sarana ve mada surangana harana 
Veti mehi bisaru digasiyo tutu saha urana (v,13)
Dambadeni Alaka pura visu dinisuru vila sa
Lobavata meraja veta Sarasavi siri niv© sa
Tambarana pivisa viyovaga vanuva sihila sa
Bamba Diyabanda dedena vindino vada vehe sa (v,37)
(Parevi Sande^aya, ed, Kahave Sri Ratanasara, 
Colombo: Vidyartha Press, 1932),

(6) Savat nuvara Anepindu maha sitanan ge gehidi davas 
pata sanga de dasek valandanaselca, Ese ma Visakha- 
van ge gehi did sanga de dasek ma valandanaseka* 
Savat nuvara yam yam lcenek, rajjuruvan dakvad,
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danak det nam mun denna gen avasarayak ladin mut 
anelc leselcin dan vuvada di liya noheti, Ita 
karana lcimda yat:- poman nattelcin noveyi. 'Topa 
dan dona tenata Anepindu maha sitano ho Visalchavo 
ho avuda1yi vicara, 'nata'yi lei lcalhi 1 ales a ganan 
viyadam lcota dun danak vuvad, lunu no la duma pu 
maluvale men, e danak lcota noleiyati, U denna 
vahanda ge ruciya abhipraya indura daniti, Un ge 
vldhanayen idi leala dan vahanda suva se valandana 
selca,
(Saddharma Ratnavaliya, ed. Kumaratunga, 1932,
'Samandevi Vastuva', p. 1).

Cf*.
Savat nuvara Anepindumahasitanange geyidi davas 
pata sanga dedasek valandanaselea, Esema Visalcha- 
vange gehidit sanga dedaselema valandanas elea. 
Savatnuvara yam yam lcenelc rajjuruvan dalcvat danak 
detnam mun dennagen avasarayak ladin mut anile lesalcin 
dan vuvat diliya noheti. Ita karana lcimda yat;- 
poman nattelcin noveyi, 'Topa dan dena tanata Ane- 
pindumahasitano ho Visalchavo ho avuda*yi vicara 
n'atayi ki lcalhi laksa ganan viyadam kota dun danak 
vuvat lunu nola duvapu maluvale men e danak kota 
noleiyati, U denna vahandage ruciya abhipraya 
indura daniti, Unge vldhanayen idileala dan vahanda 
suvase valandanas elea,
( Saddharmaratanavaliya , ed , D, B, Jaya tilalca ,
Colombo: Svadesa Mitraya Press, 1930* 'Samandevi
Vastuva', p, 1 6 3 ).
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Subanda siyal sivu ve dana pivituru va
Palanda lea sun hu abarana visituru va
Nomanda perevi bamunan sita nlraturu va
Esanda kiyana jaya tuti nada anaturu va (v.43)
Kanala upulmal gavasa lcesvati ya
Bindala polcurulcuru kara mutu hara sati ya
Bandala gavan veta gava palu liya siti ya
Nobala mitura yagan manga potu piti ya (v.75)
Vatina noyek bandu ara gena am a da ma
Vatina milata novikuta kota velenda ma
Sitina liyan daka sihi kara bana da ma
Vadina lcom gasa sevane noranda ma (v.6o)
(Gira Sandesa Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratunga 
Colombo: Apa Press, 1933).

>

Cf .

Subanda siyal sivu ve dana pivituru va
Palanda lcasunhu abarana visituru va
Nomanda perevi bamunan sita niraturu va
Esanda kiyana jayatutinada anaturu va
Kanala upul mal gavasa lcesvati ya
Bindala pokuru Icuru lcara mutuhara sati ya
Bandala gavan veta gavapalu liya siti ya
Tobala mitura ya gan manga potu piti ya (v.75)
Vatina noyek bandu aragena hamada ma
Vatina milata novikota lcota velenda ma
Sitina liyan daka sihilcara bana da ma
Vadina Icon gasa sevane noranda ma (v, 6 0 )
(Gira Sandesaya, ed. Malculuduve Piyaratana, 
Colombo: M, D. Gunasena & Co., 19^8)
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(8) Liya lalcala pabalu ya tam pela maha la
Soya patara pala bitu piriyaminudu la
Aya nay ana dalca daka s iri noyana lea la
Kiya pahaya siri angavanu kelesa ba la (v.1l)
Gahan viyata viyalceta siti siti tani ni_
Vahan karata mal nmvaranda sal hisi ni
Pahan sandehi riti lean udayaga udi ni
Pahan sandin vadu Ambuluva kadi ni (v.25)
Vata neta lcaraalupula sari vi leivi vada na
Boruya yi leiyati me uvam no dalca elea ta na
Diya kelanavun dalca polcune pul mali na
Kivi basa sabava numbata ma penenu ya etana (v*88)
(Mayura Sandesa Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratunga,
Colombo, 19357”

Cf.
Liya pabalu sulalcala tam pela maha la
Soya satara palabitu piriyaminudu la
Aya nayana dalca daka risi noyana lea la
Kiya pahaya siri angavanu kelesa ba la
Gahan viyata viyalceta siti siti tani ni
Vahan karata mal muvarada salhisi ni
Pahan sandehi mepuren vada adahasi ni
Pahan sandin vadu Ambuluvalcadi ni
Vataneta lcamalupula sarivi kivivada na
Boruyayi leiyati meuvam nodalea elcata na
Diya kelanavun dalca polcune pulmali na
Kivlbasa sabava numbatama penenuya eta na
(Mayura Sandesa Varnanava, ed* Veragoda Amaramoli, 
Colombo: J* D* Fernando, 193^)*

(v.ll)

(v.25)

(v.88)
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(9 ) Giya davasa Miyulu nuvara Angati nam rajek viya,
Ohu ge Ruja nam priya vu duvalc ata. 0 t omo manojna 
vu ru atti ya; suksama vu nuvana atti ya; acala vu 
sraddha atti ya; tudus jatiyak dakna jati smarana 
jnana atti ya. E raja davaspata pasvisi lcaranduvak 
suvandamal ha suvanda palandana ha e duvata deyi; 
madi pohoyen madi pohoyata dan denu sandaha dahasin 
banda piyali da deyi . . .
(Pu javali, ed, Kumaratunga, 1935, fRuja Vastuva1,
p". To)'.

Cf,
Yata giya davasa Miyulu nuvara Angati nam rajek 
viya. Ohuge Ruja namvu priyavu duvak ata* 0 
manojnavu ru attiya, Suksamavu nuvana attiya,
Acalavu sraddha attiya, Tudus jatiyak dakna jatis- 
marana jnana attiya, E raja davas pata pasvisi 
karanduvak suvanda mal ha suvanda palandana duvata 
deyi. Madi pohoyen pohoyata dan denu sandaha 
dahasin banda piyalida deyi . . .
(Pujavail, ed. Kirialle Nanavimala, Colombo! M. D.
Gunasena & Co., 19&5, P* 236).

(10) Gena vidu kaga patev - ganaraja1rakata muni hata 
Sadi dunulce kalculu — lcirulu bala vala harln (v.66)
Vajamba tame'ka banda - kara diya siyal rivl raja 
Neteda lcele meda vanasi - pi yum siyanudu ganaraja (v , 6 8)
Munindu pudata gat a - lcanahil mal semera ev
Mihikata navasadala nil — d i y u l i ^ d u  govuvala mevul (v.73)
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Vimal lcara silil - kala munindu taru nangamen 
Satnata gilantyukal - pat diva osu sara leal (v.82)
(Sasada Vivaranaya, ed. Kumaratung'a, 1939)*
Cf\
Dunuke lcakulu lcirulu — sadi balavala harin
Gena ganaraja vidulcaga - aralcata patave munihata (v«66)
Vajambi ganaraja lcara - tarna elcabaiidu diya siyal 
Riviraja neteda lcelemeda - piyum siyanudn vanasi (v.68)
Nava sadala nil diyul - ratindugovu valamevul
Mihilcata munindu pudev gata - lcanahillamal semarev (v*73)
Vimal lcara silil ~ kala munindu taru nagimen 
Ayulcal gilan sathata - divaosu sara leal pat (v,82)
(Sasadavata, ed, Aturuvalle Dhammapala, Colombo:
Vidya Prabodha Press, 193*+)*

( 1 1 ) Hamala lcomala pavan - hada lcovul sara nan liya
Gum plrimanda manda lola — lcisala pela muvaranda randa

(canto 6 , v. 2)
Monara mulu lagana - turehi velep paahi tundu 
Pirimanda pavana1 mbala pili - bar a idu lcara Iceka gat

(canto 6, v # 3)
Rivilcalhu yata vil - leal hala haaavala rtievul 
Vana sovuni guguriimen - piyum danga bingu ravnen

(canto 6, v #4)
Ekalc nami pul — lahabelchi at a la mad a
Diya sun savu siri daru - bingu valanu'du nangeta ba

(canto 10, v.2 6 )
(Kavsilumina, ed. Kumaratunga, 19*1*+)
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Cf *
Nanliyagum mada — pirimada lela kisalpela 
Muvaranda randi lcovulsara - ada hamale komala pavan

(cant o 6 , v * 2)
Pirimada tudu vela - pashi lagna monara mulu 
Pavaninambala pilbara — lcara indu kelcarav gat

(canto 6, v.3)
Rivilcalbu yata vil - hasavala hala mevuldam 
Piyum danga bingu ravnen ~ vana sovini guguramen

(canto 6, v,4)
Ekalc nami pul - lahabelchi ata la
Binguvalanudu nageta - ba mada diyasun sav siri daru

canto 10, v # 2 6 )
(Kavsilumina, ed, Madugalle Siddbattha, Colombo:
Govt, Printer, 1926),

(12) Samanola muduna siripada obana mangula ta 
Nilcasala maha sangana & en®. vadina muninduta 
Pahadula sunil manikin kala manga lesa ta
Manadola pireyi ganga sirisara duta topa ta (v,78)
Miniselc diya pina yeyi e tera ta
Anganak diya pina eyi me tera ta
Paharak duna saranin ohu sirasa ta
Anelcak anduva e sandehi dura si ta (v,84)
(Hamsa Sandesaya, in Vidagama Maitraya Himiyange 
Prabandha, ed . R. Tennalcon, Colombo: M, D,
Gunasena, 195®)*

Cf,
Samanola muduna siripada obana mangula ta
Nilcasala mahasangana gena vadina munindu ta
Pahadula sunil manilcon lcala manga lesa ta
Manadola pireyi gangasirisara dutu topa ta (v.7®)
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Minisek diya pinayeyi etara ta
Anganalc diya pinaeyi met era ta
Paharalc duna saranin ohu sirasa ta
Anikale anduva esandehi dura si ta (v,84)
(Hamsa Sandesaya, ed . C. E. Godalcumbura, Colombo: 
Apothecaries Co* Ltd., 1953)*

(1 3 ) Unu nova barana sivu sata votunut pala nda
Venu men pasak un sanda sihasun ma da
Manuraja lculen pavatena pilivela nosi nda
Ganu avasara enirtndu siri patul va nda (v.19)
Sirisara hingul vila se hasa valev e na
Suravara salela rata lavanata dala dula na
Manahara sanda vala pela lcelavara pene na
Pahasara la sanda yuvalek atnam eme na (v*83)
(Salalihini Sandesaya, ed . R. Te Tin a Icon, Colombo,
M, D, Gunasena & Co., 1956).

C f .
Unu nova barana sivu sata votunut pala nda
Venu men pasak un sanda sihasun ma da
Manuraja lculen pavatena pilivela nosi nda
Ganu avasara enaranindu siripatul va nda (v#19)
Sirisara hingul vila se hasa valev e na
Suravara salela rata lavanata dala dula na
Manahara sanda vala pela lcelavara pene na
Pahasara lasanda yuvalek atnam eme na (v.8 3 )
(Salalihini Sandesaya, e d . Ratmalane Sri Dharmarama, 
Colombo: Lanlcabhinava Visruta Press, 1938)*
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(14) Subanda siyal sivu ve dana pivituru va
Palanda kasun hu abarana visituru va
Nomanda perevi bamunan sita niraturu va
Esanda kiyana jaya tuti nada anaturu va (v,43)
Kanala upul mal gavasa. Ices vati ya
Bindala pokuru'lcuru lcara inutu hara sati ya
Bandala gavan veta gava palu liya siti ya
Tobala mitura yagan manga Potu piti ya (v,75)
(Gira Sandesaya, ed. R. Tennakon, Colombo: Sri
Lanka Pralcasalca Samagama, 1948).
cr,

Subanda siyal sivuve dana pivituru va
Palanda kasunhu abarana visituru va
Nomanda perevi bamunan sita niraturu va
Esanda kiyana jayatutlnada anaturu va (v,43)
Kanala upul mal gavasa kesvati ya
Bindala pokuru kuru lcara mutuhara sati ya
Bandala gavan veta gavapalu liya siti ya
Tobala mitura ya gan manga Potupitl ya (v*75)
(Gira Sandesaya, Malculuduve Piyaratana, Colombo:
M. D, Gunasena & Co., 1948),

(1 5 ) Lakisuru surata lela lcaga pata vala leu lj[
Niraturu nangeta evigasa pala digin ve le
Amituru nirindu anganan lcomala ura ta le
Piyovuru tisara mutuhara nelumbu dali ha le (v,94)
Daka hima aela ajt si ha rad a uturu da sa
Ehl aidangana vena vena gata me le sa

# • w? —Paralcum rajuta sari nirindek t±3-Olcu sa
Ohu ruva mayi pilibimbu pat dapana pa sa (v,95)
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Kiya ga mangiy a , enu kohl sita, dada samanola gosina
Noya kiya'mutu ediga. bamunu Sumana surindu visi na
Giya kala dedahas pansiya rajaku etiyi diya na
ICiyavina tanvasiya enam Parakum raja modi na
(Parakumba Sirit Peheliya, (v.1l6)
ed„ Amarasiri Gunawardhana, Colombo:
It. A, Ariyadasa, 1953).

Cf.
Lakisuru surata lela lcaga pata vala leu la
Nilaturu nagena evigasa pala digin ve la
Amituru nirindu anganan komala ura ta la
Piyayuru tisara mutuhara nelambu dali ha la (v*90)
Dalca hima sel ati siha dada uturu de sa
Ehi indagana vena vena gata me le sa
P'aralcum rajuta sari nirindek tiloku sa
Ohu ruvamaya pilibimbu pat dapana pa sa (v*9t)
Itiyaga magiya enu koyi sita dada samanala gosi na
Kimelca aniutu ediga bamunu Sumana surindu visi na
Giya kala dedahas pansiya rajelc eteyi diya na
Kiyamina gam vasiya enam Parakum raja medi na
(Parakumba Sirlta, e d * D , S „ S *  (v,112)
Gunawardhana, Colombo: Sevyasri
Press, 1908)*

(16 ) Vipul ku1unu met gunayen lev pus na
Kopul ata dalasa lesa teda ras is na
Tepul gena Surindu ralcina lev sas na
Upulvan Surindu dalca deva me has na (v.5)
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Ati dora dora indunil mini ran tora na
Patira anduru kara hara palambeta kira na
Niti raya sarana ve mada surangana hara na
Veti mehi bisaru digasiyo saha tutu ura na (v,13)
(Parevi Sandes Pahadanaya, ©d. Alavuisi Sabihela,
Colombo: M. D. Gunasena & Co., 19^7)

Cf.
Vipul kulunu met gunayen lev pus na
ICopul ata dalasa lesa teda rasa is na
Tepul gena Surindu rakna lev sas na
Upulvan devindu daka dev me has na (v,4)
Ati dora dora indunil mini ran tora na
Patira anduru kara hara palambeta kira na
Nitiraya sarana ve mada surangana hara na
Veti mehi bisaru digasiyo tutu saha ura na (v.13)
(Paravi Sandesaya, ed. Itahave Sri Sumangala 
Ratanasara, Colombo: Vidyartha Press, 1932).
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APPENDIX II

THE EDITIONS OF THE SIDAT SANGARAVA 
AND THE SINHALESE GRAMMARS 

WRITTEN UP TO 1935

(a ) Editions of the Sidat Sangarava

James De Alwis, Sidat Sangarava (Translated into
English with an introduction), 
Colombo: The Govt. Printer, 18 5 2 ,

Pundit Tudawe Gunawardhana, Sidat Sangarava, Colombo:
Wesleyan Press, 1 8 6 5 .

Pundit Batuwantudawe, Purai>a Sannaya Sahita Sidat
Sangarava» Colombo: Lanlcabhinava 
Vlsruta Press, 1882.

Hikkaduwe Sumangala, Sanna Sahita Sidat Sangarava,
Colombo: Vidyasagara Pres s', 1 88h .

C . T, Perera, Sidat Sangara Prasnottara, Colombo:
Sucaritodaya Press, 1901,

Ratmalane Sri Dharmarama, Sidat Sangara Vistara
Sannaya, Kalaniya: Satya Samuccaya
Press, 1902.

Sri Sumedhatiasa and C. E. C. Gunatilake, Siddhanta
Prasnottara, Colombo, 1902.

J, B, Ranasinghe, Sidat Sangarava, Colombo, 1916,
Prajnasena Ediriweera, Sidat Sangara Vinisa,

Colombo, 192^.
W . F. Gunawardhana, Siddhanta Pariksaijtaya, Colombo:

N, J. Cooray & Sons") 1 92^.
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J* P. Samarasingha, Vistara Vyakhya Sahita Sidat
Sangarava, Colombo, 1927*

IC. S. Ratanasara, Sidat Sangara Bhava Sannaya,
Colombo: Mahabodhi Press, 1929*

Muni das a Kumaratunga, Sidat Sangara Vivaranaya,
Colombo: Vidyasagara Press, 193^*

R. Tennalcon, Patlraja Piruvan Hlmige Sidat Sangarava, 
Colombo: M, D, Gunasena & Co., 195^*

(b) Sinhalese Grammars written up to the emergence of 
the puristic grammatical works of the Hela Havula

Joannes Rue11, Grammatica of Slngaleesche taalkunst,
zynde een korte methode om de voornaamste 
Fondamenten van de Singaleesche spraak 
te leeren, Amsterdam: Francois Halma,
1 7 0 8.

James Chater, A Grammar of the Cingalese Language.
Colombo : Nicholas Bergman (Govtt Press),
1815.

Samuel Lambrick, A Grammar of the Singhalese Language
as it is now written and spoken by 
men of learning and others, Colombo; 
Cotta Church Mission Press, 183^.

James De Alwis, An Introduction to Singhalese Grammar,
designed for the use of European 
Students, Colombo: Govt, Press, 1859.

Hikkaduwe Sumangala, Varna Nlti saha Simhala Vyakaranaya,
Colombo: Lakrivi Kirana Press, 1 8 7 8 ,
The Sinhalese Handbook, Colombo: Govt.
Printer, 1880.
Sinhalese Grammar, Colombo: Govt.
Printer, 1881.
A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, 
Colombo: Catholic Orphanage Press, 1 8 8 6 ,

Cornells Alwis, 

S, Coles,

C, Chounavel,
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Weragama Puncibandara, Pada Nitiya, Colombo: The
Baddhist Press, 1888.

A, M. Gunaseltara,

Simon De Silva,

H. Jayalcody,

John Block,

D. Gabriel,

A Comprehensive Grammar of the 
Sinhalese Language, Colombo:
G~ A , Skeen (Govt. Printer),
1 891 .
Sinhalese English Grammar, 
Colombo: Govt. Printer, 1897.
Vyakarana Man.jari, Colombo: 
Vidyasagara Press, 1900.
Simhala Vakya Nitiya, Panadura; 
Sucaritodaya Press, 1903.
Valcya Vinyasaya, Colombo, 1904.

Simon De Silva (The Gate Mudaliyar), Sabdanusasanaya or
The Grammar of the Sinhalese 
Language, Colombo: Govt* Press,
1907.

D. E, Johannes, 

T. Karunaratna,

D. M. Samarasingha, 

Vatane Dhammananda, 

N. Ratanasara,

IC, Sllaratana,

Simhala Vyalcaranaya, Colombo,
7 9 lT ]

Simhala Dhatu Ratnavali, Colombo, 
1920.
Simhala Sandhi Ratnavaliya, 
Colombo, 1924.
Karaka Man.jari, Colombo: Mahajana
Press, 1925.
He la Da Ruvanalcara, Panadura,
1929.

Vesesun Yeses Vinisa, Kalaniya: 
Vidyalankara Press, 1930.
Sabda Pariksa, Colombo, 1931.



S* P. Obert, Vyakarapa Vidyava, Maggona, 1931.
Theodore G. Perera, Simhala Bhasava, Colombo, 1932.
His sail e Sir! Sumangala, Simhala Vyakarana Parilc-

ganaya9 Veyangoda Press, 
Veyangoda, 1937.
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